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Abstract
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This research investigated changes in students' academic
performance during the transition from primary to secondary school.
Students' perceptions of their experiences during the transition were
investigated in an attempt to provide an expla.nation for any changes
that occurred in academic performance. The study was conducted in
four feeder primary schools and one senior high school in the Perth
metropolitan area.
A review of the literature indicated that previous studies of
transition had focused on surface level aspects of the transition. Few
studies had investigated students' perceptions of the transition in
relation to their academic performance. Specifically, no studies had
investigated the experiences of students who had achieved "average"
levels of academic performance in their final year of primary school.
A case study approach was adopted to investigate students'
experiences of the transition.
Academic performance was measured at Years 7 ,and "tl using the
Monitoring Standards in Education tests of mathematics and English
which were designed to measure students' performance against the
Year 7 syllabus.

Measures of students' self-perceptions of

performance, attributions for success and failure, use of strategies, and
achievement goals were administered during six interviews which
spanned the period from the final term of Year 7 to the end of first
semester in Year 8. Classroom observations were conducted between
the third term of Year 7 and the end of first semester in Year 8.
Teachers of Year 7 and 8 students were interviewed to gather
information relating to their expectations for students in Years 7 and
8 and their perceptions of t~e target students' ncademic performance.
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The principal findings of this study showed that students'
academic performance remained at the same level in relation to Year
7 syllabus after three terms in secondary school. Analysis of measures
of aspects of achievement motivation and interview responses
sugltested that students' attitude towards schoolwork and general
achievement motivation fell after the transition to secondary school.
Students adapted quickly to the organisational aspects of the
transition. They had little trouble finding their way around the new
school setting. However, problems emerged as students attempted to
cope with the new instructional context. Students reported that they
were not aware of teachers' expectations for work standards and did
not know what they had to do in order to achieve high marks. They
had interpreted strong messages about the importance of sutmitting
work on time and believed this to be the most important aspect oi
doing well in secondary schooL
Comparison of students' expectations of secondary school with
their experiences showed that generally students received less
homework at secondary school than in Year 7 and believed Year 8
work to be easier or no more difficult than Year 7 work.

The

combination of these experiences with their beliefs about the
importance of punctual submission led to a reduction in effort
directed towards academic tasks. The emphasis on the importance of
assessment tasks and submission was reflected by an increase in the
number of students who held performance or work avoidance goals.
Students accepted less personal responsibility for their achievement
outcomes, and adopted external and uncontrollable attributions for
success and failure.

Students demonstrated less use of adaptive

strategies and self-regulatory behaviours at Year 8. This appeared to
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be a function of the secondary instructional environment, the nature
of the instructional tasks and the increased volume of work.
Consideration of students' experiences and interpretations of
these experiences, along with classroom observations and teacher
interviews suggests that these average students encountered an
academic and instructional environment that encouraged them to be
less self~regulatory and to adopt debilitating motivational
dispositions. This led to a reduction in effort and declinC! in attitude
towards school work that limited their academic achievement. It may
be argued that the secondary school environment served to restrict
these students' educational opportunities.
The case studies that resultC!d from this study provided a rich
description of the experiences of the students involved.

Their

expectations, experiences, perceptions and interpretations combined
to form a detailed picture of the transition experience. While C!ach
individual perceived and interpreted experiences in !hC!ir own way
the data from this study support the arguinen! that there is much in
common among the experiences of thC!se students. It is likely that
other students will also experience and interpret the transition in
similar ways.
The results of this stuqy have important implications for primary
and secondary schools, as ·well as tht>, students themselves. If these
average students adopt negative attitudes to learning and
achievement which affects their learning outcomes then there are
serious implications for tlwir academic future.

Academic

discontinuity between primary and SC!condary school needs to be
addressed and the interpretation of curriculum at secondary school

"

should be reconsidered.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction to the Study

Introduction
Chapter One provides background to the study. The purpose and
significance of the study are described and the resulting research questions
presented. Operational terms used in this study are explained and the
chapter concludes with an overview of the study.

Background to lite S!udy
Academic success in the early years of secondary school plays a critical
role in establishing the foundations for students' educational and
employment future.

Academic perfornlance rnn restrict or expand

students' edumtional opportunities and future prospects. The first year of
secondary school would seem to be n criticnl time for students as they
develop beliefs about what is important about educntion, establish a
knowledge bnse and develop nttitudes townrds secondary school.
Anecdotal evidence from teachers and parents suggests that some,,
students' trnnsition from primary to sccondnry school is characterised by a
decline in ncademic performance and associated motivation. Most studies
of this transition have focused on students' expectations and concerns
prior to and after tr.insition (Cotterell, 1981; Gnrton, 1986; Ward, Rounds,
Packer, Mcrgendoller & Tikunoff, 1982). Recent studies have described
general declines in students' achievement related attitudes and
performance after the transition from primary to secondary school {Eccles
et al., 1993; Fouracre, 1991; Ward, Mergendoller & Tikunoff, 1982; Ward,
Tikunoff, Lash, Rounds & Mergendo)ler, 1982). Some have suggested that
declines in attitude or perform.ince are the result of pubertal changes
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(Simmons & Blyth, 1987) while others point to the effects of systemic
changes in the classroom environment (Feldlaufer, Midgley & Eccles, 1988,
Eccles et al. 1993).
Eccles et al. (1993) a}d Midgley, Feldlaufer and Eccles (1989) suggest
that students' mathematics performance declines after transition as a
result of a lack of "fit" between the classroom environments experienced
by students in primary and secondary school.
environment

i:,

However, classroom

just one aspect of the range of changes that students

experience. Explanation of the changes in students' academic performance
will be informed by considering not only ch1ssroom environment and
related aspects, but the effect of these changes on dimensions of students'
motivation and the ways in which they affect each other. According to
Henderson and Dweck (1990) motivational factors such .is students' self
perceptions of ability, attributions, .ichievement goals, strategic behaviours
and beliefs about the value of school may predict whether high achievers
will remain high achievers and whether previously low achievers will
blossom in the new secondary school environment.
Students' experiences in secondary school may be the result of a
combination of factors: their past experiences in primary school; their
expectations of secondary school; a range of aspects of .icademic motiv.ition
including self-perceptions of ability, attributions, goals, slr.ilegics, academic
ability; and their experiences and subsequent interpretations of the
secondary school environment.

Previous studies have been somewhat

narrow in focus .ind have not included the r.inge of factors that may
influence learning and motivation.

Consideration of the changes in

classroom environment that students encounter is insufficient. Students'
motivational stales are a response to their interpretation of the classroom
and school environments which will be influenced by a multitude of
personal factors including individual values and expectations of high
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school. To understand why students respond to secondary school in the
ways they do, it is necessary to explore their expectations of what secondary
school will be like and their experiences and interpretations of the
situation once they have arrived.
The cO'.::textual differences between primary and secondary school are
frequently described but there has been little formal investigation of this
area. The work of Feldlaufer, Midgley and Eccles (1988) has been notable.
At primary school students have usually one teacher for all or most
subjects and most lessons are held in the one room, Year 7 students are the
"top dogs" in the primary school, .1re experienced in participating in
primary school life and nre placed in positions of responsibility.

At

secondary school these students are confronted by new physical
surroundings, including a larger mmpus with specialised facilities (Dunne,
1989). They must learn to follow a complex timetable, change rooms and
teachers for lessons, and move around the school unsupervised. They
encounter a larger number of teachers e;ich with differing expectations and
must learn the correct hEhaviour for

il

];irge number of discrete subjects

(subject specific knowledge and behaviour).

Furthermore, the

predomin;int curriculum fr.imework ;it the time of this study (unit
curriculum) resulted in students experiencing regular changes of teachers
over the year in most subjects.

Thus, the difficulties experienced by

students as they identify nnd ad;ipt to variations in teachers' academic and
behavioural expectations are exacerb'ded.

Associated with the unit

curriculum is .i regulnr, form.ii system of assessment which regulates
students' nmdcmic future.

These students are the most junior nnd

inexperienced of the school population and hold positions of little power
and responsibility.
In addition to the chnnges in educationnl environment that students
experience in the transition from primary to secondary school, this
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transition occurs at what may be a particularly traumatic time of physicai
and hormonal change as students enter adolescence.

Western society

defines adolescence in terms of cultural, rather than biological change.
The transition from primary to secondary school has become a convenient
developmental marker for the transition from childhood to adolescence
which introduces a major change into the lives of students. There is a
widely held expectation that when they enter high school students will
assume the social iule of an adolescent and conform to demands for
increased academic and social competence inside and outside school. Thus
the transition to secondnry school represents a sharp "discontinuity'' in
students' lives because it occurs at n sensitive time of development.
Most students appear to make the transition to secondary school
successfully. However, it seems that some students experience difficulty
ndjusting to the changed demands of the secondary school setting. Those
students who have performed poorly nt primary school have generally
been identified and where possible, appropriate mterventions have been
implemented or sustained on entry to high school. However,

il

number of

students who have been performing at a satisfactory level in primary
school seem not to make the transition successfully, arc not identified and
"get lost" in the larger secondary context.

Purpose of the Study
The present study focused on the expectations and experiences of
"average" Western Australinn students ns they mnde the transition from
primary to secondary school. This study sought to extend understanding
of the transition experience beyond the existing surface level descriptions
in order to provide nn appreciation of the reasons why some studer>ts did
not maintain previous levels of achievement in the secondary context.
Measures of student achievement were gathered before and after the
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transition in order to assess claims regarding changes in students'
achievement. To develop an understanding of the reasons for changes in
student achievement, specific dimensions of achievement motivation
including students' expectations for success, perceptions of their own
performance, attributions for success and failure and use of strategic
behaviours were measured and described.

Student perceptions of the

instructional environment, their values, and interpretations of the
messages that they received from teachers and the school system were
investigated.

Classroom observations in the primary and secondary

setting provided evidence of changes in instructional environments, and
interviews confirmed students' perceptions and interpretations of these
changes.
Exploration ~nd probinr; of the thoughts of target students during the
experience of primary-secondary transition allowed for the construction of
a detailed view of the experience through the eyes of key participants. TI1is
student understanding of the situation along with student belief systems,
lines of reasoning, implicit personal theories, rmd generic unders!imdings,
when combined with observational data, provided the means of
developing a "characterisation" of students who were successful and less
successful in adjusting to the new academic demands of the secondary
school environmt:-it.

Significrmcc cf the Study

Much of the research that has been conducted into the field of
primary-secondary transition has focused on the surface level issue of
student perceptions of the transition process {Allen & Mc Kean, 1984;
Fouracre, 1991; Garton, 1987; Mc Gee, 1989; Mekos, 1989). Studies such as
those by Ward, Mcrgcndoller, Packer, Osaki, Ward and Tikunoff (1982)

have extended this investigation of students' perceptions of the transition
by investigating factors such as instructional practices.
Recent research has investigated developmental changes in aspects of
motivation such as self esteem (Marsh, 1989), perceptions of competence
(Nottelman, 1987), ability beliefs (Blumenfeld, Pintrich, Meece & Wessels,
1981), attributions (Harari & Covington, 1981; Stipek, 1981), and self esteem
and ability beliefs (Eccles, Midgley & Adler, 1984). The results of these
studies suggest that there are significant differences in the ways that
children of various ages view different motivational constructs. These
differences are likely to be implicated in explanations of changes in
students' academic motivation and achievement in the transition from
primary to secondary school. However, it would seem that developmental
factors do not fuily explain the changes that occur.
There has been little research invesliguting the reasons why students
do not muke the transition successfully mid their uttributions which result
from this experience.

Consequently, there has been no basis for

recommendations for signific.int change in the transition process.
Evidence indicates that from third grade, students' performance in one
year predicts their performance in subsequent years (Maruyama, Rubin &
Kingsley, 1981; Mason & Stipek, 1989). Students' relative position remains
reasonably stable possibly as a result of the skills that they bring with them
when they enter a new cluss. ff students are "behind" when they leave one
year, they will begin the new year ut a disadvantage. As the gap between
the students' current level of skills and the demands of the curriculum
widen, low levels of achievement may result. In addition to this there are
the more subtle influences of factors such as students' beliefs about
competence and their attributions which may impede academic progress.
Therefore, the early secondary school experiences of students would seem
to be critical in confirming the "base" from which they begin their high
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school academic career. Students' early experiences of secondary school
play an important part in deciding their future success. Research suggests
that students rarely improve their grades in the later school years and the
best predictor of final secondary school success is provided by assessments
of attainments in the first two years of secondary school (Nisbet, Welsh &
Entwistle in Fouracre, 19!}1). The r.ur.rent pressure on increased secondary
retention and the resulting student perceptions of their high school future
create a timely and appropriate context for more qualitative research into
the reasons for success or otherwise of the process of transition to the
secondary school system.
The current interest in Australia in the establishment of ''middle
schools" (Barrett, Corm~ck & Eyers, 1992; Cumming, 1993; Education
Department of Western Australia, 1994; Eyers, Cormack & Barratt, 1992)
provides further support for the investigation of the effect of transition on
changes in students' motivation and achievement. Identification of the
reasons why some students J.re less successful than others in adnpting to
secondary school will make it possible to develop appropriate intervention
strategies to ,11leviate the problems arising from unsatisfadory tnmsition
experiences.

Incrensed undcrstnnding of the complex relationships

between primary-secondary transition, student acndemic motivation .ind
achievement may also provide suggestions for ch,1nges to pr.ictice in the
primary or secondnry setting.
The major focus of previous research into the transition of students
from prim,1ry to secondary school has been the description of the surface
!eve! factors of student perceptions of the transition experience and fadvrs
,,,,
that were of concern to students. This study extends and enriches
knowledge about how students perceive the transition, placing particular
emphasis on the meanings that students ascribe to their experiences, and
the w.iys in which they make sense of the situation. The focus of the study
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is the personal beliefs and expectations of students about the transition
experience and the reasons why some students are unable to maintain
pre1rious standards of academic performance through the transition. This
study provides information about primary-secondary transition as it is
experienced by the students involved.

Research Questions

1.

What changes occur in the academic achievement of average
achieving students when they make the transition from primary to
secondary school?

2.

How do these students perceive the primary-se~ondary schciOI
transition experience?
i) What is the nature of these students' affective and cognitive

responses in relation to their academic performance during the
transition from primary to secondary school?

3. i) What school related factors nppear to be implicnted in changes in
these students' academic performnnce from primary to secondary
school?
ii) What student related factors <1.ppear to be implicated in changes in
these students' academic performance from primary to secondary
school?
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Description of Terms Used in This Study

Achievement goals are cognitive representations of what individuals are
attempting to achieve.

Their function is to direct behaviour toward

attaining desired outcomes. The study of achievement goals has focused
on students' desires to increase or demonstrate levels of competence or
ability (Wentzel, 1992). Achievement goals are commonly classified as
either learning goals which may be directed towards mastery of the task or
understanding, and performance goals whic'.1 focus on doing better than
others or winning approval (Nichols, 1984).

Achievement motivation is a set of conscious beliefs and values that are
influenced primarily by recent cxperi~nces in achievement situations and
variables in the immediate environment. The achievement motive is a
pattern of planning, of actions and of feelings connected with striving to
achieve some internalised standard of excellence.

Approaches lo learning arc "consistent ways of going about a p<Hticular
task or learning/study in general" (Biggs & Moore, 1993 p. 521) and include
the sets of motives and strategies that learners bring with them to the
learning task. They may describe an orientation to learning in a certain
way or the way in which a learner handles a particular task. Approaches to
learning may be described as "deep", "surfoce" and "achieving" and a
combination of deep er surface with nchieving.

AttriiJ11tio11 processes are the processes by which nn individual interprets
their own or, another's actions and makes inferences as to the causes of
that behaviour.
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Attribution t/Jeory in achievement related settings proposes that learners'
willingness to engage in an academic task will be affected by the factors to
which they attribute previous successes and failures {Weiner, 1987). The
four most common factors to which success and failure are attributed are
ability, luck, effort and the task.

Learning strategies include the metacognitive and cognitive strategies that
learners use in completing academic tasks.

Ministry of Education refers to the central boc.ly directing the government
education system in Western Australia until 1994 when the title was
changed to the Education Department of Western Australia.

Monitoring Standards iJ1 Education (MSE)

refers to a project which was

initiated by the Ministry of Education (WA) in 1990 to monitor student
progress in key curriculum ilrcas.
against

ii

Student performance was assessed

series of "benchmarks" of performance which were established

collilboriltivcly by educ,1tors 1 curriculum specialists, parents and the
business community. The project assessed samples of students in Years 3,
7 and 10 in Government schools throughout Western Austr,ilia in English
and mathematics (Ministry of Education, 1993).

Self-regulated learning refers to the processes that students use lo exercise
control over their thinking, affect and behaviour as they acquire
knowledge and skills.
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Social psychology is the study of the real and imagined effects of one
individual upon the behaviour of another. The major focus of such an
approach is the individual within the group and the way in which
individuals influence one another.

Student perceptions are "thoughts, beliefs, and feelings about persons,
situations and events" (Schunk & Meece, 1992, p. xi) and include those
understandings that students develop of the events and relationships that
occur in the classroom. Students' perceptions of classroom events include
their interpretations of behaviours and intra- and inter-personal
relationships.

On the basis of their perceptions of classroom ev~nts

students make meaning of and draw inferences from many aspects of
classroom life. Student perceptions include the thought processes or
cognitions that contribute to the student's experience and understanding
of leaching, and which mediate learning ,md achievement (Wittrock,
1986).

Teacher expectations are inferences which te.ichers nmke about the future
behaviour or academic .ichievement of their students, based on what they
know about these students.

Tenclier expectation effects are effects on student outcomes which occur
because of the actions which teachers take in response to their
expectations.
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Transition is the point in social interaction when contexts chdnge (Doyle
1986). Primary-secondary transition describes the process of change from
the primary school setting to the secondary school context. In this study
primary-secondary transition is deemed to occur between the final year of
primary school (Year 7) and the first year of secondary school (Year 8).

Unit c11rric11/11111 is the curriculum model in place in Western Australian
secondary schools at the time of this study.

It is comprised of seven

curriculum component areas organised into units. The objectives of each
unit would be normally met in 40 hours instructional time. Units in all
courses are arranged in sequences representing six stage of progress and
there are a number of units offered at each stage. Pathways describe the
various sequences of units which ilfe available to students.

Overview of Tllis Study
There is some support for the claim that for certain students the
transition from primc1ry to secondary school is accompanied by a decline in
academic performance which may negatively affect students' long term
academic performance.

Using a case study approach this study

investigated changes in students' academic performance nnd describes the
transition experience from the students' perspective. By understnnding
how the students themselves understand and construct their own
explanations of the changes that they experience it is possible to posit
theoretical explanations of changes in students' academic performance.

CHAPTER TWO

Review of the Literature

Introduction

This review of related literature and researc~ identifies the pertinent
antecedent research areas from which the present study evolved. These
areas have made theoretic.ii and methodological contributions which
have been incorporated into this study's research design. This chapter
begins with an overview of the relevant research findings which relate
specifically to the transition of students from a primary to secondary
school setting.

Relevant studies of student academic motivation, and

changes in motivational constructs are then reviewed. Research findings
relating to self-regulated learning are p'resented in the final section of this
chapter.

Transition From Pri111nry to Scco11d11ry Sc/100/
Much of the research into the field of primnry-secondary transition
has focused on student concerns prior to the transition {Garton, 1986;
Mitman & Packer, 1982; Power & Cotterel, 1981).

This research has

reiterated the problems of ndjustment and <1nxicty th<1t occur prior to
secondary school entry and presented arguments in favour of making
structur<1l and organisational changes to existing educational systems to
accommodate such concerns (Garton, 1986; McGee, 1989; Nisbet &
Entwistle 1969; Power & Cotterel, 1981).
Although these findings have been accepted by authorities, they have
resulted in little structural and organisational change.

In Western

Australia the Beazley Report (1984) devoted a section to the tr<1nsition
aspect of schooling, milking five recommendations related to transition.
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None of these suggestions have been implemented. Eyers, Cormack and
Barratt {1992) draw attention to the fact that educational reform in
Australia has concentrated on the ends of the pre-school to Year 12 system
with most emphasis given to the upprr end.

Despite some variants,

schooling in Australia operates in its two original parts: primary (to Year 6
or 7) and secondary (to Year 12). However, recent interest in the role of the
middle school (Cumming, 1994) reflected in changes in South Australian
school organisation suggest that attention is now being given to this area
of schooling.

Student Expectations and Responses to Transition
The literature relating to primary-secondary tr<1.nsition is dominated
by works investigating students' thoughts prior to secondary school,
focusing on factors that cause concern for students. Consistently these
factors fall into the categories of social (such .is making new friends, being
the target of bullying), academic (such as the amount and difficulty of
work, the number of teachers they will have), .ind structural/
organisational (such as reading a timetr!ble or finding their way around
new buildings) concerns. GeneraJly, the studies have reported low levels
of student concerns regarding high school and positive student feelings
towards the move to high school (Garton, 1987; Mitman & Packer, 1982).
While common areas of student concerns have been identified, the
emphasis of these has varied across studies. Students' major concerns are
generally reported to relate to academic aspects of secondary school such as
the amount of homework or the difficulty level of the work (Fouracre,
1991; Mitman & P.icker, 1992; Trcbilco, Atkinson & Atkinson, 1977).
Another frequently reported concern is related to physical
intimidation. This was the major issue which emerged from Cotterrell's
(1981) study of transition and was significant for all students but of more
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concern to boys than girls. Mertin, Haebich and Lokan (1989) found high
levels of anxiety among students prior to the transition which related to
feelings of vulnerability and worries about being victimised by older
students.
Other studies have investigated students' responses to secondary
school post-transition {Garton, 1986; Mertin, Haebich & Lokan, 1989;
Trebiko, Atkinson & Atkinson, 1977) and presented conflicting evidence .
Mitman and Packer {1982) reported that students' levels of concern about
the academic aspects of high school were low prior to transition and that
these declined even further five weeks after transition.

This was

interpreted as evidence that students adjusted quickly to the new academic
setting.

In contrast to this, Mertin, I-laebich and Lokan reported that

academic aspects of school became more salient for students, replacing
concerns about bullying after six months at hi![h school.

Using

retrospective student accounts of cu;;ccr,is about primary-secondary
transition, Power and Cotterel (1981) found a significant decrease in
student concerns from "in the past" to "today". Students reported that
they believed that they had adjusted to any problems that may have
existed in the first few weeks after transfer. Student concerns after the shift
related to academic work rnther tlrnn to social ,1spects of the transition,
supporting the findings of Merlin, I·faebich and Lokan.

Attitudr to School

Studies investig,1ting students' attitudes towards school following
transition have produced conflicting findings.

Trebiko, Atkinson and

Akinson (1977) found students' nttitudes to learning represented by
interest and involvement were higher at secondary school than in
primary school.

However, a more common finding is that students'

attitudes towards school decline over the tnmsition (Power & Cotterel,
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1981; Watd et al., 1982). Fouracre (1991) found students' attitudes to school
work were lower following the transition to secondary school. Harter,
Whitesell and Kowalski (1982) reported that students' attitudes towards
schc,ol fell between grades six and seven and that the shift to high school
was accompanied by the development of negative academic attitudes.
Breen (1983) reported emerging discontent with schooling towards the end
of the first year of high school.

Acatlemic T-erformance
There appears to be little empirical evidence to support claims of
decli~es in students' academic performance resulting from transition.
Some support is provided by studies which report declines in achievement
over time but the link is not clearly made to tran~ition. Fouracre (1991)
found that tests of basic skills showed a drop in progress after transition to
secondary school.

This was particularly significant in some of the

language skills. In an earlier study Gaitan and Willcocks (1983) also found
that British students scored lower on tests of basic skills after their first year
of secondary school and their average levels of progress were lower in the
first year after transfer.

However, Ga!ton and Willcocks found only

slightly lower levels of motivation and attitudes towards school among
those students whose academic performnnce declined. They suggested that
the decline in attitude accompanied, rather than preceded, falls in
students' test scores. The question remains as to the extent to which this
decline occurs in Australian students' performance and the reasons for
'changes which may occur.
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Classroom Environments and Student Participation
Few studies have addressed the more immediate classroom level
teaching-learning environment. Research performed at a classroom level
would allow the investigation of student and teacher factors alongside
structural changes, providing an understanding of student perceptions of
the transition.

A recent focus of educational research has been the

consideration of classroom teaching and learning from a student
participation perspective. There is a growing interest in the ways in which
students influence the teaching-learning process. Good and Power (1976)
investigated the types of classroom environments in which different types
of students functioned most successfully and identified four major types of
students who may appear in the typical classroom: Success, Social,

Dependent and Alienate.
Success students are task oriented and acndemically successful. Social
students are person oriented and hnve the nbility to achieve but value
friendship more highly than schoolwork. Dependent students are always
seeking increased direction and help, and arc frequently rejected by their
peers. Alienate students are described as disadvantaged or reluctant
learners who reject school and everything it represents. An additional
classification of student is the Plwutom, who arc those students who nre
neither seen nor heard. Pltantom students are average in all aspects of
classroom behaviour, except outward involvement in public settings.
Ward et al. (1982) recognised the importance of investigating teaching
and learning at the classroom level and were particularly concerned with
examining teaching practices that would assist students in moving
successfully from primary to secondary settings. They suggested that a
consideration of the types of students described by Good and Power (1976)
was an essential component for understanding the classroom factors that
support the successful transition of students. Since a vast majority of
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instructional settings demand that students communicate with the teacher
and with one another in order to obtain instruction, receive feedback and
inform others of what they have learned, each student must be an active
participant in the teaching !Ind learning process.
Mitman and Packer (19:32) found the student participation style
described by Good and Power (1976) to be the most significant variable
affecting student transition. Success students expressed least concern about
the difficulty of work that they were expecting to experience while the

Alienate and Phantom groups expressed highest levels of concern.

Dependwt and Social groups were in the mid to lower levels of expressed
concern over difficulty of academic work. Those students who had made
the most successful transition had been described by Grade 7 teachers as

Success, Social or Success/Social students. Of the students from these
classifications none experienced unsuccessful transitions. Those students
who had been described as Alienate participants were largely unsuccessful
in the transfer while Depe11de11ts, Plrnntoms, Dependent/ Phantoms and

Pha11tom/Isolates had transition problems.

Certain classifications of

student appeared to be more vulnerable in particular instructional settings
but Social and Success students made successful transitions regardless of
instructional setting.

While these findings suggest that there may bl•

certain individual student characteristics that facilitate successful
transition there is little empirical data about the features of classroom
instruction that facilitate successful transition.
Eccles et al. (1993) explored the influence of changes in classroom
environment on students' motivation in the middle grades.

They

investigated students' achievement related beliefs, motives, values and
behaviours in mathematics classrooms and Lhe relationship between
teachers' beliefs, school and classroom environments and student
motivation. Teachers in middle grades felt less efficacious, controlled
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their students more and provided them with fewer opportunities for
decision making. These changes in teacher behaviours were related to
decreased student motivation. Eccles et al. (1993) noted the increased use
of ability groupings in middle years and the negative consequences of
being placed ':in the low ability mathematics groups. The researchers
suggested that the reported declines in young adolescents' academic
motivation could be avoided by correctly designing classroom
environments.
Power and Cotterel (1981) mapped the changes in school
environment that were encountered by students, and the resulting
changeS in student behaviour, perceptions, achievement and satisfaction.
They discovered that despite the rhetoric nbout bridging the gap between
primary and secondary school, it is largely left to individual students to
adjust to what may be considered an unnecessary discontinuity in
schooling experience.

These findings agreed with previous research

(Nisbet & Entwistle, 1969), suggesting most students expected and
encountered identifiable problems of adjustment .it the point of transfer to
secondary school. While most children look forw.ird to going to secondary
school, and most quickly adjust to the new school environment ther~
remain a number of students for whom the transition is a traumatic and
unsuccessful experience. The most frequent and persistent stresses seem
to arise from difficulties in adjusting to the academic enviwnment of the
secondary school.

Aspects of Motivation
In seeking to explain declines in students' academic achievement the
construct of achievement motivation becomes salient.

Academic

achievement in school is seen to be the result of students' abilities and
efforts. As the absolute level of students' academic ability is unlikely to
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decline, the explanatory factor in declining achievement would seem to be
that of motivation.

It is the level of motivation or the student's

willingness to engage in, and persist at academic tasks that will affect
performance on that task.
Various studies have reported decreases in motivational constructs
such as interest in school (Epstein & McPartland, 1986), intrinsic
motivation (Harter, 1981), self concept of ability (Marsh, 1989), and self
esteem (Simmons & Blyth, 1987).

Some of these changes may be

developmental, but they are also likely to occur in conjunction with
transition.

Eccles and Midgley (1989) and Wigfield, Eccles, Maciver,

Reuman and Midgley (1991) found transition effects on various
motivational measures such as self esteem, ability beliefs, liking of subject,
and ratings of importance of school activities. Simmons and Blyth (1987)
found clear evidence of the negative effect of transition on self concept and
Harter (1981) found a distinct decline in s!ud~nts' preference for
independent mastery and challenge (both aspects of intrinsic motivation)
between Years 6 and 7.
There are a number of possible explanations for these changes in
aspects of motivation. The timing of transition may be a critical factor.
The students in the middle years of s.:.·hooling (that is, betw'een the ages of
10 and 15) comprise a group with particular developmental characteristics.
During these years rapid physical, intellectual, social and emotional
'
changes occur. The rapidity o/ these changes is exceeded only by those
occurring in early childhood. Comment has been made of the significance
of such major transitions occurring at developmentally sensitive times in
a child's life (Paris & Newman, 1990).
Simmons, Blyth, Van Cleave and Bush (1979) suggested that early
transition to secondary school is more difficult than late transition and
that transition is more difficult for girls than for boys. Simmons and Blyth
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{1987) focused on the timing of transition suggesting that it occurs at a time
when the need to cope with changes in school environments coincides
with the pressure of pubertal changes. They argued that as it is more
difficult to deal with multiple change, later transition should alleviate
many of the problems of coping with change.
There has been little support for earlier transition (Nottelman, 1987).
Investigations of the effect of transition at different year levels (Thornburg
& Jones, 1982) found that students who moved to a new school in Year 6

had lower self esteem than students who did not change schools, but at
Year 7 there was no difference between groups who did and did not make a
transition. Nottelman (1987) also found that earlier transition did not lead
to less disturbance and that self esteem was higher in transition students
than non-transition students.
Nottelman (1982, 1987) found that across the one year transition
period, students',perception of competence remained constant, but that
there were significant differences between pre- and post-transition teacher
ratings of student competence. This may be the result of different teacher
expectations and grading practices at primary and secondary levels. Post
transition teacher ratings were lower than pre-transition ratings suggesting
that students face increased demands for academic, social and physical
competence. Differences between teacher and student ratings of student
competence were much greater pre- than post-transition which suggested
that students used higher standards than their teachers at primary or
elementary level, but used similar standards at secondary level. In all
cases it was common for males to overestimate their competence while
female students underestimated their competence.
Harter, Whitesell and Kowalski (1982) suggested that changes in the
size and structure of high schools may contribute to the reported decline in
academic performance and motivation that has been observed in
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transition studies. Specifically, they suggested that environmental changes
force students to adopt a more extrinsic orientation towards schoolwork,
leading to more objective self evaluations and potentially undermining
the perceived competence of less competent students.
Similar explam1tions have been offered by Eccles and Midgley (1989)
who suggested that at junior high the school environment becomes more
impersonal, formal, competitive and evaluative which results in
increasingly negative attitudes towards school. Nicholls (1979) suggested
that in the high school setting, teachers cause students to focus on the
assessment of their ability rather than on the learning task itself and this
change in focus has a negative impact on students' motivation to learn.
Eccles and Midgley (1989) and Eccles et al. (1993) suggested that a lack
of "fit" between the schoul environment and the needs of young people
contribute to the documented shift in attitudes typified by more negative
self evaluations and attitudes to school learning. They suggested that at a
time when adolescents are seeking to become more autonomous they are
confronted by a school situation which becomes more controlling.
Relationships between teachers and students become more impernonal at a
time when adolescents need increasing support from adults other than
their parents. This is compounded by increasing social comparison at a
time when adolescents arc becoming more self conscious.

Eccles et al.

(1993) stressed that a decline in motivational orientation is not inevitable
but th~t classroom environment factors such as quality of student-teacher
relationships can influence students' beliefs and self-perceptions.

Oilier 'Factors foj/uencing Trn11sitio11

Some studies have suggested that gender differences exist in student5'
responses to the transition experience. Richards (1980) found that girls
expressed greater satisfaction and confidence during the transition than
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boys. This finding was supported by Mertin, Haebich and Lokan (1989)
who found that boys reported more than twice as many concerns as girls
regarding the transition to high school and had higher levels of anxiety
about changing schools. In contrast to this Garton {1986) found no major
differences in the views expressed by boys and girls.
The previously mentioned research studies have been descriptive in
· nature and commonly recommend organisational level interventions
such as tmnsition programs or orientation programs in which future
secondary students visit the new school setting and are given the
opportunity to become familiar with operational aspects of secondary
school such as room locations and timetables. Breen (1983) investigated
students' transition between schools which participated in a formal
program and his results suggested that students had more realistic
expectations as a result of the transition scheme. However, there was still
emerging discontent with schooling townrds the end of the·first year of
high school.
Power and Cotterel {1981) described the nature 11nd intensity of
student transfer problems as a funcHon of student social backgrounds,
gender, age, ability and personality characteristics. Under the conditions
which operate in most schools, transition is likely to create most problems
for less able, socially immature childr<>n who were low·· achievers in
primary school, those who came from working class families nnd those
who had negative attitudes towards primary schooi5 {Ni~tet & Eritwistle,
1969). Transfer to secondary school is likely to be a stiinulus to able,
mature children, particularly those whose parents have post-secondary
educntion. In effect, it would seem that transition is likely to sustain the
attitudes and performance of these students from primary school to the
secondary context.

,,
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' literature review have
To this point, the findings presented in this
suggested that while students have some concerns about the transition to

secondary school these are generally short lived, and related to
organisational aspects of the change. Of greater concern are the reported
declines in academic achievement and various associated motivational

constructs such as attitude towards school, self-perceptions of ability and
expectancies of success. In order to understand how these changes affect
students' academic performance and motivation at secondary school, the
relationship between motivation and achievement shou!d be explored.
The literature presented so far has focused on studies that have
specifically investigated the process of transition. However, there is much
related literature that deals with aspects of motivational behaviour which
is relevant to this study.

lt has previously been acknowledged that

transition lo secondary school occurs at n time when the individual is
undergoing a number of developmental changes.

Literature relating to

the various motivational constructs which may affect students' responses
to transition are presented in the following section.
Achievement motivation is a multi-dimensional phenomenon
composed of related constructs including self-perceptions of ability,
expectations for success, nttributions for success and foilure, go.ils, learning
strategies, approaches to learning .ind theories of schooling. Pintrich and
De Groot (1990) h.ive suggested that there is a close relationship between
these motivational constructs, self-regulated learning and academic
achievement.

Cltnngcs i11 Motivation

Anderm.in and Machr (1993) identified a number of studies which
have shown changes in motivation among students in the middle years of
school. These studies do not focus specifically on the effect of transition
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on motivation, but describe aspects of the motivational states of students
at the time when transition occurs.
As students get older their attitudes towards school in general, and
towards specific academic domains such as mathematics, science and art
decline (Haladyna & Thomas, 1979; Harter, 1981; Marsh 1989). Motivation
and self concept of ability also decrease, particularly in grades six and seven
(Harter, 1981; Marsh 1989).

A number of researchers (Marsh 1989;

Nicholls, 1979a; Stipek, 1984) have demonstrated that competence and
expectancies for success are higher during the primary school years than in
secondary school.
Marsh (1989) suggests that there is a genernl decrease in some of the
major components of self concept around the middle secondary school
years. Students' general feelings about the quality of their school life have
also been shown to decline during the secondary school years (Ainley,
Reed & Miller, 1986).

Surface approaches to lc.1rning are normally

associated with perceiving school to be n negative place.
Research shows that declines in motivrition in adolescence are
associated with environmental contcxtunl factors and thnt motivation is
not merely a function of pubertal chnnge (Eccles & Midgley, 1989). A direct
link has been estnblished between changes in classroom learning
environments before and after transition to junior high and students'
motivation toward and performance in mnthematics. The differences
between elementary nnd middle schools nre often inappropriate for
maintaining motivation and investment of students nfter the transition
(Eccles et al., 1993; Weinstein & Butterworth, 1993).
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Ability Perceptions
One of the factors that plays an important role in students'
willingness to engage in tasks is the perceptions that they hold of their
own ability. Stipek and Tannatt (1984) found clear differences in the ways
in which children between the ages of four and eight judged their own,
and others' ability.

Younger children were more likely to refer to

sociability in their ability judgments, and were less likely to base their
judgments on social comparison or on the difficulty of the task. Children
of all ages frequently explained ability in terms of work habits or efforts
although older children placed more emphasis on work habits. By Year 4,
children were aware of their .icademic standing in the classroom. Stipek
and Tannat found that students' ratings of their own ability declined by
year level. Ratings of the .ibility of peers were lower th.in self ratings, and
did not decline as o function of year level.

There were significant

correlations between students' ratings of their own and classmates' ability
and teacher ratings of relative student .icademic standing. It seems that
children judge their own performance more critically as they progress
through the school system, possibly .is a result of basing their judgments
on different criteria.
Changes in children's ability judgments mriy arise as a result of
differences in ways in which children make such judgments, and the types
of information that they use to evaluate themselves and others in
achievement settings. As children move from one year level to the next,
the educational environment including task demands and the nature of
feedback changes considerably. The most radical changes occur during the
transition from preschool to the erirly primary grades. At the same time
there arc important changes occurring in children's cognitive processing
abilities that should influence how they process and interpret ev[lluative
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feedback. These changes are repeated at the time when students are
making the transition from primary to secondary school.
Not only does the nature of feedback change, but there is some
evidence that positive academic feedback decreases with school year level.
Blumenfeld, Wessels, Pintrich and Meece (1981) found that po1,itive
academic feedback constituted a higher proportion of teacher comments to
students in Year 2 than in Year 6 . It is also likely that social comparisons
increase with children's grade in school; both explicitly (teachers'
comments directly to the child) and implicitly (grades that are based on
normative standards). Teachers' attributions for performance may also
change with year level. Teachers of very young children may emphasise
lack of effort as an explanation for poor perform,mce more than do
teachers of older children. Stipek and Tannat's (1984) results go beyond
those of previous studies by suggesting that the degree to which children's
perceptions of their own and their classmates' ability reflects teachers'
evaluations is not determined by age or year level alone.

Classroom

environmental factors must i!lso be considered salient.
Blumenfeld, Pintrich, Meece and Wessels (1981), nnd Stipek and
Tannatt (1984) reported that elementary school age children did not
explicitly consider the quality or nature of effort.

Strategics such as

persisting, applying alternative strategies or seeking help were not
identified i!nd "trying" was nppmently synonymous with good conduct.
Children used reasons like "he fools around" and "mucking around is
why kids don't do well" in response to questions about classmates.
Blumenfeld ct al. {1981) suggested also that children's judgments of ability
depend on effort exerted and that judgments of effort rely on conduct.
Considering the degree to which proccdurnl issues and conduct are
stressed in early elementary classrooms (Blumenfeld, Hamilton, Wessels
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& Falkner, 1979), it is perhaps not surprising that children's concepts of

abiHty, effort and conduct are confounded.
Research into children's ability perceptions and the ways in which
they form these judgments has consistently found that children's
perceptions of competence decline with age. Possible explanations for this
decline include classroom envirnnmental factors such as the amount and
nature of feedback. Teachers in upper primary school make greater use of
objective performance feedback such as marks and number correct, while
in secondary school there is greater use of normative standards to apply
grades. Students' perceptions of ability have been shown to influence
achievement patterns.

Individuals who hold a positive perception of

their ability report higher performance expectations, greater intrinsic
interest and more control over their learning (Covington, 1992). It seems
that ability perceptions also guide learners' selection of achievement goals
(Meece, 1994) as individuals use different conceptions of ability to judge
their competence.

Goal Orientations

From a motivational perspective, students' construction of
meaning and purpose in le<1rning is most often represented in terms of
goals or belief variables (Maehr & Pintrich, 1991; Wentzel, 1991). Learners'
goal orientations, combine with their perception of the learning
environment and the nature and demands of the task, to influence both
the learning strategics they adopt and their learning outcomes (Ainley,
1992).
Nicholls (1984) identified two major achievement goals: learning or
mastery (or task-involved) and performance (or ego-involved). Learning
goals are task intrinsic.

Students who hold a learning goal want to

develop skills or a deeper understanding of an area and value the process
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of learning rather than demonstrating ability.

These goals represent

outcomes which reflect the actual process of learning. Students who hold
a performance goal want to demonstrate their ability to others by being
successful, particuh.rly by doing well through the expenditure of minimal
effort. Performance goals are task extrinsic and are often derived from
values associated with the consequences of task performance (Ames &
Archer, 1988; Archer, 1992; Elliott & Dweck, 1988; Nicholls, Patashnick &
Nolen, 1985).
There is a third non-academic goal: work avoidance (Meece,
Blumenfeld & Hoyle, 1988, Nolen, 1987) and the student who holds this
goal wants to do enough work just to "get by". Orientations to particular
goals may be the result of individual differences or induced by situational
constraints.
Achievement goals are an important motivational construct nnd
the adoption of a goal has consequences for a mnge of student factors
including beliefs about the nature of achievement (Ames & Archer, 1987;
Nicholls, et al., 1985), attributions for and affective response to academic
results (Ames & Archer, 1988), behaviours such as choosing tasks (Elliot &
Dweck, 1988; Ames & Archer, 1988) and using effective learning strategies
(Ames & Archer, 1988; Meece et al. 1988; Schunk, 1991; Wentzel, 1989).
The pursuit of learning goals has been associated with high levels of
effort, persistence at finding solutions to problems and the development
of new or alternative learning strategies.

Regardless of their self-

perceptions of ability, students with learning goals seek challenging tasks
that provide them with opportunities to develop new competencies
{Dweck, 1986). When they encounter difficulties they assume either that
their current strategy is inappropriate and should be altered, or that they
are not trying hard enough. Their response is to analyse their strategy or
increase their effort. Judgments of their own competence are based on the
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amount of effort expended and the level of learning or mastery achieved.
Students who hold learning goals see their teachers as facilitators, guides
or resources in the learning process.
Performance goals have been associated with helplessness,
withdrawal from tasks, and negative emotional states which seem to place
children at risk of academic failure (Dweck & Leggett, 1988; Lepper &
Hodell, 1989; Nicholls, 1984). Students who hold performance goals and
are confident in their c1bility choose moderately difficult tasks that allow
them to display their competence. Because they are wnfident of their
ability to succeed they engage in effort strategies. Their aim is to look
confident and they wi!l frequently engage in short cuts. Students who lack
confidence in their ability will choose easy tasks to avoid demonstrating
lack of competence. Their response to difficulty is either to engage in selfdefeating strategies to avoid being seen as lncking ability, or to give up
because they lack belief in their own competence (Dweck, 1986). Students
who hold performance goals commonly perceive the role of the teacher to
be evaluative or judgmental.
The task related goals that tcnchers set for students am influence
learning (Ames, 1984; Ames & Archer, 1988).

Competitive reward

structures are those in which cv.:iluation criteria are normative. These
structures are most likely to promote performance orientations in
students, with a focus on attributions of ability for success <1nd comparison
of one's own performance with others. By contrast individualistic reward
structures where evaluations <1re based on individu<1l student progress <1nd
self improvement tend to promote mastery goals, a focus on effort as an
attribution for success and failure, comparisons of current progress with
past performance and the use of self-regulated study and learning
strategies (Ames & Archer, 1988; Nolen, 1988). Clear links exist betwc,m
patterns of learning behaviour and different goals in le<1ming situations
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when students set goals for themselves and when the goals are set by
teachers.
The achievement goals that students pursue in learning situations
play an important role in the regulation of their learning processes.
Achievement goals can affect students' use of learning strategies, patterns
of attributions (Ames & Archer, 1988), activity choices (Ames & Archer,
1988; Elliot & Dweck, 1988; Nicholls, 1984), help-seeking behaviours
(Arbreton & Roesner, 1993), and cognitive processing strategies (Nolen,
1988; Nolen & Haladyna, 1990). Meece (1994) supports Ames, 1990, Como
and Rohrkemper (1985) and Nicholls (1989) in identifying the role of the
classroom environment as an important factor influencing students' goal
orientations.

Teachers' instructional practices are particularly salient

influences on students' achievement orientations and there is strong
evidence to support the role of the teacher in enhancing students'
motivation to engage in self-regulatory processes. Research indicates that
students are more likely to engage in self regulatory processes that
enhance conceptual learning when the classroom environment
encourages them to focus on mnstering the task rather thnn competing
with others for grades.

Approaches to Learning
Approaches to learning cnn refer to both the processes adopted prior
tothe outcome of learning or to predispositions to adopt particulnr
processes or the way in which students go about their learning (Biggs,
1992). Approaches to learning include the sets of motives and strategies
that learners bring with them to the learning task and have been
categorised as deep, surface and achieving (Biggs, 1987; Biggs & Moore,
1993). A surface approach is characterised by attention to detail rather than
to meaning:, and to putting in minimum effort in order to satisfy task
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demands. A deep approach is characterised by attention to meaning, and
the expenditure of maximum effort required to satisfy a personal need to
understand the material.

An achieving approach is focused on the

outcome, the strategy is aimed at maximising marks or performing well
and will involve the type of engagement that is rewarded by the teacher or
system.
The extensive literature on approaches to learning and their
relationship to learning shows a positive relationship between the deep
approach and more complex responses (Biggs, 1989) and higher self
estimates of achievement (Watkins & Hattie, 1990) while the achieving
approach also relates positively to achievement and self-perceptions
(Watkins & Hattie, 1990).

Conversely, the surface approach has been

shown to be negatively related to achievement (Cantwell & Moore, 1990;
Moore & Telfer, 1992).

Work avoidance goals (Nichols, Patashnick &

Nolen, 1985) are associated with surface achieving ripproaches.
Many studies have shown that there is an import,mt association
between the perceived school environment and student approaches to
learning. Some contextual foctors which have been shown lo be linked
with deep, achieving or combined deep-achieving approaches to learning
are a positive perception of the school or ncademic depnrtment, (Watkins,
1982), a good relationship with the teacher {Prosser & Trigwel.l, 1990) and
less formal assessment and teaching methods (Selmcs, 1986; Watkins,
1982).

Ramsden, Martin and Bowden (1989) found that where students
perceived school environments to be offering supportive teaching,
coherent structure, an emphasis on autonomy and moderate stress on
achievement there was an associated active search for understanding,
organisation of study methods and avoidance of superficial approaches. In
schools where teaching was characterised by an extreme emphasis on
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formal academic achievement students exhibited a tendency towards
minimalist, reproductive and very competitive approaches to learning.
Ainley and Sheret (1992) found a significant association between increased
student achievement and the use of a deep approach to learning.

Students' Theories of Schooling
An important issue! for understanding student motivatior, in
learning is to investigate the patterns of relationships between students'
general orientations to learning and their perceptions of the quality of
school life. The cumulative beliefs, expectations and misconceptions that
students hold constitute a "theory of schooling" which directs their
intentions, establishes goals and ascribes attributions for actions. These
beliefs relate to academic tasks, social cognitions about school, motivation,
and self competence and become students' motives for action (Paris &
Newman, 1990). By the age of 10 - 12 students have developed their own
theories of schooling rind these "theories" undergo modification in
response to important transitions in schooling (Cw.:y 1985; Pnris &
Newman, 1990).

These theories of schooling arc enacted through

students' expectations for success, attributions, goals, values and
metacognitive activities.

The development of students' theories about

school and learning can be affected by teachers' instruction.:11 practices.

Attributions
Causal attributions refer to those factors to which students attribute
their academic successes ,md failures (Weiner, 1979, 1991). The factors to
which successes and failures are most commonly ascribed are ability,
effort, task, and luck and these can be classified along three continua: locus
(internal/external), controllability and stability (Weiner, 1984). If students
arc to be successful in academic h1sks they must believe that their success is
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due to their effort, something over which they can exert control (Gardner,
1983). In situations where students believe that success or failure is the
result of an uncontrollable factor they will be unlikely to attempt the task,
believing that they will not be successful. Attributional beliefs are the
result of interpretations of past successes and failures.
Students who believe that they have control over school successes
or failures are likely to have higher expectations of success and are
motivated to work hard because they realise that success or failure will
depend on their own effort and appropriate use of strategies (Borkowksi,
Carr, Rellinger & Pressley, 1990).

Self-regulated Learning
Self-regulation of cognition and behaviour is an important aspect of
student learning and academic performance in the classroom context.
(Corno & Mandinacb, 1983; Corna & Rohrkemper, 1985). Self-regulat,1d
learning reveals control, reflection and planning .ind is implicated in the
work on attributions, metacognition, self-perceptions, motivational goals
and self efficacy. Current models of self-regulated learning build on soci.il
and cognitive research to explnin the w.iys that students choose goals,
select learning strategies and monitor their behaviour.

Self-regulated

learning focuses on both the process and outcome or consequence of
learning.
There are a number of definitions of self-regulated learning but
three components emerge which seem especially important for classroom
performance.

The first includes students' mctacognitive strategies for

planning, monitoring and modifying their cognition (Brown, Bransford,
Campione & Ferrara, 1983; Como, 1986).

The second is students'

management <1nd control of their effort on classroom tasks.

This is

important since, for example, capable students who persist at a difficult
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task or block out distracters maintain their cognitive engagement in the
task enabling them to perform better (Como, 1986; Como & Rohrkemper,
1985).

The third component of self-regulated learning relates to the

cognitive strategies that students use to learn, remember and understand
the material (Como & Mandinach, 1983). Different cognitive strategies
such as rehearsal, elaboration and organisational strategies have been
found to foster active cognitive engagement in learning and result in
higher levels of achievement (Weinstein & Mayer, 1986).

However,

knowledge of cognitive strategies is not enough. Students also have to be
motivated to use the strategies as well as regulate their cognition and
effort.
Classroom situations and tasks can foster motivation (Como &
Rohrkemper, 1985) but there is alsl) evidence that students' perceptions of
the classroom as well as their individual motivational orientations and
beliefs about learning are relevant to cognitive engagement and classroom
performance (Ames & Archer, 1983; Nolen, 1988). Pintrich and De Groot
(1990) suggested that there is a relationship between the three components
of self-regulated learning and individual differences in motivation which
would explain the ways in which personal characteristics affect students'
cognitive engagement and ncademic performrmce. Pintrich end De Groot
proposed three components of self-regulated learning: an expectancy
component which includes students' beliefs about their ability to perform
a task; a value component which includes students' goals and beliefs about
their ability to perform a task, and an affective component which includes
students' emotional reactions to the task.
The expectancy component has been conceptualised in a number of
ways in the motivational liternture {e.g. perceived competence,
attributional style, self efficncy and control beliefs), but the basic construct
involves students' beliefs that they are able to perform the task and that
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they are responsible for their own performance. Different aspects of the
expectancy component have been linked to students' metacognition, their
use of cognitive strategies and their effort management. In general, the
literature suggests that students who believe that they are capable engage
in more metacognition, use more cognitive strategies and are more likely
to persist at a task (Schunk, 1985).
The value component for student motivation involves students'
goals for the task and their beliefs about the importance and inten>st uf the
task.

This motivational component has been conceptualised in many

ways but relates to a student's reasons for doing the lask.

Research

suggests that students with a motivational orientation involving goals of
mastery, learning and challenge, as well as beliefs that the task is
interesting and important will engage in more metacognitive activity,
more cognitive strategy use and more effective effort m,magcment (Ames
& Archer, 1988; Dweck & Elliot, 1983; Eccles, 1983; Nolen, 1988).

The third motivational component concerns students' affective or
emotional reactions to the task. The importnnt issue here involves the
question "How do I foci about this task?" There arc a variety of affective
reactions ranging from anger, guilt, pride and anxiety. Positive responses
to the task are more likely to result in students being willing to attempt
similar tasks in the future.

Negative responses will decrease the

likelihood that students will be prep<ired to tackle similar tasks in the
future.
The three motiv.itional components arc positively related to the
three self-regulated learning components.

However, Pintrich and De. ,,

Groot (1990) found that cognitive engagement variables are more dircdlj
tied to actual performance. This implies that te.iching students about
different cognitive ,rnd self regulatory mechanisms may be more
imporlant for improving actual performance on classroom tasks, but that
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improving students' self efficacy beliefs may lead to more use of the~e
cognitive strategies (Schunk, 1985).
Pintrich and De Groot found that intrinsic value was very strongly
related to the use of cognitive strategies and self regulation. Students who
were motivated to learn the material (not just get good grades) and
believed that their schoolwork was interesting and important were more
cognitively engaged in trying to learn and comprehend the material.
These students were more likely to be self-regulating and to report that
they persisted with their academic work. Intrinsic value did not have a
significant direct relation to student performance where self regulation or
cognitive strategy use was involved. Cognitive variables, particularly self
regulation were better predictors of actual academic performance.
Students' intrinsic vnlue ,ind motivntion lo learn .ire important
considerations in models of how students come to use different cognitive
strategies and become self-regulating learners. The results imply that it is
important for teachers to socinlise students' intrinsic nluc for schoolwork
(Como & Rohrkcmpcr, 1985), not becaust> it will necessnrily lend to higher
grades or scores on .irndemic .issignments directly, but because it may lead
to more cognitive engagement in the day to day work of the classroom.
Students who were more actively engnged in trying to learn by
employing strategics such ns organising nnd trnnsforming classroom
material performed better th.in students who tended not to use these
strategies (Como & Mundinnch, 1983; Weinstein & Mayer, 1986). Selfregu!ation was the best predictor of academic performance on all outcome
measures. This suggests that the use of self-regulating str.itegies such ns
comprehension

monitoring,

goal setting, plnnning nnd

effort

man.igernent nnd persistence is essential for ncademic performnncc on
different types of clnssroom tasks (Como, 1986). These findings provide
strong support for the importnnce of teaching students not only the

"what" of cognitive strategies, but also the "how and when" to use
strategies appropriately (Brown et al., 1983; Pressley, 1986).

Conc/11sio11
The preceding review of the literature has identified studies which
have focused their investigations on students' experiences and perceptions
associated with primary-secondary transition. Findings dealing with
students' expectations and experiences both prior to and after transition
have been discussed. While clC'ar areas representing students' concerns
prior to transition have emerged, the findings posHransition are less
consistent. Generally, it seems that students' concerns with aspects of the
transition such as organisational and social factors diminish quickly after
the change to secondary school.
Recent studies have reported decreasc5 in student achievement
following transition and declines in levels of student motivation.

A

number of previous sturlies of transition and motivation have suggested
that classroom and instructional environments are critical factors
influencing students' motivation and subsequent performance.
Literature relating to classroom envirnnments and the motivational
constructs: goals, attributions, self-perceptions of ability, 2xpectations and
approaches to learning was reviewed. In addition, the construct of selfregulatcd learning was introduced as important since this allows for the
self-regulation of cognition and behaviour which is an important aspect of
student learning and classroom performance. The ability to self-regulate
learning giws i;tudents control over their !earning and allows them to be
active participants in their own learning process.
This literature review has presented findings from relevant studies
which informed this study.

Relationships between the constructs
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presented in this chapter are described in the theoretical and conceptual
frameworks presented in Chapter Three.

IJ
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CHAPTER THREE

The Conceptual Framework

Introduction
This chapter describes the theoretical context of the present study
within a conceptual framework.

The purpose of the conceptual

framework is to identify those constructs which will be studied and to
describe the relationships between them.

The review of literature

covering student transition from primary to secondary school has referred
to some necessary theoretical domains.

Yin (1989) highlighted the

necessity of theory building before the collection of data in a case study
approach. Such theory development provides not only a sound base and
research design for the study but allows for analytic generalisation of the
resulting data. This chapter highlights those theoretical domains which
underlie this study and the constructs which were investigated.

Tlleoretic11/ Frnmework
A number of theoretical domains have emerged as relevant lo the
attempts of the present study to make sense of lhc experiences of students
as they move from primary to secondnry school.

Considerntion of

previous research and related theoretical areas has identified the
philosophical beliefs that underlie the research questions. The conduct of
the present study was based on certain philosophical assumptions which
affected the methodological appro;ich ;idopted and the perspective from
which data were analysed. In essence, the way in which the researcher
m;ide sense of the situation was determined by the theoretical fmmework
around which the present study was constructed. The theoretical domains
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identified as relevant to this study suggested the key constructs within the
conceptual framework and the relationships between those factors.
At one level there is a need to consider those factors which may affect
students' ability to make a successful transition from primary to secondary
school.

These factors include general background factors, individual

student characteristics and attributes, and organisational and structural
factors at a school and system level. Below these factors lie the domain of
general transition theory, the concepts of continuity and discontinuity and
specifically the way in which individual students adjust to a new school
situation when they move from primary to secondary school.

The

literature review has identified that previous studies of transition have
concentrated on surface level details.
As this study sought to understand the way in which students made
sense, and developed meaning during the course of transition, it was
important to consider the domain of student perceptions. By discovering
both how students perceived the events which occurred and the types of
explanation that students made for them, it is possible to generate an
explanation as to why certain phenomena occurred.
Events at a classroom level arc the results of interactions between
teachers and students.

To explore the relationships between the key

players in relation to student academic achievement, the field of teacher
expectations, specifically the teacher expectancy effect nnd the role of
student perceptions suggested ilself to be rm important nren of
consideration.
This study was concerned with exploring ways in which students
perceived the transition from primary to secondary school and the
subsequent effects on their motivation and academic performance.
Students in classrooms actively engage in a range of cognitive
interpretations of the environment nnd themselves which in turn affect
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the amount and kind of effort that they are prepared to expend on
classroom tasks. Como and Mandinach (1983, p. 89) describe this as a
"common measure of motivational behaviour".
Social cognitive explanations of student achievement motivation
which focus on these cognitive dimensions and interpretations of the
learning environment are used to provide explanations of the ways in
which students construe the situation, interpret events and process
information about their own learning. Included in the range of learning
related cognitions are students' perceptions of their ability and
competence, their expectations and attributions for success and failure,
achievement goals, approaches to learning, and use of learning strategies.
These student expectations are linked to the process of self-regulated
learning to form a set of student interpretive processes that .ire useful for
accomplishing .i rc1nge of academic tasks. Self-regulated le.irning c.in be
inferred from measures of motivated behaviour ,md is critical to the onset
and maintenance of student motivation in cl.issrooms (Como &
Mandinach, 1983). Those students who ilrc .iblc to adc1pt their forms of
engagement to " rilnge of task situations wi!l function more effectively in
learning situations.

There is .i need to consider the classroom

environment, the nature of the learning tasks and students' expectations,
goals, perceptions and strategy use in order to understand how they adapt
to the new !earning environment.
The present study is embedded in the social psychological domain. In
order to expose the underlying causal factors it is necessary to consider
theories o? achievement motivation, attribution theory and social
cognition. It is the applirntion of these theoretical perspectives to the study
which will assist in explaining why some students experience difficulty in
transition.

The following sections summarise the study's theoretical

foundations.
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Social Psychology of Classrooms.
Social psychology can be defined as "the study of the ways in which
the behaviour of one individual person is affected by the actual and
imagined presence of others, together with the study of the ways in which
that individual's behaviour in turn affects the behaviour of others who
may or may not be physically present at the time" (Rogers, 1982, p. 3). By
studying the cognitions of the individual the social psychologist seeks to
explain the behaviour of that person, paying attention to the processes of
interpersonal interaction. Emphasis is placed on what actually happens in
schools and classrooms and the actual experiences of these contexts by the
people in them. Social psychological theory may be used to predict some
of the things which happen in the classroom.

Teacher Expectations

Teacher expectations may be viewed as the inferences which te.ichers
make about the future behaviour or academic performance of their
students based on what they know about them (Good, 1981; Good &
Brophy, 1994).

Teacher expectancy effects arc those student outcomes

which occur because of the actions that teachers take in response to their
own expectations. Teachers have been shown to hold expectations about
individual students, groups of students and whole classes. These beliefs
may be communicated lo students through the teacher's classroom
behaviour and the nature of assigned work. In general terms teachers may
communicate their expectations for students through such things as the
allocation of time lo various activities, the nature of curriculum materials
used, the amount and nature of feedback provided to students, the nature
and extent of teacher-student interactions and the opportunities provided
for students to interact. The nat11re of tasks and work assignments may
also vary in accordancfi! with teacher expectations as will classroom rules
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and norms, and the provision of opportunities for students to learn.
These variations may result from conscious and unconscious teacher
decision making.
The present study is concerned mainly with teachers' expectations of
Year 8 students, and the resulting classroom learning environments,
Research has suggested that teachers and the learning environments they
create play a critical role in the formation of student self-perceptions of
ability, attributions for success and failure, the formation and maintenance
of learning goals and the opportunity to develop and use appropriate
strategies. Self-regulated learning can be diminished if aspects of the
classroom such as the teacher or the instructional task do not allow or
require students to engage in planning and monitoring of their cognitive
engagement.
Brophy and Good (1970) have suggested a model by which the process
of teacher expectancy effect may work.

The model begins with the

formation of differential behavioural and academic expectations for
student performance.

On the basis of these expectations the teacher

behaves differently toward different students.

This treatment informs

students about how they arc expected behave in the class ,md how to
perform certain academic tasks. If the teacher's treatment is consistent
over time and students do not try actively to resist or change it, then such
factors as student achievement motivation, self concept, classroom
conduct and inter.ictions with the teacher will be affected. Generally, these
effects will complement and reinforce the teacher's expectations, so that
students come to conform to these expectations more than they may have
otherwise.

Evcntua\ly this will affect student achievement and other

outcome measures.
For teachers' expectations to influence students' levels of
performc1nce in school a number of things must happen.
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Among the

more important of these are that teachers must form impressions of
students and, on the basis of these impressions, establish expectations for
these students' future performance. Whether or not they are aware of it,
teachers' behaviour must be influenced by their expectations. There must
also be some level of student awareness of those aspects of teacher
behaviour related to the teacher's expectations for that particular student.
In addition there must be some student response to teacher behaviour, so
that the students come to behave in a manner that more closely matches
teacher expectations.
To demonstrate the existence of the teacher expectancy effect two
things have to be established. The teacher's expectations have to be fairly
accurate, and this accuracy must be due to these predictions having a
causal effect on student performance rather than the predictive powers of
the teacher. While there has been contradictory evidence regarding the
validity of the expectancy effect it is possible to describe those conditions
under which expectancy effects are more likely to occur. Such effects are
more likely with older rather than younger students and when teachers
have "social" expectations for their students (Crano & Mellon, 1978; Rist,
1970). Murphy (1974) argued that it was the social aspect of students'
classroom behaviour rather than their academic potential that teachers
saw as being alterable.
Teacher expectancy effects as presented in Brophy and Good's model
would seem to be a significant factor contributing to the changes in the
degree of academic success achieved by students as they move from
primary to secondary school. If teachers hold generally lower academic
expectations for Year 8 students, or for groups within that year and they
communicate these through their classroom interactions and instructional
behaviours (such as

the nature of instructional tasks and assessment
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practices), then it is likely that some students will respond to the resulting
teacher behaviours with decreased academic performance.

Student Perceptions
Students are active perceivers and mediators of classroom events.
During the last decade there has been substantial research documenting
the wide variety of student thinking (Weinstein, 1985; Wittrock, 1986).
There is evidence that students construct detailed views of the ability and
behaviour of themselves and their peers (Blumenfeld, Pintrich &
Hamilton, 1986; Rohrkemper, 1985). Recent sludy of such student thought
processes has brought a distinct perspective to the unrlerstanding of
teachers' effects upon leilrning and the development, design and analysis
of teaching. This perspective emphasises the critical role that a range of
factors play in teaching, and in influencing student ichievement. These
factors include student perceptions of instruction, attention to the teacher,
motivation, attributions for learning, affective processC's as well as their
ability to generate interpretations and understanding of instruction.
Research into student thought procc~scs examines how teaching and
teachers influence what students think, feel, believe, say or do that in turn
affects their achievement. The central assumption of such resenrch is thnt
teaching influences student thinking nnd students' thinking mediates
their learning and nchievement. While it is possible that tenching cnn
directly influence achievement, research on students' cognitive processes
suggests that teaching can be better understood by knowing its effects on
the learners' thoughts which medinte achievement.
Lec1ming is not automatic, but rather occurs primarily through active
information processing by students who must perceive and interpret
teachers' actions for them to influence achievement.

Those student

thought processes that mediate achievement include an awareness or
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perception of teaching, attention to it, and the motivation to learn.
Therefore, research on students' cognitions and resulting perceptions
promises to enhance understanding of teaching and its outcomes by
providing information about the learning process as it is experienced by
the learners.
Student perceptions research has identified the role that teaching
plays in influencing student thinking, and the mediating role of student
thinking in learning and achievement. This cognitive dimension is an
inherent part of Brophy and Good's model of the teacher expectancy effect,
where student perception of differential tencher behaviour is necessary if
the expectancy effect is to occur, If some Year 8 students perceive teacher
behaviours to communicate a lower level of academic expectations than
they have previously experienced, then it seems likely that some students

will respond to this by performing nt

i'.

level below potential academic

performance. It is suggested that student perceptions of lower teacher
expectations will encourage students to respond by adopting learning goals
and approaches which constitute what Henderson and Dweck (1990) have
described as "maladaptive" pntterns of motivntional behaviour. Students
demonstrnting such behaviour nvoid challenge and have low levels of
persistence when confronted by difficult learning situations. Henderson
and Dweck suggest thnt this pnttern of behaviour can have profound
negative effects on cognitive performance.

Theories of Achievemcut Motivation

Motivationnl concepts are tradilional!y used to account for the
initiation, direction, intensity, and persistence of behaviour. Motivation
mny be seen ns that factor which cnuses or helps to cause something to
happen.

A large number of factors may affect a student's level of

motivation to succeed at an acndemic task. Most approaches to motivation
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fit within Feather's expectancy x value theory (1982). This theory holds
that the effort that an individual is prepared to expend on a task is a
product of both the extent to which they expect to be able to perform the
task successfully if they apply themselves, and the degree to which they
value those rewards that will ensue from successful task performance.
Such theories of motivation imply that teachers need to help their
students appreciate the value of school activities and to allow
opportunities for success in these activities when reasonable effort is
applied. In a classroom setting, students who are engaged in self-regulated
learning activities are able to achieve success because they know how to go
about learning, can adapt their strategies if they encounter difficulties and
have experienced the rewards of learning for its own sake (Good & Tom,
1985).

Learned Drive Theories
Contemporary achievement motivation theories have their roots in
the learned drive model of motivation which posited that students'
behaviour will be influenced by n nntural desire to succeed and to avoid
failure.

Learners' levels of motivntion towards success would depend

upon how they resolved this conflict. They may develop the C:?nfidence to
work hard toward gaining success (and risk failuw) or may ·,'direct their
energies towards avoiding failure (limiting th!!ir ch,rnces o'f achieving
success). This would depend on !earners' estimates of the chances of
gaining some level of accomplishment and the value attached to possible
outcomes of the behaviour.

Attribution Theory

The principles of attribution theory (Weiner, 1979) guided a
reinterpretation of Atkinson's learned-drive theory (1964).
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Attribution

theory assumes that individuals' perceptions of the causes of their success
or failure influence the quality of their future achievement. According to
Weiner (1985) there is a basic human tendency to attribute the causes of
success or failure so that the learner can deal effectively with a situation
when it next occurs. Success or failure may be attributed to factors such as
ability, luck, level of effort, or task difficulty. Weiner's model recognised
three dimensions of causality to be controllability, locus of control and
stability.

Weiner (1985) argues that the underlying dimensions of the

attributions are the most important determinant of achievement
behaviour. Over time the attributions that learners form for a particular
success or failure become cognitions which influence both their
willingness to attempt similar tasks and
achievements.

the quality of future

Causal attributions made by students affect their

motivation toward future efforts.

The more often students meet with

failure the more likely it becomes that their confidence and motivation
will decrease and the more likely failure becomes. The major focus on
achievement dynamics in the attribution model is the role of effort.
Because of the widespread belief that effort is modifo:1ble by the actions of
teachers, student effort is considered central to achievement.
Causal .ittributions have significant conseguences on students'
expectations and emotional reactions. Performance expectations usually
rise following success and fall following failure when a stable attribution
for past perform,mce is made. Outcomes attributed to unstable causes do
not have dear implications for the future performanre of similar tasks.
Motivational research irnggests thnt effort attributions rire the most
productive for future lenrning because of the implications they have for
future performance expectations. Effort is the one cause that is under the
control of the learner. Students who attribute past negative outcomes to
lack of effort may realistically expect to be successful in the future if they
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exert effort. When students attribute failure to a lack of ability they are
unlikely to expect to be successful at similar future tasks because ability is
fixed. It is also important for students to make effort attributions when
they are successful so that they realise the importance of effort. If students
attribute success to ability only, they may come to believe that effort is not
necessary for success risking low achievement on future tasks.
Learned helplessness (Dweck, 1986) is an extreme example or
·maladaptive behaviour which results from students attributing failure to
factors beyond their control. Students who have experienced consistent
failure develop a belief that there is nothing that they can do to avoid
future failure. They typically attribute failure to lack of ability, exert little
effort on academic tasks and give up easily when they experience difficulty.
Learned helplessness is not confined to low achieving students ;ind may be
exhibited by students performing at n satisfoctory level. This suggests that
beliefs about the causes of academic performance arc relevant to the
optimal achievement of all students (Stipek, 19~''.'i).
Different causal attributions will also nffect lenrners' emotional
responses in achievement si!trntions (Weiner, 1985, 1986). Some emotions
may function solely as a result of the outcome (for example students may
feel happy when they nre successful and snd when unsuccessful). Weiner
argues that in other situations, emotiom are linked with attributions.
Students may feel surprised when they attribute success or failure to luck,
grateful when they attribute success to the help of nnother person and
guilty if they attribute failure to lack of effort.

Pride nnd shame are

emotional responses to internal allributions. Students who attribute their
success to hard work arc likely to feel proud when they achieve positive
outcomes while students who believe that their success was due to the
assistance of someone eise are unlikely to feel proud of themselves.
When failure is attributed to internal causes such as lack of effort or ability
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the most likely emotional response is shame. In contrast the student who
attributes lack of ~uccess to external factors such as distractions or
interference is less likely to experience feelings of shame in response to
failure.
The emotional responses to success and failure attributions have
important implications for the classroom setting. AnticipJ.tion of pride
may sustain students' efforts on a difficult task and the anticipation of
feeling ashamed may inhibit others' efforts in attempting or persisting
with a task (Weiner, 1985). Covington and Omelich {1984) report findings
which support the !ink between attributions, emotional responses and
future effort.

Social Cognitive Theories of Molivalio11
Covington's (1984b) self worth theory of motivation draws heavily
on the work of Weiner (1979, 1985, 1986) in the field of attribution theory
and adds a cognitive dimension to earlier learned drive theories of
motivation.

Both theories sh,ire the view that achievement behaviour

can be most meaningfully conceptualised in terms of self-perceptions of
causality but self-worth theory includes a motiv,1lion,1l component.
According to Covington, student achievement beha\•iour is best
understood in te,ms of attempts to sustain a reputation of competency and
self worth.

This assumes that individuals nre most motivated by the

desire to demonstrate their <1bility and establish their worth. Individu,1ls
will therefore avoid situations where they belie\'e they are unlikely to
succeed in an effort to protect their feelings of self-worth. Self-worth
theory stresses the importance of learners' pern•ptions of their ,1bility in
developing achievement moliv,1tif)t1 ,1nd the likelihood of success.
Achievement motivation theory !ms demonstrated that children,
especially older children, recognise and value ability as the greatest
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determinant of achievement despite teacher reinforcement of effort over
ability. If the strongest motive to achieve is to establish and maintain a
sense of self worth then the best way for a student to do this is to
demonstrate ability and accomplish competence at'a given tank. Effort is
seen to play an important role in the individual's ability to influence
performance but there is the danger that an individual who applies a great
deal of effort and still fails will have no alternative but to view failure to
be the result of a lack of ability. The development of a self-perception of
low ability increases feelings of guilt and humiliation and leads to the
development of expectation of failure in other related situations and/or
tactics to avoid potential failure situations.
Cognitive

theories of achievement

motivation

involve a

developmental considerntion. Research evidence suggests that there is a
progressive shift from nn early effort/ability equivalency to a value system
that emphasises ability (Stipek, 1993). This would seem to arise from the
developing capacity for adultlike reasoning in young children and the
introduction of competition into clnssroom life. Older students and young
adults have been shown to perceive nbility as the dominant causal factor
in achievement (Ames & Ame8, 1981). Ability valuation is held to be
important in the classroom .i.s

.'.I

major predictor of who will learn the

fastest and hence who will be selected to learn more. for older students
being motivated is threatened by the possibility d humiliation should
they foil nfter trying hard on .'.I tt1sk. Often this conflict is settled by the use
of failure nvoiding str;,tq~ies.
P<1ton, Walberg and Yeh (1973) found that many minority students in
high ~chool felt thnt they had the ability to learn but believed that luck
determined academic achievement.

These students believed that

.ilthough they had the ability to learn, some external factor, usually a
person, hindered them from learning in school. A related finding was
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reported by Brookover, Beady, Flood, Schweitzer and Wisenbaker (1977)
who reported that the strongest variable related to the variance in
achievement was the belief held by elementary school students that it was
futile to pursue success in school. The attributions that students make
about their sense of achievement and the control over destiny they
experience in school seem to be powerful cognitive processes that mediate
school performance.
Motivational thought patterns can differentiate high and low
achievers in school and can predict learning from teaching. Not only can
motivational factors predict school achievement but importantly, they can
suggest ways in which teaching processes influence student thought
processes that mediate achievement.

Such theories of achievement

motivation may be a contributory explanntory factor of student behaviour
during the process of trnnsition from primary to secondary school.

Student Perceptions of Teacher Exµectatio11s
Students' perceptions about their l'enchcrs, leaching processes and
differential teaching behaviours seem to mediate their achievement in
school, particularly from nbout the age of seven when students begin to
develop more abstract and deeper perceptions of people based on
consistent qualities that transcend observable behaviour.

Students

discriminate differential teacher behaviour in the classroom, in particular
differential teacher responses lo high and low achievers (Cooper & Good,
1983; Weinstein & Middlestadt, 1979). Cooper and Good reported that
students for whom teachers had high expectations described themselves as
receiving less frequent criticism and more frequent praise than <lid
students for whom teachers held low expectations.
It is clear that students perceive expectations held by teachers and

differ€ntialed classroom treatment given to high and low achievers. The
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differential treatments may induce variations in both self concepts of
ability and attributional patterns among students.

Wittrock (1986)

suggested that the teacher expectancy effect would not be found by studying
whole classrooms because teachers only produce the effect with those
students who perceive differential and inappropriate treatment from
teachers. Therefore, the teacher expectancy effect is best investigated by
exploring individual student's perceptions of differential teacher
treatment.

Relationship between tencller expectntions nnd stude11/ perceptions.
There is a weight of evidence to support the existence of the teacher
expectancy effect.

The relationships between the factors affecting the

formation of teacher expectations nnd the tencher's responses nre complex
and vary greatly from one teacher to another. However, the consequences
of the different expectations th.it te.ichers hold for students in terms of
le.iming opportunities and self expcct.itions nppc.ir to be the intermediate
links between studcnt-te.icher interaction p,1tterns rind student
achievement.
Students' views of themselves comp.ired to their peers .ire important
determinants of their academic performance .;nd motivation (Levine,
1983}, rind student mediation.ii processes may themselves be affected by

various structurnl nnd motivritionnl differences nmong classes and schools
(Marshall & Weinstein, 1984; Rosenholtz & Simpson, 1984). Marshrill and
Weinstein suggested that there arc six sets of classroom features that
communicate differential expectations to students: ri) the task structure, b)
grouping practices, c) feedback and evaluation procedures and information
about ability, d) motivational strategics, e) locus of responsibility for
lerirning (tcricher vs student), and f) the quality of tencher-student
relationships.

RosenhoHz and Simpson emphasise four features that
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overlap substantially with those of Marshall and Weinstein.

These are

task differentiation, student grouping, student autonomy and formal
performance evaluations.
An individual student's belief that success in school is possible is one
of the most important factors related to school achievement (Como &
Mandinach, 1983; Skinner, Wellborn & Connell, 1990). Additionally, the
teacher expectancy effect is dependent on the student's ability to perceive
the teacher's expectations and subsequent differential treatment of
students in the class (Brophy, 1983; Dusek, 1985; Weinstein, 1983, 1985).
When student motivation is considered it has been found that the
learne1'~ attributions about the causes for their successes and failures
influence their interest and persistence in learning in school (Como &
Mandinach, 1983; Platt, 1988; Weiner, 1985). Success in school enhances
motivation primarily when students attribute their results to their own
effort, rather than to other people or factors outside their control.
Eder (1981) found that in some classrooms teachers provided less
educational opportunity for those students who were believed to be less
capable than peers judged to be more capable.

Students' academic

experiences depend not only on which tcnchcr they hnve, but on factors
such as length of instructionnl time and qunlity and quantity of nssigned
work which may result from the tcncher's beliefs about individuals nnd
groups of students. Tenchers' nctions resulting from their beliefs about
students' ability levels may directly nffect student acndemic performnnce
through the provision or restriction of .icadcmic opportunities, but
students also interpret the behnviour of the teacher towards themselves
nnd other students. Students who perceive tlnd interpret diffcrenti.ited
tencher behaviour Jemonstrnte chnnges in motivation and effort.
Students may experience the instruction th.it they receive in a way that is
different to thnt intended by the tencher. It is the students' perceptions of
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teaching that influence subsequent learning and achievement. According
to Wittrock (1986) both teacher behaviour and the interpretation of this
behaviour by classroom participants are important determinants of
classroom performance.
Good (1981) asserted that certain students will learn to become
intellectually passive as a result of differential feedback they receive from
the teacher. He found that over time low achieving students ask fewer
questions than students operating at other achievement levels.

Not all

students in a class will experience the same environment, or educational
materials that are appropriately different.

Strident passivity.
Good (1981) identified n range of tencher behaviours that induced
intellectunl pnssivity in certain students. He observed that low achieving
students were called on less, received less wait time, were given answers
rather than prompts, received less praise for success and received gi·eater
criticism for failure. As low ilchieving students ilre less likely to answer
correctly and more likely to experience public error they have to deal with
high levels of ambiguity .ind risk when responding to teacher questions.
As a result of this, these students leilrn thilt an effective coping strategy in
this situation is to become passive. They become less involved in school
work over time and the school environment can be shown lo have an
effect on student activity and participation rates.
Good, Slavings, Hare! and Emerson (1987) found that the number of
questions asked by low achieving students increased when the student
moved into elementary or high school.

These questions were

predominantly non-academic, which suggests that these students were
"learning Lhe rules of a new ilcademic context". This also suggests that
these students have difficulty keeping up with the new academic role that

they are being required to adopt in the transition, and that they have to ask
a large number of questions about requirements and procedures of the
new context.

Good et al. suggested that changes in the school

enviromnent, peer group or teachers may have motivated the students to
explore different roles or to attempt to achieve new successes. Certain
students may be motivated by this new setting but if teachers and other
students do not reciprocate their efforts and if reasonable achievement is
not forthcoming then these students will give up fairly quickly and regress
radically in their classroom participation.
Low achieving students have been seen to elicit a wider variety of
teacher expectations than other students. Good et al. (1987) have suggested
that teachers may treat low achieving students differently over the course
of the school year as they search for an approach that is successful.
Similarly, when support structures and interventions arc implemented,
low achieving students often have an increased number of tc<1chers who
may use a variety of teaching approaches. Hence low achieving students
are exposed to a variety of teaching approaches nnd teacher expect<1lions.
Student passivity is a likely outcome of such diverse treatment nnd
expectations (Good et al., 1987). Being in a silu.1tion where they do not
know what to do, or how tu behave appropriately, low achieving students
may learn to avoid initiations and wnit for the teacher to structure their
behaviour. To some extent it may be argued thnt students in second<1ry
school receive similar treatment as they nre taught by n number of teachers
all of whom may use different teaching npproaches.
The findings of Good ct al. (1987), Mehan, Hcrlwick, Combs & Flynn
(1982) and Morine-Dershcimcr (1985) support the idea that for some

students Lhe sihwtion encountered on entry to secondary school may lend ·
to students adopting: passive behaviour patterns ns they seek to respond to
a variety of tencher expectations and teaching behnviours. The need to
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learn new rules and procedures, anQ; often different sets of rules for a
number of teaching-learning situations in secondary school may result in
some students avoiding initiations and allowing teachers to structure their
behaviour in what may be an inferior manner to that previously exhibited
in primary school.
It may also be that students respond to the secondary school situation

in a way that leads them to reduce their efforts in an attempt to protect
their sense of self worth. Researchers have proposed that when students
expect a failure that will indicate their incompetence, they intentionally
reduce effort so that failure can be attributed to this, rather than low ability
(Covington, 1984, 1985; Covington & Beery, 1976; Covington & Omelich,
1979; Frankel & Snyder, 1978). Impaired performance has been found
when students anticipate feedback that would indicate incompetence.
Jagacinski and Nicholls (1990) suggested that students may reduce their
effort because they have withdrawn their commitment lo the task. Effort
reduction may be one aspect of the process of disengagement from tc1sks
when feedback indicates an individual's incompetence (Carver & Scheier,
1981; Klinger, 1975; Nicholls, 1984). As students become more certain that
they are not competent at a giYen task, their commitment to
demonstrating competence at that activity declines.

Effort reduction

would be accompanied by other indications of disengagement, such as
devaluing the activity involved or questioning the validity of the task as
an index of competence. Within n personnl framework this could be seen
as adaptive (Klinger, 1975) because students might protect their self esteem,
but would not maintain a perception of high ability in that task situation.
Pyszcynski and Greenberg (1983) found that subjects who c1nticipated
failure on an ego-involving task tended to expend less effort on the tasks
and we,r.! more likely to claim it was a bad day for taking the test thc1n
subjects who anticipated success.

Wortman, Costanzo ;md Witt (1973)
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found that students who failed reported expending less effort than
successful students and indicated that it was less important for them to do
well. It seems that students will withdraw or diminish their efforts to
protect their own feelings of competence in difficult situations. Not trying
and failing, is seen as better than trying and failing. Rather than risk the
chance of unsuccessful performance in a situation where they have tried,
students in secondary school may distance themselves from the situation
and devalue effort and achievement.

Summary
This study proposes that secondary teachers hold certain expectations
for the academic performance of incoming Year 8 students and that these
expectations may be lower than those held for the same students by the
Year 7 primary teachers.

Teacher expectation research suggests that

teachers may hold expectations for cl<1ss groups as well as individual
students. As a result of these lower academic expectations, teachers of Year
8 students may structure a learning environment that plnces fewer
demands on students including less support for thost> students who
require a high degree of interaction with the teacher to keep them on-task
and working to their potentinl level. This is supported by Brophy (1983b)
who suggests that teachers play n key role in determining the curriculum
that students actually receive even in situations where there are denr
curriculum guidelines and materials in place. If this is the case then it is
possible that tenchers holding lower expectntions for certnin students will
present them with n different (lower level) curriculum from that officially
in place in the school (c1nd lower than thnt being experienced by other
students). This mny lead to students performing at n lower than potential
ncadcmic level. It may be that it is not only the individual teacher who
holds lower cxpectntions for Year 8 students, but th.it the curriculum

encourages such

thinking.

The

teacher's

interpretation and

implementation of the curriculum may exaggerate decreases in academic
expectations from primary to secondary school.
From a motivational perspective teachers' interpretation and
implementation of curriculum influenced by their academic expectations
of Year 8 students may create classroom environments which cause
students to behave in certain ways. Students may perceive aspects of the
classroom environment and form subsequent cognitions about the
significance of this for their own academic expectations and beliefs. They
may also be denied opportunities to develop self-regulated learning
processes and learning strategies, and the structure of the classroom may
communicate clear achievement goals.

All of these have been

demonstrated to affect subsequent academic motivation.
In addition, the increased number of teachers with whom high
school students have to interact in a classroom setting means that students
must deal with a variety of teacher expectntions.

Rnudenbush (1984)

reported thnt tencher expectation effects were strongest at Year 7, the first
year of junior high school for most students. It would seem thnt the effects
are stronger when students arc new to the institution .ind those who will
be teaching them. Differentiation is likely to be high in secondary school
as a result of the quantity of individu.iliscd teacher-student interactions.
Previous research into teacher expectations (Good ct al., 1987) 5upports this
notion.
Many students may be unaware of these lower teacher expectations or
may continue to work at thei'.' previous level.

However, it would seem

that certain students notice these lower expectations and respond to them
by working at a lower standard than previously. It may be that these arc
students who exhibit the dependent participation style described by Good
and Power (1976) and are especially susceptible in situations where they do
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not receive high levels of teacher support and interaction. Research into
student perceptions has demonstrated that students are aware of
differential teacher expectations and treahnent (Brophy, 1983; Dusek, 1985;
Rosenthal, 1985; Weinstein, 1983, 1985) so it is likely that these students
will notice the type of treatment that is being offered by the teacher and
that they will make some sort of judgement regarding the expectations
that the teacher holds for them.
On the basis of the findings of research into the effect of teacher
expectations (Cooper & Good, 1983; Good et al., 1987; Weinstein &
Middlestadt, 1979) if secondary tenchers hold lower expectations for
students at Year 8, then it is likely that some students will perceive these
expectations and will reflect the teacher's expectations in lower academic
performance. The effect of teacher expectations has been shown to be
strongest when students ure new to a situation. Therefore, it is likely that
when students are new to the high school situation, te,1cher expectancy
effects will be stronger and particulnrly s,1lienl for those students who take
longer to lenrn the rules and norms of the new situation or who are
particularly responsive to teacher ,1ctions.
It may also be that lower ,1cademic outcomes result from decreased

student motivation, reflecting students' efforts to protect their sense of self
worth.

Students mny hold school achievement in lower stead than

previously, withdrawing their efforts on amdemic t,1sks in an attempt to
protect themselves 'if they believe that they arc unlikely to be successful.
Students m,1y consciously choose to adopt either performance nr work
avoidance gonls to avoid personally challenging situations. If students
lack the capacity to be self-regu!,1ting then they will be unable to adapt to
the situation and will have few strategies to rnll upon other th,1n work
avoidance.
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Conceptunl Framework
The review of literature in the area of research into primarysecondary transition suggests that the degree of success of the transition
may be affected by a number of factors. Individual student factors such as
ability, general self concept, level of physical and social development,
amount of knowledge about high school, and attitudes and expectations
towards school in general and high school in particular may affect the
degree of success with which the student makes the transition. Other
student factors including participation style and aspects of motivation,
including expectations, learning goals, attributions, self-perceptions of
ability, and strategy use may also play a part in the student's resolution of
the change in educational setting.
The student's ability to adapt to the new situation may be influenced
by additional external factors. The beliefs that a student's family holds
regarding the value of schooling along with the level of family support
provided will play some part in the success of the transition. Similarly
socio-economic status, the prevailing wider social culture, the nature and
extent of school and community links and whether the student has
siblings who attend the secondary school are likely to have an impact on
the transition.
At the school level it seems likely that such organisational factors as
transition programs and policies will affect the initial transition
experiences of students. On arrival at secondary school, school culture
reflected in structural factors including timetabling, assessment policies
and practices, unit curriculum opemtion, staffing levels and policies,
student involvement in the school and the provision of support
structures seem likely to affect transition.
School contextual factors such as the size of the student and staff
population, the size of the school grounds and buildings, the nature of the
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surroundings, the degree of interaction with peers, the level of
responsibility afforded to students, the academic culture or eth1Js of the
school and the nature of individual subjects mf'ly also impact on students'
ability to adapt successfully to a new educational environment.
At a classroom level, the expectations and beliefs held by the teacher
for individuals and groups of students are likely to affect the nature and
extent of feedback provided regarding academic performance and
possibility of future success. The levei of communication, teaching styles,
and grading and assessment practices of individual teachers may also affect
students' performance in the classroom. Personal attributes of teachers
and the perceptions that teachers have of Year 8 students and their needs
and abilities, may also affect the learning experiences that these students
encounter and their success at secondmy srhool.
Research into primary-secondary trnnsition has focused on the
surface level factors mentioned previously. There would seem to be a
need to investigate the phenomenon of the trnnsition experiences of those
students who fail to make the d1ange successfully. Evidence suggests the
transition experience m,1y bl' subject to a more sophisticnted set of
influences than the surface level factors studied by enrlier research.

A

social psychological approacl-fwould most appropriately investigate these
deeper influences by examining student perceptions. By understanding
the students' perceptions of their experiences, nnd the mennings which
they nscribe to ·1he situation, it mny be possible lo gnin a deeper
understanding of the ways in which students nrnke sense of their
experiences nnd the effects of this on motivntion nnd achievement.
A focus of this study is the teacher cxpectnncy effect (Brophy & Good,
1970), pnrticulnrly the role played by student perceptions of the teacher
behaviour~ which communicnte teacher expectations for Year 8 students'
academic performance. Students' interpretations and sense mnking of
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teachers' expect::itiOns for their academic achievement were interpreted
within a social cognitive motivational framework.
This study investigates student perceptions of the transition process
and their experiences in the classroom teaching-learning environment.
Students' experiences are described and analysed to discover the ways in
which the primary-secondary transition experience affects their academic
performance. Personal student factors relating to aspects of motivation are
investigated along with the effect of interactions between students and
structural, contextual ,md classroom level factors. The ways in which the
student perceived and responded to the various factors and situations was
considered to be germane to this study. Figure 1 preser1ts a conceptual
model of those factors that the present study investigated in relation to
their influence on the arndemic performrince of students during the
transition from Yerir 7 to Year 8.
This study was concerned with exploring the wnys in which students
made sense of the transition from primary to second.iry school,
particularly the wriys in which they responded in achievement related
situations. The construct of achieveme:11' motivation including the role of
student perceptions is centr,il in explaining the ways in which students
rC!sponded to the new academic situation.

Achievement motivation is

closely linked with self-regulated learning. If students are to be able to
I

: ,

adapt appropriately to new academic siu:ations then thCy need to possess
the relev.int self-regulatory processes that allow them lo monitor their
task performance and adjust it appropriately for the situation. Aspects of
motivation as seen from a social cognitive perspective include selfperceptions of ability, attributions for success and failure, achievement
goals, approaches to learning and lenrning strategies.
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These factors are all affected by learners' past performances and
interpretations of performance situations and outcomes which in turn
affect their expectations for future performance in similar situations. If
individuals are to engage in a learning task then they must have some
expectation that they will be able to achieve sucCess on that task and they
must value the tnsk or outcome in some way (Covington, 1984). Learners'
past experiences and subsequent attributions will affect the extent to which
they expect to be successful on the task (Covington & Ome\i.:h, 1984, 1988).
Another factor affecting students' expectations of success is their own
perceptions of their nbility. Again, these perceptions are cc,nstructed over
time on the bnsis of experiences in similnr learning situations. Individuals
who believe that they have little ability are less likely lo engage in or
persist at a task than those who believe thc1t they possess ability .ind are
likely to be successful. Covington has suggested that in an effort lo protect
feelings of competence, individuals will choose to hold b.ick effort and not
engage in a task if they believe that they do not have the c1bility to be
successful. An important contributing factor to learners' expectntions of
success is the nmount of control they belie\·e they have over their success
and failure. This is a function of their c1ttrilmtions, whether they attribute
success to control!able factors, their perceptions of ability and the range of
le.iming strategies that they have at their disposal. I.earners with a wide
repertoire of strategies to tack],, learning tasks and monitor their
performance have a greater chance of completing lhe task succe%fully
than learners who possess only a limited number of simple strategies.
They arc more able to adapt to unusual situations appropriately, and hence
increase the likelihood thilt they wil! perform the task successfully.
The second dimension of the motivational equation is the extent to
which the learner values the tc1sk itself, or the outcome of the task. There
.ire obvious considerations here such as the nature of the task, and
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whether it is intrinsically interesting or useful to the learner. There are
also more subtle influences including the goals that the individual holds
for learning. Learners who hold mastery goals are more likely to attempt
tasks because they value the process of learning while those holding
performance goals will engage in tasks in order to achieve grades.
Students motivated to avoid work will simply do the bare minimum to
avoid negative consequences. The approaches to learning held by students
will also affect their willingness to engage in the task and ability to persist
in the face of difficulty.
The relationship between student beliefs and performance is bidirectional. Students' beliefs about themselves as learners and the value
of the le.irning task are the result of previous learning and performance.
TI1e beliefs that learners hold about themselves as learners will affect their
performance, which will in turn, usually confirm their beliefs about
themselves. So, learners who hold little expectation of success because
they attribute their past lack of success to low ability are unlikely to be
motivated to attempt n lenrning task. Simil.irly, students who believe that
they have the ability to complete the task successfully but do not see any
value in doing so arc unlikely to be motivilted to engage in the task.
Students' ncadcmic achievement may be the result of milny factors.
The present study proposed thill any chilnges in the ilmdemic achievement
of students in the study were the result of students' interpretations of the
secondary educational environment and their responses to the new
situation. lt was suggested that students would interpret aspects of the
new environment to construct a perception of what was important in
secondary school and that some would respond lo this perception by
altering their achievement related behaviour in some wny. Specifically, it
was proposed that students would interpret teachers' messages about the
nature of work, and stnndnrds of performnnce required at secondary school
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in a way that would suggest that teachers would accept work of a lower
standard than that which students were either familiar with, or capable of
achieving, In addition, dealing with a number of teachers would make it
more difficult for students to determine a level of acceptable work related
behaviour and some students may withdr.iw, becoming passive. It was
also suggested that this withdmw.il of academic effort may be an affective
response to situations in which students believe they may not be
successful. Students may expend little effort on tasks or may trivialise or
devalue the task so that lack of success becomes less of a threat to their selfperception of ability and competence. This situation may arise because
teachers do not make their performance expectations clear lo students
which again may be magnified by students having to cope with different or
unclear behavioural expectations rmd teaching styles from a number of
teachers.
It may be that some students view beginning secondary school as a

new start, a chance to wipe the slate clean and begin again. They may
believe that in a new situation with new teachers who do not know their
past performances and a wider range of classmates they have the
opportunity to start afresh. These students may decide to try hard, believe
that they can be successful if they do so, and adopt more positive ]e,1rning
goals. If they change their goals, expectations, beliefs, and attributions then
they may be able to m,1intain or improve their performance as long as they
have the necessary str,1tegics to allow them to do these things. If they do
not already have a repertoire of strategics, or if secondnry classes ,1rc not
conducted in a way that facilitates the development of strategies, (using
either implicil or explicit instruction) then this will be difficult for them.
lf teachers hold low expectations for their performance and structure the

learning environment nnd instructional tasks in ways that do not

encourage students to maintain these new goals and expectations, then
little progress will be made.
The present study investigated the experiences of 24 "average"
students as they moved from primary to secondary school. The focus of
the study was the way in which students made sense of their experiences
and the effect of these perceptions on changes in the various aspects of
their achievement motivation related behaviour.

Co11clusio11

This chapter presented a description of the theoretical perspective
which informed the present study. Social psychological principles guided
the way in which the study was conducted, suggesting attention be paid to
the interpretations and cognitions of the main participants during the
transition from primary to secondary school. The ways in which students
interpreted their experiences at secondary school and the resulting effects
on their achievement motivation and academic performance were
investigated. Analysis and interpretation of the results was informed by
social cognitive theories of motivation.
The second part of this chapter presented the conceptual framework
suggested for the present study. The factors investigated were derived
from the theoretical underpinnings of the study. The social psychology
assumptions suggt•sted that the factors affecting the academic performance
of students in the transition from primary to secondary school would be
best studied from the perspective of !he students involved.

It was

assumed that student perceptions mediate the events that occur in
classrooms and subsequent le:irning.

Additionally, the expectations of

teachers affect the classroom environment that they crente and their
interactions with students. Students' perceptions of these will cause them
to form expectations of their ability and chances of success, decide what is
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important in the classroom, and construe the nature and process of
learning that is required.
Social cognitive theories of motivation identify a range of
motivational constructs that help to explain the reasons why students
,'i

'

choose to engage in and persist at learning tasks and their subsequent
achievement. The factors that were identified as salient in the situation
were: students' expectations of secondary school; self-perceptions of
ability; attributions for success and failure; use of strategies; achievement
goal orientations and interpretations of teachers' messages about what
was important at school.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Method and Procedure

Introduction

This chapter describes the method used in the study, provides details
of the sample selection process and includes a description of the primary
schools and senior high school in this study. The research involved a
twelve month study of Western Australian children in Year 7 of primary
school and Year 8 of secondary school. The research design, including
procedures for data collection and analysis are also described and justified.
Issues of reliability and validity are identified <1nd examined and the
chapter concludes with a consideration of the generalisabili.ty of the study.

Resln/cment of 1/tc P11rp0Sl' of 1/Ie Study
This study sought to ,mswer the following questions which related to
the experiences of students as they made the lrnnsition from Year 7 of
primary school to the first year (Year 8) of sccondc1ry school:

1.

What changes occur in the academic achievement of average
achieving students when they make the transition from primary to
secondary school?

2.

How do these students perceive the primary-secondary school
transition experience?

i) What b the nature of these students' c1ffcctive and cognitive

responses in relation to their academic performance during the
transition from primary to secondary school?
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3. i) What school related factors appear to be implicated in changes in
these students' academic performance from primary to secondary
school?

ii) What student related factors appear to be implicated in changes in

these students' academic performance from primary to secondary
school?

Research Design
The research questions guided the design of the study.

Wherever

possible the following recommendntions from bnckground literature were
incorporated in the design of this study (Erickson, 1986; Marsht:111 &
Rossman, 1989; Yin, 1989).

Firstly, that reseMch should use multiple,

sources of evidence. Thi:, should include n combination of subjectiv,c- ;,nd
objective data, and a mixture of qualitative nnd qunntitative datt:1 which
nre mainly descriptive. This apprnilch allowed lhc trinngulation of data or
corroboration of the same datil gilthercd through different techniques.
Secondly, that research should extend the collection of datil over a period
of time in order lo trace operiltioml links, and fin.illy, iln emphasis that
the study of individual students is a worthwhile direction for educational
research.
The study used a naturillistic approach which combined qualitative
and quantitative reseilrch techniques ilS the two npprnilches enrich and
complement each other. According to Miles and Huberman (1988):
Qualitative data ... arc a source of well-grounded, rich descriptions
ilnd explilnations of processes occurring in local contexts. Within
qualitative data one can preserve chronological flow, assess local
causality, .ind derive full explanations. (p. 15)
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In the present study a case study approach was used to gain a deeper
understanding of social phenomena through the use of observation, the
formulation of description and the seeking of patterns. These processes
allowed the researcher to gain an understanding of reality as perceived by
the group under study.

Emphasis was placed on exploring student

perceptions of the transition process. Student perceptions of transition
were deemed important as they served to mediate {at least partially) the
impact of the new school environment on student behaviour. Students'
own definitions of the situation helped to determine their covNt
behaviour in that situation.
The epistemological assumptions that underpin the study are
important and require explication as the theoretical base of a study will
affect the findings that result from it. The theoretical framework of the
study was described in Chapter Three and will be summarised here. In the
broadest sense the study is informed by social psychology which seeks to
"identify and interpret individual and environmental factors involved in
interpersonal interaction" (Mc Millan, 1980, p. 2).
Social psychology focuses on individu.il behaviour and explains this
phenomenologically, placing emphasis on the perception of individuals
and how they see and interpret situations.

Social psychology places

emphasis on the affective and motivational aspects of an individual's
behaviour. Feelings mediate between cognitive perceptions of events in
the environment nnd behaviour. Social psychology pays nttention to the
group, particularly group processes and the effect of those in proximity to
the individual. Finally, social psychology is concerned with explaining
why people behave in similar ways.
The key beliefs underpinning: this study reflect the principles of social
psychology. The first is that an individual does not have to be physknlly
present in order to influence the thoughts and actions of another. Second,
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the focus of social psychology is clearly on the individual, and attention
may be directed to the influence of individuals on each other within a
group context. Third, social psychology is concerned not only with the
behaviour but the cognitions of the individual.
Social psychology may be applied through perspectives, theory and
method. It can provide a particular perspective from which an issue may
be viewed.

This perspective will draw attention to processes of

interpersonal interaction.

Within social psychology there will be a

number of theories which seek to explain various phenomena. Theories
can play a similar role to perspectives, directing attention, drawing
together and organising information according to some pattern of
interpretation.

Theories provide the researcher with a means of

organising seemingly disparate information into a coherent whole. The
use of theories allows the reseilrcher tu predict the unknown and interpfet
what has been studied. The adoption of a particular thcoretiml system will
direct attention towards pnrticular questions nnd certnin types of answers.
The research questions, methodology and nnnlysis adopted in this
study have been informed by the beliefs nnd assumptions described in the
previous section.

Sample
Subjects.

According to Leedy (1989) "the population for the study must be
carefully chosen, clearly defined, and specifically delimited in order to set
precise parameters for ensuring discreteness to the population" (p. 142).
The senior high school which was the focus of this study was selected
because it represented Lypicnl government senior high schools. This study
was conducted in ,m educational district (Education Department of
Western Australia cli!ssification) in the Perth metropolitan area. Target
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students were selected from Year 7 classes in feeder primary schools of one
of the senior high schools within the district.
The senior high school selected as the target of thi!' study was a large
size school (population 1100), offering the Education Department's Unit
Curriculum in lower school and Tertiary Entrance Examination (TEE) and
Non Tertiary Entrmce Score studies at post compulsory level (Years 11
and 12, age 15 plus). The student population was drawn from six feeder
primary schools, four of which were used in the present study. Two feeder
primary schools were not included in this study because these schools fed
mainly to a different secondary school and many of the students attending
these primary schools did not intend to attend the target secondary school.
All of the schools used in the study were located in residential areas,
drawing from upper working class and middle class socio-economic areas.
This study wus not concerned with establishing generalisability across
the state. Its aims were to provide a rich source of information about the
experiences of the respective students, which may be useC. by othel'S to
determine the rclcvnnce of the finding-s to their own situation, and to
develop a base on which further research could build. It was essentially
concerned with exploring the experiences of a group of students and the
meanings which they attnched to thl'ir experiencl's in the context of
primary-secondary transition.

Selection of target

slmfr11!

grnup

In September 1991, the Ministry of Education's Monitoring Standards
in Education (MSE) tests in English and nuithcmatics were administered
to all Year 7 students in the four feeder primary schools. On the basis of
the results of these tests a pool of students who were working at or nbove
the appropriate level of the syllabus for Year 7 were identified. This
corresponded to Phase 6/7 of the English syllabus (Ministry of Education,
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1989) and Stage 7 of the mathematics syllabus (Ministry of EC:ucation,
1989). With the assistance of Year 7 teachers, ,;ix Year 7 students were

selected from each school.

A primary criterion for the selection of

students in the sample was their intended high school destination. This
was important to ensure that all of the students selected in the sample
would enter the target senior high school in the following year. Teachers
rated the sample students on a three point scnle according to the teacher's
beliefs nbout how we!! each student would adjust to high school. Where
possible two students from each adjustment cntegory were selected.
Attempts were made to select equal numbers of males and females but the
final selection included 15 females nnd nine males.
Six students were selected from each school although not all classes
from each primary school were represented by equal numbers of students.
One Year 7 class from a participating primary school was not involved in
this study ns they had been involved in another unrelated ."tudy over the
past two years, and the school principal requested that they not participate.
The final group of students involved in the study represent eight Ycnr 7
clnsses from four primary schools.

Table 1 presents data relating to

selection of students by Yc.ir 7 class.

fa:ch cl,1ss h.is been given an

alphanumeric identifier to distinguish individu.il classes within schools.
Six case study students were selected after the second interview in
Yeflr 7.

Criteria for selection included membership of the group of

students in the study, the level of reflection demonstrated by students,
their beliefs about school in general and secondary school in particular,
and primary school teachers' predictions about Lheir capncity to adapt
successfully to secondary school. Attempts were mnde to achieve a gender
b.ilance in selection and to maintain equal representation from feeder
primary schools. The final selection of cnses inclUded four girls and two
boys representing eight classes from four feeder primary schools.
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Table 1

Class of Origin of Target Students
N-24
Class

lA

1B

2A

Teacher

M

F

M

Gender
Female
Male

Students
{Initials)

3
NC
FR
TQ

1

F

M

3
SR
RC
JN

M
M

6

3

2

MF
LH

38

:ic

4A

4B

M

F

M

F

F

j

F

3
F
F

F

Tl

3A

2

F

DE
HJ.
KT

M
M
M

2
JC
Ml

0

2
OJ

1

OD

M

2
F

·"
1
F

:._!

1

MD
FN

M

1
F

4

1

AD
WD
EL
Nl

M

2

0

3
F
F
F

LN
OT

c, 2
F
F
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Background inf9.rmatio11.
Of the 24 target students 23 were Caucasian (six were of Ea~tern
European descent), and one was of Asian descent. Four students came
from homes where languages other than English were spoken and one of
these was identified as having an ESL {English as a Second Language)
problem. The sample remained intact in the second year of the study
{1992) when the students were in their first year of high school.

All

subjects attended the same government senior high school but were in a
range of different classes in different combinations, depending on the
nature of their timetable. Analyses of the changes that occurred in the
measures described below are based on this longitudinal sample.

Ethical Considerations
The study was conducted with the informed consent of the principals,
teachers and students involved.

P.irenlal permission w,1s obtnined for

student participation and .ill students were free to withdraw from the
study if they wished.

All dala were stored securely and reported

anonymously. Case study students were given a pseudonym to conceal
their identity. Any information which may have ;illowed for the schools
or individuals to be identified wns not reported. Schools were provided
with a summary of results.

Documents relating lo confidentiality are
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presented in Appendix A.

Data Colleclion

Preparatory investigation.
In the year prior to the commencement of this study preliminary data
were gathered in a pilot study conducted in n similar context.
Questionnaires (adapted from Garton, 1986) were ndministered to students
prior to, .ind after the transition to Year 8. The initial questionnaires were

,_,/

administered to Year 7 students in the last month of primary school and
gathered data regarding students' concerns about the transition to
secondary school, addressing academic, social and organisational issues.
The follow up questionnaires were administered at the end of the first
term of high school.

Data regarding student perceptions of their

remaining concerns about high school and the degree of success that they
believed they had achieved in the transition process were collected. Data
from the questionnnires were used to construct a description of the way in
which students perceived the transition from primary to secondnry school
and to identify arens requiring furt!ter investigation (Kirkpatri..:k, 1990).
Twenty students were interviewed at the end of Yenr 7 and the
beginning of Year 8 to elicit further information ,1bout their perceptions of
the transition experience.

The nim• Year 7 teachers from the feeder

primary schoob and a sample of fiftec,n le;ichers from the secondnry school
involved in the pilnt study met with the rese;ircher to discuss their
perceptions of the issues involved in the tr;insition of students from
primary to selondary school. The nollis th;it resulted from interviews and
discussions were used to guide the re-formul;ition of llw questions for the
present study, to guide the design of interview questions, ,ind to identify
conceptual Meas which would guide data collection.

Procedures

The st·.1dy began mid way through the sample's final yenr of primary
school (Year 7). The dntil sets include cl;issroom observations, teacher
interviews, teacher ratings of student participntion styles, student
interviews. student self-ratings, student perform;ince on MSE tests and the
;idministratinn of a tr;insiti,m questionnaire to ;ill Ye;ir 7 and subsequent
Yenr 8 sludents.

Pigure 2 present,; the research pl;in ;ind identifies

significant data. collection methods and d;ites.
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RESEARCH PLAN
DATES
Activities
Feb. Mar. April May June July Aug. Sept.
MSE testing
Student selection
Teacher interviews
Target student interviews
Questionnaire administration
I

'°

Classroom observations

00
I

Teacher interviews
Student interviews
Questionnaire administration
Teacher interviews
Classroom observations
MSE testing
Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. April May June July Aug. Sept.

Figure 2: Research Plan

•

11111 All students

-

Teachers

~ Target Students

Year seven.
Monitoring Standards in Education (MSE) tests.
MSE tests in mathematics and English were administered to all Year 7
students to provide information relating to their current performance in
relation to the syllabus. The MSE lest performance data were used to select
students for inclusion in the study and provided empirical data to describe
students' academic performance at Year 7, allowing for comparison with
Year 8 performance. Copies of the MSE tests for English and mathematics
which were administered in Year 7 are presented in Appendix B.

Classroom observations.
Eight Year 7 classes participated in the study. Each class was observed
for four half days over the final term of the school year. The observations
focused on the nature and organi:;,alion of learning tasks and experiences,
classroom management and org~~isation, feedback and instruction. In
addition, the target students were observed with respect to student-student
interactions, teacher-student and student-teacher interactions, and task
engagement. Field notes were made of these obsen·ations and a summmy
is presented in Appendix C. Classroom obscrv.itio11s are discussed in
Chapters Five and Six.

Teacher interviews.
Tn October the teachers with major responsibility for teaching the Year
7 classes were interviewed. These interviews elicited information about
the teachers' beliefs about secondary school, and the skills and knowledge
that students required in order to be c1mdemically successful in the
seconJary setting.

[11

addition teachers described their own instructional

beliefs ,md practices in the major subject areas. The interview schedule
and a summary of responses arc presented in Appendix D.

In November Year 7 teachers were asked to complete a checklist
identifying participation characteristics of each target student. This was
used to classify each student's participation style. Additionally, teachers
rated each of the student's academic performance in mathematics, English
and general academic performance as well as a rating of social
development. Teachers' responses wern probed to elicit their reasoning
for making decisions and judgments.

The checklist of participation

characteristics and the student academic perfo;·mam:e rating form are
presented in Appendix D.

Quesiionnaires.
Towards the end of fourth term all Year 7 students in the four
participating primary schools completed a questionnaire which gathered
data concerning students' knowledge of secondary school, their
expectations of secondary school and of their performance there, and their
beliefs and concerns about student life in secondary school. The main
purpose of this questionnaire was to provide general informution to the
primary and secondary schools about ;ii] students' expectations of
secondilfy school. Questionnaire responses were ,monymous so it is not
possible to report the individu;il responses of the students involved in
this study.

O;ita from this questionnaire were used to guide the

formul;ition of interview questions but do not specific<1lly <1nswcr the
research questions ,md hence will not be fully reported in this study. The
questionnaire and a summary of fC'sponses are presented in Appendix E.

Student interviews.
Target students were interviewed three times J;>etween September and
December in their fimd year of primary school.

Interview qtlestions

reflected conceptual areas from the questionnaire and elicited information
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about students' expectations and beliefs about secondary school, their
attitude towards school and teachers, their approaches to tasks and their
attributions for their own academic performance. During the interview
students completed a self-rating of academic performance in English,
mathematics, general academic performance and social standing.
Attention was paid to their reasons for placing themselves at various
positions of the scale and the types and source of information that they
used in making their decisions. Interview schedules for the three Year 7
interviews and the self-rating form are presented in Appendix F. Student
interview responses are discussed in Chapters Five and Six.

Yenr eight.
Student interviews.
Data collection at secondary school level began in the students' first
week of high school when all students were interviewed about their
initial impressions of high school. Subsequent interviews look place on
··, two other occa8ions in first semester.

These intr:rviews focused on

students' perceptions of the demands of ser:ondary school, the nature of
instructional tasks, assessment stnictures and criteria, teachers' roles and
criteria for success.

Students were asked about their attributions for

academic outcomes in real ;md hypothetical situations, their achievement
goals and their use of adaptive learning behaviours. Interview schedules
for the three Year 8 interviews are presented in Appendix G. Student
interview responses are discussed in Chapters Five and Six.

Teacher interviews.
In May (second term Year 8) sixteen Year 8 teachers were interviewed.
Participation in the interviews was volunta.y and all teachers taught at
least one of the students in the group. Teachers represented the subjects
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mathematics, English, science, social studies, business education, art, and
home economics.

These interviews elicited information about the

teachers' academic expectations and beliefs about Year 8 students, and the
skills and knowledge that students required in order to be academically
successful in the secondary setting. In addition, teachers described their
own instructional beliefs and practices in their subject domains.

The

interview schedule and a summary of responses are presented in
Appendix H. Teacher interview responses are discussed in Chapters Five
and Six.
At the beginning of second term the English and mathematics
teachers of the target students rated each student's academic performance
in the respective subject area. Ratings for general and social performance
were not sought as teachers in the interviews had suggested that they did
not believe that they could make accurate judgments outside their subject
domain. Teachers were also asked to note any relevant comments about
students' performance or behaviour on the rating form.
teacher rating form is presented in Appendix H.

The Year 8

T, ,1cher ratings of

student performance are discussed in Chapters Five and Six.

Classroom observations.
Classroom observations were conducted on a number of occasions
during first semester. It was not possible to observe all students in a
classroom setting for all subjects so preference was given to observing
students in classes in the major .icadcmic subjects especially mathematics
and English. There were instances where more th.in one target student
wns in the s.ime class for observation. Observntions and descriptions
focused on instructionnl and managerial aspects of the classroom, the
nature of the task and teacher-target student interactir.,1s. These data were
gathered through the use of field notes.
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A summary of classroom

observations is presented in Appendix I and these observations are
discussed in Chapters Five and Six.

Questionnaires,.
At the end of first term all Year 8 students completed a questionnaire
which measured their perceptions of secondary school and any continuing
concerns about high school.

Again, the main purpose of the

administration of this questionnaire was to provide general information
about the transition experience for the primary and secondary schools
involved in the study.

As they do not specifically answer any of the

research questions the results of this questionnaire will not be reported
here.

Items from this questionnaire

were reflected in the interview

questions directed to target students. The questionnaire and a summary of
results are presented in Appendix J.

Monitoring Standards in Education tests.
In October, fifty Year 8 students, including the target students,
completed a parallel version of the Year 7 MSE lest in mathematics and
the 1990 version of the MSE English tests. These tests provided empirical
data about students' acackmic performance whiclt is discussed in Chapters
Five and Six. A copy of the mathematics test used at Year 8 is pt'esented in
Appendix K.

Research instruments.
The following research instruments were used to collect data in this
study: a) teacher and student interviews, b) MSE tests for mathematics and
English, a measure of students' pcrform.ince against the standards
described for Year 7 of the rclevnnt syllabus; c) teacher and sludcnt rating
scales, n measure of tenchers' rind target students' perceptions of their own
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academic performance; d) a measure of students' attributions for success
and failure on academic tasks; e) a measure of students' use of adaptive
strategi·~s in problem learning situations; f) a questionnaire measuring
students' expectations and knowledge of secondary school administered
prior to transition; and g) a questionnaire to measure students' experiences
at secondary school. Each of these instruments is described in the
following section.

Teacher and student interviews.
Semi-structured individual interviews were used 'in order to
document the perceptions of students and teachers. Interviewing offers
important advantages over questionnaires when considering perceptions
because it allows for informants to provide open and spont,meous
viewpoints (Gay, 1991). "The inler·,iew is most appropriate for asking
questions of a personal nature." (Gay, p.112) Interviews have the potential
to yield higher quality data since t;1cy allow the researcher to identify and
address informants' misunderstandings ,mri to probe inadequate and
vague responses. According to Judd, Smith and Kidder (1991) interviews
allow for the context for inqui1;' and question order to be contrn'tled.
The primary datil of in-depth interviews ;ire quotations (P,1tton, 1980).
Audio-tape recording provided a permanent verbatim account of the
interview thereby incre,1sing the accur,1cy of data collection ,1nd allowing
the researcher to be more ritkntive to inform,1nt's verbal ,1nd non-verbal
behaviours.

The researcher was able to monitor responses for

contradictions, ambiguities, inconsistencies or misunderstandings and
,1nticipate follow-up ,1nd probing qu~stions.
Both student and teacher interviews were guided by a schedule,
developed for the context in which the informant operated.

The

schedules included questions designed to fulfil descriptive, structural and

contrast functions (Spradley, 1979). Samples of informants' language were
collected through descriptive questions, their organisation of knowledge
was probed using structural questions and contrast questions provided
information relating to the r.1eanings that informants ascribed to the
terms they used.
The schedule for the interviews was consistent for all student and
teacher informants respectively. Interviews opened with an explanation',,
of the purpose and the format that would be followed.
confidentiality'

lnformnnts'

w:,;, reinforced and permission to audiu-tape record was

requested. In the first interview for each informant a number of basic,
non-interpretive demographic questions were posed.

These served to

"warm" the informant to the interview, helping them lo feel at ease and
to establish rapport between interviewer and subject.

In subsequent

interviews a number of non-interpretive questions about recent !.!Vents
·were posed to fulfil a similar purpose.
Questions throughout the interview were semi-structured and openended. Some structuring was imposed to ensure that no areas relevant lo
the study were omitted (Donaghy, 1984). Throughout the inlerviews the
researcher summarised the facts which had emerged.

This provided

informants with an opportunity to correct informatiQn th,lt may have
been unclearly expressed and to elaborate or explain points that may have
been unclear. Interviews closed with a reminder about the scheduling of
the next interview and thnnking informnnts for their pnrticipntion.
Interviews were also used to collect information relating to aspects of
student and teacher behaviour which lrnd been identified as salient in the
literature.

Interview questions related to these issues nnd procedural

supports were used to guide subjects through related cognitive nctivities.
Teacher and student perceptions of students' academic performance,
students' attributions for success and foilure on academic tasks and use of
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adaptive strategies in problem learning situations were measured during
various interviews. These are described in detail in the following section.

Monitoring Standards in Education tests.
Quantitative data regarding student academic performance were
gathered using the Western Australian Ministry of Education's MSE tests
in the subjects mathematics and English. These tests were administered in,
September of Year 7 and October of Year 8. Assessment materials in th~
MSE program are closely matched to the Ministry of Education's
mathfffiatics and language syllabus statements for Year 7.
The English tests measured students' performance in reading and
writing and the tasks were assessed at Phnse 6-7 of the English Language K7 Syllabus (Ministry of Educntion, 1989). In the writing test students were
given the option of writing eilher a report, a letter or a story related to the
same stimulus text. Reading was assessed by means of a written retell and
doze assessment task set .it .in appropriate level of difficulty for Phase 6 ~ 7
of the syllabus.
Mathematics performance w.is assessed in rel.ition lo Stc1ge 6 of the
Learning Mathematics: Pre-prim.iry tu Stage 7 syllabus (Ministry of
Education, 1989) which is organised into three strands: measurement,
space and number. The Year 7 assessment .ictivities were centred nrotmd a
school's anniversary celebrations. Students solved problems related to
various activities which included a fcte and a sports c,1rnival (Ministry of
Education, 1991, 1993).
A parallel version (1992) of the ;11athcmc1tics test was administered .in
Year 8. An equating study m<1r,pcd the 1990 MSE data on to the 1992 scale
making it possible to compare student achievement on both tests.
Howt:ver, the parallel version of the English tests for reading and writing
were not administered. Signific.int changes had been made from 1990 to
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1992 and the tasks for both reading and writing measured different aspects

of performance.

Following consultations with the leader of the MSE

project and the Ministry's Consultant for English it was decided to re-use
the 1990 versions of the English lest.
As materials we1e based on predefined curriculum "benchmarks"
which described what the majority of students in the year should be
achieving, it was possible to report student:;;' levels of achievement
without reference to prior expectations. The assessment materials gave
students the opportunity to perform the tasks in a realistic setting, choose
their own strategies and approaches to tasks, and to give answers in their
own words. Assessments covered not only minimum competency but a
range of skills such as higher order thinking.

Participation sty!e checklist.
Year 7 teachers completed

'1

checklist of the characteristics of each of

the participation style categories developed by Good and Power (1976) for
each of the target students. Frequencies were calculated and the student's
participation style was determined on the basis of the category
characteristics which appeared most fr1cquent\y. The checklist is presented
in Appendix D.

Student academic performance rating form.
A ten point rating scale was used to collect teachers' and students'
perception of target students' .ibility. Year 7 teachers and each target
student

marked the point on the scale which they h!elieved best

represented th.it student's performance in relation to his/her peers for
English, mathematics, general academic performance (all academic
subjects excluding mathematics .ind English) and social performance. The
rating forms were .idapted from similar instruments used by Stipek and
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Tannat (1984), and Mitman an:l Lash (1989) to measure students' self
perceptions of ability or competence. The rating forms were used in
conjunction with students' verbalisations about the reasons why they
believed that their level of competence wa& as they had indicated and the
evidence that they had used to reach such conclusions.

Wigfield and

Harold (1992) suggest that a weakness of much previous research has been
its focus on generalised perceptions of ability. The assessment of students'
perceptions of their ability in specific subject domains differentiates this
study from earlier work in the area.
Each student was also asked to nominate other students whom they
believed were performing at the same, higher and lower levels as
themselves and to mark those students' performance level on the scale
{Marsh, Smith & Barnes, 1983).

The rating form functioned as a

procedural support guiding subjects through questions similar to those
posed by previous researchers (Eccles, 1980; Stipek & Gralinski, 1991). This
rating form and supporting questions from the interview schedule are
presented in Appendix F.
In Year 8 students again completed a ratings form on which they
marked the points at which they believed they were performing in
relation to their peers for English nnd mnthemntics. The Yenr 8 English
and mathematics teachers of the target students completed the same rating
form for each student whom they tnught. Appendix G presents the Year 8
version of the student self-perception of performance rating form and the
teacher rating form is presented in Appendix H.
Motivatiom1! research supports the use of students' ratings of their
own perceptions of ,1bility (Stipek, 1993). Children's self perceptions of
ability become more accurate

ilS

they get older (Marshall, Weinstein &

Bratessani, 1984; Newman, 1984; Nicholls, 1978, 1979) and correlate more
strongly with external indices. By the time children reach high school they
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are more likely to base their judgements on social comparison (Feldlaufer,
Midgley & Eccles, 1988), and to place their achievement in a broader social
context (Stipek, 1993) rather than comparing their performance with only
their classmates.

Attributions for success and failure response form.
Students completed a me.'!sure of their attributions for academic
success and failure in Year 7 and Year 8. The same form was used in both
years. Students wem asked to desc~ibe an academic situation in which they
had been successful and one in which they had been unsuccessful. They
then chose from all pairwise combinations of four common performance
attributions: ability, task difficulty, luck and effort.

Each attribution

appeared three times, so scores for each attribution ranged from O to 3
depending on the number of times it was selected.

This method of

assessing attributions hns been used by McMahan (1973), Stipek and
Hoffman (1980) and Mason nnd Stipek (1989). The attributions response
form is presented in Appendix F. In addition Lo selecting an attributional
explanation for their success or failure, subjects were asked to explain why
they thought they had achieved the result they had. Currin and I-larich
(1993) argue that it is important to elicit the attributor's reasoning for
academic outcomes rather than impose the researcher's explanation. In
this situation, the collection of data that included the subject's perception
of the reasons for academic outcomes and subject selection of attribution
from established reasons allowed for confirmation of the salience of the
attributions presented in the literature for this group of students.

Use of adaptive strategics form.
Students were asked to describe a situation in which
,, they had been
1

"stuck" or were unable to continue with their work and to describe their
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typical response to that situation.· ,They were then .pre.scnted .i'ith, a
"problem" and asked to select their likely respon~~ to

0

);kuing stuck'.' 'on·

that problem. Choices were made from paired combinations
of: ask ·,I
.for
.
help (from teacher or friend); use a strategy of some type (such as.,,
remember a previous similar example, or break the task down into steps);
and give up. Students could score between O and 2 for each response
depending on how many times it was chosen. They were also asked to
state whether their response would be different in different contexts (such
as a different type of problem or a different class). Alternate versions of
the strategy response form featuring different problems were administered
to students in Year 7 and Ye,1r 8 ,md ,1re presented in Appendices F and C.
The strategy response forms were used ;is procedural supports to guide
subjects through a retrospective report of their behaviour when they
encountered a problem and a description of their responses in problem
situations. The provision of a specific problem which subjects worked
through, allowed the use of think aloud protocols (Ericcson & Simon,
1981) which identified specific responses ,md was used to confirm
students' retrospective reports of their responses in problem situations.

Student interviews.
Prior to transition, three interviews were ~onducted with target Year. 7
students to gather data regarding their perceptions of the transition from
primary to secondary school and their expectations of potentially making a
successful transition. Schedules for interviews conducted at Year 7 are
presented in Appendix F.
Follow up interviews were conducted with target students at strategic
times after tr,msition (immedi,1tely after beginning Yc.ir 8, towards the end
of first term and at the end of first semester). These interviews gathered
data regarding the students' perceptions of the success of their tr.insition
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from primary to secondary school. Data were gathered in three major
strands: the students' perceptions of the degree of success with which they
handled their new academic, social and physical surroundings, the factors
that students believed to be responsible for their success and the messages
which students had interpreted from various sources regarding factors of
importance at secondary school.

Interview schedules are presented in

Appendix G.

Field notes.
Field notes were kept regarding the school context, particularly
organisational aspects and any particular support which was given to assist
students with the transition process.

Field notes were collected on all

visits to the primary and secondnry schools. This included visits to discuss
the study with administrative and teaching staff and all data collection
visits.

Observational records.
All Year 7 classes were observed for four half d.iys each when detailed
observational records were m;iintained.

Summ;iries of classroom

observations are presented in Appendix C. Obscrvntions focused on the
behaviours of the targel :,tudenls, clnssroom inter;ictions, ;ind instructional
practices.

These records were intended to provide data to allow the

construction of a "picture" of the prim.try school classroom environment
and to provide the researcher with relevant informntion which could be
used in interview situntions lo probe subjects' responses and to provide
person.ii ~itualions which could be used lo explore students' achievement
related cognitions.
Classroom observations were .ilso performed in the secondary school,
observing a range of classes, particularly in the subjects English and
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mathematics. Summaries of these classroom observations are presented
in Appendix I. Detailed notes were made of the classroom interactions,
instructional practices, target student behaviour and the day to day life of
the secondary classroom. These notes provided the basis for further
probing: in the interview situation and allowed the researcher to refer to
specific classroom examples when eliciting information about students'
academic performance and achievement related cognitions.

Data Analysis
Analysis of iuterview dntn.
With the consent of the students and teachers all interviews were
audio tape recorded. The interview tapes were transcribed verbatim on
the day of the interview. In the case of student interviews all interviews
were transcribed and students' responses to the central questions were
separated from the m.iin text and filed together.

Emergent response

categories were identified by the researcher and t.ibles of frequencies were
created to represent the d.ita.
Initial classification was double checked to ensure the adequacy of the
assigned categories and to identify quotes that did not align themselves
with concepts from the literature. Unclassified segments were assigned
new classifications. Theoretical memos recorded the researcher's lines of
reasoning as emergent themes appeared {Strauss & Corbin, 1987). The
resulting classifications were then compared with the relevant literature.
This was followed by discussion of categories nnd relationships between
them with collengues familiar with the conceptual areas. This process was
intended to identify central themes and the relationships between
emergent concepts and categories.

Through a process of continual

refinement and analysis, the emergent concepts were established.
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Categories were checked against each other resulting in the collapsing
of some, and separation and renaming of others.

Those categories

considered central to the topic were isolated and the relationships between
each of the categories and their properties in relation to the core category
were systematically examined.
Students were encouraged to speak about their thoughts and feelings
about the transition experience to allow their implicit theories about their
academic performance to emerge.

By collating comments and causal

explanations as identified by Lhe students it was possible to discern
consistent components and lines of reasoning in the students' perceptions
about the transition experience and their perceptions of the teacher and
classroom. Their beliefs about factors affecting their academic performance
and lines of reasoning about why things happen the way they did in class
emerged.

Examination of students' conceptions about the transition

experience provided evidence to construct a description of their
experiences during the process.

This follows the guidelines for the

analysis of case study evidence using explanation building suggested by
Yin (1989).
Interviews were conducted with eight primary school teachers. In this
case the interviews were recorded and transcribed and additional
procedural supports were used to collect data. These were later used to
structure the response categories of teachers. Interviews with secondary
teachers were also audio taped ,md transcribed and the procedural supports
guided categorisation of responses.

Additional emergent response

categories were identified by the researcher and frequencies of responses in
all categories were used to represent these data. Category formation and
checking was performed in the same manner as described for student
interview data.
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Classroom observations.
Classroom observations were analysed to develop a picture of each
primary school classroom environment including interactions between
students and teachers. As detailed notes had been kept, these were re-read
and analysed to develop categories of observation under headings such as
teacher-student interactions, student-student interactions, student-teacher
interactions, messages about secondary school, instructional practices,
managerial practices, classroom physical environment, and level of
teacher direction.

Analysis of MSE test performance.
Academic performance data of students were examined at the end of
third term in Years 7 and 8 to identify trends in student performance
!evels and to determine the nature of changes in the academic
performance of the t<1rget students.
The prim<1ry source of inform,1tion was the performance of students
on the MSE tests of English und mathematics.

As th€3e tests report

students' performance in relation to predetermined "s!and<1rds" it was
possible to report differences in the frequencies of students' performance
in relation to those described stand<1rds. Students' ,1cademic performance
was analysed with reference to the differences in frequencies of students
performing above, at and below the benchmark performance level for Ye,1r
7.

T-tests were performed to determine if differences were significant in
test scores between Year 7 and Year 8. In the case of the parallel version of
the mathem,1tics tests, scores on the measurement and number strands
were standardised to allow for comparison of individual scores.
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Attributions 'for success and failure.
Scores relating to students' attributions for academic success and
failure were tabulated and frequencies calculated for each attribution.
Contingency tables were constructed and chi square was used to determine
whether there were significant differences between the attributions for
success and failure of boys and girls at Year 7 and Year 8. Correlation
coefficients (Pearson Product moment) were calculated as a measure of
stability of students' attributions over the transition period. This test was
selected because it was the test applied by Stipek and Mason (1986).

Reliability and Validity
Reliability.
Reliability in qualitative research is concerned with the rcplicability of
findings (Hansen, 1979). External reliability addresses the issue of whether
independent researchers would discover the same phenomena or generate
the same construct in the same or similar settings. Jnlernal reliability
refers to the degree to which other researchers, given a set of previously
generated constructs, would match them in the same ways as did the
original researcher.

Reliability can pose a threat to the credibility of

inquiry. Issues of reliability were .iddressed by fol!owing the suggestions of
Le Compte and Goetz (1982).
Extema.l reliability is affected by the extent to which the researcher
handles five major problems: rcse:i.rcher status position, informant
choices, social situ.itions, analytic constructs and premises and methods of
data collection and ,ma!ysb.
In the present study the researcher was a non-p,uticipant observer
who developed no spcci.il relationships with members of the group. This
ro!e can be easily replicated by other researchers who cnn advpt a similar
role position. The role of the researcher is closely associatec.! with the
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identification of the informants who provide data. In the present study
subjects were selected because of the group to which they belonged. A
conscious decision to include only average performing students was made
as these were the group with whom it was proposed transition effects were
most likely. The selection process attempted to minimise the possibility
that subjects would be atypical of the group under consideration.
It is accepted that the social context in which data are gathered may

influence the nature of the data. In the present study data were gathered
in the naturalistic setting of the school and included classroom
observations.

Direct information from participants was collected in

interview situations, outside the classroom and away from the presence of
teachers or peers who may have influenced the responses provided by
participants.
Replication requires that the assumptions that underlie the choke of
terminology and methods of analysis arc cle,1rly deline,1ted.

The

theoretical premises and defining constructs th,1t inform the present
research have been derived from established theory and nre described in
Chapter Three.
Internal reliability issues focus on the extent to which multiple
observers of the same phenomenon will agree. The present study used
low inference descriptors of students' behaviour in the classroom and
school as part of the field notes. Field notes were composed of verbatim
accounts of what was said and narrative descriptions of the events that
occurred.

Interviews were transcribed verbatim and high inference

interpretive comments were .idded. Repeated reference w.is made to the
relevant literature during coding: cind the presentation of summaries to
informants nllowed for verification of interpretation. Transcription and
coding of interview responses were checked by an independent person. It
was not possible to employ multiple observers in the classroom situation,
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however the inclusion of information from the participants {the teachers
and students) allowed for checking that the researcher's observations were
viewed consistently by both subject and researcher.
Lincoln and Guba (1985) stress the importance of detecting and taking
into account distortion such as misinformation which may be introduced
by the researcher or respondent.

This may be caused by problems

associated with lack of trust, nervousness and differences in language.
The longitudinal nature of this study avoided these problems. A period of
familiarisation, extended classroom observations, and multiple interviews
allowed the development of familiarity and rapport between the
researcher and subjects. Tht in-depth nature of the interviews combined
with interview schedules ensured that attention wac focused on the topics
for discussion.

This ensured m.iximisation of the richness of data.

Contrast questions were used, probing where answers were ambiguous, or
the respondent seemed unclear about the mc.ining of questions.
Immediately following the interview, notes were mc1de recording
contextual factors associated with the interview ensuring that important
details were noted and accounting for any interpretations of the transcript.
Audio tape recording allowed continual and repeated access to the originn!
conversations. and provided a permanent reference lo the data.
analysis.

Reliability of the present study was established through the

documentation of all procedures to nllow for the same procedures to be
repeated with similar result:, 1Yin, 1989).

Validity.
Validity in qualitative research is concerned with the accuracy of
scientific findings (Le Compte & Goetz, 1982). Validity is established when
the extent to which llw conclusions effectively represent empirical reality
is established and the constructs devised by researchers represent or
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measure the categories of human experience that occur (Hansen, 1979).
Qualitative research theory has developed strategies for the validation of
data. The most commonly cited method is the triangulation of data w)ich
involves the collection of data from a number of different sources using a
variety of methods.

Denzin (1978, p. 291) defines triangulation as the

"combination of methodologies in the study of the same phenomenon''.
Data collected from multiple sources can complement each other and
triangulation al!ows researchers to be confident of their results, uncover
deviant dimensions of the phenomenon and can lead to enriched
explanations of the research phenomenon Uick, 1979). The data are crosschecked to ensure that the information acquired is not just the result of
the researcher's own beliefs or mispcrccptions, misinformation that they
may have acquired, or the result of their own binses, desires or limitations.
Catani (1981, p. 213), stresses the need for the qualitative researcher to
"objectify and translate into scientific terms, what is in the first instance a
human encounter". Denzin (1971) suggests that triangulation forces the
researcher to check the validity of causal propositions situationally and the
cross checking of datn sources provides validity.
It has been argued thnt the use of case study method takes into

consideration the issues of validity and reliability. Construct validity was
achieved through the use of multiple sources of data and the creation of a
chain of evidence.

Pattern matching ilnd explanation building ensured

inten.,~1. validity.
Yin (1989) identified six possible sources of data which may provide
evidence for the case study. He stressed the need to use multiple sources
of evidence which converge on the same set of facts or findings.
Qualitative data in this study were gathered from a number of sources in a
variety of ways to allow triangulation and cross checking to be performed.
It is also important to draw explicit links between the questions asked, the
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data collected and the conclusions. This constitutes the establishment of a
chain of evidence.

Interviews.
Interview schedules were trialed with 20 students at both Year 7 and
Year 8. When piloting interview schedules it became apparent that some
leading questions were being asked. These were reworded before being
used in the study and attention was paid throughout the study to avoid
this occurring.
Interview transcripts were checked by one other transcriber. For the
initial student interviews all transcripts were checked and agreement of
95% was reached between transcribers regarding content. In subsequent
interviews 50% of the transcripts were checked and 95% agreement was
reached.
Guba {1981) argues that it is important that naturalistic researchers are
aware of their own biases and predispositions. Shifting neutrality from
researcher to the data by recording and documenting observations and
findings, checking of coding and transcription, corroboration of
interpretations of findings results in increased confidence that categories
came from the data not the resec1rcher's own beliefs. The researcher's
personal beliefs about the phenomenon were documented in a reflective
statement and referred to throughout in an effort to avoid imposing them
on the study.
These personal beliefs about the transition related to students'
attributions about the reasons for their academic outcomes and problems
that students would experience dealing with different expectations from a
large number of teachers. The researcher believed that students would
have difficulty accommodating different teacher expectations and would
be unable to respond appropriately.
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Categories were developed to allow for the analysis of interview
response~. A second, independent person familiar with the purpose of the
study categorised a sample of 20% of the interview responses and an
intercoder reliability of 90% was achieved. Coding and the development
of categories was continually checked against the relevant literature and
with colleagues who had expert knowledge in the conceptual area.

Attributions response forms.
The primary purpose of the attributions response forms was as a
procedural support which guided students through questions relating to
achievement attributions. Similar quesEons have been asked in previous
studies (Stipek, 1993; Stipek & Mason, 1986) which have not reported
reliability for such instruments. The attributions forms were trialed with
20 Year 7 and 8 students.

Student academic performance rating forms.
Teacher and student self perceptions of performance were collected
using a ratings form adapted from those used in previous studies (Mitman
& Lash, 1989; Stipek & Tannat, 1984). Previous research has not reported

reliability of these instruments. Assor and Connell (1992) note that while
the use of self report forms is a common method of collecting data relating
to students' use of cognitive stratcr;ies and self perceptions, there is a lack
of comparative validity studies on the type of scale that should be used.
Alternate versions of the student self-ratings forms using different scales
were trialed with twenty Year 7 and 8 students, and teacher rnting forms
were trialed with ten primary school te<1chcr~ and twelve secondary school
teachers. On the basis of the tr!::fa1g,, and subject response to the forms the
ten point continuum was selected for use in this study. The purpose of the
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ratings forms was to support subjects as they answered questions relating
lo their perceptions of students' academic performance.
Assor and Connell (1992) argue that self-reported appraisals of
competence and efficacy are v.ilid measures of performance affecting self
appraisals in the academic domain. In order to maximise the validity of
self reports the following guidelines proposed by Assor .ind Connell were
followed. The researcher emphasised to subjects that any response was
acceptable as long as subjects reported what they really believed. The
researcher demonstrated that subjects' responses were valued by
involving them in the research, informing them of the purpose of the
research and answering any questions that they may have had. All self
report forms and ir,terviews were administered without the presence of a
known adult. Finally, subjects were informed of the audience for their
responses and were assured that no-one but the researcher and an
independent assistant would read or hear responses and that all responses
would be kept confidential.

Monitoring Standards in Education tests.
The MSE tests have been extensively lrialed (Ministry of Education,
1991, 1993) and reliability and validity established for the tests by the
Australian Council for .Educational research (ACER). All students' MSE
lest scripts were double marked, once by the researcher and once by an
independent marker who had been trained in marking the tests. An intermarker reliability of 98% was attained and discussion between the markers
resolved any differences.
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Generalisability
This study did not seek findings that would be generalisable to the
wider population. Instead it sought to develop a rich, descriptive account
of the experiences of students as they made the transition from primary to
secondary school. The findings are specific to the context of the study. It
has been suggested that naturalistic inquiry can "establish at least the
'limiting cases' relevant a given situation ... each possible generalisation
should be regarded only as a working hypothesis, to be tested again in
subsequent encounters" (Guba, 1981, p. 70). The establishment of meaning
and relevance to other settings is aided by rich description and adequate
conceptual density.

Conclusion
Selection procedures for the schools and target students in this study
have been described. Data were collected from teachers and students using
a variety of techniques including questionnaire, observation, measures of
academic performance and rating scriles. Intervicv· _ were used to collect
in-depth information from students regarding their perceptions of
secondary school prior to and after the tnmsition. The interviews allowed
for probing of students' cognitions about the transition, lhe messages that
they received about school, the wriys in which they interpreted these, and
about their own arndemic performance.

The collection of data from

multiple sources c1llowcd for the corroboration and explirntion of
information from individual sources.

The results obtained from the

collection of these diltn arc presented and discussed in Chapters Five and
Six. Chapter Five presents and discusses the results for the group and
Chapter Six presents and discusses results for six case study students from
within the group.
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CHAPTER Fi\JE

Group Data: Results and Discussion

lntroductio11
This chapter summarises the data collected from the group of 24
target students and begins with a brief description of the group. Data were
analysed using two units of analysis: firstly, data were analysed as a group
and secondly, from six individual case study students. This means that in
this chapter, statements like "in general" refer to the group, and results
from the group will then be used to support this. Generalisations of group
data have been obtained through phenomenological analysis as discussed
in Chapter Four. Quotations will be used to support these generalisations
from all students and the source will be identified by initials which are
presented in Table 2.
The group's academic performance at Years 7 and 8 is presented and
discussed and this is followed by Year 7 and 8 teachers' and students'
ratings of the students' academic performance. Attributions for academic
success and failure at Years 7 and 8 arc presented, followed by data relating
to students' use of strategies in problem situalions. D.il'a resulting from
interviews conducted at Years 7 rind 8 are presented and discussed. The
final section of this chapter presents a conclusion. Specific case study data
will be presented and discussed in Chapter Six.

The Group
At the beginning of the study all students in the group were in Year 7.
One; of the students had repeated Year 1 and consequently, was a year older
than other children in \he year rind the group. The 24 students included
15 girls and nine boys who were selected because they had demonstrated
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performance at the benchmark level of the Year 7 MSE tests in English and
mathematics. Table 2 presents a summary of data relating to the group of
students at Year 7 and Table 3 presents data for the same students at Year 8.
Data are presented in Tables 2 and 3 in order of the alpha numeric
identifier given to each Year 7 class. A summary of MSE performance data
for the group is presented in Appendix L. The six students who were used
as the basis of individu;:1\ case study data are identified by their first name,
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Table 2

Summary of Data

011

Group at Year 7
N"24
Altributions Strat Gender

MSE Test Scores

Class

Mathematics

English

read write meas gpac

""m

succ foil

NC

IA

30

14

6

10

14

E

L

H

F

FR

IA

12

5

5

5

14

E

A

5

F

TQ

IA

27

5

5

7

10

A

L

H

M

SR

1B

18

6

4

9

',19

E

E

H

F

RC

1B

28

9

6

7

E

E

s

M

JN

1B

24

5

4

6

7

L

L

H

·;,M

MF

2A

21

10

6

5

16

T

E

H

F ...

LH

2A

28

7

4

8

15

E

L

s

F

Tl

2A

27

7

5

7

13

T

T

H

F

G

',M

DE

Name

}'. ,I

",

"

Neoma

Robert

Michelle

2A
2A

13

8

2 .. -. 7

12

E

E

HJ

23

5

5

9,

8

L

E

G

M

KT

2A

22

10

6

9

16

L

E

s

M

JC

3A

24

7

8

13

18

E

A

H

F

Ml

JA

27

7

4

II

E

s

F

01

JD

17

5

10

13

L

E

H

F

DD

JD

29

7

4
3

"

L

7

9

L

A

H.

M

MD

3C

26

6

3

II

19

L

T

H

M

FN

3C

26

7

3

7

10

L

H

F

Felicity

AD

'M

Andrew

'

4A

40

6

5

5

17

;F.
L

L

H

WD 4A

34

8

2

5

8

E

E

.H

NI

4A

24

9

5

14

14 .·: E

L

H

F

EL

4A

25

5

6

,,

9

T

A

H

F

LN

48

25

5

6

7

20

E

E

s

F

OT

4B

28

ID

4

11

14

E

A

5

F

Nole:"

Attributions? Stratero-:

Janene

.,-,F

r,:A: ability, T: task, E: effort, L: luck
H: get help from teacher or friend, S: attempt strat!lgJI,__

,,

G: give up

"
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Table 3

Summary of Data

Group at Year 8

011

N=24
Class

Attributions Strar, Gender

MSE Test Scores
English

Name

Mathematics

read

writ,, mca~ se:ac

""m

1,ucc fail

NC

34

16

14

12

15

' ,.\ L
E'

s

F

FR

14

7

9

9

12

E

L

G

F

TQ

25

5

16

9

12

L

L

H

M

SR

20

7

II

12

10,, <'E

T

H

F

RC

28

7

12

9

16

T

E

G

M

JN

24

s

14

12

9

E

L

19

7

10

9

14

T

L

s
s

M

MF
LH

28

9

15

11

II

L

T

H

Tl

28

9

II

9

14

T

L

s

F

DE

14

9

7

7

II

E

E

G

M

F

Neoma

'
:_1

Robert
Mid,e!le

F

HJ

24

6

12

11

16

A

E

H

M

KT

22

11

II

8

13

E

L

H

M

JC

26

7

12

12

16

T

E

H

F

Ml

25

6

9

IO

IO

L

T

s

F

01

20

7

II

IO

13

E

A

Ii

F

00

28

7

14

10

14

T

L

H

M

MO

26

8

3

IO

17

L

L

H

M

FN

27

9

9

7

9

A

A

H

F

F!!licity

AD

38

4

IO

10

13

E

L

G

M

And~w

WO

36

10

II

9

IO

T

L

G

F

NI

26

IO

II

14

14

E

L

G

F

EL

26

6

2

7

8

L

A

G

F

LN

27

5

12

8

17

T

T

F

29

II

14

10

IO

L

E

s
s

OT

'

'

Note:

Attributions;
Strategy:

;

Janene

F

'

A, ability, T: task, E: effort, L: luck

H: get help from teacher or friend, 5: attempt strategy,
G: give up
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Academic Performance
Introduction
At the beginning of this study the MSE tests in English and
mathematics were administered to all students in the Year 7 cohort of the
four primary schools involved in the study. Results from these tests were
used to select the target students on the basis of their performance at the
Year 7 "benchmark" standard in the two subject areas. Parallel versions of
the Year 7 tests were administered again the following year to the target
students and an additional 25 randomly selected Year 8 students.
However, these additional students were not part of this study and their
results will not be reported. These tests provided empirical data for the
comparison of the group's performance from Year 7 to Year 8. Table 4
summarises the group of target students' performance on the MSE tests at
Year 7 and Year 8.

"

''>-
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Table 4

Students' Performance on MSE Tests at Year 7 and Year 8

Subject

Reading
Year

NC
JC
WD
MF
LH
NI
MI

7

8

.. 30 ••34

English

Mathematics

N"'24

N"'24

Writing

Measurement

Numlw.r

Space

8

7

8

7

8

7

8

.. 14 .. 16

6

14

10

12

14

15
16

7

26

7

7

8

12

13

12

18

''34 ..36

8

10

'2

11

5

9

8

10

10

7

6

10

5

9

16

14

8

24
21

19

28

28

7

9

4

15

24

26

9

10

5

11

27

25

7

6

4

9

11

15

11

••14 ''14

14

14

10

12

10

11

TI

27

2B

7

9

5

11

7

9

13

14

DI

17

20

5

7

4

11

10

10

13

13

EL
FN
LN
SR
FR
DT
RC

25

26

5

6

'l

2

6

7

9

8

26

27

7

9

3

9

7

7

10

9

25

27

5

5

6

12 ..

7

8

20 "17

18

20

6

7

4

11

9

12

19

10

12

14

5

7

5

9

5

9

14

12

28

29

10

11

4

14

11

10

14

10

28

28

9

7

6

12

9

9

16

26

7.

11 "14

19 "17

26

6

8

3

10

AD
OD
DE
HJ
JN
TQ
KT

.. 40 .. 38

6

'4

5

10

5

10

17

13

28

7

7

3

14

7

10

9

14

""'""

• denotes performance below the Year 7 benchmark

MD

29

13

14

8

9

'2

'7

7

7

12

11

23

24

5

6

5

12

9

11

8

16

24

24

5

5

4

14

6

12

7

9

27

25

5

5

5

16

7

9

10

12

22

22

JO

11

6

11

9

8

16

13

"denotes performance above the Year 7 benchmark
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..

Year Seven
The MSE tests of English were based on the English Language K - 7
Syllabus (Ministry of Educ,1lion, 1989} and measured reading and writing
performance in relation to stage 6/7 (Year 7) of the syllabus. Table 5
presents the group's performance on the MSE English tests for reading and
writing.
In the reading dimension of the Englbh tests, all students scored
within the range signifying performance at the benchmark level for Year 7.' ,,,.
of the English syllabus. Within this range of scores, four students scored
in the lower half and 17 students in the upper half of the range.
In the writing tests only one student scored above the range of marks
demonstrating performance above the benchmark for Year 7. Within the
range of scores at the benchmark level, 20 students scored in the lower half
of the range and three students scored in the upper half of the range of
benchmark scores. No student ~cored below the Year 7 benchmark score
for reading or writing.

Tables

Performance on MSE E11g/is/i Tests at Year 7
N =24
Reading

Score

Writing
N

Scorn

N

·o-

4

0
23

'0- 9

0

10-29

21

5- 13

..30 • 38

3

"14 -18

Total
~

24

24

'denotes perfonnam:c below the Yc~r 7 benchmark
"denotes performmice ~bovc the Year 7 benchmark
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The MSE mathematics test was based on stage 6 (Year 7 level) of the
Learning Mathematics: Pre-Primary to Stage 7 syllabus (Ministry of
Education, 1989). Tasks measured performance on the three syllabus
strands of measurement, space and number. Table 6 presents students'
performance on the MSE mathematics test in these strands.
Of the 24 students in the group, three students scored below the
benchmark level for the measurement strand.
performed at the benchmark level.

All other students

Within this range of scores, 20

students performed within the lower half of the range and one scored in
upper half. No student scored above the benchmark for measurement. In
the space strand, 23 students scored within the range of marks at the Year 7
benchmark, of these 14 scored in the lower half of the range and nine
scor.:d in the upper half. One student performed at a level above the Year
7 benchmark. All 24 students performed at the benchmark for the number
strand. Within this range of marks, 10 students scored in the lower half
and 14 scored marks which fell in the upper half of the range.

Table 6

Performance on tile MSE Matllematics Tes/ at Year 7
N-24
Measurement
Score
N

Score

N

Score

N

•0-2

·o. J

0

•o-4

0

23

5-20

24

"21- 25

0

3

Space

3-9

21

4-13

''10 -15

0

..14 -18

Total

""""' ..

24

Number

24

denotes performance below the Year 7 benchmark
denotes perform mice above the Yenr 7 benchmnrk
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24

Target students were selected because their performance on the MSE
tests placed them at the benchmark for Year 7 in English and mathematics.
Because of this, the distribution of scores is not surprising. No student
consistently scored above or below the benchmark in all tests, although
one student (NC) scored above the benchmark for both English tests. Most
students scored in the upper range of the benchmark scores for writing
and in the lower range for reading. In the mathematics test most students
scored in the lower range of benchmark scores for measurement and space
and in the upper range for the number strand.

Year Eight

Year 7 level MSE tests were administered to the group towards the
end of Year 8. The same English tests measuring performance in reading
and writing were administered and an alternate version of the
mathematics test measuring performance in five strands of the syllabus
was administered. The "scores on the alternative mathematics test have
been adapted to correspond to the original benchmarks" (Ministry of
Education, 1992, p. 10 ) and describe the three strands of measurement,
space and number.

While the range of scores which correspond to the

benchmarks for measurement and number vary from Year 7 to Year 8, the
bClhaviours described by the benchmarks are identical from one year to
another.
On the reading dimension of the English test, 21 students
demonstrated performance at the Year 7 benchmark level and three
students scored above the benchmark for Year 7.

Of the students who

demonstrated performance at the benchmark, three scored in the lower
half of the rnngc and 18 scored in the upper half of the range of scores. No
students achieved scores below the Year 7 benchmark for reading.
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In the writing dimension of the MSE tests, one student scored below
the benchmark for Year 7, 22 students demonstrated performance at the
Year 7 benchmark and one student scored above the Year 7 benchmark.
Within the range of performance at the benchmark level, 18 students
scored in the lower half of the range and four scored in the upper part of
the range.

The results of students' performance on the reading and

writing tests are presented in Table 7.

Table 7

Performance on MSE English Tests at Year S
N,,24
Reading
Score

•o-

Writing
N

Score

9

0

'0- 4

10-29

21

5- 13

..30 - 38

3

••14 - 18

N

22

24

Total

N21l:.. • dmotes performance below the Year 7 benchnwrk
•• denotes performance above lhe Year 7 bcnchm.irk

The mathem.itics test measured students' performance in the three
mathematics strands: measurement, space and number. Table 8 presents
the distribution of scores on the measurement, space and number strands
of the MSE mathematics test al Year 8.
At Year 8, two students scored below the Year 'i benchmark on the
measurement strand, and 22 demonstrated performance at the
benchmark.

Within the range of scores at the benchmark level, 17

students scored in the lower half of the range and 5 in the upper part of
the range of scores.
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In the space strand 22 students performed at the benchmark and 2

students demonstrated performance above the benchmark.

Of the

students performing at the benchmark level, four performed in the lower
half of the range of scores and 18 scored in the upper half.
In the number strand 22 students performed at the. benclunark and 2

students scored above the benchmark for Year 7 number strand. Of the 22
students who scored within the range corresponding to the benchmark, 11
scored in the lower half of the range and 11 in the upper part of the range
of scores.

Table 8

Performance on MSE Mathematics Test at Year 8
N-24
Measurement
N
Score

Score

N

Score

N

•o- s

2

•o-

3

o

•o- 7

0

9-17

22

4-13

22

8-16

22

0

••14-16

••17-22

2

Total

24

..

Space

Number

2 ·.. -,
24

24

der.otes performance below the Year 7 benchmark
denotes performance above the Year 7 benchmark

The bands of scores that correspond to benchmarks for Stage 6 (Year 7)
mathematics vary f:om those described in the 1990 version of the test.
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Comparison of Year 7 and Year 8 MSE Test Performance
Paired t-tests showed that there was no significant difference between
students' performance on the reading tests at Year 7 and Year 8 [X = -0.67,
SD= 1.63, t (24) = -2.00, p < .06]. TI1ere was a significant difference between
students' performance at Year 7 and Year 8 on the writing test [X = -0.63,
SD= 1.44, t (24) = -2.13, p < .04].
Paired t-tests showed that there was no significant difference between
students' performance on the space strand at Year 7 and Year 8
[X = -1.79, SD= 2.02, t(24) = .66, p < .52].
Because the scores for the 1992 versions of the measurement and
number strands did not correspond to the benchmarks scores of the
previous test it was not possible to perform t-tests on performance on
these strands. The scores for these strands were standardised and the
standardised scores are presented in Appendix M. To confirm that dat.:.were normally distributed a non-parametric test (Wilcoxon signed ranks)
was conducted. Tn all cases results were identical tot-tests.
Comparison of standardised scores on the measurement strand
shows that 13 students' performance decreased to the mean from Year 7 to
Year 8.

Consideration of the standardised scores for the number strand

shows that 12 students' performance decreased to the mean between Year
7and Year 8.

Discussion of ACl!demic Performance
All students maintained their position in relation to the Year 7
benchmark for reading and one student's position dropped from
performance at, to below the benchmark for writing (AD). Only one
student (WO) increased her performance to above the benchmark for
measurement, one student (MD) improved performance to above the
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benchmark for space and two students (MD, LN) improved performance
to above the benchmark for number.
One would reasonably expect that after more than one semester's
secondary schooling, these students would be demonstrating academic
performance :'lt a level above the standard described in the Year 7 syllabus,
and above that achieved by the same students in the previous year. The
Transition Mathematics unit places emphasis on smoothing the transition
from primary to secondary school by repeating work covered in primary
school. As the unit of mathematics studied by the students in the first
semester duplicates the Year 7 syllabus it is reasonable to expect that
students would achieve higher scores after additional instruction.
It may be that the subject matter that students learned in Year 8 was

in fact, different from that taught in Year 7 and hence the MSE tests which
measure Year 7 content measured students' performance on work that
they had not done for six months.

This would raise serious questions

about the nature of what they had in fact "learned" in that time and would
not seem to be a feasible explanation.

Mathematics is viewed as a

sequential subject where previous learning is built upon so it is unlikely
that students would have "forgotten" about what they learned in Year 7 in
order to accommodate new and signific:intly different knowledge in Year

8.
This lack of improvement, and in some c.ises, decline in student
academic achievement between Year 7 and 8 matches that reported by
Fouracre (1991) and implied by Harter, Whitesell and Kowalski (1992).
Harter et al. referred to negative academic altitudes that accompanied the
transition to junior high. Brush (1980) also reported n decline in nttitudes
and commitment to schoolwork over the transition. Attitudinal changes
may well result in negative shifts in academic performance. Data collected
from a number of sources will inform this proposition.
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Summary
In the twelve month period of school'ing covel'ed by this research, no
significant increase was seen in students' scores on both the English and
mathematics tests. While there was a significant difference in the scores
obtained by students in writing when the performance of students is
described in relation to the benchmarks, one student's performance (AD)
actually declined to below the Year 7 benchmark in Year 8. No student's
performance in reading or writing improved to place them above the
respective benchmarks.

Performance Ratings
lntrod11ction
In the second interview of Year 7, students were asked to rate their
own performance in relation to other members of the class on a
continuum with end points O and 10 (ten being the highest). Using the
same method, Year 7 teachers were also asked to rate the performance of
students in the group whom they taught.

Ratings were recorded for

performance in English (including all aspects of language such as reading
and comprehension, writing, spelling and grammar), mathematics,
general academic performance and social competence. Students were also
asked to describe how they had made decisions about the level of their
performance, and to identify other students in their class whom they
believed were at the same level as themselves, above them and below
them.
At the beginning of second term in Year 8, students were asked to rate
their performance in English and mathematics in an identical manner.
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Their teachers for these subjects were asked to rate the students'
performance in relation to other class members.

'"

,Teacher and Student Ratings of Academic Performance at Year 7
Table 9 presents distribution of teacher and student ratings for their
academic performance for mathematics, English, general academic and
social performance at Year 7. Teachers' ratings of students' performance
in mathematics ranged from 2 to 8 (X = 5.8). As these students had been
selected using the MSE tests on the basis of their "average" level of
academic performance this distribution confirmed the selection.
Teachers' ratings of the case study students' performance in the area
of English included considera'tion of case study students' performance in
reading, comprehension, grammar and writing skills.

Teacher ratings

ranged from 2 to 81 (X = 5.9). Again this confirmed that students were
within the middle range of academic performance.
Teachers rated students' overall or general academic performance
(excluding English and mathematics) against the rest of the class. Ratings
ranged from 2 to 9 (X = 5.9). Teachers' ratings of case study students' social
performance ranged between 3 and 10 (X = 7.1).
Students rated their own mathematics performance in comparison to
their classmates using the same rating scale as their teachers. Ratings
ranged from 4 to 9 (X = 6.2). Students' ratings of their own performance in
English subjects ranged from 3 to 9 (X = 6.1). Students' ratings of their own
general academic performance ranged from 2 to 9 (X = 6.6). Students'
ratings of their own social performance ranged from 7 to 10 (X = 8.4).

,,
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Table 9

Teacher and Student Performance Ratings at Year 7
Number of students at each level on a scale of 1 - 10 as rated by teachers
and students

N=24

Rating

Mathematics

Teacher Student

English

General

Social

Teacher Student Teacher Student Teacher Student

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

9

0

1

0

2

1

2

1

15

8

4

4

5

4

2

6

6

5

7

4

4

5

5

7

7

6

1

6

6

6

3

4

5

4

4

0

5

5

8

7

4

5

2

4

0

4

4

1

3

3

2

2

1

0

3

0

0

0

2

1

0

1

0

2

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Student self ratings were compared with the teacher's rating of their
perfo~mance.

Table 10 presents a comparison of student and teacher

ratings of students' performance at Year 7, showing frequencies of students
who rated themselves at, below and above the rating given by the teacher.
Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6 present teachers' and students' self-ratings of
individual students' academic and social performance at Year 7.

Table 10

Comparison of Teacher and Student Performance Ratings at Year 7
N=24

Performance Ratings
Maths

English

General

Social

Female

4

4

4

0

Male

1

2

1

0

Female

5

5

1

4

Male

1

3

4

1

Female

6

6

10

11

Male

7

4

4

7

Total

24

24

24

24

Below teacher rating

At teacher rating

Above teacher rating
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Discussion of Academic Performnnce Ratings
There is no clear pattern emerging from comparison of teacher and
student ratings of academic performance. Paired t-tests were perfonned on
teacher and student ratings for mathematics and English performance.
There was no significant difference between teacher and student ratings of
students' performance in mathematics at Year 7 [X =0.42, SD= 1.38, t (24) =
1.48, p < .15] or for English performance at Year 7 [X = 0.21, SD= 1.69, t (24)
=

.60, p < .55].
There was a striking similarity between students in the assigning of

peers to positions on the continuum for all dimensions.

Regardless of

their class group, all students placed their peers in the same positions on
the continuum and in relation to themselves. It seems that the students
were accurate at reading their relative position within the class but less
able to assign an absolute value to their performance.

It may be that

students use different criteria to make judgments of absolute academic
ability from that used by teachers.
The discrepancy between teachers' ,md students' judgments of social
performance may be explained in severnl ways. One explanation may be
that teachers are harsher judges of social standing than students.
Alternatively, te<1chers may be inaccur<1te judges of the social dimension
because their experiences with students arc limited to pred._;.ninantly
classroom interactions and they have limited knowledge of what occurs
outside the school and classroom. Children may be mure generous judges
of social standing or may seek to protect themselves and their sense of selfworth by judging their social relationships generously. Clearly, students
apply different crilcri.i from tenchers when making judgments about social
perform.ince.
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Teaclier and Student Ratings of Academic Performance at Year 8
At the beginning of second term in the second year of the study (Year
8), subject teachers of the students in the group rated their academic
performance in the subjects English and mathematics using the same scale
aG used in Year 7. In both of these subjects the students had been streamed
into "pathways" and were in classes with other students of similar ability.
Teacher ratings were not sought for case study students' general or social
performance as no teachers believed they were in a position to rate
students' performance outside the single subject for which they were
responsible. Table 11 presents distributions of teacher and student selfratings for their academic performance in mathematics and English at
Year 8. Figure 7 presents a comparison of teacher and student self-ratings

of performance for English at Year 8, and Figure 8 presents the same data
for mathematics at Year 8.

Table 11

Teacher and Student Ratings of Students' Performance at Year 8

N"24

Mathematics

Rating

IO

9
B
7
6
5
4

3
2
I

English

Teacher

Student

Te~cher

Student

0
I
2

0
5
6
4

0
I
I

3

4
8
5
4
0
0
0

I

4
9

3

3
5

5

8

I
4

I
0
0

3
3
0
0

0
0
0

0
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Teacher ratings of case study students' performance in mathematics
ranged between 4 and 9 (X = 5.9). Teacher ratings for case study students'
English performance at Year 8 ranged from 3 to 9, (X = 5.5). Student selfratings of their performance in mathematics at Year 8 ranged from 4 to 9
(X = 7). Self-ratings of performance in English at Year 8 ranged from 4 to

10 (X = 5.8).

Discussion of Academic Performance Ratings at Year 8
There was no case where teacher and student ratings of performance
agreed at Year 8. Seventeen students rated their academic performance
higher in both subjects than their teachers' ratings. Three students rated
their performance in one subject higher than their teacher and lower than
the teacher in the other subject.

Three girls rated their performance

consistently lower than their teachers. Paired l'-tests of teacher and student
ratings of students' performance in mathem.itics and English at Year 8
showed that there was no significant difference between teachers' and
students' ratings of students' performance in mathematics [X = 0.42, SD=
1.38, t (24) = .75, p < .46] but there was a significant difference between
teachers' and students' ratings of English performance [X = 0.21, SD"' 1.69,
t (24) = 4.93, p

< .00].

Comparison of Academic Performance Ratings al Years 7 a11d 8
There was greater agreement between teacher and student academic
performance ratings at Year 7. It may be thal students had not yet become
familiar with assP,:sment practices and criteria in the secondary school, or
that they had received more consistent and extended feedback in Year 7.
B\umenfdd, PiP.trich, Meece and Wessel,: (1982) suggest that there are
devekpmental consider.itions involved in students' cognitions relating to
their academic achievement.

They suggest that as students progress
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through school they lack the necessary cognitive maps of content and
argue that when this is coupled with ambiguity of lesson goals, students
find it difficult to identify the purpose of assignments or to know whether
they have accomplished the required ends successfully. If this is the case,
then when students are confronted with substantially different subjects in
secondary school, this lack of an adequate evaluative map, in addition to
reported lack of teacher feedback would make it difficnlt for students to
appraise success and failure accurately in relation to teacher and school
assigned grades. As the nature of subject English is noticeably different
between primary and secondary school (in WA) this would seem to be a
likely explanation for the differences between teachers' and students'
judgments about students' performance in this subject. The view of the
subject held by secondary English teachers may not match that which Year
8 students have brought with them from primary school. It may be that as
students learn more about secondary English their ability to judge their
performance in a manner similar to that of their teacher improves.
Students' ,1bility to m;ike ;in ;iccm,1tc judgment of their academic
performance m,1y be complicated by the lack of

ii

constant peer group

against which to judge their own performance. In the secondary school
students ch,1nge classes for e,1ch subject and as a result have fewer
opportunities to build up knowledge about the relative performance of
their peers. Again, this is possibly complicated by the reduced time which
students spend with e,1ch teacher compared to Ye;ir 7, hence having
reduced opportunity to le,1rn about the teacher's goals and assessment
criteria. In interviews reported later in this chapter, students reported that
they had little knowledge ;ibout what m,1rks were awarded for and limited
knowledge of grading practices. While te;ichers were .isked to rate the
individual student's performance against others in the same class it may
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be that they were influenced to an extent by the student's performance in
comparison to the year group.
Rosenholtz and Simpson (1984} emphasise four features of the
classroom that communicate differential expectations to students: task
differentiation, student grouping, student autonomy and formal
performance evaluations.

These factors all provide students with

information which they can interpret to make judgments about their
performance. Mitman and Lash (1989) found that greater incidence of
these expectation cues was associated with greater differential perceptions.
They found that Year Three students' perceptions of academic standing
were clearly distinct from standardised student performance indicators
and that low achievers viewed themselves as doing less well than higher
achievers. The secondary context provides students with less discrete
forms of these expectation cues. Students had been placed in pathways
which ensured that class groups were relatively homogeneous, students
received undifferentiated tasks, few opportunities were provided for
student autonomy and students had received little in the wny of formal
performance evaluations. It may be that the lack of these expectation cues
restricted the information available to studenls and hence, limited their
ability to make effective judgments about their performance.
Paired t-!ests on students' ratings of their own performance at Year 7
and Year 8 showed that there was a significant difference in students'
ratings of their own performc1nce in mathematics [t (2,1)"' -2.36, p < .03J and
a significant difference between their ratings of their English performance
[t (24) "'-2.13, p < .04]. This supports the suggestion that students' ability to
judge their own performance diminishes in (at least) the early stages of
secondary school.
It is interesting to note that a number of secondary teachers felt that

they were unable to make judgments about students' social performance
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despite the fact that they had been teaching them for a term. This, and
subsequent teacher comments, highlight a significant feature of the
secondary school. All teachers teach four or five classes each semester.
Unlike primary school teachers they have to get to know 120 to 150
students compared to about 30. Linked to this is the fact that they see each
class for a shorter time than primary school teachers so the opportunities
for getting to know students are restricted.

During interviews with

teachers there were several instances where teachers had difficulty
identifying the student in question. These factors suggest that because of a
lack of familiarity with students, teachers may have had difficulty making
accurate judgments about students' performance.

Summary
At Year 7 the distribution patterns for both teacher and student
ratings of the target group's academic performance showed that both
teachers and the students themselves, viewed their academic performance
as lying in the middle of thilt of the whole class group. At Year 8 the
pattern of distribution for mathem.itics nnd English showed that students
tended to rate themselves higher thnn their tcnchers. There wns no case of
agreement between teacher nnd student ratings nt Yenr 8 for mathematics
or English performance.

There wns no significnnt difference in

mathematics ratings given by teachers nnd students.

Comparison of

student self ratings between Year 7 nnd Year 8 showed that there were
significnnt differences between students' mtings for both mathem;itics and
English between Year 7 and Year 8. In both cases students rated their
academic performnnce higher at Yenr 8.
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Attributions
lutroductiou
Attributions for success and failure were determined by asking
students to recall and describe actual situations in which they were doing
poorly and in which they were doing very well. They were also asked to
think of particular situations in which they had performed differently to
their expectations (had performed both better than they expected, and less
well than they expected). In each of these situations they were presented
with all pairwise combinations of four common performance attributions;
ability, luck, task difficulty and effort and asked to choose what they
believed was the most impnrtant cause of their success or failure in each
pair. Each attribution appeared three times, so scores for each attribution
ranged from Oto 3 depending on how m,my times it was selected.
Students were also encouraged to t,1lk <1bout how they felt when they
were successful ,1nd unsuccessful in each situation and to describe how
they explained this to themselves, the reasons why they thought they
achieved the pc1rlicu!.u result, and ,my other "personal conversations"
they may have had with themselves. This provided explanatory support
for their choice. Currin and f-forich (1993) support this procedure .irguing
that it is important to allow respondents to make whatever attribution
seems appropriate for them. It is then possible to elicit their perception of
the dimension of the attribution.

It is the c1ttributur's perception that

affects subsequent cognitions and performance not the researcher's
perceptions.
The following data represent the students' choire of wason for their
success and failure c1nd their own explanations as to why success or failure
occurred. Research into students' attributions for academic success and
failure (Stipek 1993) suggests that there are differences in the ways that
girls and boys attribute ~uccess nnd failure. For this reason data relating to
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attributions are reported by group and gender. Table 12 presents students'
attributions for success at Years 7 and 8 and Table 13 presents students'
attributions for failure at Years 7 and 8.

Table 12

Attrib11tio11s For Success af Years 7 and 8
N,,z4
Allribution
Effort
Girls 10
Boys 2

L,cl<
Girls 2
Boys 6
Task

Year 7
Number

%

Year 8
Nurnbc!r

12

50%

9

%
38%

33%
5
2

7

29%

12%

6

25%

2

8%

5
4

8·,,,·

3
Girls 3
Boys O

Ability
Girls O
Bo s I

4

2
1

,5%

Attributions for Success
Year seven.
In Year 7, 12 students (50%) attributed their success to effort and
provided explanations such as, "I really put the effort in" (NC). Luck was
held responsible for success by eight (33'X,) students who provided reasons
such as, "I wasn't really sure but I thought [ remembered something
similar so I guessed that." (JN). Positive outcomes were seen lo be the
result of the lilsk by three students (12%), who supported their belief with
explanations such as "We didn't really ha\'l' to do very much in that
project to get good marks. I just did what I know wlwt the teacher likes."
(TI). Only one student (TQ) ilttributed academic success to ability, s'.ating
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that he believed he was "... pretty good at science because I really like
reading about things like animals."
There was a difference in the major factor which boys and girls
believed to be responsible for positive academic outcomes. The prime
cause to which girls attributed their success was effort (66%), while 20% of
the boys held effort to be the cause of their success. Success was attributed
to luck by 66% of the boys who gave reasons such as "the teacher marked
easy''(HJ), and "someone showed me how to do that yesterday"(OD). Luck
was held responsible for success by 12u1c, of the girls.

The task was

considered to be the reason for success by 20% of the girls and no boys, and
no girls attributed positive outcomes to their ability.

Only one boy ·

believed that ability wns responsible for positive academic outcomes.

Year eight.
At Year 8 success was attributed to effort by 9 (38%) students who
supported their decisions with comments such as "I tried hard on
that"(NI), and "I've been working." (PR) The task wns held responsible for
success by 7 (29%) of students who offered the following- explnnations, "the
work is easy"(OD) .ind "we've done this work before"(MP). Success was
attributed to luck by six (25%) students and to .ibility by two students (8%).
At Year 8 positive outcomes were .ittributed lo effort by 33°/., of the
girls and 44% of the boys. Luck was viewed as the cause of success by 33%
of the girls and 22% of the boys while 27% of the girls and 22'X, of the boys
considered the task to be the reason for their success. Only unc girl (7%)
and one boy (11%) held ability to be responsible for their success at Year 8.
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Attributions for Failtire
Year seven.
At Year 7, failure was attributed to lack of effort by 10 students (42%),
and to bad luck by seven students (29%).

Lack of ability was held

responsible for poor performance by five students (21%) and the task was
the reason given by two students (8%) for their lack of success.
Failure was attributed to effort by 40% of the girls and 44% of the boys,
and to the task by only one girl (7%) and one boy (11'Yo). Luck was seen as
the cause of negative outcomes by 27% of the girls and 33"/,, of the boys
while 27% of the girls and one boy (11%) held ability to be the cause of
negative achievement outcomes.

Table 13

Students' Atlrib11tio11s for Failure at Year 7 aud 8
N=24
Attribution
Effort
Girls 6
Boys 4
Task

Year 7
Number
10

%

4

17%

12

50%

3

12%

21%

3
2

8%
4
0

7

Girls 4
Boys 3
Ability
Girls 4
Dos I

42%

Year 8
Number
5

2

Girls
Boys

L,ek

%

5

29%
6
6
21%

3
0
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Year eight.
At Year 8, 12 students (50%) attributed failure to bad luck, "I broke my
assignment [a model] and had to re-do it the night before" (MD), "I was
away when the teacher told us about the test" (AD). Failure was attributed
to lack of effort by five students: "I don't care what I get so I don't try" (MI),
"I couldn't be bothered" (MF), "I had an important competition on that

weekend so didn't have time to study" GC) nnd "I didn't try hard enough."
(FN) The task was held responsible for poor performance by four students,
"It was hard" (OI) and three students attributed poor performance to a lack

of ability.
At Year 8 negative outcomes were seen to be the result of (lack of)
effort by 13% of the girls and 33% of the boys. Fnilure was attributed to the
task by 27% of the girls and no boys and to luck by 40% of the girls and 66%
of the boys. Ability was believed to be the cause of negative outcomes by
20% of the girls and no boys.

Stability of Attrib11tio11s
Correlation coefficients for attributions for success and failure from
Year 7 to Year 8 nre presented in Tnble 14. Attributing success to luck in
Year 7 was associnted with attributing success to the task in Year 8.
Attributing success to an ensy task wns a!so somewhat stnble from one year
to the next.

Attributing failure to luck in Year 7 was correlated with

attributing failure to luck in Year 8.
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Table 14

Stability of Attributions From Year 7 to Year 8

Attribution

Succ~ss (N = 24)

Ability

0.22

0.24

Effort

0.31

0.32

Task

0.396..

0.324

Lock

0.458'

0.433~

Failure (N " 24)

'p<.05
"p<.10

C/zanges in Individual's Attributions for Success and Failure
Each student's attributions for success and failu;1;e were plotted to
create a "picture" of their attributions. Figures 9 and IO represent each
student's attributions for success at Year 7 and 8, and Figures 11 and 12
represent each student's attributions for failure at Yenr 7 nnd 8. Students'
scores for each attribution (thnt is, ability, effort, task and luck) were
plotted on corresponding axes to develop a "picture" of the pattern of their
attributions. The overlay of attributions ilt Year 7 and Year 8 nllow for
comparison of the ways in which students' patterns of <tttributions
changed from primary to secondary school. Data arc represented in the
same order as students' names appcnr in the summary tables (from left to
right). The "patterns" of case study students have been identified.
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Pigure 9: Attributions for success at Year 8
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~igure 10: Attributions for success at Year 7
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;igure 11: Attributions for failure at Year 8
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Figure 12: Attributions for failure at Year 7
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Three students maintained a consistent pattern of attributions from
Year 7 to Year 8. A number of students demonstrated slight changes in the
patterns of their attributions for success and there were cases where
dramatic changes occurred.

Examples of this include NC whose

attribution pattern for success changed from effort, luck, task, (3, 2, 1) to
effort, ability, luck (3, 2, 1). Her main attribution remained the same
(effort) but her secondary attributions changed to become more internal.
Another example of a student who demonstrated changed patterns of
attributions for success is

I-IJ whose attributions became more internal

changing from luck, task, ability (3, 2, 1) to ability, task, effort (3, 2, 1). One
student (JC) demonstrated a distinct change in attribution patterns from
attributing failure to flbility, effort and luck, to effort, luck and task.
No student maintflined a consistent pattern of attributions for failure
from Yec1r 7 to Yeflr 8. There were cases (SR, LI-I, KT) where students
identifit.•d the same three causes for failure but in different ratios.

Gender Differences in Attributio11s for Success 1111d Failure
Literature relating to students' attributions for success and failure in
achievement situations has identified differences in the attributions made
by boys and girls. Females me more likely to attribute failure to low ability
than males and less li!,ely to attribute success to high ability (Eccles, 1983;
Nicholls, 1979; Stipek, 1984c). Contingency table analysis showed that
there were no significant differences in the attributions of girls and boys in
both success and failure situations <1t Year 7 and Year 8. [Success at Year 7:
chi square= 10.489, p = .148; Failure at Year 7: chi square= .899, p = .8257;
Success at Year 8: chi square = .601, p = .8962; and Failure <1t Year 8: chi
square= 6.08, p = .1078]. This provides another example of disagreement
between the <1ttributions made by the students in this study and those
reported in previous studies of students' attributions.
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Discussion of Attributions
Poor performance in the early grades leads to negative beliefs which
in turn cause maladaptive task behaviour, continued poor performance,
and stronger perceptions of incompetence.

Dweck (1985) and Schunk

(1983, 1984) suggest that children who learn to attribute their successes to
high effort and ability and their failures to lack of effort generally perform
better than children who attribute their successes to some external cause
such as luck, and their failure to low ability. This relationship between
beliefs and achievements is probably bi-directional.
Effort was the main source to which students attributed academic
success in Year 7, and girls attributed their success to effort more often
than did boys who attributed success to luck. This matches the general
pattern of attributions described in the literature with boys attributing
success to external factors and girls attributing success to internal factors
(Stipek, 1993).
Changes in the patterns of attribution emerged in Year 8.

While

students considered the major source of success to be effort, the number of
students who selected this decreased and the role of external factors such
as task and luck took on a greater snlience in the eyes of the students. In
both Year 7 and 8 ability was seldom identified by students as the reason
for their academic success. In contrast to this Nicholls (1985) suggests that
ability is more frequently viewed as the reason for acndemic success than
any other factor.
At both Year 7 and Year 8, students attributed failure to the factors
lack of effort and luck. Attributing failure to these factors is a healthy
attributio11al pattern as ii means that students will be willing to attempt
similar future tasks expecting success if they try hnrder or are lucky.
The order of importance of these foctors changed from Year 7 to Year
8. At Year 7 failure wns nttributed to lack of effort by 42'¥,, of the group and
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to luck bJ' 29% of the group. At Year 8, failure was attributed to lack of
effort by 21 % of the group and to luck by 50% of the group. This finding is
in direct contrast to Mason and Stipek (1989, p. 62) who chose not to
analyse luck in their study of stability of attributions because "students do
not perceive it as an important cause of academic outcomes." Attributing
failure to luck is not very adaptive as it suggests that students do not
believe that they have the power to affect their performance.
In general, the literature relatir.g to attributions states that girls are
more likely than boys to attribute failure to Jack of ability. The small
numbers of students who attributed failure to lack of ability in this study
does not allow a clear judgment to be made in this area. However, it
would seem that the findings of this study support this aspect of the
literature.
At Year 7, effort appeared to play a particularly salient role in
students' interpretations of academic performance situations. This may be
related lo the primary school system where much value is placed on
participation, and the strength of mess;i_ges received from teachers about
the importance of "trying hard" and "gi\'ing .it a go". In contrast to this
Harter Whitesell and Kowalski (1992) suggest that increased competition
in secondary school places greater emphasis on achievement ,md hence
ability. In this situation this was not the case as these students placed
greater emphasis on the role of luck, specifying a range of factors outside
their control.
Mason and Stipek (1989) found that students' academic performance,
task behaviour and a number of achievement related cognitions were
stable over one year. In their investigation of students' attributions they
found that attributing success to ability was stable from one year to another
and attributing suc.:css to an ensy task was somewhat stable. Attributing
failure to low ability was stable from one year to another as was attributing
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failure to the task. This study found that students viewed luck as an
important cause of achievement outcomes and that attributing success to
luck was stable from one year to the next and that attributing success to an
easy task was somewhat stable. Attributing failure to luck was also stable
from one year to another.
This study found that some aspects of students' attributions for
academic success and failure did not match the findings for previous
research literature. There are several possible explanations which emerge
for this phenomenon.

The first, in relation to the factors to which

students attribute their success and failure suggests that there are perhaps
sociocultural differences which impact on the ways in which Australian
students make attributions. There is some support for this in the existing
literature (Chan, 1992; Henderson & Dweck, 1990; Stevenson, Lee &
Stigler, 1986; Stipek, 1993). The students in this study came from middle
class predominantly white, first generation Australian families.

Their

background was generally one of immigrant families for whom the move
to Australia meant the opportunity for success with hard work. It is likely
that this cultural belief about the value of effort in achieving success has
been internalised by the students.
Alternatively, the sample used in this study was of students
performing at an average academic level. These students may view their
success and failures differently to students previously surveyed. The
existing literature tends to focus on the attributions of high and low
performing students showing that differences exist between those two
groups of students. Therefore, it is reasonnble to expect thnt differences
would also emerge when the group is comprised of "avernge" performers.
These findings suggest lhal there is a need for 11 larger scale investigation
of Australian students' attributions in academic situations.

Additional

support for the need for further investigation is provided by situations
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which emerged when students described their attributions. In many cases
while students selected a particular attributional factor to explain their
success or failure, the verbal explanation which they provided did not
seem to match the meaning which the researcher ascribed to the factor.

Strategy Use
lntrod11ction
Rohrkemper and Como (1988) argue the importance of adaptive
learning, or the ability of the learner to cope with, and modify stressful
situations allowing them to take greater control of their own learning.
The traditional classroom requires students to perform a range of imposed
tasks and the match between the learner and the task is often missing. If
students are able to adapt themselves, the !ask and the learning situation
they will be better placed to take advantage of learning opportunities. In
the transition from primary to secondary school it would seem likely that
students who possess and use adaptive capabilities will be able to adapt
more effectively to the new learning situation and respond more
appropriately in Jerirning situiltions.
Data relating to students' iidaptive capiibililies were collected by
asking students to describe how they would respond in hypothetical
academic situations where they were uniible to continue with
or "got stuck" on somethini;.

il

problem

They were then presented with a

mathematics problem and asked to select from

,1

rnnge of paired optional

responses: ask (the teacher or fril'nd) for help; give up; il!ld use a pilrticular
strategy (such ~s remembering a previous similar problem). Students
could score between O and 2 for each of the responses, depending on how
often they selected a particular response. Students were then asked to
indicate whether their response would be different if it was a subject other
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than mathematics.

Table 15 presents students' responses to problem

situations at Year 7 and 8.

Table 15

Students' Use of Strategies at Years 7 and 8
N =24

Get help

Strategy

Give up

Total

Year 7

15

7

2

24

Year 8

10

7

7

24

Year Seven
At Year 7 the most common response to "getting stuck" on a problem
was to seek assistance from the teacher or a friend, and students generally
reported that they would get help from the teacher "because [he] knows
more than kids" (MF).

However, some students reported feeling more

comfortable when they sought help from a friend.

Seven students

reported that they would employ a strategy of some lype, either, ''I'd think
about other things I've done that arc like that." (RC), or "break it down
into small steps and do it a bit nt time." (OT) Two students reported that
their general approach was to leave the source of difficulty and go on to
other work or questions.

Twenty two students reported that their

response would be the same regardless of the subject aren.

Year Eight
At Year 8 level, 10 students reported that their response to getting1
stuck on a problem would be to seek help from a teacher or friend. This
time more students reported that they would ask n friend for help than the
teacher. The most commonly given cxp!nnations for this were, "It's too
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hard to get the teacher's attention, you have to wait too long." (FN) and "I
wouldn't ask the teacher for help, they make you feel bad about it." (JC)
The use of strategies similar to those used in Year 7 was reported by seven
students. There was an increase in the number of student!l who reported
that they would give up on the problem or task. Reasons provided for this
included, "It doesn't really matter, you have to get it finished" (DE) and "
If I don't know how to do it why waste time?"(EL). Teacher personalities

were given as an explanation for students reporting difierent responses
depending on subject area.

Discussion of Strategy Use
Taking responsibility for dealing with a problem situation is viewed
as the most important aspect of being an adnptive learner. The responses
which learners may make to a problem include changing the task,
changing themselves or changing the situation (Rohrkcmper & Como,
1988). Getting help is classified as changing the situation, and while this is
an adaptive response it is not one that empowers the !earner. Employing
a strategy of some type or changing the task or· self is a more empowering
approach.
At both Years 7 and 8 students were most likely to ask for assistance
from either the teacher or a peer. While this m.iy be a useful short term
tactic, the long term effectiveness of it depends on the n.iturc of assistance
received, and whether it provides the learner with information that can be
used in the future or simply the correct answer.
The number ot students who employed some form of strategy
remained stable over the transition.

However, within this group of

students changes occurred ln the composition of the group. Only three
students who reported that they would employ n strategy at Year 7
reported lh~t they would employ a str~tegy of some type al Year 8. Of the
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students who reported that they had altered their responses in Year 8, two
changed from using a strategy to getting assistance and two reported that
they would now give up on the task.
The number of students who reported that they would seek help
declined as more students reported that they would give up and go on to
other work. Of the fifteen students who reported at Year 7 that their
response wou!.:l be to seek assistance, seven reported that tht!ir response
would be the same at Year 8. The other students changed their behaviour
in Year 8 and four reported that they would use a strategy and four
reported that th':'y would give up.

In most cases \his meant that the

problem was abandoned rather than put aside and ettempted ill a later
time. Students justified this by calling on the speed and volume of work
that was required of them and the emphasis placed on the completion and
submission of work.

It would seem that the classroom environment,

particularly the assessment environment of the secondary school
mitigated against the development of adaptive capabilities.
Few of the students in this study demonstrated particularly adaptive
behaviours. Those who reported the use of slriltegics employed lower
level responses. Students reported non sclf-regul,iled behaviours at Year
8. Their statements suggested a lack of persnnill iniliath·c ilnd of strategies
and demonstrated low levels nf .iw,ireness nf rnl't;in,gnitive processes and
strategics. Students were not at!e lo identify or ;irticubte the strategies
that they would use, or to explain them in ,my detail. They exhibited
simi!.ir behaviour when attempting to t<1lk about their attributions,
particularly in relation to explaining wh,lt WilS involved in "trying hard".

It seems thnt students either l<1ckcd the dccl,1rntlvi.> knowledge about
strntcgies that would enable them to tillk ilbout strategy use, or the
procedural knowledge that allowed them lo put them strategies in place.
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The use of strategies was not the only aspect of their academic lives
that students seemed to lack the ability to conceptualise and articulate.
Students demonstrated little reflection on their own performance, the
reasons for performance and strategies for changing performance. They
appeared to have little awareness of themselves as learners. This lack of
knowledge and awareness of their cognitive and metacognitive processes
limits students' ability to adapt to new learning situations and to respond
appropriately.

Expectations t1'1d Experiences of Secondary School
Introduction
All 24 students were interviewed three times between October and
November in their final year of primary school. The initial interviews
with students focused on their perceptions of primary school, and their
expectations for their secondary school experience. Subsequent interviews
explored their knowledge about secondary school, their concerns,
anticipations and beliefs about what would be important in the secondary
setting.

Attitudes Towards School
Students reported generally positive responses towards school. Ten
students liked school "most of the time" and twelve said that they liked it
"some of the time". Those who reported that they sometimes liked school
explained this in relation to the subject or what was currently happening.
Al! students were resigned to the fact that they had to attend school and
some reported that it was a good venue for making and meeting with
friends and that il gave them something to do.
There was a commonly expressed sentiment about the importance of
doing: wel! in school (n = 21 ). This message had come from parents in
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particular, and was related to the need to get a job: "My parents are always
telling me how important it is." (OT), and "You hear so much on the news
and from your family." (AD) Fourteen students referred to the spectre of
unemployment and school performance was seen to be the key to
ensuring future employment by twenty students. The three students who
expressed contrary views offered personal explanations that related to the
state of the economy and lack of employment opportunities regardless of
educational qualifications or said that the most important thing was to do
their best rather than being academically successful.
Students explained "doing well in school" as getting "good grades" .
Good grades were further defined as being more than a pass, but no
student was able to describe clearly what this meant. There seemed to be a
commonly held view about good grades which could not be clearly
articulated.

Their responses to specific questions in the interviews

suggested that students did not seem to be aware of the fact that different
people may hold different views of this "strmdnrd". They expressed the
belief that everyone would hold the same interpretation, regardless of
whether they were students, teachers or pan'nts.
The most frequently cited reasons fnr being a successful student
related to trying hard (n = 21), which students described as "doing your
best" and "putting in the effort".

Factors relating to presentation were

mentioned by nineteen students. Students reported that they had been
told that presentation nnd neatness were important if they were lo do well.
Twelve students reported the belief that well presented work would get
higher marks than similar content which was poorly presented. Marks
were seen to be gained by trying hard and awarded for neatness and
presentation. When questioned further, students were t:nable to explain
what "trying hard" involved or to dislinguish between their behaviour in
situations when they were putting in effort and situations when they did
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not try. Attempts to define effort included personal resolve statements
such as spending more time on a task, concentrating harder and "thinking
about what I'm doing" (RC). This highlights the previously identified lack
of awareness of cognitive and metacognitive strategies. Students were
unable to describe the processes involved in academic tasks or to use
metacognitive knowledge relating to their own task performance.

Beliefs About Academic Pe1for111a11ce
The most frequently cited source of infonnation about students' own
academic performance was the grade or mark that students received for
their work (n

:=

23). These grades came from either teacher-marked work,

or from the marks that they had received in self or partner marking
situations. Students reported !hat their teachers provided them with little
public or private verbal feedback about their progress or performance.
Two female students reported that they reflected on their own
performance, their feelings of competence and the amount of trouble that
they had performing or completing a task. They used this information in
combination with marks ,md grades to determine their level of academic
performance.

One m;ile student reported that he compared his

performance to others in the class to decide how well he w;is going. This
was done covertly ;ind comparisons were m«de with others who were
seated dose to him so thilt he could unobtrusively g«in informillion about
their marks.
Students reported th;it there w;is little overt comparison of marks or
performance between students.

They commented that outside the

classroom, conversation was unlikely to be about school work or
performance. It seems that not only was there little overt discussion about
studenl performance on the p«rt of the teachers or students but that
students gave tittle thought themselves to their own performance. There
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was little evidence of students thinking about their performance in terms
of the procedural knowledge that related to appropriate strategies or the
conditional knowledge that allowed them to monitor their own
performance. The reported behaviour of these students does not agree
with the literature that describes siudents as actively seeking to make
sense of the classroom, its instructional practices and climate of
assessment.

These students appe.ired to be "naive" learners and their

"sense making" appeared to be focused on coping with the procedural
demands of the classroom. They appeared lo have no sense of what
constituted "felt progress", focusing instead on the accountability aspects of
learning, (such as results, grades or marks) rather than becoming nware of
themselves as learners. This may be because they had not been taught the
necessary strategies and had failed to develop them spontaneously, or
perhaps have not been in academic situations which have facilitnted the
development of strategies.

Certainly, the reported lack of teacher

information about performance expectntions and the processes involved
in task performance suggest that these aspects of learning had not been
made explicit to these students. It may .ilso be th.it this type of learning
behaviour is more typical of "avcrnge" performer~. Performi"lncc mi"ly be a
function of such behaviour and research suggests thilt lei"lrncrs who li1ck
the ability to monitor their own progress and .1djust their performance
appropriately will be disadvnntaged (Cornn, 1989; Rohrkemper & Como,
1988).

Students were risked to describe whnt tl'..q thought a "successful"
Year 8 student would be like, whi"lt types of nttributes they would possess
.ind how they would behave. Generally i1 successful Yenr 8 student was
described as trying hard, listening lo the teacher, getting good grades
(which were not nece~sarily A's), completing all homework and being
polite in clnss. Students also suggested thi"ll these students would be
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popular. Happiness was also frequently cited as a personal attribute. It
seems that students had a non specific view of success. While it included
academic success, students were not clear about what this would entail, or
of particular standards of performance. They were unable to specify what
was meant by a student who "tried hard" or to describe specific learning
behaviours that would be exhibited by a successful student. The only lypes
of specific behaviours related to personal or classroom behaviours related
to being well behaved, polite, listening carefully, not "giving cheek" and
being obedient (following rules and teacher directives).
Twenty two students responded that they thought secondary school
was important. Their justifications were functional, referring to the need
to get good marks in order to gain a job and the importance of school in
ensuring function.:11 literacy and numeracy. The two students who did not
think that secondary school was important cited relatives or acquaintances
who were "self made" and suggested llrnt school marks were not much
help in the current economic climate, "ll's not what you do in school
that's important it's what you do in the real world.

Look at all those

university students who can't get jobs." (RC} The two students who did
not think that secondary school was important had also responded
negatively to the question rcli1ting to the importance of doing well at
secondary school. Their reasons for not valuing school performance were
the same as for thinking that academic success was unimportant.

Expectations of Seco11dal'y Sc/100/.
Nineteen students were optimistic abmit entering secondary school.
Eight students saw it as a new start, a chance to work harder and "lift their
grades" (FR). The four students who repOI'ted being undecided dted both
the positive rispects (lik0 a fresh start, making new friends, studying new
subjects) and negritive features (like leaving old friends and familiar
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surroundings) of leaving primary school. The student who reported that
she was not looking forward to secondary school did not want to go from
being the "top in primary school to the bottom of secondary school" (WO).
Seventeen students believed that semndary school would be better
than primary school. Those students who reported that they believed that
Year 8 would be better thnn Year 7 cited the opportunity to make more and
new friends, and described secondary school as more fun than primary
school. Eight students viewed Year 8 as a chance for a new start, and
fourteen students cited specific subjects such as the special dance program
and sport. Five students believed that they would be treated as more adult
in Year 8 and that this would be better.

Two students thought that

secondary school would be worse thnn primary school.

Both of them

expressed concerns about teasing nnd bullying, and one was also concerned
about no longer being the "top of the school". One student's concerns
about bullying resulted from threats m;ide by his brother .ibout what
would happen to him at second;iry school. The five students who were
equivocal about secondriry school explained thilt as they knew little ribout
secondary school, they were not well positioned to make ;i decision. They
expressed some nervousness about being in ri new .ind unfamiliar
situation but were reason.ib!y confident lhnt they would cope.
Nineteen students acknowledged that their position as Year 7's made
them "top dogs" in the school, gnve them nccess to positions of
responsibility such ns school council membership and in some cases gave
them privileges denied lo younger students. While they acknowledged
this, and accepted that this position would be reversed next year only two
of them were concerned about this. Five students expressed relief at no
longer having to be the responsible ones who set the standard and three
noted that despite the rhetoric of responsibility they perceived that they
were still treated as "babies" by teachers at prim;iry school. All students
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believed that they would be treated in a more mature way in secondary
school.
The social aspects of secondary school featured strongly in all
students' comments, with particular reference to the opportunity to make
new friends.

Secondary school was viewed as a place where making

friends was important and the prospect of making new and more friends
was anticipated. Students believed that they would keep their existing
friendships particulc1rly those which were long standing and would make
new friends among other Year S's and older students. Bullying was not
seen as being of particular concern to this group of students who explained
that while it may happen to some students it was most likely to occur
among particular groups of students to which they did not belong. This
contrasts with the findings of more general studies of transition (Garton,
1986; Mertin, Haebich & Lokan, 1989) where concerns about bullying and

inti1.idation featured strongly.

Knowledge of secondary school.
Generally, students reported that they did not know much about
secondary school. Only three students believed that they knew a lot about
secondary school. When they discussed what they knew in the interview,
their knowledge related to being fnrniliar with the school buildings from
previous visits, and having: friends in the secondnry school, hence
"knowing people". They hnd little inform,1tion ,1bout the subjects that
were available or the way in which the school operated. Thirteen students
reported thnt they knew "a bit" ,ibout secondary school and eight students
didn't know anything about secondary school life. Many of them (n = 20)
said that they had not really thought about it and had not sought out

information.
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The nature of sources of students' information about secondary
school were investigated.

Eighteen students had received information

about what secondary school would be like from their Year 7 teachers.
This had been in the form of warnings about the difficulty of work that
would be experienced next year or exhortations to pay attention because it
would be necessary to know material or skills for next year.

Those

students with older siblings or friends already at the secondary school said
that they did not talk to them about school or ask questions about what to
expect. Ten of these students reported covert observation of siblings' or
relatives' behaviour noting details about the amount of homework, level
of difficulty of texts and so on.

Sfude11t concerus about secondary school.
Students were asked to explain any concerns that they may have
about the transition to secondary school and about the secondary school
experience. Generally, students believed that their experiences at primary
school had prepared them adequately for dealing with a number of
different teachers at secondary school. At primary school while classes
were primarily taught by one teacher Year 7 clrisses ;ire also taught by a
number of specialist teilchcrs so that in most c.1scs these sludenls h.id been
taught regularly by five or six differenl teachers. As a result of this twenty
one students were confident that changing teachers would not present
them with any major problems, "We chringe teachers a lot as it is."
(JC),"No, all teachers want pretty much the s.im1.Uhing." (Ml), "All schools
and teachers are the same." (RC)
Three students believed that changing teachers would cause them
problems and cited rcusons such .is "My le.icher knows me now." (01) No
boys stated that th<'y believed thrit they would experience any problems as
a result of having a large number of teachers at secondary school. Many
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students also expressed a preference for being taught by more than one
teacher supporting this with explanations relating to teacher personality
rather than teacher expertise or style.
Students believed that the work that they would be doing in
secondary school would be substantially harder and the workload heavier,
especially the homework demands. Students had little idea of the way in
which the classroom environment would operate, how the teacher would
behave or learning take place. While they expressed some concern about
being able to deal with the work which they believed would be harder, all
of the students believed that if they worked hard they would be able to
achieve successful grades.

There was no significant difference in the

concerns of boys and girls. This is in contrast to the research of Garton
(1986) and Martin, Haebich and Lokan (1989) who found that these
anxieties relating to negative views of academic work were greater for boys
than girls.

S11111111ary

The strongest flavour emerging from the interviews with students
was one of optimism and the opportunity for a new start. Students were
looking forward to all aspects of secondary school. They ,1cknowledged
some sorrow at leaving behind old friends ,md the strength of seven years
experience in a school. This wns overcome by ,1nlicipation at the thought
of the improved facilities and resources, opportunities to mnke new
friendships, study new subjects and be treated in ,1 more adult fashion.
They expected th,1t the work at secondary school would be harder, more
int~resting and challenging and that they would receive more homework
than in primary school. These ,1re similar to the findings of previous
rese,1rch transition (Fouracre, 1991; Garton, 1986; Power & Cotterell, 1981).
However, some differences emerge in relation to this group's responses lo
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questions about specific. aspects of secondary school.

The students

surveyed by Garton, reported reasonably high levels of concern about
bullying, but this was not a concern of the students interviewed in this
study.
Students knew little about secondary school and had a number of
queries about the nature of subjects and the type of academic work that
would be required of them. The mc1jor sources of information for Year 7
students were their primary school teachers and their parents. Teachers
and parents told them that secondc1ry school was important and that they
would be given large amounts of difficult work. Students reported that
they received little information .ibout secondary school from siblings or
friends because school was not a common conversational topic. The little
knowledge students had about secondary school had been provided by
sources wha were unlikely to have accurate or current knowledge of the
secondary 5chool system.

Experiences of Secondary School
lntrod11ctio11
Students were interviewed three times during their first semester of
secondary school. The initial interview focused on their first impressions
of the school setting, classes and teachers. Subsequent interviews explored
their experiences, their beliefs about what was important in secondary
school and the ways in which they interpreted their experiences. This
section reports the group's responses to secondary school. Individual case
study students' perceptions and interpretations arc reported in Chapter
Six.
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First Impressions
Students were interviewed at the end of their first week in secondary
school. Questions focused on their first reactions and responses to the
new school setting. Twenty students reported positive responses to the
secondary school which focused on everyday routines such as finding
their way around larger school grounds, remembering locker
combinations and locations, reading a timetable and re-establishing old
friendships. Many were pleasantly surprised that organisational aspects of
the change such as moving around the school had caused less trouble than
anticipated. Students reported that everyone, including older students
had been helpful and understanding, showing them the way and
providing assistance.
At this stage of the year students had received little formal teaching
and had received mainly administrative information about assessment
and behavioural expectations from their teachers. Already many (n =21)
of them had adopted the external characteristics of the student role,
wearing clothing acceptable to the student culture (but not strictly school
uniform), car;ying the "right sort" of bag and so on. When questioned
about how they knew how to behave in situations such as greeting the
teacher at the beginning of class and lining up outside the room, ten
students reported that they had observed others around the school or
hesitated until they could observe what others in the class or around them
were doing. These sorts of behavioural rules about the role of a secondary
school student had not been made explicit to them but had been adopted
by observation of student models around them.
All students reported receiving little homework and little indication
of what to expect regarding the level of difficulty and amount of work
involved in their subjects. Twenty students reported that teachers had
made clear their management expectations regarding submission of work,
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and assignment a1;d homework demands. However, no students were
aware of the standards of academic performance expected and reported
having re,:eiVfid little information from teachers about this. It may be that
teachers assumed that students would "do their best", but Biggs and Moore
{1993) and Brophy (1994) suggest that specifying criteria for task

performance reduces the ambiguity of the task and allows students to
approach the task more confidently. The communication of such teacher
expectations is critical for students who wish to meet the task demands of
the situation.

Subsequent Interviews
Subsequent interviews explored academic aspects of secondary school
such as homework, difficulty of work, task performance standards and
academic performance.

Home work was interpreted to include the

completion of tasks begun in class, completion of additional simi!.ir tasks
set spec:,ically ns homework or projects and nssignments such as
mathematics investigations for which no time was provided in class.

As

the year progressed eighteen students expressed surprise at the level of
homework thnt they were receiving:. Despite their expectntions that they
would have more homework than at primary school, students were
discovering that the homework demands being placed on them were
lighter thnn they expected. Jniti.1lly, eight sludcnls suggested that this may
have been because the teachers were letting tbem settle in, but as the year
progressed, and the situation remained the same they accepted the fact that
little homework was set.

In many cases homework consisted of

completing unfinished class work, therefore n student who worked in
class could .ivoid much homework.
The on!y exception to this response came from the six student~ who
had attended primary school 2A where the tcncher hnd adopted a policy of
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setting no homework. These students, not surprisingly found that the
homework demands now being placed on them caused some difficulty
with relation to time management, particularly when extended
assignments, or assignments in which no class time was allowed were
involved. "We never had homework last year and now it's really hard to
make myself sit down ,md do it."(TI), "We didn't get any (homework) last
year so it doesn't have to be much to be more." (HJ)
Students reported that when completion of unfinished class work
was set as homework, then the level of homework was higher than in the
previous year.

However, they noted that in this case they had some

control over how much work had lo be completed nt home because they
decided how much work they completed in clnss, "It's mninly finishing
work off from class. If I did more work in class I wouldn't have to finish
off at home. I don't really mre." OC) Students expressed surprise that the
homework demands were lighter than they had expected, 'Tm really
surprised."(MP), and "My brother seemed tu get moff• Inst year."(AD)
Students seldom completed work at home or set themwlvcs work to do
which was not required by tlw teacher. Only two students reported that
they would complete work that was not going tu bl' collected or assessed, "I
know I should do other work but I don't. l only do it if the teacher is going
to col!ecl it or if it counts towards grades." (NI) Students commented on
the volume of work that they received in da~s but expressed little concern
at being unable lo complete all work because only tasks that were used for
assessment appeared to be valued.
While the independent setting of personal out of school work was
not a formal school expectation, it was an informal expectation of teachers
that students would be self-rcgulnting and able to initiate school related
work independently. The ability to be a self-regulated learner, monitoring
personal performance and pulling in place nctions thnt compensate for any
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shortcomings is viewed as desirable (Biggs & Moore, 1993).

Surface

approaches to learning are typified by behaviours which include not
reading beyond the work which is set by the teacher and reliance on rote
learning of information.

Such a surface approach is self limiting and

usually adopted by learners who simply want to satisfy the demands of the
system. The ability to change tasks to make them mo!e interesting and
challenging is a dimension of adaptive learning behaviour which
facilitates learners dealing more effectiwly with new nnd difficult learning
environments. (Rohrkemper & Como, 1988).
Students who adopt a deep approach to learning arc more likely to set
their own homework if none is set or to extend the work which is set to
include aspects thnt arc of personal interest or which focilitate their own
understanding of the topic. Thl' exlensiVl' research into approaches to
learning and their relationship to ll',irning shows the surface appr<.,ach is
negatively related tu perform;ince (Moore & Tclfer 1990; Ramsden &
Entwistle 1981), while the deep approach leads to more complex response
{Biggs, 1989), and ,1chieving ,1ppro,1chcs ,ire related positively to
achievement (Watkins & !-httie, 1990).
Another feature th;it caused studl.'nts much initial nnd subsequent
surprise w,15 the level of difficulty of wnrk that they experienced. Twenty
two studer,!s described d.iss work ,is being the s.ime ils, or L'.1sier than Year
7 work. M.iny students described it .is work they h;id done before. Again,
students attempted lo cxpl;iin the situation in terms of teachers letting
them settle in or giving the te,ichl'r thl' npportunity tLl find nut what they
could do. However, over the course of the ye,u students expressed some
disappointment and boredom ilt doing the same le\'el of work, "[ was
surprised that the work wnsn't harder, this is prelly boring." (AD) These
comments arc similar to those reported by Fnmacre (1\191). This is similar
to the findings of Powell {1982) who found that Year H students regarded
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secondary school mathematics as a boring repetition of what had already
been covered.
Three students were pleased about repeating previous work as this
gave them the opportunily lo improve their skills and understanding.
They believed that the extra exposure to the work was beneficial, "Doing
the same work as last year means it's like a review, that means I can get
the work right." (FR)
By the third inlcrvil'W, students who were in the highest pathways
described the workload as he,1vicr and pace of instruction as faster than
previous work. However, they did not perceive it to be more conceptually
difficult, "We do more work and we do it faster. But it isn't harder. Not
like the difference between say Year 6 and Year 7."(SR), "Like in maths
sometimes when we do new work it seems hard but it really isn't. It's just
because it's new.

It's keeping up with the work that's hard." (NC).

Students viewed new work as more cl1allenging than work with which
they were familiar.
Seventeen students suggested that basically all schools were the same,
"School's school. They're all the s<1me." (Ml). However. they identified
number of differences between prim<1ry and secondary school.

fl

These

included obvious physical differences such as specialist rooms with
appropriate facilities for particular subjects such as science, art and dance.
Students also acknowledged the wider range of subjects that they were
now studying "Well, we ~et to do different subjects. Especblly dance, but
there's 'home ec.' and industrial arts that we didn't do." (OT), "We never
did any art last year, this ye<1r we do." (Tl).
Twenty students reported thilt teacher instructional behaviour was
different from thilt which they had become famili<1r with .it primary
school.

Again, the speed of instruction and amount of content covered

were identified as major differences. Students reported th.it the teachers
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presented work in a way that made it seem "more important", and that
there was a greater use of individual work and working from textbooks:
We do much more work on our own. The teacher just tells us what
to do and we go on with it."(MF),
"We just work out of our book or worksheets. We do so many
worksheets." (AD),
"The teachers here don't seem to talk much to kids. They just tell us
what to do."(MI).
Students reported little use of cooperative or group work methods
and described most class sessions as comprising some teacher instruction
or demonstration followed by students working on individual seatwork
activities, "We don't do much group work. Actually we don't really do
any here." (FR) Students described the classrooms and instruction as being
far more individual "We do more work and more work on our
own."(FN). This relater! to the nature of tasks and work as well as the lack
of group reward systems or identity. The group performance of science
experiments was the on!y example provided of situations where students
worked cooperatively.
Twenty students believed that most secondary school teachers treated
all students in the same way. Students had a generalised view of teachers
and teacher behaviour, explained as being "the way that teachers treat
kids" (QI) and "Teachers are teachers. They really .ill expect the same sort
of things." (MI) Some teachers were seen as stricter or ler.s fair than others.
Students made these dedsinM on the basis of aspects of teacher behaviour
relating to homework and imposition of sanctions and penalties for late or
non-submission. At-;.iin, the role of assessment was import.int. Andrew
expressed a strongly held view that, "There are some teachers who an?
really strict and unfair. They pick on kids." However, this view was not
widely held.

Twenty students believed that teachers treated them in the same way
at secondary school as they had been at primary school and expressed some
surprise at this, "I thought we'd be treated more adult but we're not really .
. . . just not having to say good morning." (FN). However, nine of these
students believed that this was another example of typical teacher
behaviour, "We get treated just like teachers treat kids." {DE)

Those

students who believed that teachers treated them differently suggested that
certain teachers were unfair and made personalised judgments, relating to
their own experiences, "Some teachers are really mean, Ms C was fair and
not mean." (AD)

Beliefs About Secondary School
Students were asked lo describe what they believed was important
about secondary school, and the types of messages that they had received
from teachers, parents and peers. Twenty three students believed that
doing well in secondary school was important and again they supported
this belief with reference to the economic situation:
It's important to do well if you w,mt to get a job. It's a jungle out
there" (TQ),
"You hear so much about unemployment on the TV and from
parents that you have to gel good marks if you war.t to have any
chance of getting a job at the end."(AD),
"Good marks are important for a job at the end. That's more
important than feeling good ilbout what you do."(NI)
Not all students believed that it WilS importilnt to gel good marks.
Three students reported that they believed thnt just getting through ilnd
avoiding failt1re wm; nl! thnt was required, "I don't care about doing really
well. I just don't Wilnt to foil." (JC)
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When asked about the messages that they were receiving about
working at secondary school, five students expressed disappointment and
said that if they were only being asked to produce last year's work then
there was no point in trying. There was also a belief developing that the
important thing about doing work at secondary school was to finish it and
hand it in. Submitting work on time was seen as more important than
doing the best possible job by 21 students. Stipek (1986) suggests that
emphasis on submission and the imposition of penalties can have an
adverse effect on students' achievement motivation because of the
attention focused on submission at the expense of quality work.

In

addition to this it seems that such an emphasis conveys clear messages lo
students regarding the aspects of school work that arc valued by teachers
and the system.
Students were questioned about the standard of work that they were
now submitting and their perceptions of the important aspects of working
at secondary school. Ninete~n students admitted that they had submitted
work this year that they would not have handed in at primary school and
this was attributed to the pressure to submit work on time. The penalties
imposed for late submission were seen to outweigh the benefits derived
from spending more time to produce good quality work:
I know that I've handed in work that I wouldn't have handed in to
my teacher !,1st year. (WD ),
You lose too many marks if you hand it in late. It's not worth taking
extra time to don better job. (NI),
Getting work in on time is import,mt, it's more important than in
primary school. And it's more important than doing a good job at
the expense of getting it in on time. (NC)
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Beliefs About Academic Performance
Students were questioned about various aspects of their perceptions
of their academic performance. Questions related to their awareness of
their performance, the criteria against which performance was assessed
and their interpretations of the academic "culture" of the secondary
school.
While the assessment system had been explnined to students and
they were aware of its importance, they had little understanding of how it
operated. Students had a clear knowledge of the hierarchy of grades and
equated them to grades awarded in primary school, but there wns little
understanding of what was involved in achieving each grade. Students
did not know what aspects of work marks and grades were awarded for,
and despite expressing a desire to improve grades they did not know what
to do to achieve higher grades. The common respo,15,';! was a will power
statement that involved no strategy.

Students said they would "try

harder" lo get a better grade, but were un.ible to describe specific
behaviours related to this response. They reported receiving little specific
feedback from teachers about the strengths nnd weaknesses of their work,
and little inform<ltion ilbout the .ispccls of work that were most important.
One student stated that she would set her own criteria for task
performilnce. However, this response was nol informed or rel.ited to the
te.icher's performance stilndards, ''I wouldn't listen even if they told me
what I had to do. I'd do whilt I wanted." (Ml)
Students used vilrious sources of information to make decisions
about their progress. In some c.ises they had received interim reports for
certain subjects. Respun:;cs v.iried between students and within students,
depending on the subject involved and the amount of feedback that
individual teachers provided.

In subjects such .is home economics,

industriill arls, ilrt and business communication where students had
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classes only once a week it was common for them to have little idea of
their progress.

All students frequently mentioned that they found it

difficult to approach teachers or to find a convenient time to ask about
progress or discuss problems, "It's harder to see the teachers and talk about
how we're going."(NI), "Some teachers don't seem to want us to ask what
we've done well or badly."(HJ) However, one student identified teacher
practices that she found helpful in informing her about the requirements
for various grades, "Our English teacher puts 'A' work up on the board.
That's really helpful to me. I wish other teachers would do this. We
usually just get a mark and we don't know which bits were good."(TI)
Fourteen students reported that they did not understand the
assessment process or the meaning of various grades. Similarly seventeen
students were unable to name the pathway they were in or the number of
the unit that they were studying. Whether this is because they had not
been informed, had not paid attention or did not care is not clear.
However, generally students in the !ower pathways were least aware of
their placement so it may be that teachers of these students do not make
them aware of the status of the pathway or that the students choose not to
acknowledge this foct.
Several students had just experienced changes in their pathways and
reported that this had provided them with information about their
progress in those subjects:
I got put up lo pathway l that must mean I'm doing okay. (NC),
I got moved to pathway 2 for English. I'm glad because the work
was too hnrd, there was so much of it that I couldn't do it. This is
better. UC).
I would rather be in pathway 2 and getting A's thnn getting C's in
pnthway 1. (WD).
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These students based their decisions about their progress on the
marks that they received from their teachers. They appeared unable to
make their own judgments about their progress through self evaluation
and self monitoring of performance and were reliant on information from
an external source to inform them of their progress.

These students

appeared passive, not engaging in any behaviours or strategies to monitor
their own performance.
Most of the students were :;;atisfied with the marks and grades that
they received, believing them to be fair and to reflect the effort that they
had put into the work.

Students who believed they were making

satisfactory progress accounted for it in a number of ways, all of which
related to the level of difficulty of the work or familiarity with the work,
"It's been easier than I thought." (KT}, "l never thought it would be this
easy." (JC), "I've done all this work before. Of course I'm doing well."
(MF).

By half way through the first semester several instances had emerged
of students who had decided not to work. One of these was n girl who did
not like school and was part of a peer group in which academic
performance was not vnlued, "It's not cool to do well in school. I don't
want to fail but 1 don't c.ue about doing well. I'm happy with a C." (JC)
Another was a girl who had previously set and achieved secondary
standards for herself. She had stopped trying in response to the level of
work which she perceived she was being: asked to perform, "If they are
only going to ask me to do last year's work why should I try?" (MF) The
sentiment, "I only really try hard on work that's going lo be assessed" (NI)
was commonly expressed and is possibly a reflection of the evaluative
climate of the secondary school. Students expressed disappointment at a
number of the .icadcmic aspects of secondary school including lack of
challenge and interest in assigned work, but did this in a resigned manner.
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There was no sense of outrage that they were not receiving instruction in
challenging content or that they were being "cheated" in some way.
Rather, they seemed to adopt a passive student role in which they
unquestioningly accepted the events that they experienced.

Summary
The students were actively trying to piece together the messages that
they were receiving from teachers, peers, school administrators and
parents.

In addition to this they were attempting to relate their

experiences to their expectations and often discovered contradictions and
mismatches.

While their expectations had focused positively on the

academic aspects of secondary school these were not matched by their
experiences. Rather thnn being challenged by their learning tasks they
were confronted with work of the snme level they had previously done.
Their experiences with new subjects had been generally positive but there
was a sense of disillusionment with ncademic aspects of secondc1ry school
which had failed to live up to expectations. This was not accompanied by
any strength of emotion, rnthcr students accepted their role in a resigned
manner. In addition to this was n more serious outcome. Ten students
had responded to their perception of the .icadcmic demnnds of secondary
school by adopting a more negc1tive attitude to schoolwork. This was
magnified by .in internalisation of the mess.ige nbout handing work in on
time taking precedence over quality and effort.
The actions of these students in trying to rnnke sense of the world of
secondary school focused on the "~urface" messnges and aspects of
schooling. They identified and rcc1cted to obvious teacher messages about
submission of work but had made little progress in nnnlysing their own
performance or identifying ~he standards of work that were expected of
them. Where students identified a work standard it tended to be minimal

and students did not appear to employ strategies that helped them to adapt
to secondary school.

In many cases they replicated the behaviours of

primary school. There was a strong sense of passivity as students did not
exert effort to discover what was required of them or to develop an
awareness of themselves as learners.
The experiences of these students reflect similar themes to those
identified in previous studies {Cotterell, 1979; Cotterell, 1981; Power &
Cotterell 1981). It seems that the process of transition from primary to
secondary school is simple and untraumatic for those involved. Students
believed that they had made the change effectively and within a short ,
time frame, "Really, nil schools are the same" CTC). Their major concerns
had been with the orgnnisationnl aspects of the change, dealing with a new
physical location and new teachers.
Students had

approached

the move to secondary school

optimistically and their expectations targeted the academic aspects of the
new school situation. It is in this area that the greatest disappointment
resulted.

Students did not believe that they lrnd received more

challenging or difficult work, the work and homework loads were no
heavier than primary school and some of the messages about performance
served to demotivate students.

Although Lhis has been reported in

previous studies (Fouracre, 1991; Garton, 1986; Powel!, 1982) it seems that
little has been done to change this situ.1lion.
The social side of schooling continued to be viewed positively by
students who took the opportunity to mnke new friendships and continue
old ones. There was a generally held belief thilt other students at all levels
of the school had been helpful and supportive. Students reported that
older students had been helpful in providing assistilnce in finding their
way around the school in the early days and thnt there had been no
occurrences that communicated messages nbout the inferiority of Year S's
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in the school structure.

No student reported experiences involving

intimidation or bullying and this seemed to piay no part in their
experiences of secondary school.
It would seem from this that the aspects of secondary school where

the reality is inferior to the expectation are those instructional features
which are most under the control of teachers.

These are the areas of

concern. If students respond to the new situation by withdrawing or
diminishing their efforts and seeing school in a less positive light, then
the effect on their future academic performance and opportunity will be
detrimental. There is also a lack of knowledge on the part of students who
wish to achieve well about exactly whnt they have to do in order to
improve their grades or achieve positive outcomes.

Students enter

secondary school with inadequnte cognitive maps of assessment and
content and this is exacerbated by lack of information about the criteria
and demands of the new situation.
Those areas of the transition from primary to secondary school where
the reality was equal to, or better than studmts' expcctntions were those
where there was less teacher involvement. Non-academic areas such as
socialisation were viewed positively by stud1mts. I! also seems that the
organisational aspects of the transition were effectively handled by the
schools involved but the larger issues of teacher expectations and student
academic achievement require attention.

Co11d11sion
This chapter presented the data relating to the group of students as
they made the transition from primary to secondary school. Little positive
change occurred in students' academic achievement as measured by the
MSE tests. Interview dnta show that students were optimistic about the
move to secondary school and expected that academic work in secondary
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school would be different, interesting and challenging. Their experiences
in the secondary school led them to believe that the work was no more
interesting or challenging than in primary school and they interpreted
clear messages about the importance! of submitting work rather than doing
the best job possible.

Students described the transition as relatively

painless and all expressed initial satisfaction with secondary school.
However, for some the "honeymoon period" was brief and by the end of
the first term a degree of dissatisfaction had emerged. With the exception
of one female student whose academic performance improved students
reported dissatisfaction or boredom and negative attitudes towards
schoolwork began to manifest themselves. Students beli~ved that they
were performing well but many attributed this to the level of difficulty of
the work. In addition few students had knowledge of the nature and
function of secondary assessment practices and none could describe what
was required in task performance. Students' attributiom for success and
failure became more external suggesting that students.felt less control over
their performance in achievement related sitm1tior.s.
It would seem that these students interpreted particular messages

about the importance of schooling in general and aspects of achievement
in particular. These messages, communicated via instruclionnl content,
practices and teacher behaviour, suggested to students thc1t the first year of
secondary school (at least) was not a time of aendemic challenge. Students
were faced with academic tasks which they believed to be of the same level
of difficulty or easier thnn the previous year and were given little
information about assessment criterin.

ln addition, the emphasis on

handing work in on time was interpreted by students to mean that quality
of work was of less importance than prompt submission.

Students

appeared to respond to these messages by developing less positive
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attitudes towards learning and school and accepting less respon;,ibility for
their academic outcomes,
This chapter has presented the data for the group, and of necessity
generalisations have been made. Chaptei.· Six will present case study
student data which will allow greater exploration of the relationship
between student experiences, cognitions about learning and success, and
their affective responses to the situation.
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CHAPTER SIX

Case Study Data: Results and Discussion

Introducliou
This chapter summarises the results from the case study data
collection. TI1e six cases provide examples of the ways in which students
experienced and interpreted the shift from primary to stwndary school
and the resulting changes in dimensions of the constructs of self-regulated
learning and motivation. 0,1!a on each of these students art! presented
and discussed under the following headings: Background, expectations
and experiences of secondary school, academic performance, teacher and
self performance r.itings, attributions for success and failure, and use of
strategies.

Tlie Cast's
Six case studies were selected from the group of 24 tnrget students.
Case study students were selected nfter the second interview in Year 7.
Criteria for selection included membership of Lhc grcup of students in the
study, the level of reflection dcmnnstr;ited by students, their beliefs ;ibout
school in general ,md secondary school in particular, nnd primary school
teachers' predictions about their Cilpacity lo ndapl successfully to secondary
school. Attempts were made to nchicvc n gender balance in selection <1nd
lo maintain equal representntion from feeder primary schools. The final
selection of cases included four girls and two boys representing eight
classes from four feeder primary schools. Table 16 presents a summary of
datn relating to c<1ses.
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Table 16

Summary of Case Data at Years 7 and 8
Attribution,

MSE T<->sl Srorc>s

Class

Name

English
read

write

Risk

Stratem:: Gender

M,1thcmatics
mc,,s

• ace

nam

succ

fail

Year 7

"'"

Neoma

lA ..30

.. 14

6

10

14

E

L

H

F

Robert

1B

28

9

6

7

9

E

E

s

M

Cop,

Michelle

2A

21

JO

6

s

16

T

E

H

F

High

Janene

JA

24

7

B

13

18

E

A

H

F

Felicity

JC

26

7

3

7

JO

E

L

H

F Cope/Hi

"'"

Andrew

4A .. 40

6

5

5

17

L

L

H

MCope/Hi

i',
Year 8

"34

Neoma

••t6

14

12

15

E

L

5

F

Rol:>crt

28

7

12

9

16

T

E

G

·~M

Michelle

19

7

10

9

14

T

L

s

F

Janene

26

7

12

12

16

T

~.,.

H

F

1·1

F

G

M

Felicity

27

9

9

7

9

A

Andrew

"38

'4

JO

10

13

E

Note:

Attribution,;: ,\; ability, T: lask, E: dforl, L: luck

"
L',',"

-'i',

"

Strategy: H: get help (from teacher or frimd), S: attempt, strategy, G: give up
1,

•• dcnok~ perfonn,mce ,ibol'e the benchm,lrk
• denote~ performance below the benchmark

-.-

1'!
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I'
I

Teacher Interviews
Year 7 teachers were interviewed about each of the case study

sh\ftent's academic performance, academic behaviours, participation style,

and'· ability to adapt to secondary school. They were also questioned about

'

their own approach to teaching and their beliefs about the academic
demands that secondary school was likely to place on students. Year 8
teachers were interviewed about their own beliefs about the skills and

capabilities of Year 8 students in general, their expectations for Year 8
students and their approach to teaching. They were also interviewed

about each case st11dent's academic performance and in-class behaviours.
Teacher interviews ranged from 30 minutes to 1 hour.

'
Student Interviews
In Year 7 students were interviewed about their expectations about
secondary school, learning behaviours, beliefs about school and school
learning, achievement related goals and knowledge about secondary
school. The semi-structured interviews included hypothetical situations
in which students encountered problems in learning situations. Students
were asked to describe their responses in the situation selecting from ask

for lrelp, use a strategy or give up.

Following this they were asked to

explain whether this was their normal response to difficulties and to
explain the factors that would affect their choice of action. Students were
also asked to rnte their own classroom performance in relation to their
peers and to describe the information upon which they had based their
decision. Information relating to students' attributions was collected by
asking students to remember instances where they had received ~igher
and lower marks than they had expected. After describing the particular
example they selected the attributional cause that they believed
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responsible for the outcome. Following this they wEre asked if this was
usually the reason why they performed well or poorly.
In Year 8 students were interviewed about their immediate and
subsequent responses to secondary ~chool, learning behaviours, beliefs
about school and school learning, and achievement related goals. In the
semi-structured interviews they completed similar activities relating to
attributions, self perceptions of achievement and use of adaptive
behaviours as they had completed the previous year.

Case One: Neoma
Backgro11nd
Neoma was in class lA. Her classroom teacher was a male with
twelve years teaching experience.

Neoma was the oldest child in her

family, she was a student councillor and ,vns described as being well
organised and responsible. She was observed to have very good "people
skills" interacting comfortably with the researcher, teachers, school
visitors and younger members of the school.

Her career goals

encompassed a desire to be a doctor or physiotherapist.

Expectations and Experiences of Secondary Sc/Joo!
Expectations of secondary school.
In the first interview Neom<1 reported that she was looking forward

to secondary school because "that means the end of school is closer, I'll get
out of school quicker. But I'm not looking forward to being the youngest
at high school." She also felt very optimistic about the opportunities that
secondary school would present for meeting new people and making new
friends but acknowledged the importance of existing friendships, "I hope I
keep all my old friends because we've always been friends."
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Neoma liked primary school especially "things like maths and spelling. I
like most subjects and most teachers." "I like school because it's fun and
it's important."
In later interviews Neoma described good secondary school students
as people who "practised at schoolwork" and accepted responsibility for
their own learning. She reported that she intended to do these things
because "I want to get high grades so I c.m get a good job when I'm ulder."
Neoma described her planned behaviour at secondary school in the
following way:
I want to get good grades. To get high grade~ I'll have to listen to the
teacher and take it in, I'll have to ask the teacher questions if I don't
know. Presentation is very importnnt so I'll have to spend time on
that. There will be more to take in so it will be harder.
Neoma was concerned about finding out nbout the organisational
details of secondary school. ''I'd like to know my way around, and get
some practice at doing this. I'd .ilso like to know some tenchers' names, I
think thnt'd be helpful."

Her vision for Year 8 focused on academic

achievement, "Gettir,g what I want, that is, good marks", and social aspects
of school, "I want to l1e happy, have fun and get along with everyone."

Experiences of secondary school.

In the first interview at secondary school Neoma reported that she

had experienced no difficulty in settling in to the school and coping with
some of the things that she had expressed some concern about in Year 7.
She ~ad not got lost, and negotiating her way around the school and
through the timetable had presented no problems. She reported that she
had foupd other students and staff to be helpful and cognisant of the
possible problems experienced by new students.
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She was positive about her early experiences 0f secondary school but
expressed surprise that "The work isn't very hard. Lots of it is easier than I
thought it'd be, it's easier than last year."

In response to questions

regarding the difficulty of the work she had encountered, Neoma
commented:
It's good when the work isn't too much of a chall:mge. If it'1, too
hard you concentrate so hard on working it out that you forget the
work that's behind you and don't concentrate enough. It's better to
know what you've done really well.
Neoma's first experiences with the :eve! of difficulty of academic work
provided her with support and reassurance. She viewed the work in a
way that allowed her to capitalise on the opportunity to consolidate her
previous learning. As the year progressed Neoma continued to report that
she was not finding the work much harder than in the previcus year. The
only exception was in some of the mathematics topics where unfamiliar
concepts created "a big jump in the difficulty''.
Neoma reported that all her teachers h.id given clear messages about
the importance of assessment and of submitting work on time. Grades
were seen to be very important and Neoma responded to teachers'
information about the ,vork that counted towards grades by trying much
harder in those situations. "We know that we have to put the effort in on
those things, the teacher makes that clear." Neoma's own ai::hievement
goals appeared to focus on m.istery. She believed tlmt getting good grades
was important and she wanted to achieve them, but claimed the most
important aspect of learning was understanding the subject. She saw
school learning as interesting and important.
Neoma related her surprise and pleasure at receiving an A+ grade for
an English assignment. She had been p:irticularly surprised at the grade
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awarded, "I didn't know that was a possibility. I knew I'd done a good job
but didn't know you could get A+'s." Neoma believed she w.,s doing well
in all subjects, particularly English, "I know that I'm very good at English."
She had based this judgment on the marks and grades she had received so
far and reported that apart from graded work, she had received very little
written or verbal feedback from her teachers.
While achieving good grades w.is important to her, Neoma was able
to view making mistakes as an important learning experience.

In

describing a maths test in which she scored a mark of around 70% Neoma
explained:
I got a section wrong because I didn't understand it, I think it's good
that I didn't get it right because now I'll learn it and the teacher will
explain. If I'd got it right then l would have thought that I
understood it and I don't.
When discussing the criteria required for achieving good grades
Neoma explained the role of presentation "li isn't so important at high
school, it's more important lo present your work so that it's legible ,u1d lo
show you've used appropriate presentation and layout for the job." She
reiterated the importance of getting work done and handed in on time:
That's moi.:: '.::-ip,;aant than in primary school and is more
important than doing a really good job (at the expense of handing it
in on time). You lose more marks for being !ate than you'll make
up by doing a really good job." She was unable to describe clearly
any other criteria for particular types of work.
Despite the fact that "everyone" (meaning teachers and parents) had
told her that secondary school meant lots of homework, in her experience
this had noi been the cose, "It doesn't seem to. I do a maximum of one
hour homework a night. That's often finishing things off frow .:!ass, it's
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not as much as I thought I'd get and isn't often different work (from
class)."
By the end of first semester Neoma reported an increased workload
in maths "We're getting lots of assignments." She had been receiving

high marks for her work but had also experienced some difficulties with
certain topics:
I had a bit of trouble on area, I don't know why I had trouble, I got
most of it right but I was so good at it last year. TI1at gave me a
shock. I had trouble with rates, knowing and remembering the right
formula. I've worked out what's causing me problems and tonight
I'm going to go home and practise.
She continued:
I'm not sure how I feel, it's unusual for me to have trouble in
maths. I'm going to practi~e and work out how to work it out. It's
remembering all the formula. I'm having a bit of trouble with pi, I
had trouble with that last year.
Neoma reflected on her learning experiences and the way in which
she approached tasks and identified her areas of weakness. She was able to
respond appr11priately to overcome these weaknesses.
Despite experiencing some difficulties with mathematics Neoma's
response to secondary school remained positive, "Things at high school
are getting better and better. Apart from pi things arc really easy. I find the
work easy to do and expect to get a good mark."

Neoma had been

promoted to a higher "pathway" in maths and expressed frustration at
being unable to contact her teacher for assistance:
I was going to go and sec him and get him to explain formula to me
but I thought I'd try to work it out at home first. It's really hard to
get to see teachers at high school. It's much harder to track them
down at high school ,md they have to rush off to next class. It was
easier at primary school if you wanted to talk to a teacher about
problems.
-201-

Neoma also expressed positive responses to science based on the
subject content and the greater degree of active involvement, "Science is
brilliant. I find it very interesting and am enjoying it. This year we're
dofrlg it not just talking about it." On the basis of the marks that she had
received Neoma believed that she was good at science.
By the end of first semester Neoma was still unable to describe clearly
what she had to do in order to get good grades. Her responses focused on
effort and presentation statements. She spoke in general terms about
trying hard and described the type of presentation that was required at
secondary school but was unable to be more specific in describing the task
related demands of each subject or activity:
When I do a piece of work I put my best effort in. I try to put effort
into main ideas, the right thing, correct information. This year
everything I do is relevant, last year I used to put extra pict•Jres and
things in that weren't really relevant. Now if it isn't relevant I
don't include it, it's not important for it to look so nice this year."
Neoma acknowledged that she was doing well at secondary school
and that she was an intelligent student. She accepted responsibility for her>
acadet,lic performance, attributing it to her ability and effort:
I guess I get good marks because I'm 'quite smart', I also try very
hard and put my best effort in. I put all of my effort into my
assignments, make my work look nice [bt!t 'worklike']. I al~o think
I have a pretty good memory and that's important to remember
formula [sic]and how to do things. You also need to be able to
remember work that you've done before.
Neoma identified some of her teachers as "strict" and associated
those teachers who were strict and had control as those in whose classes
most work was achieved. She noted only one subject which she did not
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like and attributed this to the fact that the teacher could not control the
class and that very little work got done.

Academic performance.
Table 17 presents Neoma's performance on the Year 7 (stage 6) level
MSE mathematics and English tests at Year 7 and Year 8. She scored aboye
the Year 7 benchmark in English at Year 7 and 8, and within the
benchmark range of scores for all mrlthematics strands at Year 7 and 8.
Neomn's performance on the MSE tests in Year 8 resulted in slightly
higher Gcores on the reading and writing strands for English ,
Standardised scores for the mathemntics tests showed a slight decline (t\
her score for measurement and an increase in her scores for space a'l,d
number.

Neoma was one of the few students in the group who

demonstrated improved outcomes on most dimensions of the tests.

Table 17

Raw and Standardised Scores

011

MSE Mathematics and E11glisll Tests' at

Year 7 and 8; Neoma

Mathem,itics

English
RM ding
Raw Stand.

Writing

Raw Stand.

Measurement
Raw Stand.

Year 7 .. 30

0

.. 14

0

6

Year 8 .. 34

0

.. 16

0

14

•• denotes performance above the benchmark
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.998
.993

Space

N=""

Raw Stand. Raw Stand.
10

10.000

14

.216

12

12.000

15

.865

Teacher and self-ratings of academic performance.
Neoma's Year 7 teacher rated her mathematics performance at 6,
"she's around average." Her performance in the area of English was rated
at 7, "She dces some good writing, she always tries hard."

Neoma's

general academic performance was rated at 7, ''While she isn't up there
with the high fliers, she's a good solid student. She's studious and well
organised." Neoma's teacher rated her social performance at 8, "She's on
the student council and seems to get on well with most of the students.
Neoma is a lively and well liked student by her peers and teachers [sic}."
Her Year 7 teacher believed that Neoma w.as a student with potential,
who would handle the transition to secondary school effectively. He saw
no risk for her in this area. She was described as well organised, showing
the most initiative and best organisational skills of all students in the
class. Neoma was essentially a task oriented and academically successful
student. Her teacher described her as well behaved and cooperative in
class, willing to tackle almost all questions. He said that she was the type
of student to whom he was likely to direct difficult questions, sure in the
knowledge that she would be likely to answer most of them correctly. Her
teacher reported that he liked her as a student and that she was well liked
by her peers. On the basis of classroom observations and her teachf!f's
comments, Neoma was classified as a Success student.
Neoma rated her own mathematics performance at 6, "I think I'm
okay at maths, I didn't use [sicl to think I was any good at it." Although
she described creative writing as her best subject she rated her English
performance at 5 because "there arc lots of people who are better at all
English things than me. I sometimes make stupid mistakes in spelling.".
Neoma was one of only two students to score above the Year 7 benchmark
in reading and writing so her self-rating of 5 would seem to be to be·.. ,
inaccurate. Neoma rated her overall academic performance at 6 and based

this on the marks that she had been receiving. Her social performance
was rated at 9 "I think I get on well with everyone. In this class most
people like each oth:c!r."
In rating her own performance Neoma used her "own performance
'

to judge how I'm going at school, what I'm good at, and things I know I
can do." She cited specific examples of tasks that she believed she could do
easily and that she thought she was "good at". She also reported that she
"also use(d) the sort of marks I get back from the teacher."
''My best subject is creative writing, 1 always get top marks, stickers and
'excellent work' comments. I really like it and take time with it.
I didn't think I was very good at maths and I got a good mark."
Most class work was partner marked, term tests and final copies of
writing tasks were the only work marked by th-e teact'er. Neoma believed
that she had a good sense {1f how she was going in class but did not want
others to know publicly. She believed that she was doing well, better than
many students in the class and did not want to be seen to be better than
others or "stuck up". She reported that the teacher informed students of
their progress in private conversations and Neoma believed that the
teacher provided this information to all students.
Neoma was one of two students who consistently rated her academic
performance lower than her teacher. Her explanatory statements suggest
that she believed that she was making an accurate judgment, and she
reported that her teacher kept her informed of her progress. Howevt!r, she
continued to perceive her academic performance to be lower than did her
teacher and peen;. It may be that she and her teacher held different
conceptions of how her performance should be described. However, as
other students in her class reached ag,eement with the teacher's rating, it
seems that Neoma did not share the teacher's view of performance
standards in relation to her own performance.
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In Year 8 Neoma's mathematics teacher rated her academic
performance at 7, "She's quite a good student, she's working well and
always tries." Neoma's performance in English was rated 9 by her teacher,
"She's produced some very good work, she's one of the best in the class.
Excellent."
Neoma rated her own performance in mathematics at Year 8 level at
8, "I got 10 /10 for my last assignment. I had a bit of trouble but I got it
,tJ"lght. I think I'm getting better marks than most people. I find it easy to
do and I expect to get a good mark." In the following term Neoma was
promoted to the highest mathematics patln,·::y. Neoma had received very
high marks for work submitted in English and rated her performance in
that subject at 10, "I got an A+, that's amazing. I knew I did a good job but
I didn't know you could get A+."

Comparison of teacher and student ratings.
At Year 7 there was agreement between Neoma and her teacher in
the rating of her performance in mathematics. It may be that she was
skilled at reading the messages that her teacher gave about her relative
performance within the class or that the marks she received allowed her
to make accurate judgments about how her performance compared to her
peers. In this situation Neoma and her teacher viewed her position in the
class in the same way.
When rating her performance in English Neoma rated herself below
her teacher. This mny be because of the more complex mnkeup of the
English subject area including components such as spelling, grammar
reading and writing. At primary school English is not treated as a discrete
subject so perhaps the artificiality of this category made judgments
difficult.

It may be that Neoma and her teacher used different
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combinations of these components when making judgments about her
performance.
In rating her general academic performance Neoma rated herself
lower than her teacher rating. Again thi~ may be a function of the nature
of this category and student difficulties in aggregating performance across

As was common across all case study students Neoma rated her social
performance higher than her teacher. Within the larger group, there were
no instances where students rated themselves lower than their teachers. It
may be that teachers have limited knowledge of stud~nts' social roles and
judge students' social performance on classroom observations and limited
out of class interactions. It is possible that individual students protected
themselves by rating their own performnnce generously.

However, it

would seem that this is one area where teachers have less information
availnble to them for making decisions than do students.
In Year 8, Neoma's self-ratings of academic performance were higher
than those of her tenchers. This is in direct contrast to her self-ratings in
Year 7.

(

,,
'

.,i.

subjects.

It mny be that in the more diverse heterogeneous primary

classroom her judgments were accurate for her, in relation to the rest of
the class. In the more homogeneous Year B classroom with less diversity
of ability she could identify herself as among the best of that particular
group. Her promotion to the upper pathway in mathemntics suggests that
this was an accurate judgment.

It seems that for Neoma. the more

homogeneous classroom provided her with the opportunity to
acknowledge her academic performance and ability.

With a narrower

range of performance against which to judge herself she was more willing
to acknowledge that she was "good at" a subject. Differences in the timing
of the collection of data relating to self perceptions of performance may
'.:!Xplain some discrepancy. Year 8 ratings were taken at the end of first
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term and the Year 7 ratings were taken at the end of Term 3. It may be that
Neoma was still learning to read the signs about how her performance
compared to that of others in the class.

Attributions for Success and Failure
Attributions for success.
In Year 7 Neoma attributed her academic success \o her effort, she
perceived "trying hard" to be the primary cause of success.

Neoma

acknowledged that she was the person responsible for the degree to which
she was successful on various academic tasks, and that success was within
her control, "If I try harder I'll do better, I get marks depending on how
hard I try." She demonstrated reflection on her own performance and
ways in which her attributions had changed, "Until I started to get better
marks I used to think that other things were responsible for my marks.
Now 1 think they're just giving me what I'm asking for if I try really
hard."
She identified trying hard as being an import,mt aspect of being a
good student, one that she believed teachers desired and looked for in
students:
I always try hard and the teacher would say I try hard, he makes
comments that I'm a good student and that I try hard. He thinks
that I deserve the marks I get. This feels good, I like getting
something out of what I've done. Fo~ example if in maths I get a
really low score I'm not exai:tly disappointed in myself but I just
think that I've really got to try harder to get what I'm trying to get.
In Year 8 Neoma continued to attribute her academic success to effort,
and viewed ability as the ne?xt mo5t important factor influencing the
extent to which she was successful on academic tasks.
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Neoma's attributions for success were generally stable from Year 7 to
Year 8. The primary factor to which she attributed

f·

,::ess was effort, or

trying hard. There was some .change in the patter;· of attributions as
Neoma attributed success in YE!ar 8 to effort and ability compared to a
combination of effort and luck in Year 7. Neoma's attributions for success
became more internal in Year 8.

Attributions for failure.
In contrast to her attributions for success, at Year 7 Neoma attributed
negative academic outcomes to luck, a factor outside her control, "I
sometimes think I've done okay but then find out I've made lots of silly
mistakes, I guess it's just bad luck." I-IoweVeT, this was combined with
statements suggesting that in order to do better she had to try harder, "if
like in maths I get a really low score I just think I have to try harder to get
a good mark.". Neoma's reasons for not doing well could be interpreted as
being related to effort, remembering to check her work carefully, and
taking more care with things over which she had some control. However,
she chose to describe these reasons as bad luck, suggesting: that she didn't
see this as being something that she could or should do something about.
It is interesting to note the different emphasis that Neoma placl!d on

effort, allowing her lo do better but not being responsible for her lack of
success.
Luck was the only factor to which Neomr.. attributed her failure ii~'
Year 8. This demonstrates stability of her primary attribution for failure
from Year 7 to Year 8. The pattern of her attributions ior failure changed
with luck becoming the only salient factor in Year 8. Her attributions for
failure remained external and uncontrollable.
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Use of Strategies
Use of adaptive strategies is an imp.ortant aspect of students
developing the ability to become independent and self-regulated learners
(Biggs & Moore, 1993; Rohrkemper & Corno, 1988). During interviews at
Year. 7_and 8, Neoma was asked to think of situations in which she had
recently encountered problems or "got s!uck'' and to describe her
responses in those situations. In addition to this she was presented with a
mathematics problem and asked to select her most likely response if she
experienced problems in reaching a solution. She selected from paired
combinations of the responses asking for help, employing a strategy (such
as remembering previous similar problems, dividing the task up into
smaller parts, looking for similar problems) or giving up. She was also
asked to describe what she normally did when she found tasks bor.ing and
when she finished early in class.
Neoma reported that when she was working on a problem and could
not continue she was most likely to ask the teacher for assistance. This
was followed by attempting some sort of strategic approach to deal with
the problem. She distinguished between getting stuck on an unfamiliar
problem in which case "I like the teacher to explain what we're doing and
how to do it", and a problem with which she was familiar, when her
response would be more independent and strategic:
If I think I can do a problem l try every way l can think of, use scrap

paper because I can't ke~p it all in my head and I need to keep a
record of what I've tried. I think about other problems I've done
which arc similar. I sometimes c\Sk around, ask for hints, then more
clues and get a first answer.
She expressed a strong dislike for being given the solution, "I don't
want to be told how to do it." This type of response demonstrates adaptive
help seeking behaviour (Newman, 1991). Neoma considered the type of
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assistance required and planned her request for help before asking the
teacher.

She also thought through the problem situation and made

decisions regarding when it was appropriate to seek assistance and when it
was appropriate to persevere. In these cases the seeking of assistance can
be seen to facilitate learning. Neoma'i, behaviour supports the suggested
relationships between intrinsic orientation or mastery goals and help
seeking (Newman, 1990).
Neoma demonstrated an awareness of herself as a le<irner when she
described her experiences during Year 7:
At the start of the year my work wasn't very good, now I'm more
aware of what has to be done and find it easier. I wasn't good at
doing some things and wasn't keen on doing them. Now I know
how to do things I have some strategies that I can use to do things
correctly.
Neoma reported that she was most likely to finish off other work or
make a good copy of work for submission when she found the work
boring or she finished early. She seldom created tasks for herself or made
simple tasks more challenging, but would independently complete other
work that had been set by the teacher.
In Year 8 Neoma reported that when she was "stuck" on a problem or
task she was most likely to attempt to solve it herself, implementing
particular strategics to problem solve. If this was unsuccessful she would
then seek help from a friend. Neoma's approach to dealing with problems
changed from sreking teacher assistance in Year 7 to being more
independent in Year 8. She explained this shift in the somce of assistance
by saying:
It's really hard to get the teacher's attention. It's much quicker to ask
the person sitting near you. Last year it was e<1sier to catch up with
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Mr L and he seemed to looking for kids who wanted help. This year

the teachers only seem to look for kids who are mucking around.
I'm not worried about asking the teacher for h~lp or saying that I
don't understand something. If I don't ask how will I find out? It's
most effective if the person explaining to me explains the steps in
the procedure but also explains why they are necessary or
appropriate. Teachern here explain what has to be done dearly but
it's hard to get hold of them to answer your questions. If you don't
get them in class then you don't see them.
Neoma's willingness to seek assistance when required may be
associated with her increased self perceptions of performance. Newman
(1991) suggests that self perceptions of ability may predict help seeking

behaviour. Neoma's comments support Ames' (1933) suggestion that it is
likely that children who see themselves as academically competent view
help seeking as an instrumental strategy for chlssroom learning and that
they are likely to seek help when necessMy.
Further evidence of Neoma's adaptive behaviours is provided by her
responses in situations when tasks we1·c simple or she finished early
(Rohrkemper & Como, 1988). Neoma reported that she would sometimes
extend a task to make it more interesting or challenging but said that there
were few instances where she finished work early enough in class to allow
her to do additional work:
This year we do lot more work so there isn't often free time.
Anything we don't finish in class is homework, so I guess that
teachers don't expect us to get through it all in class. I don't often
have times when I'm)ooking for something to do.
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Summary
Year 8 had been a positive experience for Neoma. She enjoyed the
subjects that she was studying and was doing well in her studies. The
organisational aspects of entering secondary school such as finding her
way around and learning teachers' names had caused no problems and
had been resolved simply and quickly. While she had maintained some
friendships from primary school, Neoma was pleased that she had made
new friends and had met many new people. Her success at secondary
school had confirmed for Neoma that she was a bright student who could
achieve good grades if she decided to "put in the effort".
She expressed some surprise at the level of difficulty of the work in
secondary school, claiming it was not as hard as she had expected it to be.
Neoma also noted that the warnings of parents and primary school
teachers about the amount of homework had not been accurate. As the
year progressed she commented that the pace nnd volume of work in class
had increased, although the work was generally of the same level of
difficulty that she had experienced in the previous year.

Neoma had

received messages that the important things about studying at secondary
school related to achieving good grades and handing work in on time.
She was not able to articulate the criteria required to achieve high grades
beyond handing it on time and presenting it in an appropriate manner.
Neoma was achieving satisfactory grades at Year 8, was viewed
favourably by her teachers and could be seen as having made a satisfactory
transition to secondary school. Her attributions for academic success and
failure remained stable from Year 7 to Year 8 and she accepted
responsibility for her academic successes and was one of the few students
who acknowledged that she was "quite smart" or "good at" subjects.
Generally, the standard of her academic performance in relation to the
Year 7 benchmark improved from Year 7 to Year 8. Neoma maintained an
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intrinsic or mastery goal orientation which was reflected in her strategic
approach to instructional tasks and willingness to accept 1esponsibility for
her own learning. Neoma was able to adapt successfully to the secondary
setting and her initial experiences of secondary school remained positive.

Case Two: Robert
Backgroimd
Robert was the oldest child in his family, having two younger
siblings. He attended school 1 and was in class B with an experienced
female teacher. He was very interested in athletics and rugby, both as a
participant and spectator. Robert's teacher described him as studious and
hard working, although inclined to disengage himself from the class.
Robert demonstrated little initiative bnt was able to work independently.
Robert was cooperative in interview situations but demonstrated little
reflection or curiosity.

Expectations and Experiences of Secondary School
Expectations of secondary school.
Robert knew some students c1t the secondary school through sporting
activities but reported that they did not talk about school. In the first
interview he stated that he knew nothing about secondary school and that
no·one had told him anything about it. He had not asked any questions
about secondary school because he "hadn't really thought about and it
didn't worry (him)".
In subsequent interviews he reported that he was looking forward to
the sporting facilities at secondary school and to the opportunity to play
different sports. The only question that he had about secondary school
related to the amount of homework that he was likely to receive. He
believed that secondary school would provide a good opportunity to make
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many new friends in addition to retaining his existing friendships. In
interviews Robert exhibited little interest or curiosity about secondary
school.
Robert viewed secondary school as providing the opportunity for a
new start if he wished to do so. He stated that if he wanted to he would be
able to get higher marks in Year 8, but was unable to describe what he
would do to improve his performance.

Experiences of secondary sc/iool.
In the first interview of Year 8 Robert reported surprise at the level of
difficulty of the work he had experienced, stating that it was easier than he
had expected. At this stage he believed that there were few differences
between the ways in which things were done in classrooms in primary
and secondary schools. He described a school culture and student role that
he believed was universal, "We have to line up until the teacher tel!s us
not to, sit in our seats, put our hands up. The teacher's in charge. There
are just ways of doing things in school."
He reported that his teachers had made Lheir behavioural
expectations clear in the first classes and had described the grading system
used at the school. While the type of grades had been described, there had
been no information provided about the criteria for grades except, "You
get Fs here and that's if you don't hand work in, hand it in late or do
nothing."

Robert registered the importance of early messages about

completing aryd submitting work by the due date.
In rhe second interview which took place at the end of first term
Robert reported that he believed he was trying as hard as he had in Year 7
"I have to put in time because it's needed. The work isn't hard, but there's
lots of it."

He believed that if he tried he could a,chieve A's in

mathematics and social studies but that he was not concerned about this as
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his priorities were athletics and rugby. He admitted that there were times
when he didn't try as sport was more important and came first:
Sometimes I make no effort. To get a better mark in maths I only
have to worry about doing presentation and borders and stuff but I
can't be bothered. The teachers make it really clear to us that it's
important to get the work done and in.
At the end of first semester Robert reviewed his time at secondary school:
Things are pretty much the samE as they were at primary school.
The work isn't any harder and we do the same sort of activities as
last year but we do more work and more work on our own. Science
is the most different. I think teachers treat us the same, not more
adult. The most important things at high school are the dress code
(they tell us about it all the time), grades aren't really important but
you can go down a pathway. Handing your work in is important.
Sport turned out to be disappointing, they don't seem to think it's
very important.

Academic Performance
Robert's performance on the MSE mathematics and English tests at
Year 7 and Year 8 is presented in Table 1. In Year 7 Robert scored within
the benchmark range for both English strands and the three mathematics
strands.
At Year 8 Robert's performance remained within the benchmark for
Year 7 performance in English. Robert's performance was within the
benchmark range of scores for mathematics but consideration of the
standardised scores for mathematics shows that Robert's performance
declined on the measurement strand, and improved on both space and
number.
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Table 18

Raw and Standardised Scores on MSE Mathematics and English Tests at
Year 7 and 8: Robert

Math!!matks

English
Reading
Raw Stand.

Measurement

Writing

Raw Stand.

Raw Stand.

Year 7

28

0

9

0

6

Year 8

28

0

7

0

12

Space

N=b&

Raw Stand. Raw Stand.

.998
.302

7

7.000

9

9

9.000

16

-.1082
1.236

Teacher and Self-ratings of Academic Performance
Robert's Year 7 teacher rated his academic performance in all
academic areas at 6. She described Robert as performing at a reasonable
level although his perforn.ance was uneven.

She believed that Robert

was capable of achieving higher marks if he continued to work hard but
despite this statement described him as studious and hard working. She
rated Robert's social performance at 8 stating that he was popular with the
boys because he was good at sport. Robert was classified as a Social student
on the basis of teacher comments and classroom observations.
Robert rated his own Year 7 mathematics performance at 6, "I think
I'm about the middle of the class." He based this judgment on the marks
that he had received in recent tests and class work. Robert did not believe
that he was "as good at English as . . . at maths" and he rated his
performance in English at 4.

Robert explained his genera! academic

performance rating of 2, "I can't really think of anyone in the class who
isn't as smart as me. Maybe one." He believed that he "got on really well"
with everyone and rated his social performance at 9.
Robert's Year 8 mathematics teacher rated his performance at 4, "He
doesn't get involved in class, does the bare minimum." and he was rated
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at 5 in English. Comments from his English teacher were similar to those
from his mathematic!' teacher suggesting that Robert was doing' the
minimum amount of work. Both teachers referred to what they perceived
to be little effort in submitted. work and to a reluctance to participate in
class. In Year 8 Robert rated his mathematics performance at 5 which was
lower than he had in Year 7 and rated his English performance notably
higher at'-7.

Comparison of tfacher and student ratings.
In Year 7 there was a noticeable difference between Robert's and his

teacher's ratings of his general academic performance with Robert rating
himself much lower than his teacher, Teacher and student ratings were
the same for mathematics and Robert rated his English performance lower
than his teacher. Robert rated his social performance higher than his
teacher.
At Year 8 Robert rated his academic performance higher than both
his mathematics and English teachers. This is in contrast to his self·
perceptions of performance at Year 7 which were lower than his teacher's
rating. It may be that Robert was not yet familiar with the criteria by
which his teachers judged his academic performance. Robert's comments
as he performed the rating suggest that he believed that his performances
in English and mathematics were satisfactory. .I-le described the work as
easy and said that he b~lieved that he was dotng well. It may be that the
more homogeneous nature of his secondary school classes provided a
limited range of performance against which he mdde his judgment, hence
causing him to place his performance ut a aigher level.
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Attrib11tions for Success and Failure
Attributions for success.
At Year 7 Robert attributed success to internal factors effort and
ability. He reported that he believed that he had worl-.ed hard and was
good at that subject. In this case his attribution of success to ability, was
subject specific. However, in other subject areas he was unlikely to believe
that his positive outcomes were the result of ability, selecting effort or luck
as the reasons for his success. He demonstrated a lack of reflection and self
monitoring stating that he would not normally think about the reasons
why he had received a good mark "When I do something well I'm pleased
about it but I never think about why I did it well."

Subsequent

questioning elicited that this behaviour was also typical in non-academic
situations.

Robert was a keen athlete but said that he had never

considered reflecting on favourable performances in ,m attempt to
determine the reasons why so that he could replicate his performance in
the future. He accepted positive and negative outcomes without question.
At Year 8 Robert's pattern of attributions for success changed. He
attributed his success to the task and his effort rather than to ability and
effort or effort and luck ("chance"). He described the work he was doing as
"easy, and stuff I've done before" and considered his success to be the
result of easy work. He acknowledged that he had been interested in the
task in question and had "tried to do a good job". He repeated his
comments from the previous year about not normally reflecting on the
reasons why he had done well and said that he did not think about past
perfonnances when approaching a new task.

Attributions for failure.
In Year 7 Robert attributed failure on academic tasks to the internal,
controllable factor, effort. He explained poor outcomes by saying" I could
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have got a better mark if I had tried".

In this way he accepted

responsibility for the outcome but like many of the students in this study
this was represented as "I could have done better if I'd tried" rather than "I
didn't too well because I didn't try hard enough". It seems that by
representing their negative results in this way students make healthy
attributions , believing that they are likely to be successful on a similar
tasks in the future if they apply the effort but not really accepting
responsibility for their outcomes. This type of attributional pattern would
seem to serve a face saving purpose for the students involved, excusing
rather than explaning their poor performance. The other factors to which
Robert attributed Jack of success in achievement situations were the task
followed by luck, both factors which were outside hir, control. In Year 7
Robert referred to poor performance on a maths test. Because he believed
that he was good at maths, he did not believe his pool' performance
resulted from lack of ability.
The pattern of Robert's attributions remained stable from Year 7 to
Year 8, again he attributed negative outcomes to effort, the task and luck.
Robert stated that he believed that he was a "pretty good" student and he
did not believe that he lacked the ability to do well. Instead he admitted
that because school work was not import,mt to him there were often
occasions when he could not be bothered trying.

He accepted

responsibility for possible low marks but this did not worry him because
his goals were related to work avoidance rather than mastery or
performance.

Use of Strategies

In Year 7 Robert described the way in which he would attempt to
solve a difficult problem, "I'd have a mental conversation with mr'Self, try
other ways of doing it, think about similar problems, look at the' next one
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for hints." If these strategies were unsuccessful he would go on to the next
question "but I would always be ready to go back if I got an idea. I don't
want to ask someone else.
something."

I don't like telling people that I can't do

His initial comments suggest that he employed strategic

behaviour in problem situations and he was conscious of alt.:!rnative ways
of tackling the problem. However, the seeking of help can be viewed as
appropriate and adaptive behaviour in a problem situation and Robert
was firm that he would not ask for assistance. It seems that the costs
associated with asking for help (and being seen to not know) were salient
to the extent that Robert would not consider this an alternative strategy for
dealing with a problem.
Robert said that when he finished work early he would usually draw
pictures or do nothing despite a class rule that early finishers should read
or complete other unfinished work. "I can't be bothered going on with
other work." Robert described all school work as boring and said that he
would never consider making a task more interesting or challenging, "I
just do what the teacher tells us we have to." Robert's goals for le.irning at
school were extrinsic and performnncc oriented. He was nut interested in
learning for interest or challenge and was motivated to work in order to
get satisfactory marks.
At Year 8 Robert's responses to a problem situation were different
from his responses in Year 7. Rather than think about other ways in
which the problem could be tackled he reported that he would leave the
difficult section and go on to the next one. I-le said he was unlikely to ask
for help and definitely would not consider attempting to find other ways.,.
of solving the problem.

In Year 8 Robert demonstrated less adaptive

behaviour than he had the previous year. In Year 7 he had exhibited some
reflection about himself as a learner and a strategic approach to unusual or
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problem situations but he took no responsibility for dealing with problems
in Year 8.
In common with other students in the study Robert reported that the

volume of work in Year 8 was such that there were seldom situations in
which he finished set work early. "I can't really remember if l'v~ ever
finished all of the work in class. I guess I'd talk to my mates if I did."
Robert's achievement goals were dearly associated with the avoidance of
work. He was not concernPd about \earning or understanding subject
matter or getting good grades, but wanted to pass with minimum effort.

Summary

Robert's expectations about secondary school had focused on
increased opportunities to play sport. Consequently, his responses to
secondary school excluded nll other urens.

His experiences relating to

sporting opportunities had been disappointing and his responses to school
were negative. Whether or not his expectations had been realistic they
were powerful influences on his attitude towards school.
Robert continued to .iccept responsibility for his own performance
.ind his attributions remained stable from Year 7 to Year 8.

Robert

.icknowledged that there were many situations in which he did not try
very hard because his priorities were focused on sport.

He was less

reflective about his performance in Yem 8 nnd his use of strategies to deal
with problem or unusual situations became less adaptive in secondnry
school. This response appeared to be the result of n combination of lnck of
interest or desire to do well and restricted opportunity to use adaptive
behaviours.

He was less accurate at describing his own academic

performance nnd there was little agreement between his own and his
teachers' r~tings of his academic performance.
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Robert had held

performance goals at Year 7 and expressed work avoidance goals following
transition,
Robert did not perceive that secondary school was significantly
different from primary school. However, like other students in this study
he commented on the volume of work that he had encountered and the
importance of submitting work on time.

His academic performance

showed little improvement. His performance in relation to the standards
described in the Year 7 syllabus increased slightly in two strands of
mathematics, decreased in writing and the measurement strand, and
remained the same in reading.

Robert expressed negative attitudes

towards school and Cid not care nbout doing well. Sporting performance
appeared to be the only thing that he valued.

Cose Three: Mic/1e//l!

Backgrou11~·
Michelle was in class 2A. Her Year 7 teacher was a male with twenty
years teaching experience. She had been ,it the primnry school for only
two years. Michelle had two younger siblings whom she often looked
after while her parents were at work or at evening meetings. She was a
member of the sche,o\ band but did not socialise with other children from
the school outside school time.

Expectations nnd Experiences of Secoudnry Sc/100/
Expectations of secondary school.
Michelle had few expectations of secondary school and little
information on which to base judgments. She did not know any students
attending the local secondary school because she had not lived in the area
for long. Michelle stated that her Year 7 teacher did not talk about, or refer
to secondary school and she had not given much thought to the
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transition. However, she did not believe that secondary school would be
better than primary school because, "I don't want to go from the top of the
school to the bottom.

I can't think of anything good about going to

secondary school."
Michelle expected that the nature of academic work in secondary
school would be the same as in primary scho,-,J, but that the level of
ciifficulty would be greater. She was not looking forward tU' changing
rooms and moving between classes because she was concerned that she
would become lost.
The prospect of dealing with a number of teachers did not concern
her:
I think teachers have similar standards and mies. The ones l've had
so far do. I don't think I'll have any problem getting used to
different teachers' standards of behaviour or work. I set my own
standards about how I think I should behave.
Following a visit to the secondary school in the final weeks of Year 7
she reported less concern at moving around the school, "I think I know a
little bit about finding my way around." She now expressed some concern
about her lack of knowledge about the nature of high school work "I still
don't know what suhje..:ts will be like at secondary school. I'm not sure
about that and would like to know."
She thought that secondary te.ichers would be stricter than teachers at
primary school because "They don't need to be, but I think they will
because they don't get to know the kids as well."
Michelle believed that she would be different when she was in
secondary school in a number of ways. She pro\•ided an example related
to her academic performance, "I think I'll get lower marks next year
because the work will be harder. I still think I'll be the same person, but
I'll have to work harder."
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She described a successful secondary school student as "not
exceptional, someone who accepts responsibility, does their own work,
listens to the teacher, does homework." She identified presentation and
neatness as factors that she believed would be important if she was to do
well at secondary school. Her goal for the following year was to "be
successful academically. And motivated."
Michelle placed great importance on personal goal setting and
accepting responsibility for performance, "I think it's important to do well
in school, it doesn't bother me what marks I get as long as I know I've
done a really good job. I think that doing my best is important, trying
hard." She defined trying h;ird as "doing extra homework. (When I try
hard) I concentrate and focus on the task, ask for help if I need it."
Michelle was able to describe the process by which she set and
monitored her achievement of goals. She espoused mastery learning
goals, believing that learning was important, and that the important
aspects of learning related to understanding and developing a personal
meaning of schoolwork.

She demonstrated adaptive behaviours,

extending tasks when she finished early, and setting her own homework
because her classroom teacher did not set any. She was prepared lo ask for
assistance from thoi;e whom she believed were more expert and who
could help her. Asking for help was used strategically and as a means of
achieving learning goals.

Experiences of secondary sclwol .
Michelle began Year 8 feeling very confident about herself and her
academic ability. She expected to achiC!ve good marks and believed that
despite getting lost twice in the first few days ''I've sorted myself out", and
"I'm already used to different teachers." She believed that settling in to
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secondary school would be a simple adjustment process that would not
take Jong.
She reported that at this stage work had been Jess difficult than she
expected, "it's easier than Year 7."

She believed that she had been

conscientious in class, and had made new friends for in-class time. When
questioned about the messages that she had received about what was
important at secondary school Michelle identified keeping holl)-ework up
to date as the key factor, "Doing all your homework. They've made that
clear." She believed that all the teachers were "pretty much the same",
and had the same sorts of behavioural expectations, "teachers treat us the
same way as in Year 7."
At this stage she expected the work would become more difficult,

"l'in not sure that the work will remain easy. I expect it to be hard." She
'
also noted that her classes had been given dear directions about the

presentation of work, "Especially in English.

They've given us lots of

information about how to present our work, so presentation must be
important."
As the year progressed Michelle reported receiving new messages
about the aspects of secondary school that were important.

Greater

attention was being directed to the importance of completing and
submitting work on time and she noted, "Passing the unit is important."
This was the first evidence of emphasis on academic achievement and
Michelle interpreted the focus on "passing" to mean "not failing" rather
than the achievement of high level outcomes. Michelle adopted the view,
"It's not so important to do really well, it's most important to get the work
done." Her subsequent response was to put less effort into the work,
explaining "if teachers accept a minimum standard of work then why try
harder?"

This reduction in effort was clearly a conscious decision in

response to her interpretation of the situation.
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As Year 8 progressed Michelle reported feeling very disillusioned
with secondary school. The work was easier than she had expected and
this had affected her attitude to school:
I'm getting the same sorts of marks as last year. The work is easier
than last year and the teachers' standards are lower than primary
school. It's all revision. Maybe Year S's a revision year for next year.
Perhaps the teachers see it as getting ready for Year 9.
Michelle identified differences in teacher*student relationships
between the primary and secondary school contexts, noting a reduction in
the opportunities for teacher*student interaction which she attributed to
the teachers, "They [secondary teachers] don't talk to individual students
very much."

She also commented on the restricted opportuniUes for

students to approach teuchers both in and out of class time. She believed
that frequently the nature and demands of ncademic tnsks were not made
clear and that teachers provided little information about how students
were going, "We don't get much feedback from teachers.

We just get

grades or marks, no comments on our marked work." In addition she
expressed some frustration at not knowing the menning of particular
grades, "You just sort of hnve to work out what you think a C means."
She did not believe that teachers !rnd described the criteria for particular
grades and found this unsatisfactory, "I don't really know what I have to
do to get an A. I did Inst year. That makes it hard to do a good job."
By the end of first semester Michelle reportt?d that academic work
was "getting a little bit harder". She believed that she was performing
satisfactorily in all subjects but acknowledged that she was not trying as
hard as in Year 7. She justified this by referring to her perception that the
work was easy and lack of emphasis on "doing your best". She suggested
that her behaviour would change if the situation altered, "I hope things
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will change and we'll start doing real work. Work that's interesting.
Then I'll start trying."
Michelle expressed the belief, "Teachers don't seem to care what we
do as long as we hand it in on time." Messages about the importance of
submitting work and passing units had it.; effect on her, "I definitely put
more effort into work that is going to be marked by the teacher and where
the marks count. Otherwise there's no point in going to much bother."
This approach and involvement only in compulsory work was in contrast
to the independence she had demonstrated in Year 7, where she had set
her own goals and created work when none had been prescribed.
Michelle's goals changed from being oriented towards mastery in
Year 7 to low level performance and work avoidance goals in Year 8. It
seems that this is directly attributable to her interpretation of the academic
expectations of her teachers.

She used cues from the nature of

instructional tasks and teachers' demands to decide that her teachers held
low expectations for Year 8 students. She had become quite disenchanted
with school and expressed sentiments such as "Doing well at school
doesn't really matter."

Academic Performance

Table 19 presents Michelle's scores on the MSE English and
mathematics tests at Year 7 and Year 8. In Year 7 Michelle scored in the
middle of the benchmark range of scores in English and mathematics.
There was no iriiprovement in Miche!le's academic outcomes between
Year 7 and Year 8, in fact her English performance declined.

Her

performance in Year 8 placed her lower on the Year 7 benchmark for
English than her Year 7 performance.

Her performance on the

mathematics tests placed her in the same position in relation to the
benchmark as her previous year's performance. When the standardised
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mathematics test scores are considered Michelle demonstrated a decline in
performance on the measurement and number strands.

Table 19:

Raw and Standardised Scores on MSE Mathematics and English Tests at
Year 7 and 8: Michelle

Mathematics

English
Reading
Raw Stand.

Writing
Raw

Stand.

Measurement
Raw Stand.

Year 7

21

0

10

0

6

Year 8

19

0

7

0

10

.o
.0

Spa ell

N=""

Raw Stand. Raw Stand.
5

0.000

16

.0

9

0.000

14

.0

Teacher and Self-ratings of Academic Performa11ce
Michelle's Year 7 teacher rated her academic rerformance for all areas
at 7. He described her current academic performance as "middling", and
described Michelle as a well intentioned student who wanted to succeed,
"While her academic performance is average she sets high objectives and
understands what she has to do to achieve them." He predicted that she
would continue to achieve at a satisfactory level as a result of her
application. He believed that she had greater ability than was suggested by
her current achievement but that she needed a personal support system to
enable her to exploit her ability.

Her Year 7 teacher suggested that

Michelle had poor social skills, few friends and did not relate well to her
peers. He expressed some concern that she might experience problems in
a larger school population. He classified her as a student who should cope
at secondary school but indicated that she may be at risk because of her
inability to relate to other students.
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Her Year 7 teacher's perception of Michelle's lack of social skills
influenced his rating of her social performance at 3. This was the lowest
rating assigned to any student in this study. He described her as an
isolated child who made no effort to make friends and who was frequently
rejected by her peers.

While she was cooperative in class she was

withdrawn, rarely involved herself in class activities and was frequently
ignored by her peers and the teacher.

Michelle demonstrated a high

degree of independence which her teacher suggested had developed
through necessity. Her teacher described his relationship with her as
distant, reporting that his efforts to establish rapport had been rejected and
viewed as patronising by Michelle. On the basis of classroom observations
and teacher comments, Michelle's classroom participation was classified as

Phantom as she initiated fow interactions with teacher or students and
attended to instructional tasks with little active involvement.
At Year 7 Michelle rated her own performance in mathematics at 8,
in English at 6 and general academic performance at 8, "I think I'm
reasonably good at maths, I like it more than English." She had used the
marks that she was scoring as the basis on which she rated her own
performance. When asked how she could score higher marks for her
work Michelle replied that her "work would need to be neater."
She noted that her teacher did not make public or private comments
about individual student's academic progress:
Our teacher doesn't usually tell us much about how we're going or
what we've done well in our work. Sometimes he makes a
comment as he hands things back. I don't mind it when he makes
public comments about my work, I don't pay attention to what is
said about others.
Michelle's rating of her own social performance was 9. She reported
that she had no close friends, and that she believed that within the class
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there were.Other students who did not get on well with each other, "This
is not a friendly class, there are groups in the class that don't get on."
However, she believed that she got on as well with her peers as did others
in the class.
Michelle's Year 8 mathematics teacher rated her performance in that
subject at 5, and she was described as being towards the lower end of the
class.

When rating Michelle's performance! her teacher had some

difficulty recalling exactly who she was.

Michelle's performance in

English was rated at 6, and described as "fairly average". Her teacher
described her as being "self effacing" and required assistance in identifying
her, "It's hard to picture her."
At Year 8 Michelle rated her performance in mathematics at 7:
I'm doing pretty good in maths, getting B's. It's easy. I could get an
A if I wanted but I don't care, I've already done it before and I can't
see the point of trying. It's a waste of time.
She rated her English performance at 8 saying "I'm doing well in,
English, getting As and I'm pleased about that. There's lots of reading and
work we've already done, ·rm good in English".

Comparison of teacher and student ratings.
Michelle's ratings of her academic performance at Year 7 were close
to her teacher's. There was some variation in ratings but the differences
were not in a consistent direction. She rated her English, general academic
and social performance higher than her teacher, but her rating for her
mathematics performance was below her teacher's.

Michelle talked

frequently about setting her own standards and it may be that she used
different criteria by which to judge her own performance, or that she
ignored messages given by the teacher.
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With the exception of social

performance the differences between her teacher's and her own ratings
were slight and Michelle's performance was rated at an average level.
The greatest disagreement was between Michelle's teacher's and selfrating of her social performance where her teacher rated her social
performance at a level significantly lower than Michelle. This may be a
function of the teacher knowing less about what happens in the social
aspect of school, outside the classroom.

However, the teacher had

reported concern at Michelle's isolation and Jack of social skills.
Obsel'vations in class and the school grounds support her teacher's
observation that Michelle mixed little with other children, neither she nor
they made any effort to include her but there was little active rejection or
hostility towards her. It would seem that Michelle's high rating of her
social performance was inaccurate and functioned as a defence strategy,
allowing her to save face by denying her low social status within the
group.
At Year 8 Michelle's self-ratings for her academic performance were
higher than he,· teachers'. She expressed greater belief and confidence in
her ability and her level of achievement than her teachers and there
appeared to be some lack of differentiation between her perception of her
own ability and achievement. She acknowledged that she was not really
trying hard but still believed that she was achieving at a satisfactory level.

Attributions for Success and Failure
Attributions for success.
At Year 7 Michelle attributed her success on a project to the fact that it
was an easy assignment. However, in several interviews when she was
talking about work Michelle stated, "The marks I get are the result of
things I do and how much work '1 .put in. I'm responsible for what I do
and how well I do it." This contrasts with her response to a specific recent
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situation in which she had received a good mark and attributed her
success to the simplicity of the task.
Michelle's responses to success were those of,acc:~ptance, "If I've tried
why shouldn't I expect to do well? Good marks is [si~~J what I expect." She
reported that her parents expected her to do well and she did not
experience feelings of happiness when she received good marks because
she believed that they were her due. She stated emphatically that her
performance was for her, not for her teacher or parents. Michelle reported
that she sometimes received special treats from her parents as a reward for
good marks but did not believe that the promise of these treats played any
role in motivating her.
The pattern of Michelle's attributions for success were similar in Year
8. Again she attributed her success to the task. Michelle believed that she
was achieving good marks in Year 8 because the work was easy "The work
is still really easy, I've done it all before in primary school. I'm getting
high test marks in maths because the work is really easy." She did not see
that her success was the result of her effort because "l don't try so hard this
year, a minimum standard is acceptable."

In subsequent interviews

Michelle also stated, "I don't always do my best. I'm a bit slack I don't
really try all the time. I'm bored with social studies ... I'd try harder if I
was doing new work." Michelle continued to attribute her success to
uncontrollable causes but the role of ability took on greater significance at
Year 8.
Michelle's responses to success in Year 8 remained similar to those
she described in Year 7. She did not feel pleased when she received good
marks and pointed out that if she was receiving good marks because the
work was easy or she had done it before then there was no good reason to
feel proud. TI1is highlights the inhibitory motivating effect of tasks that
are too simple or Jack challenge (Rohrkemper & Como, 1988).
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Attributions for failure.

At Year 7 Michelle attributed failure on an academic task to effort,
follo"1'ed by luck. She believed that she was "quite good" at schoc.,l, always
performed well and did not believe that failure resulted from a lack of
ability. She suggested that it was rare for her to perform poorly but
explained any unexpected poor performance by attributing it to lack of
effort.

In this way she maintained responsibility for the level of

performance. Hence when she approached similar tasks in the future she
could reasonably expect to perform well on them. The second factor to
which she attributed poor outcomes was luck which allowed her to expect
a reasonable chance of being lucky in the future.
Michelle reported that she was not concerned when she received a
poor mark because this rarely happened and if it did, then as it was within
her control it did not worry her, "I just have to remind myself to go about
it the right way next time, put the effort in. If I do that then 1'11 get good
marks."
There was a shift in the pattern of Michelle's attributions for failure
at Year 8 where she attributed her failure to factors such as the task and bad
luck which were outside her control. She repeated her belief that the work
was easy in secondary school, and that it was at a level below that which
she had experienced in primary school, and explained her poor
performance on a task as the result of that task.

She stated that the

demands of the task were unclear and that this had happened_ before. She
believed that it was bad luck that her interpretation of the task demands
were incorrect. Her attributions for failure had become more external, no
longer was she accepting responsibility for her lack of success and the
perceived cause of her failure was out of her control.
Her response to failure in Year 8 consisted of anger at the teacher for
being _unclear, and a feeling of being in some way slighted through the
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actions of the teacher who had been responsible for her poor performance.
Michelle believed that this was unfair and that this was typical behaviour
on the part of teachers.

Use of Strategies
In Year 7 Michelle reported that she would seek assistance from her

teacher, or her parents (if she was working at home) if she encountered a
problem. She was emphatic that she would not ask a peer for assistance
but would seek help from:
Someone who knows. If I have a problem I will a,;k my parents to
help, I might ask the teacher. It's helpful if he reminds me what to
do and works out one as an example then gets me to work it out.
The teacher knows more than other kids so I'd never ask them.
Michelle also' reported that she would consult other sources of
information such as encyclopedias but would be reluctant to give up. Her
behaviour in these situations represents adaptive help seeking (Newman,
1991). She was conscious and strategic in her choice of source and type of
assistance. Again, she referred to the importance of having goals and
knowing how to achieve them, emphasising her responsibility for
achieving the goals she set.
Michelle reported that when she finished work early she usually
went on with other unfinished work, read or drew pictures. Her Year 7
teacher did not set homework and she reported that she set her own
homework which included school related reading and exercises from her
text books. Michelle said that when she found work simple or boring she
adapted the task to make it more challenging or interesting. This type of
adap.tive behaviour would seem to be associated with the intrinsic,
mastery goals that Michelle hdd for school learning.
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Michelle's pattern of dealing with problems changed in Year 8. She
reported that she wpuld attempt to solve the problem herself or give up

before she would ask for assistance. The situation to which she was
responding was a mathematical context and Michelle stated thil:i" in _a
subject other than mathematics she would seek help from her teacher but

not in this case "I don't like our maths teacher. She puts us down, she
makes people who give the wrong answer feel bad."
In situations other than the mathematics class Michelle's approach to
dealing with problems remained the same as her approach in the previous
year. Her first response to a problem would be to seek assistance from an
"expert", in the class situation this would be the teacher. She reiterated
her beliefs about not asking peers for help "because they don't know as
much as the teachers.'' If she could not get assistance from the teacher she
would attempt to solve the problem herself. Michelle noted that it was
often difficult to attract the teacher's attention in the secondary setting and
as a result she was often forced to attempt to solve the problem herself.
She stated that she believed that she was well equipped with the necessary
skills to do this.
Michelle's behaviour remained adaptive in the sense that she
thought about the source of assistance, choosing not to seek help from a
teacher whom she believed to be unhelpful, or peers she believed lacked
expertise. Her selection of the teacher as expert demonstrates a level of
selectiveness but may also be related to her lack of personal interactions
with other students. It may be that she was unwilling to approach other
students for assistance as there were no students with whom she was
comfortable. She may have been inhibited by th':! negative consequences
of seeking peer assistance. Given her comments about the difficulty of
getting attention from teachers at secondary school the decision not to seek
help elsewhere would seem to ineffective.
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Michelle's response to boring·" tasks changed in Year 8. She reported
that she found all her secondary school work boring and that she simply
did the bare essentials of the task. Again she stated that if secondary
teachers did not expect much from her then she could see no point in
giving them more than i:hey asked for. She reported that she seldom
finished the work set in class because she could see no point in pushing
herself, "There's :,;o point in doing any more than you're asked to. Just do
what you're supposed to and hand it in." This provides support for the
importance of the role of student interpretation of teacher expectations in
affecting achievement motivation. In Michelle's situation her belief that
secondary teachers did not expect much from her was reflected in her
attitude towards schoolwork, her goals and her motivation.

Summary

Michelle was forthright in expressing her disappointment with
secondary school. She had been surprised by the absence of whnt she
perceived to be stimulating or challenging work and the low level
teachers' expectations. She interpreted the messages she had received to
inform her that the important things about work in secondary school were
getting work completed and submitted on time and "passing" as opposed
to doing the best possible job. Her response to this had been to put lC?ss
effort into her work and to view school in a negntivc manner. She
perceived that teachers in secondary school paid less attention to students
and interacted Jess with them than had her primary school teacher. This
was reflected in her academic performance on the MSE tests where her
performance on the English tests declined from Year 7 to Year 8 and there
was no improvement in her mathemat\cs performance.

"
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Case Four: Janene
Background
Janene was in class 3A. Her teacher was the male deputy principal
who had twenty five years teaching experience. Janene was a member of
the student council and had a sister in Year 10 at the secondary school
which she would be attending. Janene did not like performing in public,
and although as a member of the student council she was frequently
required to make presentations at assemblies, she found public
performances an ordeal. She was involved in sporting clubs outside the
school and hence knew a number of students who were already attending
secondary school.
Janene's teacher described her as a cooperative student, who created
no discipline problems. He slated that he liked her, that she was outgoing,
initiated conversations wilh him and lhal she was popular with her peers.
He described her as haying adequ.ite organis.itional skills, usually
completing her work on time, and kl'eping her files in a reasonable state of
organisation.

He believed that she had pl'rformed well as a student

councillor.

Expectations and Experiences of Secondary Sc/)l)o/
Expectations of secoudary school.
In Year 7 Janene reported th.it she believed that it was important to
do well in second.iry school. These messages had been received from her
parents and teachers.

Academic performance at secondary school was

valued for its role in enabling her to get a good job at the completion of
her schooling. Her focus w;is on the external rewards that would ensue in
the long: term ;ind she made no mention of the intrinsic value of learning.
Janene was looking forward to Year 8. She expected it to be more
challenging than prim.iry school and was optimistic about the
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opportunities for meeting new friends. Because she had a sister in Year 10
and knew other children who attended the secondary school she stated
that she had no concerns about aspects such as finding her way around the
school or following a timetable. Her concerns focused on social aspects of
the transition. She was concerned about no longer being the oldest in the
school "We'll be at the bottom of the heap. I won't like that. It's good
being the oldest, most experienced.

We get to do things around the

school." She said that she hoped that she would be ''more mature and
responsible" as a secondary school student.
Janene described herself as an average student who hoped to achieve
similar marks next year.

Despite having a sister and friends at the

secondary school she was not sure what the work would be like because,
"We don't talk about school stuff." Because of this she was not sure what
sort of marks she would be able to achieve. She suggested that in order to
achieve good marks she would need to work harder, do her homework all
the time and pay attention in class. In her eyes a good secondary scho'Jl
student would "study, do homework, study for tests and read."
She was not concerned about dealing with a number of teachers and
their varying expectations.

Because her class teacher was the school

deputy principal she had already experienced being taught by a number of
teachers.

She acknowledged that "Different teachers have different

standards and accept different behaviour" but believed that she could cope
with this because "it's not hard to adjust to. They are pretty well the
same." She stated that she thought that she always tried in class and was
not influenced by the personality of her teachers, putting in equal effort for
all teachers. Her motivational sources were external. She stated that
when she tried in class it was for the teachers, and !hilt she felt good when
she did well because "then my parents are proud of me, it makes them
happy."
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Experiences of secondary school.
During her first week at secondary school Janene believed that she
had settled in satisfactorily:
I didn't have any troubles finding my way around. There's a girl I
know from swimming in my contact [form class] and she helped me
find my way around. There's also some friends of my sister's and
they've been helpful too.
Her focus remained on the social aspects of secondary school, the
most important messages she had interpreted related to the school's dress
code, "What we wear seems to be pretty important. You know school
colours, no 'bad' t shirts and stuff." The import~nce of some aspects of
academic behaviour also emerged:
Also maybe grades are important. They've told us lots about that it's
important to get good marks at school [sic]. Homework seems to bC'
important they keep telling us about what will happen to us if we
don't do it.
In the first interview Janene's initial impression of the ]eve! of
difficulty of the work focused on the ease of the work, "We've had easy
maths. I don't know if it will stay that way. Social studies is the same
difficulty as I.isl year. Science is quite different from I.1st ye.ir, but it isn't
hard." She commented that while she had not known what the work
would be like she was surprised to find that it was not harder. In common
with a number of the students in this study her initial reaction to science
was positive because it was a "different" subject. Few of the students had
experienced much sdence instruction in primary school and they found
this an interesting and exciting aspect of secondary school.
Janene reported that all of her teachers had talked about grades, "Just
the marks that they give, you know A, B, C etc. They did this in the first
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lesson of every class." However, she had not received information about
what was required to achieve particular grades, "They don't tell us what
we have to do get different grades." At this time Janene had interpreted
secondary school grades to equate to the grading system with which she
was familiar ''I don't think it's different to 1, 2, 3 , but this year they have
F. That means you can fail." When talking about how she thought she
would perform in Year 8 Janene commented "I'll maybe try a bit harder. I
used to get l's & 2's last year but I don't know if I'll get A's and B's, I don't
know enough (about standards) yet." Janene made no comments about
the unit curriculum system or the basis on which students had been
organised into classes.
While all of her teachers had talked to classes about grading, not all of
Janene's teachers had explained classroom rules and behaviour. Janene
did not believe that this was necessary, espousing a belief about certain
cultural rules that applied in schools, "They have to tell us how to behave
in science and industrial arts because of the equipment but otherwise
there's just a way you behave in school." She perceived that "all teachers
seem to treat kids the same, same as last year, they all have the same
rules." Because of this she did not foresee any problems in adapting to the
demands of a number of different teachers. She identified lining up
outside classrooms as one feature of behavioural expectations which
varied between teachers, "That's not a problem because the teacher told us
we don't have to line up outside for maths. Other teachers told us to line
up, so we know what to do."
Because not all teachers had articulated their behavioural
expectations Janene had responded by using: behavioural standards
practised at primary school. She had identified a social role for students
that she applied in the new situation. "I just decided to act the same way
as last year, I think that's just the way kids are supposed to act in class".
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"Classes in high school are the same as primary school. It's just being in
school, I think all schools are the same." Janene's comments about the
behaviour of teachers and students suggest that she had dearly defined
social roles for the participants in the schooling process.
She reiterated her perception of the importance of homework at
secondary school but did not interpret its significance:
There is punishment for not doing homework. This is the same for
all teachers. They think it's important. We've had homework
from the first day. In some classes we get extra work for home, and
in others it's just finishing off work from class.
Janene reported that in the first week of school classes were "pretty
quiet, everyone is shy, so there are lots of kids who don't put their hands
up." Again her comments focused on social aspects of the new school
situation. Despite the fact that teachers asked many questions in class
Janene would not volunteer to answer questions because "I won't put my
hand up, I'm embarrassed. I don't like talking in public.

I still pay

attention and have the answer ready in my head but won't answer in
class."

She did not think that teachers paid much attention to which

students in the class volunteered to answer questions but stated that this
would not change her behaviour. At this stage she did not attach any
instructional function to teacher questioning.
At the end of her first week in school Janene held positive
expectations for the future.

She had interpreted messages about the

importance of academic work and performance and had not experienced
any negative situations. She viewed new subjects such as science in a
positive light and reported tlrnt she wanted to try and to improve her
academic performance in secondary school.
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Subsequent interviews elicited similar perceptions regarding the
level of work and teacher expectations. Janene believed that teachers held
similar expectations across subjects and which included features such as,
"a high standard of neatness, doing your best." Her perceptions of what
was important in work changed to focus on aspects such as presentation
rather than quality of ideas.

The early emphasis on grades had not

continued and Janene was reinterpreting the initial messages in a different
way.

Rather than interpreting the early information about grades as

informing students of the importance of doing well, she now viewed this
as simply relating to the provision of information about the grading
situation.
She did not believe that individual teachers or the school encouraged
competition among students. She reported that in spite of a greater degree!
of teacher talk, "Subjects are taught in the same way as they were last year.
We do seem to do more work on our own now." She noted that students
received little information about the way in which they were to go about
learning tasks, "We are told what we will be doing but not how we'll do it.
I don't know what marks are given for at high school."
Although in the first interview J,mene had suggested that she may
try harder this year, by the end of first term her attitude towards achieving
positive academic outcomes and the nmount of effort thnt she was
prepared to exert showed a negative change. Her academic goals were
dearly oriented towards work avoidance. She accepted responsibility for
her achievement, having made the decision about how hard she was
prepared to work and the amount of effort she was prepared to expend, "I
don't want to fail but I want to do the minimum amount of work. I'm
happy with C's. I just don't want to fail." There is further evidence of the
strength of social cues and forces. Janene reported that within her group
of friends there was a culture that dictated that "It's not cool to do well in
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school." This resulted in Janene decreasing her efforts, "I don't try as hard
as I did last year." This is the only example in this study where a student
made a conscious decision to limit their academic effort in response to the
norms of a peer group. This attitude towards school was not extreme since
despite not being prepared to try hard, she did not go out of her way to be
unsuccessful. Her primary aim was to avoid failure while doing the
minimum amount of work.
In the final interview Janene reported similar motivations. She had
not studied for an imminent test because she had "better things to do".
She stated that she "[thought she'd hope she could] guess the right
answers." She maintained a desire to pass with the minimum of effort
and expressed a degree of concem about the possibility of failing, "I guess
it'd worry me if I failed, I don't like to fail. I might fail this test, I didn't
think it was important enough to worry about studying." Her experiences
so far had informed her that it was possible to avoid failure while
expending minimal effort so there was little risk involved in withdrawing
effort.
Janene reported that she had not received a large amount of
homework and that she very seldom completed set homework. Despite
the messages about the importance of homework and the consequences of
not completing it, her experiences had shown her that teachers seldom
checked and that they would accept plausible excuse5.

Completing

homework was not important to Janene as it served no discernible
function and there were no sanctions for non-completion.
Prior to the third interview Janene had been informed that she w~··s
to remain in Pathway 1 (the top pathway) for mathematics. She believl!.
'

that she was "not really good at math. The work seems too hard. I was '
sort of good at math last year." She acknowledged that being in the top
pathway should mean that she was good at mathematics but stated that
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she did not like maths and could not think -0f herself as a good maths
student, "Maybe I'm a little bit over medium at it. But not good.". She
acknowledged that while she found some of the mathematics concepts
difficult, she picked it up quickly when shown and suggested that "I guess
it jllst seems hard because it's new."
When asked how she would respond if she was asked to join a
challenging math class Janene replied "I wouldn't do it, I'd say no. It'd be
too hard." This provided further evidence of her reluctance to expend
effort and lack of importance of high level outcomes. She noted that she
normally scored B's and C's .i\! maths and that in order to consider herself
good she would "need to get A's all the time." She was not prepared to
hypothesise about whether she was capable of achieving A's if she worked
harder.
She enjoyed social studies, and believed that this was her "best
subject" as it had been in Year 7. 'Tm ... getting A's and B's." She
reported that she received little homework for this subject and did not
complete it when it was set.

Again she w.:is able to achieve positive

outcomes while expending little effort and could not see why shr·.should
work any harder
Janene had just been moved from Pathway 1 to 2 in English. She
expressed no surprise al this as she had been experiencing difficulty in
keeping up with the amount of work that was required. "We'd get one
assignment then another, it was too much for me. I guess it wasn't the
work that was too hard but there was just so much of it," She had not
been prepared to apply herself to the subject, or spend time on assigned
work. Janene identified that the subject nature and academic demands of
the subject were different to primary school English, "We have a lot to do,
lots of stories and stuff. It's different work to last year when we just did
grammar and stuff. This is like a different subject." She was pleased to be
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in the lower pathway because this meant that she wouldn't have to work
as hard to achieve satisfactory grades. She was accompanied by several of
her friends who had also been moved and she was pleased about this.
Janene reported that she and her friends receive..i similar grades, and
described everyone in her group of friends as "average":
We don't really care what grades we (or others) get, but we don't
want to try hard. We don't talk about the marks or grades we get.
We don't talk about schoolwork at all. There are better things to talk
about.
She stated that she was "happy" with the marks she had been getting so far
and did not want to get higher marks. She reported that her parents were
pleased with her marks. "If I go home with a D they say I should try
harder but they don't push me to get A's."

Pleasing her parents and

teachers through her academic achievement assumed less importance
than it had in Year 7. This role had been taken by her peer group.

Academic Perfonnance
Generally, Janene's academic performance remained at the same
level of the Year 7 benchmark from Year 7 to Year 8. There was some
minor shift upwards in reading, and her performance on writing
remained the same.

Standardised scores for the mathematics strands

show that Janene's performance declined in relation to the mean on all
three strands. Janene's results on the MSE mathematics and English tests
at Year 7 and Year 8 are presented in Table 20.
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Table 20

Raw and Standardised Scores on MSE Mathematics and English Tests at
Year 7 and 8: Ja11e11e

English
Reading
Raw

Stand.

Mathematics
Writing
Raw Stand.

Measurement
Raw Stand.

Year 7

24

O

7

0

8

Years

26

o

7

0

12

2.260
.302

Space
Raw Stand. Raw Stand.
13

13.000

18

1.255

9

12.000

16

1.236

Teacher and Self-ratings of Performance
In Year 7 Janene's teacher described her academic achievement as
"average" and rated her performance in all academic areas at 8.

He

described her "as about average on everything. She has the ability to
achieve". He could identify no major areas of weakness and described her
as achieving "solid" results.

He believed that Janene was capable of

achieving higher standards than she currently was, if she worked hard.
His statement "I believe that she has the potential to work harder"
contrasts with Janene's belief that she tried hard all the time, for all
teachers.
He classified her as "low risk'' student in relation to her ability to
cope with the transition to secondary school believing that she would
adjust quickly and successfully to secondary school. He described her as a
reasonably well organised student who demonstrated initiative in her role
as student councillor. He also rated her social performance at 8, describing
her as an outgoing and cooperative student.

Janene's classroom

behaviour did not fit into the participation styles categories.

She is

possibly best described as a Social student despite her reluctance to perform
publicly or answer questions. While she reported that she did not often
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talk to her teacher, he reported that she frequently initiated interactions
with him. Jn classroom observations she was not observed to initiate
student-teacher interactions.
In Year 7 Janene rated her mathematics performance at 6, English at 7
and general academic performance at 5.

She thought that her best

performance was in social studies. "I think I'm doing best in social studies
because I'm getting good marks for this subject. I usually get 2s for social
studies." The teacher marked more work in social studies than other
subjects so this provided Janene with more information about her
performance. She attempted to explain the reasons why she was good at
this subject. "I think I'm getting good marks because of the way I do the
work. It's the amount of writing that you do and the way that you put the
ideas into words. Yoli don't have to make up your own ideas." She did
not like the writing dimension of English, "I don't real!y like it, I'm not
interested in it.'' Despite the fact thnt she disliked creative writing because
she hnd to "make up (your) own ideas" she r<lted her English performance
at 7 because it included other dimensions such as spelling nnd reading.
Both Janene and her teacher described her academic performance as
"average" but nssigned different numeric values to that performance.
Janene's Year 8 teachers rated her English performnnce at 6 and her
mathematics performance at 7. Teacher ratings at Year 8 were lower for
both academic subjects than her Year 7 teacher's ratings. This may be a
function of different teachers valuing the numeric differently or it may in
fact reflect the fact that J,mene's performance wns lower in Year 8 than it
had been in Year 7. Her MSE test performance would suggest that she had
shown little or no improvement in academic outcomes in mathematics
and English. Comments from Janene's Year 8 teachers were less positive
than in Ye,1r 7 nnd teachers commented on her lack of commitment to
school, "She puts in minimum effort."
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At Year 8 Janene rated her performance in mathematics at 6 the same
level as her Year 7 performance. "I don't think I'm really good at maths,
I'm getting Bs, but I didn't get put down a pathway." Her rating for her
performance in English was 4, significantly lower than her rating in the
previous year. "I'm not doing very well in English, the work is really hard
because there's so much of it. I can't keep up with it." Following this
interview Janene was changed to a lower pathway for English so it would
seem that her judgment of her i1ting in the initial class group was fairly
accurate.

Comparison of teacher and self-ratings.
In Year 7 Janene rated her own performance in all academic areas
lower than the rating allocated by her teacher. The difference was greatest
in the area of general academic performance where Janene rated her
performance at 5 and the teacher rating was 8. As this category included
social studies the subject which Janene identified as her best subject it
would seem that Janene may not have been effective al combining
various subjects to produce a composite picture of her performance,
Janene and her teacher agreed on a social rating of 8.
At Year 8 there was reasonable agreement between Janene's rating for
her performance in mathematics and English and that of her teachers.
However, as in the previous year Janene rated herself lower than her
teacher's rating in both subjects. This would suggest that her expectations
for success in those subjects would be low. However, Janene expressed
confide!)ce that she could be successful and purposely avoided failure. I_t
may be that she rated herself lowu than her teachers because she was
aware of the effort that she was withholding and made her judgments in
relation to her beliefs about the standard of performance of which she was
capable if she tried.
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Attributions For Success and Failure
Attributions for s11ccess
At Year 7 Janene attributed her success to the internal factors, effort
and ability and accepted responsibility for her level of achievement. She
acknowledged that she received good marks when she tried hard and
believed that she was responsible for her success. Effort was something
which she could control and hence her opportunities for academic success
were within her control. "I deserve the marks I get." While she believes
that her successes are due to her effort she will be willing to tackle similar
tasks in the future as long as she makes an effort on them.
She demonstrated little reflection on her own performance "When I
get a good mark I don't think about it. I don't wonder why and I don't
really care what other kids get." Comments such as "I try hard to make
my teachers happy." and "I feel proud when I get good marks because my
parents will be pleased." suggest that the sources of her motivation were
external and that she found success a pleasurable experience.
At Year 8 her attributions for academic success had become
externalised as she held the task rind luck, uncontrollable factors,
responsible for her success. She suggested that academic success was the
result of simple tasks, "These are things that are on stuff we've done
before." Janene's comments about the effect of the peer group on her
efforts "In my group it's not cool to do well in school. Or to seem to want
to." suggest that the sources of her motivation were still external, and that
she was unwilling to acknowledge the role of personal effort.

Attributions for f11i/11re.
In Year 7 Jimene attributed academic failure to a lack of personal
effort, "If I get a low mark it's because I didn't try hard enough. If I tried
harder I'd get better marks." and "When I can't he bothered and don't try I
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expect to get a low mark." The pattern of her attributions for failure
suggest that she holds internal attributions for failure as ability is the next
factor held responsible. "I get low marks in science because I'm no good at
it. And I'm no good at writing stories because 1 can't think of things to put
on the page."

Although Janene saw that some of her academic

performance was within her control via her effort, by selecting ability as
the second influence she suggested that in some areas she believed there
was little ihat she could do to avoid future negative academic outcomes.
She reported that she sometimes felt disappointed when she received
a low mark but if it was in a situation where she hadn't tried hard then
she didn't feel bad for long, "I know I can try .-md do better next time. Mr
Pis always telling us how important it is to 'gi-vc it a go'."
At Year 8 Janene's primary source of attributions for failure was effort
but thl~ ?nttem of her attributions changed to show the task as the second
factor rt'sponsible for failure.

Her attributions for failure moved from

internal origins to a combination of intt>rnal ,1nd external. She accepted
that she was responsible for the ,1mount of effort that she put in and that
sometimes she didn't really try because "I don't care what mark l get. I
don't try as much as I did last year.", "l just don't want to fail." and "H's
not cool to do really well."

She identified times when she hud not

performed wel! on tasks because she h.id "studied the wrong thing", or "I
guess I wasn't listening. That's my fault."
Janene was prep.ired to ;iccept responsibility for her failure and
viewed failure as .i function of 5(1ffiething within her control. She could
chcose whether or not to try on .i task, or listen to instructions. However,
there was !ittlc that she could do to .iffect thC' n.iture of the task so while
she viewed the primary cause of her poor performance to be controllable,
the next cause w.is not.
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Janene reported that she didn't care when she received poor results
in Year 8. ''As long as I don't really fail then I don't care. Good marks
don't matter. I guess even if I get a DI wouldn't be really upset, but I don't
want an F. That's really serious." As long as Janene believed that she was
in control of the effort which she put into each task and that her results
were dependent on her efforts then she could cope with the marks that
resulted.

While she was in control of the degree of success that she

achieved (through her effort) then she could still approach each new task
confidently.

Use of Strategies
When faced with a problem situation where she could not continue
Janene reported that she would ask a S!)edfic friend for assistan-:e. She was
emphatic that she would not ask the teacher:
I don't ask the teacher for help. The teacher goes around the room
checking over shoulders and doesn't help. I think he does this to
check that we are working, not to help us. I don't like asking the
teacher because I don't understand their explanations, he just says
the same thing he snid before which I didn't understand. I feel
wrong.
Her explanntion suggested thal this may have been a response to a
particular teacher and his way of dealing with children. However, as she
reported lhat her response would be the same in subjects other than
mathematics, her response would seem to be generalisable to other
teachers and situations.
Janene reported that giving up and going on would be her final
action, "If my friend can't help me, I do the bits I can then try to work it
out.". She reported that her responses lo problems would be the same in
all subject areas, "I don't like giving up and usually my friend can explain
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what to do." When gaining assistance Janene reported that she found it
most helpful when she was told what to do or how to solve the problem,
rather than being provided with the correct answer.
Janene's behaviour suggested that she was able to employ adaptive
strategies, she would seek assistance, although from a limited range of
sources, and she would attempt to discover effective ways of completing
the task.
Janene's responses to situations in which she had no set work
suggested minimal elements of adaptive behaviour. She stated that in
some cases the teacher provided work for early finishers but in the
situations where there was no set work to continue with, she would
complete other work that was due in that day.

However, she only

completed work if it was required of her, "I don'( ~omplete unfinished
work unless I have to." She would not create tasks for herself or make
simple tasks more challenging.
Janene's pattern of responding to problem situations did not change
in Year 8.

A friend was her first source of assistance, followed by

attempting to complete the parts of the problem that she could. She
repeated a resistance to asking the teacher for assistance. This was not a
function of individual teachers but was applied across all subject areas,
"Teachers make you feel dumb, and it's really hard to get their attention.
My friend is right next to me and can help me straight away."
Janene's behaviour became less adaptive in Year 8. She reported that
in the unlikely event that she finished early she would not continue with
any other work or seek something to occupy herself but would chat to
friends.

Like Michelle and Neom.i she noted that the volume of work

presented to students in secondary school meant that there were seldom
situations where students finished all of their work in class. The nature of
the instructional tasks and the manner in which classes were taught in the
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secondary school also seemed to mitigate against the employment of
adaptive strategies as all students in the class were given the same task at
the same time with little or no scope for variation or self selection of tasks.

Summary
On reflection over her first semester Janene judged that secondary
school had been as she expected it to be. In some cases she reported that
the work had been more difficult than in Year 7 because of the volume of
the work required but she was also able to identify situations where she
had repeated work from the previous year. The volume of work had
increased and in those situations where she was learning new work
Janene had experienced some difficulty with it. In those subjects where
she was not in the top pathway Janene reported that the work was at a
level similar to the previous year, and in these situations she was able to
maintain satisfactory performance with minimum effort.

Janene had

adopted a negative attitude to schoolwork, embracing an ethos that doing
well was undesirable.

She operated in manner that allowed her to

minimise her chances of failure while expending minimum effort.
Her performance on the MSE tests in Year 8 showed that her
academic performance hnd not improved since Year 7.

While her

attributions suggested that she viewed success and failure to be within her
control. Hence if she chose to put effort into her work she should be able
to achieve academic success. There is a real danger that if she maintains
her negative attitude then her chances of being academically successful nt
secondary school will be severely limited. By the end of term one she had
been moved into n lower pathway for English. She summ;:.rised her high
school experiences in the following way, "There's nothing different about
high school, school's school." Janene's academic performance in Year 8
would suggest that her transition to secondary school had been less
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successful than would have been expected and her case perhaps most
closely resembles anecdotal explanations as to what happens to adolescents
when they enter secondary school.

Case Five: Felicity
Background
Felicity attended primary school 4B where her teacher was a male
with fourteen years teaching experience. Her class was a combined Year
6/7. Her teacher described her as a quiet and cuoperative student who
rarely asked for help. She was described as having ''average" academic
potential and a specific learning problem with spelling. In class she was
polite and compliant, her teacher expressed concern at her ability to
become "invisible". Felicity was friendly towards other students but had
no other students whom she had identified as her friends. Felicity was
involved in national dancing which occupied much of her time outside
school.

Felicity was physically small and immature anti her teacher

expressed concern about Felicity's tendency to withdraw and "disappear"
in the class. Despite her work occasionally being untidy, she was described
as being well organised and having good personal management skills.

Expectations and Experiences of Secondary School
Expectations of secondary school.
Felicity was looking forward to going to secondary school. She had
some acquaint,mces through dancing who were at other high schools and
she believed that she would enjoy the experience. She expres~ed some
concern at dealing with the logistics of changing schools such as finding
her way around a new environment. She wns also concerned nbout the
nmount of work thnt she would have to deal with.

Her dancing

commitments alrendy placed n great deal of pressure on her and she was
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concerned that secondary school would be accompanied by an increased
work load that she would not have enough time for.

Experiences of secondary school.
In the first interview conducted in the first week of secondary school

Felicity reported that while she found secondary school very different
from primary school in a physical sense, once inside the classroom the two
were very similar, "What happens in the class isn't much different to
primary school. There are some little differences, I think the teachers treat
us a bit more like adults, we have 'dress code' not uniforms." She had not
experienced any problems adjusting to having a number of different
teachers because ''all treat us pretty much the same, there are one or two
who are a hit stricter but there was a difference at primary school."
She described the work in the first weeks of school as "about as hard
as at the end of last year. It's just lots of revision. I'm not surprised, I
expected them to revise at the beginning. We seem to do a lot of working
on our own." She reported that all of her teachers had explained about the
grades that would be awarded but that she did not have any idea of the
standards required to achieve particular grades. "I do know that doing
homework is very important.

All of my te,1chers have made that very

clear." '
By the end of first semester Felicity reported that she had made new
friends but had maintained her friendship with ht>r "best friend" from the
previous year. She identified that at secondary school there were some
subjects that seemed to be more important than others "maths, English,
science and social studies, [ don't know why. They just seem to be treated
more seriously."

She felt reasonably positive about secondary school

because "it gives me something to do, gives me the chance to see my
friends, socialising is the most important thing."
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Secondary school had been different to her e,:pectations in a number
of ways.

Felicity identified areas relating to organisational and social

features of the school, expressing surprise that the year groups remained
so separate and that moving around the school had been fairly simple.
She believed that she was achieving well and that she was trying
hard "I think- harder than last year." The grades that she had received for
work provided the basis for her judgment and she was frustrated at
receiving little information about her progress in science. She perceived
that the work that she was currently doing was a repetition of work that
she had previously done in Year 7, "It's like revision still" and expressed a
desire to be promoted to higher pathway. She had interpreted messages
about the type of work that was required and stressed the importance of
submitting work for assessment.

She admitted that she "sometimes

handed in work that I wouldn't have handed in to Mr L last year but it's
really important to hand it in.

It's worse to be late th,m sloppy or

incomplete."

Academic Performance
At Year 7 Felicity scored within the benchmark range of the MSE
English tests for reading and writing. At Year 8 her English test scores
were higher than the previous years but her position in relation to the
benchmark for Year 7 perfonnance remained the same.
At Year 7 she scored at the low end of the range for all strands on the
mathematics test. Standardised scores of her Year 8 performance showed a
decline in performance on the number strand but her position in relation
to the Year 7 benchmark remained the snme. Table 21 presents Felicity's
performance on the MSE tests for English and mathematics at Year 7 and
Year 8.
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Table 21

Raw and Standardised Scores

011

MSE Mathematics and English Tests at

Year 7 and 8: Felicity

Mathematics

English
Reading
Raw Stand.

Writing
Raw

Year 7

26

0

7

Year 8

27

0

9

Stand.

MeJ~urement

Space

Raw Stond. Raw Stand.

Raw Stand.

0
0

N=bcr

3

-.893

7

7.000

IO

-.822

9

-.734

7

7.000

9

-1.359

Teacher and Self-ratings of Academic Performance
FElicity's Year 7 teacher rated her mathematics performance at 6,
"she's a hard working student and maybe a bit above average."

Her

English performance was rated at 5, "she's a fairly average performer, but
does have a problem with spelling." Her genernl academic performance
was rated at 6 and this was supported by teacher comments about her being
a "hard working student, who tried hard [sic]." felicity's teacher rated her
social performance at 8, "She doesn't have any enemies, gets on well with
others but doesn't seem to have any friends.

She's shy and retiring."

Felicity's Year 7 teacher predicted that she would probably cope with the
transition from primary to secondary school but expressed some concerns
suggesting that her shyness and ability to "disappear" may put her in the
high risk category.
In Year 7 Felicity rated her own mathematics performance at 5, "I
think l'm okay but not really good, about halfway through the class." She
experienced some difficulty placing herself on the basis of her English
performance because she was aware thal her poor spelling had a
detrimental effect on her perform.ince. After a great deal of consideration
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she placed herself at 7 for English.

She rated her general academic

performance at 7 and social performance at 9.
Teacher ratings for Felicity's mathematics and English performance
at Year 8 matched Year 7 ratings. She was rated a 6 in mathematics and it
took some time and thought for her teacher to identify her. The teacher
commented on Felicity's ability to "disappear" in the class, "I hardly notice
her." Felicity's performance in English was rated 5, "she's really very
average."
In Year 8 Felicity rated her academic performance lower than she had
in Year 7, placing herself at 4 "I seem to be having lots of trouble." She
rated her performance in English at 7, the same position she had selected
in the previous year, "I think I'm going pretty well."

Comparison of tcacltcr and sclf-rnlings.
Felicity rated her own performance higher than her Year 7 teacher in
all areas except mathematics. This pattern was repeated in Year 8 when
Felicity's rating of her own performance in mathematics was below her
rating of her own performance in Year 7, and below that of her Year 8
teacher. Her rating of her perform.ince in English (7) was the same as her
own Year 7 rating and again above that of her Year 8 teacher.

Attributions for Success and Failure
Atlribufions for success.
In Year 7 Felicity attributed academic success to effort and the task.
Her primary attribution wns to effort ''When J do well it's because I've
tried really hard." Felicity stated thnt she usunlly received the sort of
marks that she expected and was pleased when she received high marks as
she saw this as

11

rcw.ird for her hard work. She said that she felt good

when she did well because this pleased her parents who encouraged her to
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try hard and "do her best". She also noted that her Year 7 teacher and
primary school principal gave students repeated messages about the
importance of trying hard and "giving it a go".
In Year 8 the pattern of Felicity's attributions for her success changed
to reflect the internal causes, ability and effort. "I got good marks because
of things that I did. I'm good at thinking of ideas for stories and I try hard
to do a good job." By viewing positive outcomes as the result of factors
over which she had control Felicity was more likely to expect to be
successful on similar tasks in the future.
In Year 8 Felicity reported that she still felt pleased when she
achieved good results "It's nice to do well. It makes me and my parents
happy." She also commented on the foct that this year she felt that she
was able to achieve better results and that she "felt smarter". It may be that
being in a more homogeneous group allowed Felicity to achieve better
relative to other students. If students are more similar in achievement
levels the variation between high and low achieving students is less
extrem~.

Attributions for Jdl!Hre.
In Year 7 Felicity attributed failure to the external, uncontrollable
factors luck and the task. Felicity re?ferred to particular instances where she
had received poor marks for work because "It was bad luck, I wasn't sure
what to do and I guessed and it wasn't right. The teacher asked us to do
something that was really hard and I'd never done it before. I didn't really
know what he wanted. It wasn't my fault."
Felicity did not like being unsuccessful on tasks and said that it made
her feel "dumb".

She had already identified that she had a specific

learning disability which made things difficult for her and she also
frequently commented on the fact thnt she believed that she had a poor

memory which made learning things difficult for her. However, she did
not attribute failure to lack of ability which meant that she would be likely
to approach similar future tasks with some expectation of success.
At Year B she attributed failure to the uncontrollable causes, ability
and the task. This was related specifically to performance in science which
Felicity described as "a hard subject that I don't understand. I try to learn it
but it doesn't stay in my head. It's like spelling. I can't remember it." The
pattern of Felicity's attributions for failure had changed to become more
internal but still uncontrollable.

As long as she continues to view

negative outcomes to be the result of something over which she has no
control, Felicity is unlikely to expect to be successful on similar future
tasks.
Felicity's response to failure at Year 8 was disappointment that she
could not master the subject area or the task. When asked to explain the
reason why she may not be successful in other subject areas Felicity
suggested that it was probably because she could not do some of the things
(such as remembering) that were expected of her as a learner.
The pattern of Felicity's attributions for both success and failure
changed from Year 7 to Year 8. Her nttribtttions for success became more
internal and her attributions for failure became more internal and less
controllable.

Use of Strategies
ln Year 7 Felicity reported that when she became "stuck" on a
problem her first response was to ask a friend for assistance, "I'll usually
ask the person sitting next to me because it's quickest." Her alternative
action was to think about ways in which she had solved other similar
problems.
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Felicity reported that when she finished set class work early she
would read or complete other unfinished work. Her teacher had reported
that she showed initiative in her personal work and was effective at
setting and achieving goals. She reported that occasionally she had added
additional aspects to set work if she finished it early or thought that it was
too simple. "I sometimes add other things to make it more interesting. I
did that in my project and Mr L thought it was really good." This was not
her normal behaviour because she said that usually she was too short of
time to make tasks more complex.
In Year 8 Felicity reported that her immediate response was to ask
another student for help because "it's too hard to get the teacher's
attention. They're usually worried about the kids who muck around."
However, she reported that her next action would be to give up rather
than to attempt to implement a strategy of some type which demonstrates
non-adaptive strategy use.
Like other students in this study Felicity reported that since arriving
at secondary school she had not yet encountered a class situation where
she had completed all class work before the end of the period. She also
reported that she would not consider adding to assigned tasks in order to
make them more interesting or challenging, referring to the importance of
completing and submitting work.

Summary
Felicity appeared to settle in to secondary school. The transition had
not presented her with any major problems.

She appeared to be

constructing a view of secondary school that included the things that the
school considered important (such ns submitting work) nnd the things that
she considered important (such ns socialising). She believed that she was
coping adcqun!ely with secondary school and identified some students
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from her primary school whom she described as experiencing major
difficulties because "they weren't very good last year. They don't finish
their work or hand it in," reiterating her perception of the importance of
the completing and submitting work. She had been surprised, and to
some extent disappointed that the academic work had not been more
ch2llenging but as she viewed herself as an "average" student she
acknowledged that this worked to her advantage. "Because the work isn't
really hard I can do okay on it.

Just so long as I hand it in."

Her

experiences showed to her that it was possible to achieve at a satisfactory
level with little effort. This may have significant implications for her
future effort.

Case Six: Andrew
Background

Andrew was in class 4A. His Year 7 teacher was the deputy principal
female with twenty years teaching experience. He had an older brother
who was in Year 8 at the secondary school and a younger sister who
received much of the family's attention.

His parents were of central

European descent and his mother spoke very little English. English was
not the language spoken at home.
Andrew was classified as a Social student. His teacher described him
as a cooperative student who would tackle almost all problems.

She

reported that she frequently had to call on him to help him become
involved in class. She identified that she believed he had the potentinl to
achieve but that this mny be restricted by his difficulties with written
language as well as his short temper. Andrew did not respond well to
reprimands and discipline and his teucher reported that she had to work
hard to keep him "on side". His orgunisational skills were described as
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poor and his teacher reported that he frequently lost books and worksheets
and often had to search for required materials.
While his teacher described him as independent and demonstrating
initiative she also noted that she had to monitor his behaviour because he
could become easily distracted and off-task if she was working with other
students.

He was reliant on her to monitor his on-task behaviour

apparently lacking the skills to do so himself.

Expectations and Experiences of Secondary School

Expectations of secondary sc/100/.
Andrew stated that his brother had told him little about secondary
school because, "We don't talk to each other much, and then we don't talk
about school." However, his brother had told him that "high school is
more fun than primary school. It's hard work but not that bad when you
get used to it." Andrew said that he had no idea what secondary school
would be like but wns looking forward to it.

Apart from avoiding

unemployment he had no idea about what he wanted lo do in the future.
Andrew did not expect to maintain old friendships a! secondary
school, and believed thnt high school was a new situation where he would
make new friends. He thought that secondary school would provide him
with the opportunity to make a new start. Andrew believed that he could
take advantage of this opportunity, "I'd like to do better next year. I can do
this if I Work harder and do my homework."
Andrew expressed positive functional, attitudes towards the value of
schooling.

He hnd received strong messages about the importance of

doing well at school from his family, tenchcrs and the media, "I know it's
important to do well to get a good job. You're more likely to get a good job
if you've got good marks. The job situntion seems pretty real because we

hear so much about it." Andrew's family had migrated to Australia from
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central Europe and it is likely that this attitude was to some extent socioculturally influenced.
Andrew's vision of himself as a Year 8 student focused on good
academic performance which was represented by "a good report card". He
described a good Year 8 student as a "hard worker who tries hard and
studies hard." Andrew stated that he thought that studying and trying
hard were important if a student was to do well at school. He commented
that he had read textbooks about how to study but did not use the
information that he had read.
Andrew admitted that he often did not try at primary school. This
was an emotional response to situations where he believed that he was
being unfairly treated. He said that he was aware that he stopped trying
when he thought that a teacher was "picking on" him. He .idmitted that
his effort was inconsistent and rel.ikd to his ,1ffecti\'e stilte, "I try hard
when I'm in a good mood", .ind tlwt he tried harder for teachers he liked.
He !iked his regular Year 7 tencher mme thm ,my other teacher and
consequently worked "better for her" tlm1 for specialist te.ichers who also
taught him. When asked to el.iborate un wh,1t he meant by trying hard,
Andrew described ii as" ... put in the effort ,md give things a go.'" He was
unable to describe the processes involved in wnrking; or trying hnrd and
did not mention persevering or rcp~ating task:;..
Andrew's sources of motivation were extern.ii, .ind his goals rel.itcd
to performance.

His reasons for F\!rfnrming academic tasks related lo

external rewards that nccompanied the t.isk. He reported, "I feel better and
proud when I get gond marks. My p.irents give me rewards when l get
good marks. I feel good when I make them happy.'' When he liked a
teacher, and believed the feeling to be mutual, lw was more likely to apply
effort in his work and behave in class. Andrew saw school as important
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for future employment reasons and also because "it gives me something
to do."

Experiences of secondary scltool.
Andrew's initial impressions of secondary school were positive. He
had experienced few problems finding rooms or moving around the
school. He was finding the new subjects inter'c!sting and liked changing
classes and moving around the school because it "made the day go fast".
He reported surprise at finding the work to be the same level of difficulty
as the previous year. He believed that he was working hard and stated
that he had made a decision to try hard in Year 8, "it's my opportunity for
a new start." The level of the work that he had experienced so far led him
to believe that it would be possible for him to do well at secondary school
and he found this reassuring.
In a subsequent interview Andrew stated that he was still trying hard,
studying for tests and achieving good marks.

He did not perceive the

work to be harder mid noted that he had received A's which he had not
previously

received at

primary school.

He expressed some

disappointment at science .is .i subject. While he found it interesting to
conduct experiments in science, he w.is dis.ippointed that opportunities
for the students to perform experiments were limited and that most class
time was spent copying notes or watching the lc.icher perform
experiments. Generally, he described the work ns boring.
He found the nature nnd content of Ycnr 8 social studies different
from the social studies with which he was familiar. He described this as
new and interesting "but a bit hard becJuse it's new."

This comment

reflects the responses of a number of students in this study. Work th6._t
students perceived to be new w~s held to be interesting, challenging or
hard. On the other hand, work with which students were familiar was
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seen to be easy, boring and old. Andrew reported that he was required to
perform more independent work in Year 8 social studies than he had been
accustomed to, "We do most of it on our own. Last year social studies was
lots of discussion with the whole class and the teacher."
Andrew's problems with written language possibly played a
significant role in his responses to subjects at secondary school. His well
developed oral language skills allowed him to function successfully in
situations which were based around discussion and verbal instruction. In
the secondary school there was little opportunity for group work or
discussion and he was required to engage in mainly independent, printbased learning activities. This situation placed Andrew at a disadvantage
of which he was aware.

He expressed feelings of frustration and

powerlessness in these situations and felt unfairly treated because he
believed he was disadvantaged and made to appear "dumb". His lack of
appropriate strategies for dealing with this meant that his only responses
were emotional outbursts which achieved nothing.

His responses

consisted of anger which attracted sanctions from his teachers, and the
withdrawal of effort which had ali adverse effect on his learning.
Andrew described his performance as satisfactory, "In general I think
I'm pretty good at school." He was emphatic that he would not publicly
admit that he did not know something and would not raise his hand to
ask the teacher for assistance. He also expressed a reluctance to volunteer
answers to teacher questions and said that he would only volunteer if he
was sure that he had the correct answer, "I don't want to be wrong in
public." His increased reluctance to ask questions and seek help support
Newman's assertion (1991) that by the middle years of schooling students'
attitudes and beliefs about the costs of seeking help have a negative 'effect
on their interactions and behaviour (Newman & Goldin, 1990; Newman
& Schwager, 1992; van dcr Meij, 1988, 1990).
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Andrew believed that presentation was an important criterion of
quality work at Year 8 and identified a difference between the nature of
presentation that he believed was required at primary and secondary
school, "At primary school you have to use colours and pictures, now it
just has to be neat and so you can read it,"

Andrew had interpreted

teacher messages about the importance of completing work and handing it
in. The deduction of marks which was a consequence of late submission

reinforced this message and Andrew admitted that this year he had
submitted work of a standard which his Year 7 teacher would have found
unacceptable. At the end of first term he still found the work to be easier
than he expected but believed that it would begin to get harder.
In the final interview which occurred at the end of second term,
Andrew expressed disillusionment nt the level of the work in which he
was currently engaged, "This is really boring because we've done it all
before." He reported that he was not spending much time on homework
and that he believed that he had spent more time on homework in Year 7:
Last year our teacher gave us lots of homework to get us ready for
Year 8 but we didn't need it because we don't get very much now.
Last year my brother seemed to get much more homework than I do.
Sometimes we seem to get a lot because sometimes all teachers give
you homework nt the same time. But it's not new work it's just
finishing stuff off.
Andrew described all subjects as· 1)oring, "especially in social studies
where we just copy notes down." Thi5 is in contrast to his response in the
first weeks of school when he had described social studies as new,
interesting and different. His description of the nature of class work in
most subjects was:
We do more worksheets, lots of worksheets, The teacher hands
them out, explains what to do and we work on them. I don't mind
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doing them but it's more fun when you get to do real things - you
know, write things yourself.
Andrew felt that some of the teachers treated students unfairly, and
described their behaviour as "changing the rules to make themselves
right".

He commented, "it's different to primary school.

There the

teachers seemed to care about kids, here they don't." Andrew was aware
of his responses when he believed that he was being treated unfairly, "I get
angry, I don't do any work. I just sit in my seat." He was aware that this
was counterproductive but he did not have alternative responses in such
situations.

Andrew expressed frustration at his lack of awareness of progress:
I don't know how I'm going this year. I thought I was trying hard in
science' but my teacher told me to work harder. The teachers don't
tell me much about how I'm going. Last year Ms C used lo give me
lots of feedback but this year I don't get much inform.ition about
what's good and bad.
He reported that he believed that he tried un some occasions, but admitted
that he didn't study when tests were coming up because "I can't be
bothered and I don't know what to study." It seems that despite talking
about the importance of the value of school achievement Andrew was
beginning to lose sight of the value of academic tasks which adversely
affected his achievement motivation.

Lack of information about task

requirements and lack of a clear reason for learning were the reasons for
this change.
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Academic Performance
There was wide variation in Andrew's scores on the two English tests
at Year 7. His score for reading was well above the Year 7 benchmark but
his score for writing was at the bottom of the range of benchmark scores.
Andrew was well aware of his strengths and weaknesses in this area. In
Year 8 Andrew's performance remained the same. While his position in
relation to the benchmark remained stable from Year 7 to Year 8 the raw
score was lower in Year 8 than in the previous year.
In Year 7 Andrew scored in the lower range of the benchmark scores

for the MSE mathematics tests in measurement and space, and at the
upper end of the range for number. At Year 8 Andrew scored within the
range of benchmark scores for all strands of the mathematics tests.
Standardised mathematics scores show that Andrew's performance on the
measurement and number strands declined from Year 7 to Year 8. Table
22 presents Andrew's raw and standardised scores on the MSE test at Year

7 and 8.

Table 22

Raw a11d Standardised Scores

011

MSE Mathematics and E11glisli Tests at

Year 7 and 8: Andrew

Mnthematics

English
Reading

R,w Stand.

Writing

Raw Stand.

Measurement

Space

Number

Raw Stand. Raw Stand. Raw Stand.

Year 7 ••40

0

6

0

5

Year 8 "38

0

'4

0

140

•• denotes perfomrnnce above lh~ bcnd1mark
• denotes pcrfonnuncc below the benchmark
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.368

5

5.000

17

.995

-.389

10

10.000

13

.124

Teacher and Seff~ratings of Academic Performance
Andrew's Year 7 mathematics teacher's rating of his performance in
that subject {3) placed him towards the bottom end of ~he class, "He's not a
'
strong maths student." This judgment does not correspond to Andrew's
performance on the MSE mathematics test where he performed within
the benchmark range of scores. Andrew expressed negative attitudes
towards this teacher and it may be that her judgment was influenced by
his classroom behaviour.
When rating his performance in English, Andrew's regular class
teacher commented on the effect of his ESL background and noted the
relative strength of his reading comprehension and oral language skills .
His general academic performance was rated at 6.

His teacher

commented that again, his lack of written language skills limited his
academic performance but that he had a wide general knowledge and was
willing to offer an informed opinion. His social performance was rated at
4. His teacher described him as a Social student in class, but noted that he
did not mix well, and had a limited number of friends. She suggested that
Andrew's short temper hindered his development of friendships.
Andrew's Year 7 teacher was reluct;mt to predict his performance at
Year 8, stating that while she believed t\pt Andrew had the potential to
succeed, his capacity for misbehaviour, willingness to join others
misbehaving and his short temper may adversely affect his adjustment to
secondary school and subsequent academic performance. She suggested
that he had the capacity to cope with secondary school but feared that he
would be a high risk student because of his behaviour.
In Year 7 Andrew rated his mathematics performance at 5, "I think
I'm okay at maths, I'm not the best ... not the worst." He repeated his
teacher's comments about variations in his performance in English and
rated his overall English performance at 3. He acknowledged that his
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reading and speaking skills were above average but he rated his spelling
and grammar below most of his peers. His final decision was based on
what he saw to be the salient aspects in the classroom setting, "We get
most of our marks for written work and I know that I'm not good, I also
get bad marks in spelling.''

Andrew rated his general academic

performance at 7 and his social performance at 8, ''I think I get on with
everyone okay."
At Year 8 Andrew's rating for his mathematics performance was the
same as in Year 7 (5) but he had increased his rating for English to 5 based
on what he believed what was rewarded at secondary school, "This year in
English we get marks for different things.

We don't get marks for

grammar and spelling so I think I'm doing better."
Andrew's Year 8 mathematics teacher rnted his performance at 4 and
his English teacher also rated his English performance at 4. Both teachers
described his performance as barely adequate, commenting on his negative
attitude towards school and surly behaviour in class.

The increased

reliance on written work, which was Andrew's weakness may have
influenced teacher judgments of his performance. In addition, teachers
may have been influenced

by Andrew's classroom behaviour. Neither

teacher described his performance or potential in positive terms.

Comparison of teacher and ~elf-ratings.
In Year 7 there was variation between Andrew's rating of· his
performi).nce and his teacher's rntings. In mathematics Andrew rated his
performance higher than his teacher rating, and this was closer to the
description of his mathematics performance offered by the MSE test. In
English, Andrew and his teacher agreed on areas of strengths and
weakness and agreed on the ratings for both oral and written dimensions.
However, when deciding on an overall rating for English Andrew rated
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his performance lower than his teacher.

Teacher and self-ratings for

general academic performance were dose: Andrew's rating was slightly
higher than that of his teacher. In common with most subjects there was
significant difference between Andrew's and his teacher's ratings of his
social performance. Again the teacher rating was lower than the student's
self-rating.
There was a reasonable similarity between the ratings assigned by
Andrew and his teachers to his performance at Year 8.

However,

comments made by Andrew and his teachers about their reasons for
assigning the ratings were conflicting.

Andrew believed that 5 was a

"good" rating that signified that he was doing well and his teachers used 5
to describe adequate performance. It seems that while Andrew and his
teacher assigned the same relative rating to his performance, the value
which they attached to that rating was different.

Attributions For Success 1111d Failure
Attributions for success.
In Year 7 Andrew attributed his academic success to luck. Positive
outcomes were attributed to the external factors luck and the lc1sk, causes
over which he had no control. When discussing a situation in which he
had received a ve1·y high mc1rk for a piece of work Andrew expressed
surprise that he had .ichieved th.it mark and could not explain why he got
the mark except, "I guess I was just lucky. I don't know whut it wus about
it. I didn't think it was thnt good. I don't often get u very high mark."

Andrew was not confident of uchieving high marks in academic
situations.
Andrew commented !hut he felt good and proud of himself when he
received good marks and thnt this also pleased his purents. He said that he
felt particularly good because doing well made his parents happy.

Andrew's goal orientations were external and related to wanting to do
well in order to please other people. However, he was not confident of
performing well and wanted to apply minimal effort. This may have been
a self protective response to his lack of confidence in academic
performance situations.
At Year 8 the pattern of Andrew's attributions for success changed
substantially. Success was attributed to effort, an internal cause which was
within Andrew's control. He also held the task responsible for some
successes, recalling certain specific examples. Andrew believed that he had
greater control over his performance in the secondary setting comment
that he expected to be successful on academic tasks because the work was
familiar.
At Year 8 Andrew said that he felt pleased when he did well because
it showed him that he could do the work. However, he commented that
he had experienced very few situations at secondary school when he had
been particularly successful. While he believed that there were numerous
instances where he had produced good quality work he had seldom
received high marks. This would seem to conf lict with his expectations
for success.
Andrew's attributions for success and his incre.ised self perceptions of
performance suggest that the homogeneous secondary classroom
environment and the perceived familiarity of work may have caused him
to develop an unrealistically positive view of his ability and performance.
In a streamed secondary class it

\WlS

possible for him to achieve A grades,

something which had never occurred before. It seems that he was unable
'
to resolve differences between his expectation's and experiences.
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Attributions for failure.
Andrew attributed negative outcomes externally to luck. With reference
to a project for which he had received a low mark Andrew stated, "It
wasn't my fault. We were given marks for things that I didn't know were
going to be marked." Andrew acknowledged that there were occasions
when he had not performed very well because he had not put the effort in,

"If I don't like the teacher I won't try hard, I don't really like my maths
teacher. I don't try if I'm in n bad mood." Andrew said that when he did
badly he was angry at the teacher because he believed that it was their fault
that he had not tried hard enough.
Andrew's attributions for failure remained stable from Year 7 to Year
8. Lack of success was attributed to luck and effort.

In this case he

suggested that he often received poor marks because, "some of the teachers
are unfair, they pick on me. This yenr there aren't any teachers I like so I
don't try." Although he was prepared to accept the responsibility for the
amount of effort which he expended on a task, Andrew continued to hold
someone else (the teacher) responsible for his lack of success, "It's the
teacher's fault that I don't try." Again, Andrew's affective response to
failure was one of anger at the tc.ichers for making him perform badly.

Use of Strategies
In Year 7 Andrew's response to a problem situation was to ask for
help from the teacher. I-le reported that he wouldn't ask other students
for help because he didn't think that they would help him and he didn't
w.int them to know that he could not do the work. I-le described teacher
actions that were helpful to him, "If the tc.ichcr helps she explains it so I
can understand what l have to do, she shows how to do it, spends some
time with me." His responses to problem situations were limited. His
help seeking behaviour did little to ,1ssist his learning, he did not consider
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alternative sources of assistance, referring automatically to the teacher.
Andrew also said that he would only ask teachers if he liked them since
the costs of asking for help from certain teachers or peers outweighed any
benefits that may have resulted. If he was unable to get the teacher's
attention Andrew would give up on the task.

Andrew stated that he

seldom tried to work things out for himself and could describe no
strategies for tackling problems independently, "If I can't do it I give up."
Andrew had a limited repertoire of behavioural responses and was unable
to approach learning tasks in a strategic manner.
Andrew said that he very seldom finished class work early so had few
opportunities to employ other strategies, "] just never seem to get
everything finished." He also stated that he would not do anything to
make a boring task more interesting, "I just probably wouldn't finish it
unless I had to."
At Year 8 Andrew reported that he would not ask the teacher for
assistance and that he was most likely to leave the problem and go on to
the next question or task. He also said that there was no situation in class
where he would ask a question of the te;icher. Andrew s.iid that asking
and answering questions was embarrassing and related it particularly to
the potential for public demonstration of lack of knowledge.

His

reluctance to ask for assistance was rek1ted to his beliefs about tc.ichers
who "picked on" students. He believed tlrnt te;ichers were unwilling to
help students and he did not want others to know if he could not do the
work. These responses m;itch the negative consequences ;issodated with
asking for assistance described by Newman (1991). In Year 8 Andrew
reported that he m;iy seek help from a friend, but stressed that it would
have to be a friend not just a peer. Again, the threat of being seen to be
experiencing problems with the learning task limited Andrew's help
seeking behaviour.
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Again, in Year 8 Andrew would not extend or alter tasks to make
them more interesting or challenging, "If they're boring then I just won't
do them."

He could not imagine altering a task to make it more

interesting or challenging. As he never finished all assigned work in class
time, Andrew could not describe what he would do if he finished work
early.

He could not imagine such a situaHon occurring.

Classroom

observation showed that he was often off-task and distracted. He was not
observed to demonstrate initiative or independence in individual
seatwork.
Andrew demonstrated minimal adaptive capabilities at Year 7 and
Year 8. He did not set tasks for himself or adapt existing tasks to make
them more interesting or challenging.

He was heavily .. reliant on his

teacher to keep him on task and his only response when he encountered
problems was to ask someone to show him what lo do.

Summary
As his first year of secondary school progressed Andrew became more
disappointed and disillusioned. His response to his perception of the level
of the work that he was doing was to decrease his effort because he
perceived the teacher's demands to be low. He voiced frustration c1t his
lack of knowledge about the evaluative criteria and process at secondary
level. It seems that Andrew had few personal resources on which to draw
and when faced with a difficult situation his response was to withdraw.
Andrew's goal orientations changed from performance related goals (to
get good marks to satisfy others) in Year 7, to focus on the avoidan:e of
work in Year 8. To a large extent this was caused by his affective responses
to teachers whom he believed "picked on" him but the increased
emphasis on individual written work meant that he had fewer
opportunities to be successful. The protection of his public image was
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important and rather than be seen to be unsuccessful, Andrew consciously
withdrew effort so that he could use this to explain possible poor
performance.

This provides evidence for the suggestion that some

students consciously withdraw their efforts on cfossroom tasks in order to
protect their sense of self worth (Covington, 1979).
Andrew's academic performance as measured by the MSE tests
showed a general decline from Year 7 to Year 8. His response to academic
tasks was negative, and this seemed to be a combination of his affective
responses to the teachers whom he did not like, and to what he perceived
to be boring tasks.

Andrew disengaged himself from school and the

classroom, and he acknowledged this when he said, "If I don't like the
teacher then I just don't do anything." It seems that Andrew had decided
that teachers did not like students, and in response he did not like them
and consequently did little work. Although h-e had begun the year with
good intentions stating that he w.inted to m.ikl! a "fresh start , by the end
of first semester his attitude had ch,mged and his deteriorating academic
performance reflected these changl!s.
Co11c/11sitw

The data collected from the c.isc studies have provided additional
information to help expl.iin the complex .ire.i of students' ac.idemic
adjustment to secondary school. It is cleiH from the findings that students
behave in quite different ways in fl'Spons,.:, to their interpretation of
messages that they have received. However, there is also similarity in the
ways in which students interpreted messages about their se'condary school
experiences. Of the six c.ise studies, four were actively looking forward to
enterini, secondnry school, one was equivocal mid one did not want to go
to secondary school. By the end of the first semester of secondary school
only one student (Neom.i) still viewed secondary school in a positive
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light.

She had been academically successful and found the academic

environment stimulating and interesting. The other students expressed
disappointment that secondary school had not met their expectations and
for various reasons four of the students had developed negative attitudes
towards school, and had reported that they had reduced their efforts in
academic situations.
These students had reported common perceptions relating to the
academic work that they encountered in secondary school.

They all

reported that they had found the work easier than they had expected and
in many cases believed it was repetition of work they had previously done
in primary school.

All students reported that the volume of work

increased and that they interpreted that the most important things about
academic work in secondary school were wmplcting work and submitting
it on time. This increased volume of work and emphasis on submission

combined with the lack of intellectual chal11.!llge led. some students to
focus only on work that was to be asses~ed. ,md to reduce their effort on
academic tasks.
It would seem that the capacity of students to make a successful

adjustment to secondary school is a wmbination of academic ,md personal
factors.

Despite previous findin)';s of Ward l't ,1l. (1982) ,rnd Good ,rnd

Power (1976) the participation style of students appeared to ha\'e little
effect on their adjustment to the secondary sclwol en\'irnnment. Unlike
Ward et al. (1982) who found th.it students' clas;;rnom beh.iviour and
participation was relatc>d lo lhl' classroom selling cre.ited by the te.icher,
this study found th.it students' classroom beha\'lour was consistent .icross
settings. It may be that the classroom settings cre.ited by teachers in this
study were more similar thnn those in Ward l'l al."s study. However, it
would seem that students maintained th-cir d.issroom behaviours
regardless of teacher. There were some similarities between students'
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classroom behaviours at primary and secondary school but a major
difference which emerged related to diminished classroom engagement
and decreased interaction between students and teachers. The latter point
would seem to be a result of both student and teacher behaviour.
Andrew provides the dearest example of the importance of students
possessing a repertoire of strategies that they can implement in a range of
situations. His lack of appropriate responses and strategies for dealing
with problem situations had a debilil.iling effect on .ill aspects of his school
life. Less extreme examples resulted from other students' limited range of
le.irning strategics and odaptive responses.

Although students had

limited opportunities for independent selection of work they were
frequently required to work on their own and all students reported
difficulties assodnted with goining the teacher's attention.

In these

situations those students who had a wide range of strntegil:!S and responses
and could employ them effectively were placed in a more advantageous
position.
The classroom and instruction.il e1r.rironmenl would seem to be
critical in relation to students' learning and the development of their
attitudes towards schoolwork, learning and themselves as learners.

A

common observation from students was that secondary school teachers
interacted less with them, were less available when they needed to seek
assistance and appeared to be more concerned wilh students who may
present behavioural problems. l·fonce, if students were well behaved they
could escapr. the teachers' attention but they also found it difficult lo gain
attention when they needed it. The increased amount of individual !>eat
work meant that students had fewer opportunities for interaction and to
hear other students' answers and views. This possibly also served to limit
the amount of covert information which was available to students about
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their place in the classroom and opportunities for informal learning from
others.
Students appeared to enter secondary school with cognitive maps
which were inadequate or inappropriate for the secondary school
curricult•.m. This related to the new subjects which they encountered.
Obv!ous examples of this are new subjects such as business principles and
practices, but also the subject English which becomes a subject in its own
right at secondary school. At primary school English is more commonly
treated as language and includes explicit instruction in reading, creative
writing, grammar, spelling, and punctuation as well as "language across
the curriculum".

Secondary school English focuses on the dements

composing and comprehending and includes the formal study of novels
something which is unfamiliar to students at the beginning of Year 8.
Students commented on the unfamiliarity with the subject and coming to
terms with this new way of dealing with the language area posed problems
for some students.
The students in this study had done little work in science at primary
school despite the existence of a primary science curriculum. This is not
an uncommon situation in Western Auslrali,m primary schools where
many schools are poorly equipped, or primary te:ichers lc1ck the interest or
knowledge to take science lessons. These sludcn!s were looking forward
to the opportunity to study science .ind their initial reactions to sdc:mce
classes were positive and optimistic.

However, t\1ey soon reported

disc1ppointment at the nature of science classes in which they personally
performed few experiments, observed few teacher conducted experiments
and learned scientific procedures and behaviours and theory.

Their

responst! to this was to develop a negative npinion of the subject and to
describe it as "boring".

Even if the nature of content changed in

subsequent science units il is likely that for some students the damage has
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already been done the challenge of changing their attitudes towards the
subject would be daunting. This suggests that curriculum continuity plays
an important role in facilitating an effective transition from primary to
secondary school.

Related to this is the needs to show students the

reationships between past and present work and identify new but related
learning.
When these students' adjustment to ::econdary school is judged
according to their reported attitudes towards school and academic tasks
then only Neoma and Felicity could be judged to have made a successful
transition. These were the two students who reported positive responses
to secondary school and the associated instructional tasks.

When the

students' scores on the MSE tests are used to judge thi::: extent of changes in
academic performance little improvement w<ts seen.

Becai.:se the MSE

tests measure students' performance in relation to the Year 7 syllabus
documents it would be expected that over the period of one year a
noticeable increase in students' performance would occur. This did not
occur and several students demonstrnted decreased academic performance.
At Year 8 students appeared to take less responsibility for their
academic successes and failures becoming more external in their
attributions. lt was common for those students who were less enamoured
with school to accept responsibility for their lack of academic success as
they were prepared to .idmit that they were not interested in doing well
and did not try on tasks. Students appeared to use less adaptive strategies
and this appeared to be a function of both the instructional environment
in which they had no opportunities to set their own tasks, and the volume
of class work which gave them few opportunities to extend tasks, or
opportunities to work in lhi.!ir free time.
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Students' goals became more oriented towards performance and
work avoidance only.

Students did not describe orientations towards

learning or mastery goals at Year 8.
The findings of this study suggest that there is variation in the extent
to which these students made a successful adjustment to the acadEmic
demands of secondary school. However, it would seem that generally
these students dealt effectively with the organisational aspects of the
transition but did not adjust effectively to the changed academic and
instructional environment of the secondary school.

It seems that

students' perceptions of the difficulty of work and teachers' expectations
were such that they respond in a way that diminished both their attitudes
towards schoolwork, their goals and their academic performance.

,,
11

,,'!1·
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Conclusion

Introduction
The main focus of this chapter is on the implications of the findings
of this study for theory, practice and future research. The findings of the
study in relation to the case study and the target students will be
summarised and generalisations. drawn about the group. The research
questions, purpose and limitations of this study are also summarised.

Overview of the Study
This study investigated the experiences of students as they made the
transition from the final year of primary school through th~ first year of
secondary school. This longitudinal study gathered both qualitative and
quantitative data from 24 Western Australian school children selected on
the basis of their scores on the Year 7 Monitoring Standards in Education
tests in English and mathematics. These tests were administered in both
the first and second phase of the study.

Teachers rated the selected

students' academic performance and-· classified students' participation
styles using statements from the Good and Power inventory (1982).
Students rated their own academic performance and scores were gathered
relating to children's attributions for success and failure in Year 7 and Yea~
8. Additional information relating to the strategies that students used
when faced with problems or unusual situations was collected.
Qualitative data were gathered from interviews conducted with the
students prior to their transition to secondary school and following the
move.

These interviews provided data relating to the students'

experiences, their expectations, reflections and interpretations of events.
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In addition, case study data were analysed from interviews and classroom
observations of six cases. These observations, taken over eighteen months
in both the primary and secondary setting provided data on the classroom
environments and students' classroom behaviours.

Interviews elicited

students' perceptions of their educational settings and personal beliefs
relating to the academic aspects of primary and secondary school.

Researcli Questions
This study set out to answer the following questions:

1.

What changes occur in the academic achievement of average
achieving students when they make the transition from primary to
secondary school?

2.

How do these students perceive the prim.iry ~ secondary school
transition experience?

i) What is the nature of these students' affective and cognitive
responses in relati"n to their academic performance during the
transition from primary to secondary school?

3. i) What school related foctors appear to be implicated in changes in
these students' ac.idemic performance from primary to secondary
school?
ii) What student related foctors appear to be implicated in changes in

these students' ac.idemic performance from primary to secondary
school?
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Investigations focused on students' expectations of secondary school,
their perceptions of the academic and instructional environment, their
attributions for academic success and failure and their use of strategies in
dealing with instructional tasks. The collection and interpretation of data
relating to these aspects of students' experiences in the transition from
primary to secondary school allowed the researcher to investigate
relationships between the various dimensions and to describe students'
experiences and beliefs in this situation.
It was posited that there are a number of features of the secondary

school that may influence students' attitudes and motivation nnd hence
their academic performance (Eccles et al., 1993; Feldlaufer, Midgley &
Eccles, 1988). Achievement motivation includes the effect of students'
achievement goals, beliefs about the value of schooling, self-perceptions of
achievement and attributions for academic outcomes.

These are

interrelated with the use of self-regulatory leilrning processes. This study
investigated chilnges in these .ispects of ;ichicvement motivation and
sought to explain why these changPs occurred.
The relationships between the Vilrious constructs are complex and it
was argued that they would be best explored by asking students to describe
their experiences and the ways in which they interpreted them. This study
investigated students' views of their experiences in the school and the
classroom at both primary and secondary school and the resulting data
were used to construct a picture of a group of "average" students'
experiences in the transition from primilry to secondilry school and the
ways in which they made sense of the events that they experienced. At all
times it must be remembered that these are the students' perceptions of
their own experiences and even if other evidence suggests that these
perceptions arc inaccurate, if students believe them to be true and act
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accordingly then for those students those perceptions are real (Weinstein,
1983, 1985; Wittrock, 1986).

Findings
Research Question One

The success of students' transition to secondary school was judged
according to their academic achievement as measured by the MSE tests.
There was little overall improvement in the MSE test scores for students
from Year 7 to Year 8. In both cnses a version of Year 7 level MSE tests
were administered. There were no significant differences in students'
performance in reading and the space strand of mathematics. There was a
significant difference in students' performance in writing and it was not
possible to test significance of difference in performance on measurement
and number. It is realistic to assume that in the space of twelve months
some improvement in students' performance in relation to Year 7
standards would be observed.

With two exceptions there was little

increase in scores with 22 students still performing at the Yeilr 7
benchmark standard at the end of their third term in secondary school.

Research Question Two

This study also sought to describe students' perceptions of their
experiences during transition. Data relating to students' perceptions of
their experiences during the transition from primary to secondary school
including attributions for success and failure, use of strategies and their
achievement related emotions ,md cognitions were gathered using
interviews over a twelve month period.

These data aliowed :,he

construction of a view of the ways in which students made sense of their
experiences.

Classroom observations over a twelve month period
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provided additional data which elaborated and confirmed students'
descriptions of their experiences.
Generally, students were disappointed with secondary school. They
had expected to experience challenging classes, interesting subjects and
that the work would be more difficult than previous work.

Their

experiences did not confirm these expectations and students reported that
they found Year 8 work to be repetitive and boring.

Many students

responded to Year 8 by reducing their effort and adopting less positive
attitudes towards academic work.
The findings of this study showed important differences in aspects
of students' academic motivation between Yeilr 7 and Yeilt 8. Differences
were found in students' ilttributions for success and failure, use of
adaptive learning behaviours, self-perceptions of .icademic performance
and achievement goal orientation. Findings on student perceptions and
reactions to the transition yielded a rich body of knowledge which
provided some insight into factors that help lo expltlin nspects of student
behaviour in different education.ii contexts. Students' responses will be
discussed in relation to question three in the following section.

Research Q11es/io11Tl!rec

This question attempted to identify the school and student related
factors that influenced students' academic performance.

Amilysis of

interview data and measures of .ispects of self-regulated learning and
motivation provided information which allowed the researcher to
construct a theory which explained the reasons for changes in students'
academic perform.ince. This identified the key contextual factors which
appeared to be salient in the transition experiences of these students.
Key findings arc discussed in the following section. This discussion
begins with a consider.ition of general findings. Since the findings of this
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study showed important differences between components of students'
academic motivation between Year 7 and Year 8 an attempt to provide an
explanatory framework for findings is provided,

General Findings
The findings of this study suggest that for these ''average" primary
school students the experience of moving from primary to secondary
school had a generally negative effect on academic performance. Attempts
to explain why this occurred include consideration of aspects of students'
motivation which may be affected by the physical, social and instructional
changes they encounter.

In social cognitive theory (Bandura, 1991),

motivation is viewed as goal directed behaviour instigated and sustained
by learners' expectations ab0ut the anticipated outcomes of their actions,
self efficacy for performing those nctions, nnd self evnluation of goal
progress. Learners note their progres~ as they work towards achieving
their goal, and it is their perceptions of progress towards goal nchievement
that sustains motivation and self efficacy.

Perceived negative

discrepancies between an individual's goal and present performance result
in change.
Two major sets of nchievernent related beliefs .ire central to
achievement motivation. The first is le.irners' beliefs about their abilities
and their expectations for success ("Cm I succeed on this task?", Eccles &
Wigfield, 1985) and the second is their beliefs .ibout the v.ilue of p.irticular
tasks and their rnoliv.itionnl orientnlion ("Do I want to succeed on this
task?", Eccles & Wigfield, 1985). Reciprocal relationships exist between an
individual's behnviour, environmental variables, cognitions and other
personal factors.

Individuals view and interpret their experiences

differently, and these different perspectives are reflected in subsequent
behaviour.

Hence the ways in which individuals within a group of
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students interpret the transition from primary to secondary school will
vary and their responses to achievement related situations will result
from each one's interpretation of their own experiences.

Self-regulated Learning
Self-regulated learners view learning as a systematic and controllable
process and accept responsibility for learning outcomes (Paris & Newman,
1990; Zimmerman, 1990). These learners combine cognitive activity with
personal beliefs about self efficacy and control. Self-regulated learners
engage in the metacognitive processes of goal setting, planning,
organising, self monitoring and evaluating their own performance. They
demonstrate adaptive learning behaviours using appropriate strategies
and regulating their own behaviour at all stages of the learning process.
They are "metacognitively, motivationally and behaviourally active
'

pat'ticipants in their own learning process" (Zimmerman, 1989, p. 4). Self·

.:/

rer;ulated learners appear to be self motivated and report high self efficacy,
p:~sitive self attributions and intrinsic task interest.
Paris and Newman (1990) challenge educators and researchers to
discover the social and cognitive conditions that enhance self-regulated
learning.

This study investigated the components of self-regulated

learning in students, mapping changes thnt occurred in students' learning
behaviour and classroom environments in an attempt to explain the
nature and causes of changes in self-regulated lc.irning behaviour. The
findings of this study suggest that students engaged in little self-regulated
learning behaviour and that following the transition to secondary school
self-regulation of learning became less common.

Students' use of

individual components of self-regulated learning wi\) be discussed later.
The construct of self-regulated learning includes students'
metacognilivc strategics for planning, monitoring and controlling their
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cognition; management and control of their own effort on classroom tasks
and the cognitive strategies that students use to learn, remember and
understand. However, successful learners do more than know about these
strategies. They actually use them. The components of self-regulated
learning are linked with aspects of students' motivation; their expectations
of success on a task, their goals and beliefs about the importance or interest
of the task and their emotional reactions to the task.

The following

section presents a summary of findings relating to various components of
self-regulated learning and motivation.

Attributions
The patterns of students' uttributions for success and failure changed
from primary to secondary school and in both years the nature of their
attributions for academic outcomes differed from previous research
findings.
Fewer students attributed ncademic success to effort in Year 8 and
there was an increase in the number of students who attributed success to
the task. Overall, there was an increase in students' attributing success to
external factors and a decrease in the allribution of success to internal
factors. Attributing success to ability was not widely reported by students
in this study. Students were less likely to attribute negative academic
outcomes to the intermil factors effort and ability at Year 8 than at Year 7
and were more likely to hold the external factors luck and the task
responsible for lack of academic success at Year 8.
Literature relating to students' attributions of success and failure
suggests that ability is seen as a major cai,se of succest. or failure (Dweck,
1986; Stipek, 1994; Weiner, 1987). The findings of this study do not support
this assertion. Related to this is the emphasis which the students in this
study placed on luck as a factor which influenced their success and failure
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on academic tasks. Mason and Stipek (1989) argued that luck was the least
influential factor in students' attributions for achievement outcomes. The
findings of this study suggest that for these students luck was thought to be
an important determinant of academic outcomes.
It seems likely that these differences may result from socio-cultural

differences between Australia and America.

Those things valued by

American society may be different to those valued by Australian society.
Stevenson, Lee and Stigler (1986) found that in general, Asian (Chinese
and Japanese) children performed better than American children and the
parents of Asian children believed that success was due to effort whereas
American parents believed that success was due to ability. These beliefs
reflect broader cultural beliefs about the nature and role of inteliigence
which are communicated to students implicitly and explicitly. Henderson
and Dweck (1990) suggest that Americ,rns tend to value individual
achievement and success while Japanese society \'alues the smooth
functioning of the social unit and persona! modesty. t\merican society
places high value un academic ,,chievement.

l-Jenderson and Dweck

describe America as traditionally a n.ilie!1 nf thl.! "best .ind brightest" and

il

"nation in search of excellence'' (Henderson & Dweck, 1990, p. 329). It is
these cultural values which support the developnwnt of attributions for
academic outcomes which focus on .ibility.
Holloway (1988) and Stevenson, Lee and Stigler (1986) demonstrated
that cultural differences were responsible for contrasting attributional
theories in Japan and the USA, and Kurtz and Schneider (1990) revealed
systematic differences in the attributional beliefs nnd strategic behaviours
of West German and American students. These differences may emerge
as a result of differential teacher practices including instructional practices,
curriculum and school organisational fc.itures. Recent Australian studies
(Fairbairn, Moore & Chan, 1994; Mc Callum, 1994; Rodwell & Moore, 1994;
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Youlden & Chan, 1994) have found similar differences in the patt::ms of
attributions of Australian students.

Source of attributional feedback.
The findings of this study support the suggestions of Fennema (1985)
that students receive little feedback in classrooms that fulfils an
attributional function.

Teachers in secondary classes provided little

academic feedback to students and almost no feedback that overtly
attributed causes of success or failure during instruction.

Students

reported receiving no feedback that informl!d them of teachers'
explanations of the muses of their academic outcomes. The students
involved in this study made ;ittrlbutions about thdr ncademic
performance based on information they received from marks and grades,
their own ex1•l;inations of their performance and some comparison with
peer grades rather than on the basis of teacher feedback or differential
treatment within the dass.

Self Percept1,ms of Acad~mic Pc1fl)rll!IIIIC1'
Students' self-perceptions nf ability .ind effort have been shown to
influence their achievement related behaviour (Niclulls, 1983; Weiner,
1979). Self perceptions of .ibility ;ind effort .arc influenced by student
characteri~tics such as developmcnt;i] stage (Nicholls, 1978), p.ist
performai,ce (Stipek & lioffm.in, 1980) and own behaviour, and classroom
characteristics such as differential tt"acher tre;itment (Rosenholtz &
Simpson, 1984; Weinstein, 1983).

Attribution<1l studies highlight the

importan'.:e of performance, teacher feedback .ind feedb.ick obtained from
peer comp;irison (Weiner, 1979). Brophy (1983) suggests that other aspects
of teacher beh.iviour such as providing assistance, monitoring work and
showing personal interest are influential in the development of self-
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perceptions of ability. Ability self-perceptions and expectations for future
success are influenced by a range of classroom and student related factors
and it seems that different factors will be more salient for certain students.

I'
.,

Self perceptions of ability will affect students' beliefs in their self efficacy or
ability to perform certain tasks successfully, which in tum affects their
motivation to engage in academic tasks.
'

In this study students rated their own performance in English and
mathematics lower in Year 8 than in Year 7. This contrasts with the
findings of Nottelman {1982, 1987) v.;ho reported that students' self-ratings
of performance were constant pre- and post-transition.

Students had

made their judgments on the basis of the marks that they had received for
their work and assignments and on how difficult they personally found
the work to be. They had received little feedback about their performance
or areas of strength or weakness. These lowered judgments of ability
should have a detrimental effect on students' sense of self efficacy and
willingness to engage in academk tnsks.
Differences in agreement between teacher and student ratings of
student performance at Year 7 ai-td 8 suggest that students had a clear.er
understanding of the way in which teachers would judge acade~ic
performance in Year 7. Again, these findings contrast with Nottelman's
finding that there was a greater difference between teacher and student
self-rating pre-transition (1982, 1987). There are a number of possible
explanations for this. Yenr 7 teachers mny hnvc made their expectations
and standards more explicit, students may have developed n greater
understanding of teachers' standards due to the increased time which they
spent with their Year 7 teacher, students may have lacked the cognitive
maps tb judge their own performance in the subjects at Year 8, or there
'

may have been Jess information available for students to mnke judgments.
nt Year 8.
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According to Rosenholtz and Simpson (1984a; 1984b) classrooms in
which task structures are undifferentiated produce stable, highly unequal
perceptions of ability.

In these unidimensional classrooms where all

students work on the same task at the same time it becomes clear when
bright students finish tasks early or less able students have difficulty
completing tasks. Where the task structure is differentiated and students
work on several different kinds of tasks social comparison is more difficult
arid results in less consistency in students' relative performance from day
to day.

It may be that the secondary context functions as a

multidimensional setting, restricting students' opportunities for
comparison. Classroom observations and students' comments suggest
this not to be the case as within each classroom tasks were undifferentiated
and differentiation occurred only between classes. Certainly, the secondary
school context with multiple classes and teachers complicates the simple
pictme of achievement related beliefs that can be derived from studying
primary school da&srooms.
The results of this study suggest that the most salient factors affecting
students' inability to juclge their performance in the same way as their
teachers were a lack of information about the standards against which
performance was to be judged, unclear achievement goals and absence of
informative feedback.

Achievement Goals

Learning outcomes are affected by

learners' perceptions of the

learning environment, the nature and demands of the task and the
achievement goals they hold.. Students' reasons for working on a task will
affect the benefits of working on the task. Learners may hold a learning or
mustery goal, a performance or ego goal or a work avoidance goal
(Nicholls, 1983), The goal held by a learner will influence the way in
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which the task is approached, a learner's beliefs about the nature of
achievement, attributions for academic outcomes, affective responses to
academic results, task selection and use of learning strategies.
The classroom environment playG an important role affecting the
type of learning goals that students adopt (Ames, 1990; Corno &
Rohrkemper, 1985; Meece, 1994). Teachers' instructional practices are
salient in influencing students' achievement orientations and a classroom
learning environment that encourages mastery rather than performance
goals will result in greater use of self-regulatory learning processes.
In Year 8 students' stated achievement goals reflected a greater
emphasis on performance orientation than mastery goals. These changes
appeared to result from the changed instructional environment and
associated increased emphasis on the role of assessment and importance of
submission. According to Nicholls (1983) students with mastery goals
focus on the prncess of completing the task rather than external
evaluation of the self which is the attention of those with performance
goals.

Classrooms that emphasise external evaluation encourage the

development of performance goals whereas instructional environments
that emphasise process encourage mastery goals.

Penalties for late

assessment and repeated warnings to students about the need to submit
work for assessment communicated to students the importance of
assessment and focused their attention on external sources of evaluation
rather than the process of learning. There was an increase in the number
of students who expressed work avoidance goals. Students had no clear
reasons for wanting to achieve high marks. Few of them were able to
provide explanation as to why good marks may be important. This lack of
a valid reason for achievement problematised the setting of achievement
goals for some students. Because they could not think of a good reason to
understand and master academic content, an external sow:ce, marks,
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provided an impetus and students focused on assessment as the reason for
attempting tasks.
Work avoidance goals emerged in response to students' affective
responses to being asked to repeat work that they believed they had
learned the previous year. In these situations they could not see any
benefit in working on tasks that they believed they had previously done.
Students also received messages about the importance of submitting work,
and there were no clear messages about the importance of achieving high
level outcomes. Students' attention was directed towards completing the
task. In some cases students reported that the volume of work that they
faced caused them to choose to do as little as possible to get through.
Because the students

·.1

this study had demonstrated average levels of

achievement they could reduce their effort without failing,
These changes in achievement related goals appeared to result from
the changed instructional environments and the increased emphasis on
the role of assessment and importance of submission of work. The
increased volume of work and pressure on completion provided
additional encouragement for students to adopt performance or work
avoidance goals.

StrategiJ Use

The ability of learners to adapt their learning behaviours to the
varying demands they encounter plays an important role in determining
learning outcomes and in enabling learners to respond appropriately in
new or unusual situations. In order to be adaptive learners, students must
have a repertoire of strategies, must know when and how to use them and
to monitor their use of strategies. They need to be flexible and able to
select the most appropriate response for particular learning situations.
Rohrkemper and Corna (1988) suggest that th!? development of strategic
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learning behaviours can be facilitated by classroom environments that
encourage students to work independently, provide opportunities for
choice and challenge students.
The findings of this study show that students became less strategic in
their use of learning behaviours at secondary school. One of the most
important aspects of being an adaptive learner is taking responsibility for
dealing with a problem.

Getting assistance is a low level adaptive

response which may solve the problem but does not usually empower the
learner.

Fewer students reported that they would seek assistance at

second~ry school and their reasons for this related to the difficulty of
getting the teacher's attention or a reluctance to admit that they could not
do the work. Rather than developing more adaptive responses such as
employing problem solving strategies an increased number of students
responded to problem situations by giving up.

The most common

response to problems did not involve students accepting responsibility for
dealing with the problem.

Responses to problem situations were

commonly non-self-regulated, "reactive" or "personal resolve" statements
which suggest a Jack of self-regulatory initiative dem, n1strating the type of
responses commonly made by students in lower ilchievement tracks
{Zimmerman & Martinez-Pons, 1986).
The secondary classroom context was not conducive to the
development or employment of strategic behaviours. There was little
opportunity for students to take responsibility fci,r their own learning.
Tasks were set by the teacher and were not negotiable and the amount of
work that was presented to students meant that they seldom had time
available to make tasks more interesting or challenging. The emphasis in
classrooms was on completing the work.

/,
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Participation Style
Ward et. al (1982) argue that different classroom !lettings require
different sets of behaviours. Maximisation of instruction may demand
that a variety of student participation as well as learning needs to''
'
cor:isidered and accommodated, or that students be taught to decode;
understand, and respond to classroom participation requirements in the
same way that they are taught content. Since secondary school settings
nearly always require students to work successfully in multiple classroom
settings, the match hetween students' participation characteristics and
classroom participation demands may increase several fold in complexity
and importance at this level. Ward et al. argue that attention to the
participation requirements of instruction, students' ways of participating
and the outcomes that result appears to be pertinent to obtaining greater
understanding of the school, classroom and instructional features that are
related to students' successful transition from primary to secondary
school.
Across the 24 target students more of the students were successful or
moderately successful in their transition to the secondary school setting.
The initial categories of participation style described by Good and Power
(1982) did not match with those behaviours described by Year 7 teachers
and observed in classroom observations. However, using a process of
"!.Jest fit", teacher descriptions of student behaviour were matched with
participation style categories. Students who were described by their Year 7
teacher as success, social or social/s11ccess students were most successful.
In contrast students who were described as alienate participants were least

successful.
Students who were described as dependents or dependent/phantoms
also appeared to have problems with the transition. The r:lasses in which
these students were successful were those in which the teacher established
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a set of rules and norms that was flexible and where students were allowed
to interact with one another and to initiate interaction with the teacher so
long as the com·ersation~ did not disturb others.

Apparently these

students needed to be able to interact with the teacher and other students
in order to remain on task and complete work successfully. In this study
students had few opportunities to initiate interaction with the teacher but
were free to interact with peers as long as these did not interfere with the
rest of the class.
The students in this study demonstrated consistent classroom
behaviours across the multiple secondary class settings.

More

importantly, the classroom behaviours of students in this study were
observed to change at secondary school to becorriC less actively engaged.
The com;istency of students' behaviour across settings may mean that
these students were generally unable to adapt their behaviours
appropriately to the demands of different classroom environments or it
may be that they interpreted the similarities between classes to be such that
they saw no need to change their behaviours. Student comments sugget-t
this to be the case as there were numerous statements about the similarity
between classes, and the general types of behavimus requiri.!d by teachers
and school. Classroom observi'ltions confirm the similarity. in classroom
structures between teachers and most subject areas. It would seem that the
consistency of students' classroom behaviours is appropriate in the
situation although it may be argued that the nature of their behaviour is
not desirable if effective learning is to occur.

Role of Peers
There is conflicting evidence regarding the effect of peer influence on
adolescents' achievement motivation. Bishop {1989) and Goodlad (1984)
have argued that lack of effort and interest in schooling results from the
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influence of peers. However, adolescents have reported that their peers
were more likely to encourage them to work hard and attempt to achieve
good grades (Brown, Clasen & Eicher, 1986).

It is most likely that

individuals will adopt the attitudes of their peers whether they be
negative or positive.

If this is the case then the widel' influence on

students' attitudes towards academic achievement would play a more
salient role in the development of positive attitudes towards school
achievement. An important distinction can be made between the effect of
peers in general and the effect of friends on students' achievement
motivation.
The findings of this study suggest that the role of peers and friends
had little negative effect on students' motivation whe~ they entered
secondary school. With one exception, the students in thi.s' study reported
that their positive beliefs about the value of doing well in school were
supported by friends.

Students also reported little discussion about

schoolwork or academic performance and grades among their social
group. There was little overt comparison of marks and students admitted
to little covert comparison of academic performance. Everhart (1983) also
reported that schoolwork and the acndcmic dimensions of school life are
not salient issues for many adolescents.

There was a widely reported

culture among the students which discouraged boasting about high grades
or "showing off" but students' attitudes towards school performnnce were
generally positive.
Berndt and Keefe (1992) have questioned the accuracy or vnlidity of
students' reports that they do not compare marks, suggesting that while
students do not admit to talking to peers about schoolwork, they do in fact,
di8cuss school.

They have suggested that it is the less academically

successful students who deny tnlking about school and that this response
actually means that they denigrate school saying that it is not important.
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This position is not supported by evidence from classroom and general
school observational data collected in this study. While the students in
this study were not "high achieving" they expressed positive attitudes
towards academic achievement and the value of schooling.

Drawing;

attention to academic success or boasting about high performance was
viewed negatively.
These findings and evidence from previous research (Berndt,
Laychak & Park, 1990; Brown et al., 1986) suggest that the fears about the
negative effect of peers on adolescents' motivation is exaggerated. Rather,
it seems that peers, especially friends, reinforce the existing attitude
towards schoolwork and academic achievement. If students bring with
them positive attitudes towards the value of schooling and the school
establishes a culture which genuineiy values academic achievement then
students will reinforce these values among themselves. In this situation
the challenge for schools is to foster positive attitudes towc1rds school
achievement in a way that does not depend upon public recognition of
achievement since this is counterproductive in the eyes of students.

Teacher Expectations
Teachers' expectations <1bout their students Influence student
achievement (Brophy & Good, 1970). The model of the teacher expectnncy
effect shows that teachers form differential expectations about their
students and treat students in ways that communicate these beliefs.
Teachers mc1y create different socio-emotional climates, provide different
<1mounts c1nd quality of feedback, provide different opportunities for
students to learn and to inlcracl' in the classroom setting. As a result of
teacher behaviour students learn what the teacher expects from them and
behave accordingly. These expectations may relate to classroom behaviour
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or academic performance and may be held for individual students or the
group.
An important question relates to how teachers communicate their
beliefs to students and the ways this influences student achievement.
Students' interpretations of teacher behaviour play an important role in
mediating the expectancy effect (Brophy & Good, 1970; Cooper & Good,
1983; Weinstein, 1983, 1985). "It is the students' perception"cognition that
is ultimately the influential element on achievement." (Weinstein, 1989,
p. 192).

Clearly, relationships exist between teachers' beliefs about

students' ability and students' academic performance.
Good and Brophy (1993) suggest that the way in which teachers talk
about students in their classes is an indication of how they think about
them. Teachers who continually talk about the group to the exclusion of
individual students may have begun to lose sight of individual differences
and to overemphasise variation between groups. The comments of the
teachers of Year 8 students in this study focussed on the group (both class
and year group) rather than individual students within clnsscs. In contrast
to this Year 7 teachers talked about individual students and seldom
referred to their class group or Year 7 students collectively. This suggests
that secondary teachers were more likely to view students .:is n group and
to hold expectations for the group rather than individuals.
The effect of this group expectation was magnified by streaming
practices in which students were nssigned to unit curriculum pathways.
Evertson (1982) reported that nol only did students in low tr.ick classes
slow down pacing of lessons and shift the teacher's attention to procedural
and behaviournl matters but th.it teachers taught their high and low track
classes differently. Teachers of low track classes stress more structurt!d
assignments {Barko, Shuvelson & Stern, 1981), were less well prepared
(Brookover, Beady, Flood, Schweitzer & Wisenbaker, 1979; Gamoran &
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Berends, 1986) while teachers of high track classes assign more
independent projects and introduce more high level and integrative
concepts (Oakes, 1985). To ome extent it may be argued that differential
teacher behaviour is appropriate iristructional practice.

However, the

findings of this study suggest that differential teacher behaviour directed
towards "average" Year 8 students is not appropriate and serves to limit
their opportunities to learn and engage in self-regulatory practices.
Teachers' beliefs about what th~se students were capable of learning
were reflected in their selection of learning tasks, instructional practices
and provision of learning environment. Teachers' interpretations of the
curriculum also play an important role in the creation of an instructicinal
environment however, the direction of influence between teachers' beliefs
about Year 8 students and their curriculum interpretation is not clear.
The teachers of the Year 8 students in this study created learning
environments that were different from those that students had
experienced in Year 7. Skinner ,md Belmont (1993) argue that the teacher
is central to students' classroom learning experiences and that the levels
autonomy control and optimal structure in ch1ssrooms can predict
students' motivation across the school year. There w;is a higher degree of
teacher control of what was learned and how it was learned, few
opportunities for group work, greater use of whole class instruction
followed by worksheet or text book nctivitics and little discussion among
the class. There was little provision for focus on the process of learning
and little information provided about teachers' academic performance
expectations or feedback relating to task performance. Emphasis was on
completing the required content, achieving the objectives of the unit and
completion of assessment tasks.

These findings confirm previous

description of the changes that students encounter as they progress
through the years of schooling (Eccles et al., 1993).
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Summary
Following the transition from primary to secondary school there was
no increase in the level of students' academic performance in English and
mathematics and this was accompanied by a negative shift in students'
attitudes towards academic work and reported achievement motivation.
Investigation of constructs which have been shown to play an important
role in achievement motivation revealed that negative changes also
occurred in dimensions of motivation including self-perceptions of ability,
achievement related attributions, use of strategic behaviours and learning
goals.
Students' attributions for success played a less salient role in their
willingness to engage in task and their expCctations of success and failure
in future tasks.

Where attributions were important they seemed to

strengthen the links which have emerged between teacher behaviour and
student motivation. It seems that teacher behaviour, has a strong direct
and indirect effect on students' expectations for success or failure on
academic tasks, their goals and beliefs about learning and their approaches
to learning tasks.
Biggs and Moore (1993) suggest that learning outcomes are affected by
interactions between teachers, students and the learning process. Teachers
are responsible for the provision of a learning environment and learning
activities that encourage students to engage in appropriate learning
processes.

In this study the emphasis was on the classroom level, the

interactions between student characteristics and the teaching context
which acted on how students went about their learning and subsequent
outcomes. Students' interpretation;. of the leaching context will be made
in the light of their own predispositions and will affect the learning
process. Metalearning, where students npply the kn;iwledge of their own
cognitive processes to their learning will mediate students' perceptions of
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the demands of the teaching context so that students will approach
learning tasks in different ways. Most importantly, it is the effect of the
range of factors under the control of the teacher that interact with
individual student factors tG bring about learning outcomes. According to
Biggs and Moore an important part of teaching is to optimise the chances
that the most adaptive approaches to learning are used.
Figure 13 represents those factors that appear to be most salient in
affecting the motivational and academic responses of the students in this
study. The links between teacher behaviour and stu<.:ent motivation are
centred on the messages that students received from teachers and the
school and the ways in which students interpreted and acted upon these
messages. Teachers' actual classroom practices influence students' beliefs,
attitudes and behaviours which subsequently influence students' learning
in the classroom. Particularly important were messages relating to the
formation of achievement goals.

These included a range of messages

which informed students about what was considered to be important
about school work.

Specifically, messages were communicated by the

nature of academic tasks, lack of academic challenge, the role and
frequency of assessment, and penalties for \rite submission. Additionnlly
there was a lack of information or feedback relating to assessment criteria
and student performnnce in relation to criteiia.

In general, feedback

consisted of a mark or grade and a general comment. There was little
evidence of informntive feedback or reflection on performance. Students
were provided few opportunities to discuss work with their teachers. The
structure of the school timetable and teachers' classroom practices made it
difficult for students to approach teachers for per5onal consultations. The
implementation of the unit curriculum and the school's practice of
placing students in pathwnys should have given students a clear message

about their relative academic standing. However, many students were
unaware of the level of the pathway in which they were working.
Pathways achieved significance only when students' attention was
attracted to them when tney were promoted or demoted. More important
was the teacher's interpretation of the requirements of the pathway and
the capabilities of the students.
Covertly, students learned about the n<1ture of secondary school
learning through the nature of instructional activities, in particular the
lack of opportunity for individual work, self monitoring, or to adapt tasks.
These features of the instructional context inhibited students' capacity to
develop adaptive learning behaviours and engage in self-regulated
learning practices.
The effect of these changes in classroom context was to encourage the
deveJOpment of a belief among students that the work they were
experiencing at Year 8 wa<; "the same as" the previous year's work. No
clear distinction had been made for students between the level of last
year's work and the work that they were currently ·~ngagcd in. This lack of
differentiation led the students to believe that as they were doing the same
work as last year, the work was not very important and that it was not
necessary to try hard because "I've done this before".
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Additionally, many students commented on the volume of work
that was presented to them in Year 8. This was supported by teachers'
comments about the pressure on them to cover the required objectives for
the unit. This emphasis on covering the unit encouraged students to
adopt a surface approach to their work, their primary concern was to
complete the required work by the due date.
It was these contextual changes that played the mosi'. important role

in the changes in students' beliefs about the importance of schoolwork and
dimensions of their academic motivation.

Although students were

encountering a number of different teachers each day the educational
settings created by the secondary teachers wt!re remarkably similar. 111e
various aspects of achievement related motivational behaviour wem
affected by events which were within the control of the teachers or the
school. Teachers' beliefs about the level and nature of work that they
could expect of Year 8 students of this ability level were reflected in their
instructional practices and the resulting instructional environment.
In some senses the inaccuracy of inform.ilion provided lo students
prior to the transition exacerb.ited the problem. Students h.i.d been Jed to
believe that work would be challenging, difficult, "new", and that they
would receive "more" homework.

When this did not eventuate many

students were disappointed and felt somehow "cheated".
It seems th.it the most salient factor influencing the success of these

students' academic transition from primary to secondary school is the
instructional environment created by the teacher and the school.
Teachers' interpretations of the curriculum and their beliefs and resultant
expec!.itions of Year 8 students are reflected in the learning environments
that they provide for Year 8 students. In this study students encountered
teacher-centred classrooms in which they had few opportunities to engage
in or develop self-regulatory learning practices.
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They received little

information about academic performance expectations and no
informative feedback.

Teacher information related to behavioural and

procedural expectations and feedback focused on procedural and
administrative aspects of work.
In addition, students experienced work presented at a level of
difficulty that they equated to Year 7 work. This was interpreted by many
students to suggest that they did not have to expend a great deal of effort
because they had "done the work before". Admiuistrative requirements
and penalties for late submission of work were interpreted to signify that
submission was more important than attempting the best possible
outcome. Lack of information about grading practices and assessment
combined with limited evaluative feedbc1ck resulted in students having
little idea about how to achieve positive outcomes or ways in which they
could improve their work.

The secondary classes reflected a non-

informative emphasis on performance goals. Students were aware that
assessment was important and in many cases classes seemed to be
assessment driven but students did not know how to do well on
assessment tasks.
Students interpreted the mess;iges th;it reflected their teachers'
expectations for them as Yec1r 8 students.

These interpretations were

reflected in their beliefs c1bout the value of schoolwork, what was
important in doing well at school, their learning goc1ls, self efficacy beliefs,
use of self-regulatory processes and gcnerc1l motivational orientations.
Generally, these student interpretations were negative.

Students were

disillusioned with the low level of work and lack of academic challenge.
The rapid pace at which content was covered limited students'
opportunities to extend tc1sks or their own efforts and encouraged surface
approaches lo learning accompanied by work avoidance goals. There were
few opportunities for students to engage in self-regulatory behaviours and
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no evidence that teachers were attempting to facilitate the development of
such behaviours.
The findings of this study suggest that students interpreted the overt
and covert messages communicated by teachers about their academic
expectations for that group.

These teacher beliefs, reflected in the

classroom and instructional environment were interpreted by students to
mean that i>~condary school work was not challenging, and that little was
expected of them by way of effort or performance standards.
Administrative and behavioural matters were seen to be more important
than academic performance. Students' responses included diminished
achievement motivation, including less healthy attributions, lower self·
perceptions of performance, and less strategic learning behaviour.
Students became more reactive and reliant on the tencher to provide
direction and motivation for work and accepted less responsibility for
their own learning. These findings support Weiner's (1990) conclusion
that "school motivation c;mnot be divorced from the social fabric in which
it is embedded." (p. 621).
It is acknowledged that the students involved in this study

represented a particular group of students, "average performers" and that
their experiences and interpretations may not represent those of high and
low achieving students. In some areas there was also a wide range of
responses among individuals within the group.

However, the

explanations of their experi,;;nces were consistent across the group
suggesting that students within this group perceived their experiences in
the same way.
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Implications

The changing emphases in the educational environment, of which
students seem to be aware, have complicated academic outcomes.
Generally, the students in this study showed little increase in academic
performance. Such absence of academic improvement may be the result
of internal or developmental factors but for most students in this study
the experience of going to secondary school was accompanied by a negative
shift in aspects of achievement motivation end self-regulated learning.
The possible long term effects of such changes and the resulting decrease
in academic achievement are cause for concern. If these students develop
negative attitudes towards academic achievement not only will this affect
their own learning but that of other students around them. The reversal
of negative beliefs about school learning is a difficult task and it would be
more beneficial to prevent the necessity for this rather than attempting to
develop remedies for the situation.
If students develop negative attitudes towards school achievement

and do not value school work they are likely to withdraw their efforts
which will inhibit their learning.

This has the long term effect of

restricting their educational options as they miss out on the opportunity to
develop the skills and knowledge that form the foundation of future
learning. Since these students had been average ,1chievers then it would
seem that rather th,1n limit the achievement of their academic potential
second,1ry schools should be encouraging its rNlis,1tion. It ,1ppears th,1t the
factors responsible for changes in these students' motivation and
subsequent achievement are within the control of the school ,1nd
individual teachers. Cumming {1994b) reports th,1t teacher effectiveness is
the key to improved educational outcomes for adolescents. He argues that
if current inequities in learning outcomes are to be addressed there is a
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need for changes to traditional teaching practices and attitudes. The
results of this study suggest a number of implications for practice.
There would seem to be a need for reflection and reconsideration of
the type of messages which are communicated by secondary school
teachers and systems about what is important.

The emphasis on

assessment and the submission of work should be decreased with greater
provision of information regarding how to go about tasks, the expectations
and specific information about the role of effort and what this means. The
requirements of the tasks and assessment criteria need to be more clearly
articulated and this would be enhanced by the provision of specific
examples of work showing standards.
Associated with the provision of more information about the
processes involved in le.irning tasks is the need for instruction in
strategies for dealing with novel situations and problems as general
learning strategies which would allow students to operate more
independently and strategically. There is also the need for the provision
of opportunities within the dnss for students to engage in self~regulatory
learning activities.
The teacher-centredness and exrository nature of secondary
classrooms would seem to militate against the development of
independent learners and adaptive behaviours. The provision of greater
opportunity for individual work would facilitate the development of
more adaptive behaviours in students.
If the intention of Year 8 is that the first year of secondary school

consolidates students' previous lenrning then it seems that this gonl is not
being achieved because of the mediating effect of students' perceptions and
beliefs about what they are learning. On the other hand, if teachers believe
that the purpose of Yea~ 8 is to re-teach previous content to provide a
foundation for future . Jer,ming then this is not being achieved either.
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Again, the perceptions and subsequent actions of the students mediate
teachers' intentions and actions to result in outcomes that may differ from
those intended by teachers and the system.
The motivational process model is based on the assumption tb1,t
,, the
student values achievement. If students do not believe that achievement
is important they will not actively pursue achievement outcomes. There
seemed to be few dear messages about the importance of school
achievement. Within the guidelines recommended by the literature there
is a need for greater school and classroom emphasis on the value of
achievement, demonstrating the value of school learning and that it is
valued in the school.
There are important consequences of student perceptions that new
work equates to challenging and interesting, and familiar work is old and
equated with easy and boring. When students see current academic work
to be a repetition of previous work they place little value on it and invest
little effort in related learning tasks.

There would seem to be value in

making explicit to students the differences between past and present work.
Students' affective and cognitive responses to work that they perceive to
be old, support the argument for the dear identification of differences and
unique features. This has significant implications for the development of
greater curriculum continuity and for this to be more clearly articulated.
In the period prior to transition, and in the early days of secondary
school there is a need for provision of information about the nature of the
st.:hjects that students will study in secondary school. This would allow
students to develop a more accurate cognitive map of the content of the
secondary school curriculum.
There is also a need for more accurate and greater knowledge on the
part of primary school teachers about what secondary school is like so that
preparation can be more appropriate. Associated with this is the need for
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the secondary school to take greater cognisance of students' previous
learnings and to place greater value on this .
There would seem to be a strong case for the development of more
specific teacher knowledge about the standards involved in the various
units and the criteria associated with grades. It may be that teachers lack
the ability to make explicit their tacit knowledge relating to the criteria
associated with assessment and performance.

Limitations of the Study
The consideration of target students from one educational institution
creates a small number of students. This does not necessarily reduce the
validity of the data or the conclusions arrived at after data analysis.
Delamont and Hamilton (1976) argued thnt it is still possible to clarify
relationships, pinpoint critical processes nnd

identify common

phenomena through the detailed study of one particular context. The
resultant abstracted summaries nnd general concepts which can be
formulated, may, upon further investigation be found to be germane to
wider variety of settings.

Case studies therefore, are not necessarily

restricted in scope. The richness of the data which may be gathered using
the case study method in such a situation justifies the use of a small
sample size.

Yin (1989) stressed that the use of multiple sources of

evidence in the case study makes the findings derived from case studies
likely to be more convincing and accurate. The findings of case studies
may be generalisable lo theoretical propositions.
This study deliberately focused on students achieving at an "average"
level because previous research has investigated high and low achieving
students' behaviours.

The differences which have emerged in the

findings of this study suggest thnt these "average" students experience
classroom environm~nts that are different from high achieving students
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and that their experiences and perceptions may not be representative of all
students.
For the purposes of this study successful transition was defined
within the baundaries of academic success. It may be argued that social
and extra-curricular aspects of students' lives are equally important and
should have been considered.

Recommendations for Futute Research
The findings of this study suggest several areas which would benefit
from further research. An important area that has emerged is the sociocultural nature of attributions, particularly attributions in an Australian
context. This study has suggested that there may be differences in the
patterns of attributions for Australian students.

As the majority of

research studies into attributions have been situated in the North
American context there is a need for more Australian studies of students'
attributions for achievement outcomes.
It seems that one of the reasons why secondary teachers in particular

do not provide students with dear information about assessment criteria
and standards is that they themselves do not have this knowledge.
Anecdotal evidence in relation to the unit curriculum suggests that this is
the case. There is a need for a study which either confirms or refutes this
idea. If it is correct that teachers arc not able to apply criteria to students'
performance within the unit curriculum then there is need for the system
to address this through both the process of curriculum renewal and
teacher protessional development.

Further research into the field of

teacher knowledge relating to assessment within unit curriculum and the
explicit description of assessment criteria is suggested. It may be that
teachers .ire aware of the criteria for assessment and the processes
involved but do not have the means by which to communicate this tacit
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knowledge to students. Investigation of teacher knowledge in this area
would provide relevant information.
This study followed students through the first three terms of Year 8.
A longer study would provide more information about the permanence of
the changes identified in this study.
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Postscript
During the progress of this study there has been increased attention
paid to the role of transition and the middle school in children's academic
progress. The Education Department of Western Australia has responded
by establishing a two new schools: Ballajura and Warnboro community
schools (due to open in 1995) which will seek to address some of the issues
of transition identified here. However, unless the transition from Year 6
to the new community schools is carefully considered then there is the
likelihood that the problems described in this study will simply be shifted
to another year level. Unless other steps are taken within the classroom it
is likely that this type of phenomenon will continue to occur in the
secondary setting.
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APPENDIX A

May 20, 1991
Dear
I am working on a research project investigating students'
perceptions and experiences of th~ transition from primary to
secondary school. I am particularly interested in investigating the
transition as experienced by students who are performing at an
acceptable academic level at Year 7. The project is mainly qualitative
in nature gathering most of the data from interviews with a number
of target students over an extended time prior to, and after transition
to secondary school. I am interested in discovering the ways in which
students make sense of the transition and strategies adopted by
various students in their attempts to adapt to a new learning
situation.
I have attached a summary of the project a~~ would like to discuss
this project with you and the Year 7 teachers who may be involved,
with a view to your school participating in the prnject.
If you wish to contact me to discuss this my telephone number is

*

00
*~. I am willing to visit your school nnd discuss this project
with the staff concerned if they wish. I hope that you will view this
research in a favourable manner ,md look forward to talking with
you.

Yours faithfully

,,
,,''
Denise Kirkpatrick
Lecturer, Department of Education Studies
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AIMS OF THE PROJECT
1. To determine whether some students who are performing at a
satisfactory academic standard fail to maintain this level of
performance in secondary school.
2. To explore student perceplions of the process of transition from
primary to secondary school, with particular emphasis on the factors
that students perceive to influence their success.
3. To identify those strategies which allow students to adapt more
successfully to the demands of secondary school.

STAGES IN DATA COLLECTION
Year7
Identification of target students
Target students will be identified using the Monitoring Standards in
Education mathematics and English tests. In line with
recommendations from MSE these will be administered in week 7 or
8 of Term Three. The marking of the MSE tests will be performed by
the researcher and the school will receive performance information
on all Year 7 students.
From the pool of students identified lo be working at Phase 6/7 of the
syllabus six target students will be selected with the assistance of Year
7 teachers. This assistance will take the form of informal consultation
during which teachers' expectations of student success will be
ascertained.
Interviews with target students
Target students will be interviewed three times during Term Four at
approximately weeks 1/2, 4/5 ,md 8/9. Interviews will be informal,
and confidential. Times for interviews will be arranged to meet the
needs of teachers and students.
Observations of classroom learning environment
Students will be observed in a normal c1assroom environment two or
three times during Term Four at times to Le decided in consultation
with the Year 7 teacher.
Student academic pcrformaTice
Access to the final Year 7 report of target students will be requested.
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DATA COLLECTION
Years

Interviews with target students
Target students will be interviewed three times during Term One
with one follr,w up interview in Term Two. The interviews will be
conducted at times convenient to teachers anci students.
Observations of classroom learning environment
Students will be observed in a normal classroom environment two or
three times during Semester One at times to be decided in
consultation with the Year 8 teachers.
Student academic performance
The MSE tests in mathematics and English will be administered to
Year 8 students during Semester Two. The MSE tests will be
administered and marked by the researcher, performance results for
all students will be made available to the school. Access to target
students' unit curriculum grades wm be requested.
Information •rom teachers
Teachers of target students will be requested to provide some
information regarding their expectations of student performance to
the researcher in an informal situntion.

CONDITIONS OF RESEARCH
All relevant information from this study will be provided to the
schools involved. Cor.ditions of confidentiality and anonymity will
apply and the permission ;:,fall teachers, students and parents will be
obtained regarding particii:,Mion in the project. Any participant may
withdraw from the project if he or she so wishes. A copy of the final
research report will be provided to all participating schools.
I am not requesting lhat teachers do cmything different in their classes
or that they gather nny data on my behalf. The time commitment
from teachers is minimal and the rci;carch is designed to bP- non
intrusive. Once the results become available the offer of relevant
professional development activities will be made to pnrticipating
teachers.

DENISE KIRKPATRICK
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May 20, 1991

'.I
, __1

Dear
I am working on a research project investigating students'
perceptions and experiences of the transition from primary to
secondary school. I am particularly interested in investigating the
transition as experienced by students who are performing at an
acceptable academic level at Year 7. The project is mainly qualitative
in nature gathering most of the data from interviews with a number
of target students over an extended time prior to and after transition
to secondary school. Tam particularly interested in discovering the
ways in which students make sense of the transition and the
strategies adopted by various students in their attempts to adapt to a
new learning situation.
I have attached a summary of the project and would like to discuss
this project with you with a view to your school participating in the
project. I hope that you will view this research in a favourable
manner and look forward to talking with you.
Yours faithfully

Denise Kirkpatrick
Lecturer, Department of Education Studies

,.-,:,
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December 9, 1991
Dear
Thank you very much for your co-operation and assistance in my
research project. I have enclosed a copy of the results of the student
questionnaires.
Again, thank you for your participation and have an enjoyable
vacation.
Yours sincerely

Denise Kirkpatrick.

,,
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February 19, 1992
Dear
Please find enclosed the results of the questionnaire which was
administered to Year 7 students from ****"*** 0 primary schools. I
would like to administer a follow up questionnaire early in Term
Two. I have also attached a summary of responses to the first round
of student interviews. At this stage the responses from the sample
are very positive about the high school. I believe that the data from
the subsequent interviews will become more informative as students
become accustomed to the new school setting.
I would like to begin the second round of interviews on Tuesday,
March 10. I hope that this new time frame is not inconvenient.
Thank you again for your cooperation in this project.
Yours sincerely

Denise Kirkpatrick
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May6, 1992
Dear
Thank you for your continued cooperation with my research project.
I would like to begin the third a,1d final round of interviews next
week on Tuesday, May 12. Again the interviews will be conducted
over a number of days. In addition to the interviews I would like to
observe six of the students in classroom situations. These
observations would take place towards the end of this term ;md I
would seek the consent of teachers involved and discuss my research
with them. At the conclusion of the interviews and observations I
will have enough data to analyse and develop a picture of the
transition experience of these students.
As you are aware I administered a questionnaire to all Year 7 students
last year and would like to follow this with a post transitim,
questionnaire later this term. I would like your permission to
administer this and would like to discuss n means of doing so. The
results of this should be available to the school very soon after
administration. The final data will come from tests to be
administered in Term Three. Again this is a matter that I wish to
discuss with you. Last year I used the MSE tests in English and maths
and intend to do so again. 1 will administer and mark the tests if I am
able to get access to the students. In the light of the current industrial
situation relating to MSE it may be simpler for me lo administer the
tests to only the 24 target students plus 26 randomly selected students
making a total of SO students.
Thank you again for your cooperation in this project, I hope to see
you on Tuesday.
Yours sincerely

Denise Kirkpatrick
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Date
Dear Parent
I am researching children's experiences of the transition from
primary to secondary school in your child's class room at ***.. ******
Primary School during Terms Three and Four, 1991 and at ***U***
Senior High in Terms One and Two, 1992. This research has the
approval of the school principals.
As part of my research students may be interviewed about their ideas
about primary and secondary school and recorded on audio cassette
tape. I request your permission for your child to take part in the
research.

I assure you that all interview information will be used for research
purposes only and that your child's identity will always remain
anonymous. If you have any questions about the research you may

contact me on ***** 0 **.
Would you please complete and sign the slip below and return it to

****** by the end of this week.
Thank you for your cooperation.

Denise Kirkpatrick
Lecturer
Edith Cowan University
Please indicate whether or not you give your approval, insert your
child's name and sign in the space provided.
I approve /do not approve my child - - - - - - ~ to take

part in the research.
Parent's signature:
Date:
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This study will investigate students' experiences of the
transition from Year 7 to Year 8.
Students identified as target students in this study will be
interviewed five times over a twelve month period to gain their
views of the changes from primary to secondary school. Interviews
will be confidential and informal and last approximately hventy to
thirty minutes. Target students will be requested to complete three
self rating forms over the period of the study. These forms will
require them to rate their perception of their own academic
performance. Some teachers of Year 7 and Year 8 students will be
interviewed confidentially to gather data about their perceptions of
the transition from primary to secondary school and specific
perceptions of the manner in which target students will manage the
transition. Students and teachers will also be observed in a normal
classroom learning situation.
Benefits of the Study
An understanding of the factors that assist students in making
a successful transition will allow school administrative staff to
develop relevant transition programs. Information from students
will be particularly useful in this area. The identification of strategies
that are employed by students who adapt easily to secondary school
will make it possible for these to be shared with other students,
11ssisting in the transition.
Participation is voluntary and participants are free to withdraw
from the project whenever they wish. Any participant who wishes to
withdraw will not be affected in any way as a result of their decision.
Any questions concerning the project entitled Student
Perceptions of the Transition From Year 7 to Year Scan be directed to
Ms Denise Kirkpatrick of the Education Studies Department of Edith
Cowan University on ***"***.

------------------------------------------------------I
have read the information above and
any questions I have asked have been answered to my satisfaction. I
agree to participate in this activity, realising I may withdraw at any
time.
I agree that the research data gathered for this study may be published
provided that my name is not used.

------------------------------------------------Participant or authorised representative

Date

Investigator

Date
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APPENDIXB
Monitoring Standards in Education Tests
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STANDARDS

MATHEMATICS

NAME

l

GROUP

© Ministiy of Eduralion, Western Australia 1990
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EQUIPMENT
To complete this task you will need:
pen or pencil
rule<
eraser and sharpener
calculator

INTRODUCTION
Wongaroo Primruy School is celebrating its SOth anniversary this year.
In oxder to celebrate, the principal, staff and parents decide to hold a sped.al week of
celebration starting on the 27th of August.
A fete will be held and the school's sports carnival will be part of the celebrations.

WALK.TO SCHOOL
IIBe~wyn's mother tells her that their house is one kilometre from t~ scltooL
Bethwyn decides to walk to the Iete, and estimatu she will take about 750 paces to
get there.
Do you think Bethwyn's estimate is reasonable1

__

Ii

Why?

,.

THE MAP.

FJ

Vtsitors to the carnival are given a map of the school lo help them find their way
about.

On the map, 1 centimetre represents IO nielres.
One of the school buildings is 2.5 cm long on the map. What is the actual length

of the building?

How did you get your answer?

'

GAMES AND ACTIVITIES TENT
-

Bethwyn and some friends decide to start at the games and activities tent,
There are several dlHerent nets there and she
has to select the correct one.

IDII Bethwyn decides to make a cube.

Which net drawn below should Bethwyn choose to make a cube?

Circle the coned answer: A

B

C

A

B
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THE HAMBURGER STALL
children are given a proposed map of the hamburger stall for their schoolfete.

Ori ks

"'° '""

Toblo

6to a

'
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...
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~

Ooojw•Y

Co nler

I

The teacher explains that it is too srnal! to use. He asks the children to draw a map
with dimensions that are twice the size of the original map.
Draw the enlarged map below, usi..,g the grid lines.

I

I

I

,,

-

I
4

THE COMPUTER STALL
l!I As part of the school fete day the Year 6 class set up a computer stall.
11:1 students can have a tum at using a oomputei:.

Parenlsand

For one activity the computer shows shapes. The operatm has to name each shape
and fill in its attributes.

Here are two of the shapes shown Fill in the information for both of them.
(i)

Number of vertices: - - - - - - - -

,
,,,
,
,,,,....'

NillI'le of shape: - - - - - - - - Number of edges: - - - - - - - -

Number of faces:----------

/....--+

=

(iil

Name of shape: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Number of vertices: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Number of edges: _ _ _ _ _ __

Number of faces: - - - - - - ~

.. ...

__ ..., ,. ~· ..·,_,,.,, .. ,
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11------------------------l!EAR 4 LUCKY DIP

.'/!

LUCKY DiP
Only 100 Tickets

50c a go
Pick a

PRIME NUMBER
and win a priz.:....
Organisers: Year 4

When
When
When
When
(I)

Vanh opens her ticket it is a 12.
Bethwyn opens her ticket it is a 15.
Gene opens his Ucket it is a 24.
Erin opens his ticket it is a 7.

Do any of these four children win a prize?
Circle answer.

Yes

No

If yes, w h o ? - - - - - - - - -

(ill Which children pick a ticket that has an odd number on it?

(ill) The numbets on Var.h's, Bethwyn's and Gene's tickets are all multiples of

which number?

------"------!

6

YEAR SEVEN SlfilVEY
11!1 As put of the celebrations the Year 7 sllldents conduct a survey to find out how
!I.Ill many students have never attended another school. They discover an interesting
pattern.
Below is n table of their findings.
Year
level

Number of
children

Y<!

Y,2

Y,3

Y,4

40

32

25

19

v,s

Y,6

Y,7
7

Use the pattern to fill in the gaps.
How did you get your answel"/

THE ESTIMA1ED CROWD

'')

. . . TI1e number of people who attend the fote is recorded hourly. The figures for the

Sil five hours are 390, 462, 450, 545 and 424. If you had to estfornte the total
attendance for the five hows, how would you do it?

What would your estimllfe be?

7

THE MONEY CHAIN
1111 To raise money on the fete day, the P & C organises a money chain using 5 cent
Mpieces. Eacll person who wants to donate money puts 5 cent coins in a line as
shown below.

50

So

5o

50

1.0cm

(i)

At lunchtime $21.20 is raised. How many 5 cent coins are in the line?

How did you get your answer?

(ii)

If each coin has a diameterof1.8 cm and at the end of the day there are 618
coins, how long is the line?

How did you get your answer?

:!

8

LUNCHTIME
11!9!110n the school fete day Bethwyn's grandparents eat their lunch at one thirty-five,

lllhethwyn's grandmother has a watch with hands.

··

Draw the time of one thirty-five on her watch.

Her grandfather has a brand new digital watch.
Show the same time on his WJtch.

,· f - - - - - - - - - -

m

TIIE CRACKED CLOCK

Dion wins a clock on the chocolate wheel.

On the way home he drops it and the glass cracks into two equal parts.
Dion notices that the total of the numbers on one side of the crack adds up to the
same total as the numbers on the other side.
The crack does not pass over any number.
Show where the crack is on the picture of the clock below.

12

1

2
9

3

4
6

5

THE DUNKING MACHINE LINE
11!1 At the Dunking machine, there is a line of children waiting to have their turn.
lli1 Some children have two tennis balls to throw while others have tluee.
They were lined up as shown below:

Child
Number

Child 1
2 balls

Child 2

Child3

Child 4

3 balls

2 balls

3 balls

of balls
Altogether the clul.dren in the line have a total of 22 tennis balls. Ho1v many

children are there in the line?

10

THE SIGN
1191 A week before the fete four students are asked to paint a sign to advertise the
11&11 celebration.
-

Contents
cover
2 square
metres
(i)

To begin they need to paint a sheet of tin with white paint. The sheet of tin
measures 2.25 metres by 2.75 metres.

What is the area of the sign?
Explain how to find the area of the sign.

(ii)

On the label of each tin of paint it said that the contents would cover
2.0 square metres.
How many tins of white paint do they need to buy? - - - - - - - - -

(iii) The gardener has to make a frame for the edge of the sign. How long will the

timber need to be?
Show your working

LUCKY DIPS
11'1 ~ one Lucky Dips Box there are 50 prizes, all in container.; the same shape and
l&lsrze.

There are:
1. 25
10
3. 8
4. 5
5. 2

,.

(i)

chocolate bar prizes
lolly bag prizes.
toy car prizes.
'Booby' prizes.
gold pen prizes.

Kyle has the first go. Does he have a better chance of getting a toy car or a
lolly bag?
Why?

II] Lucky Dips continued
Below is a graph for the Lucky Dips Stall, showing what the first 30 children get

from the Lucky Dips Box.

LUCKY DIPS STALL
NUMBER

OF PRIZES

"
9

'
'
0
Chocolate
Bars

(ii)

Lolly bags

"'

Cars

Is this what you think would h,1.ve happened?

Why?

Booby

Prl~es

Gold
Pens

THE SCHOOL SIGN
1!1!11
IDil

After lunch \'anh and Bethwyn are standing next to the school sign giving maps to
the people entering the fete.

WONGAROO
PRIMARY SCHOOL
'

'

'

·., They notice that some iette1'3 on the sign have line symmetry.
List 5 dilforent letters from the sign that have line symmetry.

AJRLJNE ROUTES (throughout Australia)
Ill Bethwyn's g,:andmother is coming to
l.\:ilweek.

visit at the same time as the celebration

·

Using the map (below) which shows airline routes, answer the following

questions.
(i)

Estimate how far Bethwyn's grandmother will travel if she fli~
Darwin • Brisbane .. Sydney • Adelaide • Perth

Answer-----------How djd you make your estimate?

(ii)

If a jet can carry 456 passengers nnd is full each trip, how many passengers
will lt c.ury between Perth and Sydney if it makes th<.> journey 12 times?

MONEY RAISED
!el At the end of the fete, the organisers draw up a bar graph showing the money
Ill raised by each stall.
MONEY RAISED BY EACH STALL
MONEY
RAISED

THE STAI.LS

$MO

B

- Plants

-

°""

c
D
E
F

-

Hamburgers
Crafts
Drinks
Toys

A

$BOO

$700

G

- Old Cbthes

$600

H
I

$500

J
K

- UJc:ky Dips
- Clowns
- Chocolate Wheel

$400

- Merooon Tea

:;;.

$300
$200

$100
A

'

c

'

e

F
STALLS

c

"

To plan for next year's fete, the organisers nec'd the folloll'ing information:
(il

Which two stalls are the mo>t successful?

(ill

If two stalls need to be left out of 11ext year's fete, which would they ;nost
likely be?

Why?

(ill)

Y.,.11at is the total amowit of money raised by all the stalls as shown on the

graph?

J6e----------
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PIG BUFFALO
FACTS IN BRIEF
Helgbt:

92 • I SS cm

NUMBER OF PIG BUFFALO

Weight:

250 · 690 kg
Habitat: G=sl:md.s and sv,,:imp., in Austr:tl.ia and Africa
Faodc
Gras< and !e:n'CS of small btJ.shcs
lifespan, 15 to 19 r = in the wild

16000

14000

WORLD DISTRIBUTION
~
~

z

'

Total world numbera
- - , - - - ~- - Australian numbers

'
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Utltrto rhe Editor 17 September 1989

Lei/er u, the Ed,'ror 24 September 1989

A RESOURCE TO BE USED

NO PIG BUFFALO FARMING

In the last two decades, the number of pig buffalo

Ms Jonsten presents a wonderful case for fonning the
pig buffalo. She would have us believe that her
company is only really interested in saving the pig
buffalo. She paints a wonderful picture of how her
company aims to increase the numbcrofpig buffalo in
Australia. This is not really true. Her company is
planning 10 kill pig buffaloes for their ivory, meat and
hide. Farming is not the way ID ensure the survival of
the pig buffalo,

worldwide has decreased at an alanning rate. In
Australia this has resulted from a combination of
drought conditions and excessive killing of the pig
buffalo by licensed hun1crs. If the current trend
cominues then the pig buffalo will become c~linct
Recent clashes rut1ong can le station owners, humers
conservationists and tour organisers over the future of
the pig buffalo ha,·c received a great deal of media
coverage. We know th al valuable sin lion watcrhoks
are becoming useless for nonnal can le because of the
pig buffalo's habit of wading into the water and
stirring it up into mud. This laekofsuitable drinking
water has resulted in Ille death of a large number of
caule.
We have read also, of the devastating erosion being
caused by pig buffalo overgrazing in large herds. If
callsfonhe killing oflarge numbers ofthese beasts arc
heeded, then extinction looms even sooner.
Our proposal for fanning the animal in selected meas
would ensure the continued cxis!cncc oft he pig b11ffa\o. Our company is currently seeking government
approval 10 form these animals. A considerable amount
of time and energy has been used lo dc,·clop a successful breeding program th.it will ensure 1hat the number
of pig buffaloes increases during the next five years.
Initially we will rcquir~ n slock of one thousand
animals. 11lis number of animals would be returned
ID the wild al a later date.
Finally, let us not ignore what pig buffolo fanning c"n
do for the economy of Auolra\ia. Many m1llions of
valuable export dollars arc wailing lo 00 ca med from
th.chide, the ivory and the meat. The unique hide lrns
the potential to ere ale a huge fashion industry, similar
to that now being enjoyed by emu and crocodile fom1s
in this state. There will be a large number of employment opportunities, as further industries spring up
around this new and exciting ,·cnturc. Pig buffalo
fanning will benefit everyone.
MS 0. JONSTEN
Public Relations Officer
PIG BUFFALO INDUSTRIES

If money is so important then we need to remember

that the pig buffalo, like the kangaroo and the koala,
is an animal that tourists in their thousands come to
see. They want to sec 1hcpig buffaloasawildanimal,
not on fanns or in cages.
Other animals such as lhe s1ihed piper are dependent
on pig buffaloes. 11,c stilted piper feeds on the grubs
and ticks found on tile pig buffalo's hide. 1l1e bird also
feeds on small insccls and keeps their number in
check. lfthe pig buffalo was to be reduced in number
or to disappcur completely, so would the stilled piper.
This would l~ad to a population c:<plosion of lhcsc
insects - wi1h unknown con.sequences.
Our government should be protecting pig boffolocs.
We could move hcrJ> onto prolcc1ed areas lo prevent
excessive killing by h11ntcrs and a,·oid the deslruction
of water holes used by station cattle.
111cre is ar1 urgcnl need for our government to declare
the pig buffalo n pro1cctcd species. We need to live
with nature, not use it lo our own advantage. Save the
pig b11ffalo !
MRR.BALER
PJG BUFFALO PROTECTION SOCIETY
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This test activity will take you about 25 minutes to complete and will involve
you writing the letter "No Pig Buffalo Farming" in your own words. Your
teacher will read the leuer to you and then allow you 5 minutes to read the
letter again for yourself. After this you will be asked to write the letter in your
own words without looking back at the original letter.
The space for planning should only be used once you have completely read
the letter and the Information Booklet has been closed ready for the teacher
to collect.

SPACE FOR PLANNING

';,':'

MONITORING STANDARDS
CLOZE ANSWER SHEET
Instructions:
This test should ~'Ike you about 30 minulcs to complele. On the reverse of ~iis page you will
find a pmage that hns spaces where some words hnvc been left out. You will need to read u/1

die information about pig buffaloes before you can complete the spaces with lhc word or
words you tllink nro missing.
Use your own wordo for ~le answers when you can't find t)1c words you want in ~IC 1cxt.

If you gel s1uck on an nnswer - lcn1·c it eu1d come back to it later if you hal'c time.
Ou:ck your work ca1dully when you have finished.

Practkc Example:
Alexander Tolly w:ts only happy when he was the focus of a11cn1ion. Ile found it very
upsetting al school when his teacher nuc11d:d \o the ncc<ls of other -<tudcms before givin{; him

the a1tcn!ion be so cnrncstly cmvcd. Sometimes, wlicn he dcsperntcly wanted the teacher :md
!he rest of !he clri.~s lo notice him, he would sL1nd up fmm hi:; desk, limp 1,1 ]I.la Young. and
compfain about some m;·slcrious pain.
1l1c passngc is about a boy called

.............................. who was only h:orrY

when he.

....• Histcachcr 1huu~ln

tlmt he 1,·us

Notice Iha! some of the answer,; for the prnctkc example need more limn one word.
Sometimes you will need to use your own wo1tls for tl1c :uiswcro because the word.s
you Willlt may not bcin the slmy.

<tl Ministry of Edurntion, Wc5\cm Australic 1990
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NAME· ...............................................................................

CLASS· ................................................... ·... .

THE PIG BUFFALO
The pig buffalo is an animal found in only a few places throughout the world. Pictures of
the buffalo show it to be a large grazing animal that is bigger than most other
.......................................................................................... animals. It is found living in both
.......................................................................................... throughout parts of Australia and Africa.

The ........................................................................................... shows that since 1940 the world population
of pig buffaloes has steadily .......................................................................................... from
.......................................................................................... to .......................................................................................... .
This has been caused by .......................................................................................... and

.......................................................................................... . If the current trend continues then the pig
buffalo will.......................................................................................... .

Ms Jonsten, who works.......................................................................................... , says that pig buffaloes
should be farmed. She believes that this would help Australia's economy by
.........................................................................................: from the sale of the buffalo's hide, ivory and
meat. Ms Jonsten's company .......................................................................................... to farm pig
buffaloes in selected areas. This proposal has been
.......................................................................................... researched.

Mr Baler writes his letter to .......................................................................................... in an effort to
.......................................................................................... people about the pig buffalo problem. He
believes that pig buffaloes should .......................................................................................... .

Mr Baler

thinks that the buffalo is best left .......................................................................................... as a
·························································································· animal.
The Australian government needs to be aware of the problems associated with the pig
buffalo because it will be responsible for .......................................................................................... .

APPENDIXC

Year Seven Classroom Observations
The classroom observations focused on the target students as they
interacted with the teacher and other students. The observation sessions
also allowed the development of a picture of the way in which each
classroom operated including aspects such as the nature of instruchunal
tasks and teacher-student interactions.
Each primary school class was observed three times during the last term
of Year 7. Observations took place across subjects allowing the observer to
see students working in different situations. A narrative description of
the classroom observation was prepared at the end of each classroom visit.
While there were a number of similarities in the ways in which each Year
7 class operated, each class was distinctive.

Primary CJ.1.ssrooms
Target students came from eight different primary school classroom
environments and class groups.

For the most part the classes were

reasonably traditional. A variety of ability of levels was represented in all
classes. Most instruction was carried out in whole class format with some
small group work and individualised approaches. All classes had a daily
timetable which allowed for specified times for all covering curriculum
areas.

None of the classrooms or schools in the study was orgunised

according to the open classroom model.

As is common in Western

Australian prima1y schools most of the Yem 7 classes were taught by
teachers who held an administrative position in the school (Deputy
Principal).

As a result of this the classes were often taught by other

teachers, either curriculum specialists or teachers providing support for
the regular teacher to fulfil administrative duties.
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None of the classes

were taught in a team teaching mode. Teachers in these classrooms used
reward structures which could best be described as a combination of
"individualistic" and "competitive" (Ames & Ames, 1984). In one class
the teacher had recently implemented a group reward structure. In most
of the classes the students were homogeneously grouped for instruction in
mathematics and reading, and in two classes individual students were
withdrawn from class for remedial instruction in these areas.
Characteristics of the classes are presented below.

lA
This classroom was arranged with all desks in continuous rows
facing the front of the room. Each row constituted a group which was
used as part of the class behaviour management plan and groups earned
points for good behaviour. All wails around the room were covered with
examples of marked student work and it appeared that all students' work
was represented. It was easy for students to move between desks to reach
all parts of the room and there were clearly identified places for major
resources and equipment.
Each day began with fifteen minutes of daily fitness supervised by the
classroom teacher. When students returned to thl:! clnssrnom the teacher
checked that students had completed homework from the previous dny by
calling students' names and checking their responses.

Mathematics

homework was swapped and partner m.irked. This was conducted briskly
and in a routine manner. Materials and resources were handled according
to routine procedures and where students forgot, the teacher reminded
them in a low key manner. There were a number of occasions during: the
day when groups of students left the class to receive specialist instruction
in subjects such as spelling, reading and mathematics. In situations such
as this the teacher reminded students to take materials with them.
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Lessons in this class were teacher centred but often required students to
work in small groups. For all tasks the teacher provided clear instructions
and checked that students understood instructions. Instructional sessions
were broken down into segments where students worked independently
for approximately ten minutes and then returned to whole class
instructions for checking and further instruction.

Students were

interested and er,thusiastic, learning activities were presented in an
interesting manner, often with a gamelike dimensions and students were
eager to participate.

The teacher frequently provided students with

detailed and explicit verbal instructions relating to how to complete the
task and provided many opportunities for students to ask questions. A
low level of student-student interaction was allowed without teacher
sanction, with teacher reminders that talk should be work related. No
behaviour problems were manifested while the class was being observed
and the classroom climate appeared positive and supportive.

1B

Desks were arranged in spaced rows facing the front of the room. The
seating arrangements had been decided using a lottery system run by the
teacher.

There was some student work displayed on the walls and

resources were distributed around the room.

Because resources and

equipment were not clearly organised movement around the room was
difficult. Homework was displayed on the board at the front of the room.
The teacher controlled learning tasks, and instruction was
characterised by a large proportion of teacher talk. Teacher talk was not
always task related and often strayed from the point. It appeared that
children frequently 'tuned out', in many cases the teacher continued to
talk when students were ready to begin a task and this both delayed the
task and inhibited students' motivation to work on the task. There was
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much teacher talk about process but this was repetitive and not always
dear.

While instruction was predominantly teacher centred and all

students worked on the same tasks at the same time, students were
working on a contract system for the language area. A "buddy system" was
operating between this class and the Year 1 class and there was much
excitement about working with the Year 1 students and particularly about
making gifts for buddies.
Little student-student talk was allowed in this class, and students
were frequently sanctioned for talking to each other. Students did not
appear to work as cooperatively as in class lA and there was a greater
amount of teacher intervention.

2A
This class was located in a transportable classroom, on the perimeter
of the school buildings at the end of the playground and surrounded by
black sand. Desks were arranged in pairs nt various angles around the
room. No student work was displayed around the room and walls were
bare. Equipment and resources were scattered .iround the room and it was
difficult to move easily around the room.
There appeared to be few estilblished routines in the clilssroom which
was teacher dominilted. Instruction was clmracterised by a lilrge amount of
teacher talk, frequently about himself and his experiences. During a news
session students were reluctant to offer information and when a student
did volunteer a news item the teacher took control of this and interrupted
the student to complete the presentation.

The teacher had a 'matey'

manner ilnd appeared to relate more positively to the boys in the class. A
number of boys were loud and noisy and this was sanctioned by the
teacher. There was no dear system of classroom behaviour management.
Teacher imposition of sanctions wris not observed to be consistent.
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Homework was never set, and the teacher was observed to change the
deadline and rules for the submission of a set task.

There was little

attention given to the processes involved in completing a task, the teacher
explained what was required and talked about this before students began
work on the task.

3A

Desks were arranged in rows facing the front of the room with
chpdren sitting in pairs, generally the seating pattern was of alternate boys
and girls. There were samples of student art work on the walls and posters
comprising photographs from a school camp and excursions but no other
work. The class was organised, movement around was unimpeded and
materials were stored in labelled locations.
The classroom teacher was also the school deputy principal and as a
result of this the class was taught by a different teacher for language
activities. In these classes students were observed to be engaged in mainly
independent work, the teacher issued instructions checked for
understanding and children continued with the task on their own.
Instruction related to the content of the task with some direction as to how
to proceed with the task. Children talked to others frequently and were
regularly sanctioned for doing so. The teacher stayed at the front of the
room, and students approached the teacher .it her desk if they were
experiencing difficulty.
The regular classroom teacher maintained a more relaxed classroom
climate, students appeared to talk to peers less frequently but were
sanctioned less frequently.

This teacher moved around the room

supervising and marking students engaged in seatwork, often redirecting
students to the task.

Classroom instruction was teacher-centred, all

students were engaged in the same task at the same time with little
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opportunity for individual activities. For most subjects the teacher issued
instructions relating to the task, discussed a relevant example, reminded
students of correct procedure and set students to work independently. The
teacher would call the students after about fifteen minutes work to check
progress, remind of procedure, work and example. This review was
predominantly a teacher statement of points with minimal student
involvement. At the end of the allocated time for the task the teacher
would proceed with instruction without ensuring that all students had
completed the task.

In this class students were not sanctioned for

discussing work with their peers or sharing answers. There appeared to be
established classroom routines relating to the distribution of materials,
and organisational procedures.

There was little formal setting of

homework but students were required to complete unfinished work at
home. This was not observed to be checked by the teacher. The class was
frequently interrupted by visitors to the room with messages for the
teacher or class and by students being withdrawn to perform nonacademic tasks around the school.
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38

Desks were arranged in groups of four and six with duster of desks
arranged at angles to each other.

Seating positions were randomly

allocated by the teacher. Student work was displayed around the room as
well as commercial posters and classroom rules.
working atmosphere in the room.

There was a calm,

There were minimal behavioural

disruptions and these were handled in a low key manner. Students were
reminded of classroom rules and a low level of working noise was

tolerated by the teacher. Reminders about standards for academic work
and behaviour were issued frequently and spontaneously by the teacher.

The teacher controlled what occurred in the room, instruction was teacher
directed. The teacher issued instruction and students worked individually
on tasks.

Students who experienced problems were reminded of

appropriate strategy and instructed to perform it. Students moved freely
around the room, using resources as necessary. Neatness and presentation
were highlighted by the teacher and students received frequent reminders
about standards in this area.

The teacher moved around the room

supervising students' work and assisting where necessary, and students
appeared to be willing to ask for assistance or clarification. A number of
students were observed to be off task but did not attract the teacher's
attention because they were not disruptive. There was a clearly established
routine to be followed by early finishers and the teacher issued regular
reminders about this to students. Work wris collected for marking by the
teacher regardless of whether or not it wris finished. In this class a high
!eve! of independent seatwork was observed and there was little teacher
student interaction. The class was m;maged quietly and efficiently by the
teacher.
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3C

lhis class comprised equal numbers of Year 6 and Year 7 students.
Desks were arranged in rows around three edges of the room.

Students

were seated according to year group. The arrangement of desk5 was such

that student movement around the room was difficult and frequently
caused problems as students knocked desks as they moved. Samples of
student work were displayed on boards around the room and equipment
and materials were well organised. The teacher's desk was at the front of
the room and students approached the teacher if they required assistance.
Instruction in this class was characterised by teacher talk which was task
related and provided students with information relating to the task

content and procedure. Learning tasks and activities were selected by the
teacher and most work was performed individual!y. It was common for
the teacher to set one year group individual seat work while he instructed
the other year group. Some subjects were taught to the whole class group
but in general instruction was directed at individual year groups. Each
group was left to work on their own with minimal teacher interruption
while they were engaged in seat work.
Home?work was regularly set and frequently involved the completion
of class work or specifically designed activities. The teacher supervised
students as they recorded homework from the board and the completion
of homework wns irregularly checked by the teacher. Much class work was
partner marked with marking led by the teache?r.
Students appeared to be generally on tc1sk and there was minimal
student-student talk. Students were sanctioned for talking only when this
interfered with the rest of the class or when they were obviously off-task.
There appeared to be well established classroom routines for the
distribution and collection of materials and for student behaviour.
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4A

This classroom was tidy and well organised. Equipment and materials
were neatly stored and storage areas were clearly labelled. All students sat

at clustered desks with the exception of one of the case study students who
was seated at a desk situated away from ilie rest of the class. This class was

taught by the school's deputy principal (female) for most subjects and
had specialist teachers for mathematics, library and physical education.
The regular classroom teacher was frequently called away from the room
to deal with school administrative matters and the class was instructed to

work on their own. The school was designed as clusters of rooms with
folding dividing panels between classes so it was easy for teachers in
adjoining rooms to monitor the behaviour of the class when it was left
unattended.
Most instruction was teacher-directed and the teacher made all
decisions relating to the selection of instructional tasks and activities. 11tc
teacher did not always wait for all students to complete classroom tasks
before proceeding with the next activity.

She provide detailed

instructions about the processes involved in learning tasks and was
observed to remind students of procedures when they requested
assistance.

Some cooperative group work was observed.

The use of

whole class discussion and instruction w.is an important feature of this
teacher's instructional style.
Homework was regularly set and the teacher supervised the recording
of homework details. Homework was usually checked by the teacher the
following day and penalties imposed for non-completion. These included
the completion of homework during recess or lunchtime. The classroom
teacher frequently made work-related comments that focused on the
demands of secondary school.

The teacher was observed to speak

individually to students about work by calling them to her diisi: after all
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work had been returned. She appeared to speak to all students and her
comments appeared to be of a general nature.
The classroom environment appeared to be positive and task focused.
The teacher appeared to have good rapport with all students and there
were no major incidents observed where students misbehaved or required
sanctioning. One of the case study students was frequently sanctioned for
being off-task.

48
This classroom was well organised and tidy. All materials were neatly
stored away in marked locations. A regular schedule of instruction and
activities was followed. A class timetable was dearly displayed and there
were well established classroom procedures.

There were established

guidelines for classroom behaviour and students were frequently
reminded of correct procedure for learning tasks and classroom
behaviour.
All learning activities were !cacher-directed .ind i<1volved teacher
demonstration and explanation followed by student practice. There was
much whole class discussion of activities and exilmples ilnd the teacher
regularly circul.itcd the room monitoring students' individual work.
There w.is some use of cooperiltivc group work .ind this was alwnys
followed by whole cli!sS discussion of the .ictivity. Little reference was
made to secondary school.
Homework wns set when students had not completed all work and
students were reminded to record details from the chalkboard at the front
of the room. This was checked at the start of the following day. This class
had a clear focus on academic work and the teacher communicated
performance goals to the students.

Records of student performance were
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displayed on the walls around the room along with marked exemplars of:::'..>;-,
student work.
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Case Study Classroom Observations

Neoma
Neoma was in class lA. She was .observed to be on-task at all times,
participating in group and whole class activities. She was seen to initiate
task-related studenHeacher interactions and worked cooperatively in
small group situations. She frequently volunteered answers to teacher
questions and her responses were usually correct. The teacher called on
Neoma to perform various school related administrative tasks and she
demonstrated sound organisational skills in her role as student councillor.
There were no instances observed where Neoma was disciplined by the
teacher.

In this class homework was set and checked routinely by the

teacher at the start of each day.

Robert
Robert was in class lB.
minimally in the class.

He was observed to involve himself

He was not actively involved and was not

observed to initiate any interactions with the teacher. However, he began
work on tasks as instructed and was observed to be work intermittently,
alternating between working on tasks and interacting with other students.
There were situations in which he was observed to chat with his
neighbours and it was not possible to ascertain whether or not these
conversations were task-related.

The only teacher-student interactions

which were observed related to managerial aspects of the classroom such
as instructions to change seats to complete a task.

In this class homework

was set but there appeared to be no procedure for checking the completion
of homework.
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Michelle
Michelle was in class 4A. She was observed to work quietly on her
own rarely interacting with peers or the teacher. She was a reluctant
group member and participated in group activities as little as possible,
appearing to avoid involvement with other group members. Despite her
statements about working on her own if there was no set task she was
observed to sit and do nothing when set work was completed.

No

homework was set in this class.

Janene
Janene was in class 3A. She appeared to be task-oriented and was
!-:

observed to work quietly and independently. On several occasions she
entered the class late or left to perform activities related to her role on the
stude:nt council. She was not observed to initiate interactions with her
teacher and those teacher-student interactions which were observed
related to organisational matters. Janene was frequently called upon to
distribute materials and perform organisational t;isks in the classroom.
There were no examples of group work situations observed. Homework
was frequently set in this class but was no! observed to be routinely
checked.
When the class was. taken by a spe-cialist teacher for language
(English) Janene was observed to disengage from classroom activities,
/.becoming off-task but not disruptive. She admitted that she disliked the
teacher involved and did not want to participate in class activities for that
teacher.
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Felicity
Felicity was in class 3C. She was observed to work quietly and
independently in class. She caused no discipline problems and was not
observed to initiate any student-teacher interactions. There was little
opportunity for students to work on activities of their own choice in class,
Felicity was in a split class (Year 6/7) and it was common for one year
level to be set individual seatwork while the teacher instructed the other
year group. In this sense, this class varied from all other classes observed
and because of this there was less whole class instruction by the teacher.
However, all Year 7s in the class worked on the same tasks at the same
time. There was little student choice of activities. The teacher made
reference to skills that students would need at high school. Homework
was set and written on the board and students were supervised as they
recorded this information in their diaries. Students were expected to file
their work unsupervised. Homework was not routinely checked.

Andrew

Andrew was in class 4A.

His Year 7 teacher was the school deputy

principal, which meant that she was often out of the class. The class was
taken by specialist teacher<.> for mathematics, physical education and
library. In the classroom while some students worked at clustered tables
Anthony was isolated from the other students and was seated at a desk on
his own. This was done in an effort to minimise distractions and prevent
Anthony from distracting other students. "! don't mind sitting on my
own, it mea~s I've got more space but it's harder to talk to other kids. I
would rathc>.r sit with someone,"
He was observed to be frequently off-tas-k, but did not disturb the rest
of the class. I-le engaged in frequent

inleractions with his classroom

teacher which appeared to be mainly of a procedural or task related nature.
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In tum, his teacher frequently approached Andrew, checking that he was

working in the assigned task and the teacher frequently reminded Andrew
of the task or of appropriate classroom behaviour.
With the exception of streamed reading groups, everyone in the class
worked on the same task at the same time. There was no choice of tasks or
activities and the teacher made all decisions relating to topics and duration
of activities. While much of the instruction took place in a whole class
context there was some use of group work. Andrew was observed to make
little contribution to the group, and appeared to disrupt other students
who were on-task.
In this class, homework was set four days a week and usually
involved the completion of class work. It was usually checked at the
beginning of the day. Penalties were imposed for the non completion of
homework and included being: made to sit outside the office during recess
or lunchtime. Mathematics homework was given regularly twice a week
and a similar penalty was imposed for non submission. During classroom
observations Andrew appeared to meet the demands for homework
completion.
In this class students were frequently required to submit work to the

teacher for marking. This was returned with a mark and sometimes a
comment. Andrew stated that the teacher usually explained errors to
students through private discussions at her desk. Most of the informative
feedback was delivered verbally.
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APPENDIXD

Year 7 Teacher Interview Schedules
General biographical and demographi~- 1questions relating to years of
teaching experience, years at the school, previous teaching experience.

What are your beliefs about teaching? How do you see your role as a Year
7 teacher?

How important do you believe the transition to high school is for
students?

Do you think that some children have difficulty adapting to high sc:hool?

What factors do you think influence a child's ability to adjust successfully
to high school?
(curricula, instructional materials, teacher style/attitude, soda!
adj'ustment)

Are there particular "types" of students whom you believe are likely to
adjust more or less successf~hy t~- high school?

Do you do anything that you think is specifically directed at preparing
your Year 7 students for high school?

Does the school have a transition program of any sort?

Please describe.
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Do you believe this is successful?

Do you favour a specific orientation program to help Year 7 students make
the transition to high school?

What would an effective orientation program look like?

What type of things do you think schools and,·feachers can do to prepare
students for the move to high school?

Whose responsibility is it to assist students in making a successful
transition to high school?

Have you been to the high school?

Have you spoken to any of the teachers from the high .school?

What do you know about the way in which the high school is organised
(this includes day to day running of the school and from rm instructional
and curriculum perspective)?
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Year 7 Teacher Interview Responses
General biographical and demographic questions relating to years of
teaching experience, years at the school, previous teaching experience.
Whal are your beliefs about teaching? How do you see your role as a Year
7 teacher?

Teachers' responses reflected a common theme relating to their role as
a facilitator of learning. Leaming was described as mastering a body of
knowledge and skills that would enable students to learn more difficult
and complex knowledge and skills in the future. Teachers saw that they
had a crucial role in students' learning because they were the ones who
selected the learning experiences nnd interpreted the curriculum for the
students. Only one teacher saw the role of a Year 7 teacher as preparing
students for high school.
How important do you believe the transition to high school is for students?

All teachers responded that transition was extremely important and
supported this belief by saying that this was a critical time for students'
academic life and a poor start would jeopardise their future academic
careers as they would mi&s out on essential knowledge and skills. Some
teachers suggested that students may "block themselves out of potential
career paths" if they did not work well in Yem 8.
Do you think that some children have difficulty adjusting to high school?

Seven teachers could identify past students who had failed to adjust to
high school and had in their eyes, "got lost" at the high school. One
teacher believed that children were very flexible and that all students
managed to fit in in some way.
Generally, teachers' views of successful adjustment related to
maintaining or improving academic performance. Student behaviour
both within and outside the classroom was included in their definition of
successful adjustment by two teachers. All te.achers believed that some
students would experience problems adjusting socially due to factors such
as lack of malurity or poorly developed social skills. Year 7 teachers also
identified changing teachers and rooms and different teacher expectations
as potential problems for students in Year 8.
What factors do you think influence a child's ability to adjust successfully to
high school?
Are there particular "types" of students whom you believe are likely to adjust
more or less successfully to high school?

Teachers' responses focused on attributes of the individual student
such as maturity, level of academic achievement, organisational skills and
ability to work independently. Five teachers suggested that lower ability
students would have greatest difficulty adjusting to secondary school.
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Do you do anything that is specifically directed at preparing your Year 7
students for high school?

The most commonly reported activities included teaching students to
use homework diaries, assigning homework, teaching students to read a
timetable and encouraging the development of personal organisational
skills such as maintaining files and books. One teacher reported that he
did not give Year 7 students homework because he believed that they
would receive a lot of homework in Year 8 and they should not be
overwhelmed. All teachers reported that they referred to high school
during their teaching often with reference to homework, pre-requisite
knowledge or work loads.
Does the school have a transition program of any sort? Please describe.

All of the schools involved in this study participated in a half day
orientation program with the high school. In this students were taken to
the high school where they were shown around the school, and were
given information about the procedure for the first day, school uniform or
dress code, text book purchase nnd approprinte school behaviour.
Do you believe this is successful?

Teachers expressed varying levels of support for the success of the
program. All agreed that it was better than nothing but several suggested
that they believed that students needed more than a guided tour of the
school to help them prepare for the shift. Four teachers suggested that the
opportunity for students to spend a day or two at the high school
experiencing the timetable and moving .iround the school from one class
to another. Two suggested that receiving ins{ruction in Year 8 subjects in
n "high school" way of teaching" would be beneficial lo students. They did
not believe thnt it would be beneficial for Year 7 tenchers to experience
this.
Do you favour a specific orientation program to help Year 7 students make
the transition to high school? Whal would an effective orientation program
look like?

Five teachers believed that the current program was sufficient. Two of
these referred to previous .itlempts which hc1d involved numerous
meetings between primary and secondary lea-chers at which they (the
primary teachers) felt that their work w.is not valued and that criticism
h.id been directed al the primary school for inadequntely preparing
students for high school. These teachers felt that their time had been
wasted bec.iuse they did not believe that they had been listened to by the
secondary school staff.
The remainder supported a longer program which included discussion
behveen primary and secondnry teachers, including: sharing of
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information about curricula, teaching practices and performance
expectations.
What type of things do you think schools and teachers can do to prepare
students for the move to high school?

Response;, focused on developing students' personal management
skills so that they could organise time and resources effectively. Teachers
also believed that it was very important to teach students to read a
timetable, find their way around the school and keep track of homework
and assignments.
Whose responsibility is it to assist students in making a successful transition
to high school?

Opinions were mixed. Six teachers believed that Year 7 teachers,
parents, high school teachers and the students themselves were
responsible to varying degrees. Of these three believed that high school
administrative staff and Year 8 teachers had most responsibility for
creating a supportive environment that assisted students in adjusting to
the new situation. Two teachers believed that the prime responsibility lay
with the students and that the success of transition would depend on
individual students' characteristics, skills o'.lnd knowledge.
Whal do you know about the way in which the high school is organised (this
includes day to day running of the school and from an instructional and
curriculum perspective)?

No teachers had a dear idea of how the school functioned but all made
suggestions based on their own high school experiences or those of their
own children. All te.ichers were aware of the unit curriculum but were
not dear about how it was structured or of the organisation of units
within the curriculum. Simil.irly there was little knowledge of the range
or content of the various subjects that students would be studying at high
school.

I'd now like you to think about those students whom I've selected for
inclusion in my study ( *** ) and answer the following questions about
them.
Think about how well Xis currently performing in relation to his/her
peers. I'd like you to do that for the subjects mathematics, English
(including all aspects of language including spelling and grammar),
overall academic performance and socially. The continua have end points
1 and 10, 10 being the highest or best. Please mark the pince on the
continuum thnt you think represents the students' relative performance.
Please assign a numerical value to the position that you select. If you want
to talk aloud about the reasons why you made such a decision, or to
explain the factors that you considered that's fine. It may also be useful to
name other students who are performing at a similar level.
Now I'd like to you to think about how well you expect X to do next year
in high school and complete the same sort of rating scale.
Can you explain the reasons why you expect X to perform at that level?
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Student Performance Rating Form
Year7
Name of student:
In mathematics
I

10

1---------------------------------------------I
Great
Struggling
In English

10

1

1---------------------------------------------I
Great

Struggling

General Academic Performance

\

fl

Struggling
j

j/

·~

Great

Social Development
10

1

l---------------------------------------------1
Great

Struggling
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Student Performance Rating Form
Years
Please indicate the level at which you expect------'- to perform in
Year 8.
In mathematics

I

10

1---------------------------------------------I
Great

Struggling
In English
I

10

1---------------------------------------------I
Great

Struggling

General Academic Performance

10

I

1---------------------------------------------I
Great

Struggling

Social Development

10
I------------------------------------·--------- I
Struggling
Great

I
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Please give a brief description of - - - - - - Academic performance:

Academic potential:

Teacher- student relationship:

Personal organisational skills:

Initiative and independence:

Please indicate the statement that most closely matchc~· the way in which
you expect
to adjust to the demands of high school.
Low risk: Will adapt guickly ,md appropriately. A successful student.
Cope: Will experience some minor difficulty but will be generally
successful.
High risk: Will have significant problems adjusting socially, academically,
behaviourally or organisritionnlly. Unsuccessful.
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Participation Style Checklist
Please check those statements which you feel apply to this student's
classroom participation.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.

16.
17.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

23.
24.
25.

26.
27.

28.
29.
30.
31.

32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

38.

Is essentially task oriented and academically successful
Is cooperative in class
Will tackle almost all questions
Creates no discipline problems
I am likely to direct difficult questions to them and they are likely to
answer most correctly
Likes school
Is well liked by peers
I like this student
Is more person than task oriented
Has the ability to achieve
Values friendship more than schoolwork
I call on this student lo help him/her become involved in the
learning task
Is usually able to answer easy questions
Some answers to complex questions may be incorrect or irrelevant
ls likely to be criticised by me
Is fairly popular with peers
Is always looking for my help or direction
Frequently raises hand in response tl, questions but is likely to guess
or make mistakes
Mnkes extensive task rclnted demnnds on me
Requires frequent c1ssistance nnd feedb;ick from me in order to
complete assigned tasks successfully
ls rejected by peers
I am concerned about this student
Rejects school
Is openly hostile
Is withdrawn
Is a serious behaviour problem
Withdraws to the fringes of the class
I tend to ignore this student
Is ignored by peers
I don't really notice this student in my class
About average on everything
Is shy
Is a quiet independent worker
is rarely actively involved in class group activities
Never volunteers
Never creates problems
Peers are indifferent to this student
I tend to forget this student
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APPENDIX E
YEAR 7 QUESTIONNAIRE

QUESTIONNAIRE

TI1is questionnaire requires you to answer some questions about going to
high school next year.
··
You do not need to put your name on the questionnaire, so your answers
will be anonymous.
Please answer as honestly and accurately as you can. Answer all the
questions.
For most questions there are boxes next to the question. Please tick (3) the
box o.r boxes that best describe your answers. ]<or some questions you are
asked to write in your answer.
Thank you for helping me by filling in this questionnaire.
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Office UBe Only
(1)

1. Sex
Male

Female(;]

B3

2. Date of Birth
Day

Month

Year

D
D

3. Country of Birth

4. Which high school are you going to mixt year?

5. Is this the high school you want to go to?

Yes

1

No

2

6. If not, which one did you want to go to?

7. Do you like high school?

8. Are you looking forward to going lo high
school?

9. Do you think you will like high school?

D
Yes

[;:]

No

GJ

Yes

~

No

[;]

Yes

No
10. What do you want to do when you leave school?

11. Do you want to stay on to Year 12 at high
school?

',.\.
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2

[;;]
Iii]

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)
2

(9)
2

(10)

2

(11)

D

{12).,

Yes

1

{13)

No

2

Office Use Only
12. Have any of the following people tnlked to
you about high school? (Tick those who
have.)

~
~

Grade 7 Teacher
Other Primary Teachers

1

(14)

1

(15)

Primary School Principal

[;;J

1

(16)

Primary School Deputy Principal

[;;J

1

(17)

High School Teacher

Gu

1

(18)

1

(19)

1

(20)

1

(21)

1

(22)

1

(23)

~

Parents

[;;].
~

Older brothers and sisters
Older friends

D

Other (specify)

13. Have you visited the high school you will
be going to?

14. Do you think you will have problems
adjusting lo high school?

No

[;J
[_;;]

2

Yes

[;;J

1

No

GJ

Yes

(24)

2

15. How long do you think it will take you to get
used to high school? (Tick only one.)
A day

GJ

A few days

129.s

I

1
2
(25)

260

3

Two weeks

[;;]

4

A month

111.s I

5

A term

[;]

6

A y,:,ar

GJ

7

A week

1 1
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Office U11e Only
16. How does the high school building seem to
you? (Tick the words that best describe it.)

~
~

Dig
Modem

(26)

5J

Tidy

~
[ii]
[EJ

Busy
Unfamiliar
Crowded

17. Do you think you might get lost going from
one classroom to another at high school?

5J

N<>

[,u

,1 //

\'.'
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(27)

1

(28)

1--

(29)

1

(30)
(31)

Yes

...

1

(32)
2

\\

Office Use On1y
18. Which of the following will have good
facilities at high school?

5J

Sports
1
~1)edalist Interest Clubs

~

EJ

Music

~
~

Technical Activities
Homecraft Activities

0

Cooking

19. Do you think there will be more rules at
high school than primary school?

Yes

20. Wil! it be difficult to accept and keep tlm
high school rules?

21. Do you think the discipline at high school
will be -

22. Do you think you will hJve to work harrier

._No

~

lfosy

~
~

Ye~

~

No

GJ

Yes

[,J

Ne

~

at high school?

23. Do you think you will be able to keep up

with high school work?

,;
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1

(34)

1

(35)

1

(36)

1

(37)

6J

Yes

Harsh

(33)

(38)

l"·'I
1,,.,1

No

1

(39)
2

(40)
2

1

{41)
2

(42)
2

(43) ·
2

Office Use Only

24. Compared to primary :.chool work, do you
think the work at high school will be more (tick as many word~ as you want)

GJ

Easy

~

Boring

GiJ

Interesting

El

Useless

~

Difficult

[EJ

Challenging

~
~

Irrelevant
Organised

25. Are you looking forward to studying new
subjects at high school?

26. Do you think you will receive more

difficult in high school than primnry
school?

(45)

1

(46)

1

(47)

1

(48)

1

(49)

1

(SO)

1

(51)

No

C!i:J

Yes

198.sl

No

[:;:;]

2

Yes

c;;J

1

Easy

high school will be Difficull

29. Do you think the teachers nt high school
Yes
will be different to those at primary school?

No
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1

GiJ

No

28. Do you think that following a timetable in

(44)

Yes

homework at high school !hon you do now?

27. Do you think that the tests wlll be more

1

El
Gu
GiJ

EJ
El

.,

(52)

"

(53)

(54)
2

1

(SS)
2

1
(56)
2

Office Ufie Only
30. If you think the teachers will he different,
then do you think the high sch~ol teachers
will be more - (tick as many as you want)

Strict

c;;J

(57)

Helpful

~
IE]
~

(58)

Patient
Concerned

{59)
(60)

[i;J
r:;;::J
[i,J

Critical
Friendly
Demanding

(61)
(62)
(63)

~

Interesting

(64)

r:;;::J
IE]

Understanding
Involved

(65)
(66)

~
~
~

Boring
Mean
Detached

(67)
(68)
(69)

IE]

Slack

31. Do you think it will be a problem dealing
with many different subject t,:,achers rnlher
than one classroom teacher?

Yes

32. Do you think tlrnt high school teachers
have too much authority?

Yes

No

No

33. Arc most of your friends going to the same

Yes

high school as you?
No
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(70)

r:;;::J
[;:]
~
~

~
~

(71)

2

1
(72)

2

~-~\),
c

1
(73)

2

,,

•'

\l
34. Do you think that you will make new friends Yes

at high school1
No

'•\

Office Use Only

lii.l
'

[[]

1
(74)

2

35. Do you think the older students at high
school will- {tick as many as you wish)

~

Bully you

[;J
[;J

Protect you
Help you

~

Be friendly

la

Be bossy

~

Tease you
i(

G±J

Be smart alecs

[EJ
[;:]

Ignore you
Act superior

~
~

Be clever
Ile unfriendly

eJ

Ba aggr=ive

~
~

Pick on you

Ile considerate

36. What do you thi;~I.; will be J;.QQ!!_about high school?
Mnkin!l new frfonds

----------------------------------------------New, int1crcsting subjects
----------------------------------------------fodlitics and equipment
------------------··---------------------------37. What do you think will be llil.9..about high school?
Nothing

----------------------------------------------Lots of homework
'
----------------------------------------------Getting lost
---------------------------·--------------------
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1

(75)

1

(76)

1

(77)

1

(78)

1

{79)

1

(80)

1

(81)

1

(82)

1

(83)

1

(84)

1

(85)
(86)
(87)

1

.!.~~)

IE]

(89)

~

(90)

Cii:J
[ii]

EJ
IE]

(91)

(92)
(93)

(94)

Office Use Only
38. Would you like to have been
told more about high school
before you go?

Yes

1

No

2

(95)

39. If yes, what would you like to know about high sdlool?
1

GJ
~

3
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96

97

APPENDIXF
Year 7 Student Interview Schedules
Interview One
Welcome and introduction of self and research. Stress voluntary nature of
participation and confidentiality. Request permission to tape. Any
questions?
General biographical questions (siblings, career aspirations, time at school,
interests/hobbies).
Which high school will you bC! going to next year?
Are your friends going to the same high school?
Are you looking forward to going to high school next year?
Do you know very much about what it will be like there? What sorts of
things do you know about high school or .ibout *.. *.. ***?
Do you know anyone who goes to ..*'***H*?
Have you talked to them about high school, what it's like and so on?
What sorts of things have they told you?
Do you think that it's importnnt to do well at high school?
Why?
What's it like being a Year 7? Do you like it?
Do you think that being a Year 8 at high school will be any different? In
what ways?
Do you like school?
Explore reasons for response.
How many different teachers do you have in Year 7?
In high school you'll have different teachers for each subject. Do you
think that will be easy or hard to adjust to? Explain?
Think about the subjects that you are doing well in at school. Which
subject do you think you are doing best in?
What things or information make you think you are doing best in this
subject?
Why do you think you arc doing best in this subject?
ls it something about the subject or what you do in it that helps you do
well in it?
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Completion of Academic Performance Self-Rating Forms
I'd like you to think about how well you're doing in school at the moment
in comparison to other kids in your class. This form has a line with end
points marked on it. Point 1 means you're not doing very well at all, that
you're finding things harder than other kids and 10 means that you're
doing great, better than anyone else. l want you to mark whereabouts on
the line you think you fit when you think about how well other kids are
doing too. Can you put a number to that position? Remember the
beginning is 1 and the end is 10.
Complete the first example.
When you did that what sort of things did you think about to help you
make a decision? What sort of information did you use?
Now, can you tell me some other kids who are about as good as you?
What about kids who are doing the best in the class? The worst in the
class?
Repeat for subsequent examples.
Now I'd like you to think about how well you think you'll do next year at
high school. Can you do the same thing nnd mark the pince on the line
that represents how well you think you'll do.
Thanks for helping me and answering my questions. Instructions about
the next interview.

(_)

Year 7 Student Academic Performance Self-Rating Forms
Name:
Please mark the point on the line that best describes how you think you
are doing in school at the moment.
In mathematics
I

10

l---------------------------------------------1
Great
Struggling
In English
10

I

1---------------------------------------------I
Great

Struggling

General Academic Performance
10
I ____________________________________________ I

I

Great

Struggling
How well you get on with other students in your class?

10

I

l---------------------------------------------1
Great

Awful

,,
1\
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Please mark the point on the line that best describes how you think you
will do next year when you are in Year 8.
In mathematics

~

1

I ____________________________________________ \·,!
Struggle
Great
,:1,.

In English
1
I

",-;:,

10

----·------------------·.,

Struggle

General Academic Performance
1

-------------------- I

Great

10

'--------------------------------------------'
Great

Struggle

How well you think you will get on with other students inoyour class_-,
1
' 10
1 ____________________________________________ 1

Great

Awful

'\

\\

)!

t

'\
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Interview Two

\

Greeting. General chat about school and recent events. Review of
' previous interview.
We've been talking abnut high school and what you think it will be like.
Has your teacher talked much about high school? What things has s/he
, said?

!

What sort of things do you think will be good about high school?
Explore
What sort of things do you think will be bad about high school?
Explore
Are there any things about high school that you'd like to know about?
Is it important tu do well at high school?

{· What sorts of things do you think a "good" high school student would do?

,J

In primary school, what are the important things about doing well in
school? What do you have to do if you want to be a good student?
Are there things that teachers do that make it easy for you to learn? What
are they?
Completion of Attributions Response Form
Think of time when you received a better mark than you expected for
some work that you did.
What sort of work was it?
What mark did you think you'd get? What did you actually get?
Now I want you to select from each of these pairs of reasons the one that
you think was the most important in explaining why you got that mark.
Now I want you to lhink of time when you received a lower mark than
you expected for some work tlmt you did.
What sort of work was it?
What mark did you think you'd get?
What did you actually get?
Now I want you lo select the reason from each of these pairs that you
think was the most important reason why you got that mark.
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Completion of Strategy Response Form
When you are working on a task such as a math problem and you get
stuck or you don't know what to do next, what do you do?
Think about times when you are working on something, it may be a math
problem or an assignment where you don't know what to do next. Read
these statements and choose the one that describes what you are most
likely to do.
Now look at this maths problem. What would you do if you got stuck on
it? Again choose one from each pair that describes what you'd do.
Would it be any different if it was a subject other than maths?
Thanks. Reminder about next interview.

JI
1!

~

,-;::,

0

/:,.'.·.

>

>

,-cc,.,;. '
H
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Attributions Response Form
YEAR:

NAME:

Choose the statement that gives the best reason why you got a better mark
than you thought you would.
Because I'm smart at that subject
It was an easy assignment

I tried really hard on that piece of work
I was lucky /teacher liked what I did
It was an easy assignment
I tried really hard on that piece of work

I was lucky /teacher liked
what I did
Because I'm smart at that
subject
Because I'm smart at that
subject
It was an easy assignment
I tried really hard on that
piece of work
I was lucky/teacher liked
what I did

0

Choose the statement that gives the best reason why you didn't do as well
as you expected.
Because I'm dumb at that subject
It was a hard assignment

I didn't try on that piece of work
I was unlucky/ it's the teacher
It was a hard assignment

I didn't try on that piece of work

1 was unlucky I it's the
teacher
Because I'm dumb at that
subject
Because I'm dumb at that
subject
It was a hard assignment
I didn't try on that piece of
work
1 was unlucky/ it's the
teacher

fl ·,'

,,
r'.l

(;

Strategy Use Response Form
YEAR:

NAME:

1.:1

If I get stt!ck on a piece or work or problem I:
give up and go on to the next

ask my teacher or a friend for help

one
think about how I solved other similar
problems, try some more and go back

give up and go on to the next

one
think about how I solved
other similar problems, try
some more and go back

ask my teacher or a friend for help

Problem
Nine balls all weigh the same except for one which weighs slightly less that
the others. If you were given a balance scale and were allowed to weigh
only two different times could you find the ball which weighs less? How?

If I got stuck on this problem I would:
give up and go on to the next

ask my teacher or a friend for help

one
think about how I solved other similar

give up and go on to the next

one
problems, try some more and go back
think about how I solved
other similar problems, try
some more and g? back

ask my teacher or a friend for help

\

..

""\

.'\,
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Interview Three
Greeting. General chat. Review of previous interview.
Have you been to the high school yet?
If not. When is the visit? What do you want to find out about? What do
you think they'll do?
What was it like? What sort of things did you do? Do you have any
questions about high school now? Did the visit answer your questions? Is
there anything about going to high school that worries you?
Are you looking forward to going to high school now?
How do you think it will be different to primary school?
What will you miss about primary school?
What do you think will be the positive things about high school?
What about negative things about high school?
If you had a crystal ball and could see yourself next year what would you

like to see?
Close
Thanks.

"
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APPENDIXG
Year 8 Student Interview Schedules'./
Interview One
Welcome. Discussion about holidays etc.
Reminder about research. Repeat request to tape record.
What is your first response to high school?
Have you had any problems finding your way around? Reading the
timetable?
Are you in classes with any kids who were at **"u primary school?
At this stage how does high school compare with what you thought it
would be like?
What subjects are you doing?
Do you know your teachers' names yet?
What sort of things happened on the first day?
What things have you been doing in class?
Have you started doing much work in class?
What sort of work is it?
Is it as hard as the work you were doing last year?
Now that you've been here for a few days do you think you're gOing to
like hlgh school?
What do you think you'll like?
Is there anything you think that you might not like?
Have the teachers told you much about what they expect you to do in class
and in your school wor!:.? What sorts of things have they told you?
What about behaviour?
What sorts of things do you think high school teachers think are
important?
Explore reasons why.
How well do you think you've done the work that you've had so far?
So, how do you think you'll do this year? What do you want this year to
be like for you?
Thanks. Reminder about next interview.
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Interview Two
You've been at high school for a few weeks now, how are thing5 going?
Do you think you've settled in?
Are there any things that are still causing problems of any sort?
What sort of work have you been doing (in e.ach subject)?
How does this compare to the work you did last year?
Are you surprised?
Can you think of any reasons why?
Have you been getting much homework?
Are you surprised? How much did you think you'd get?
Do you do your homework? What happens if you don't do homework?
We've talked about the work that you've been doing so far. How Well do
you think you're going?
Completion of Academic Performance Self-Rating Forms
I'd like you to think about how well you're doing in school at the moment
in comparison to other kids in your class. This form has a line with end '
points marked on it. Point 1 means you're not doing very well at all, that
you're finding things harder than other kids and 10 means that you're
doing great, better than anyone else. 1 want you to mark whereabouts on
the line you think you fit when you think about how well other kids are
doing too. Can you put a number to that position? Remember the best is ' 1
1 and the worst is 10.
Complete the first example.
When you did that what sort of things did you think about to help you
make a decision? What sort of information did you use?
Now, can you tell me some other kids who are about as good as you?
What about kids who are doing the best in the class? The worst in the
class?
Repeat for subsequent examples.
Last year this is how you thought you were going. How does that comp_are
to how you think you're going now? Can you think of any reasons why?
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Year 8 Student Academic Performance Self-Rating Forms
Name:
Please mark the point on the line that best describes how you think you
0
are doing in school at the moment.
In mathematics
1

10

I --------------------------·-------------------1
Great

Struggling

.n

'

In English
1
I
Struggling

·~

10
I
Great

General Academic Performance
1

10

l ----------------·-----------------------------1
r,
\i ;.
Great

Struggling

How well you get on with other students in your year?
10
l _____________________________________________ l

1

Awful

Great
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Last year you said that this year you wanted to be a •t•om- student.
What do you think your teachers would say about you this year ?
Do you think they would say that you were trying hard?
Do you think that teachers take much notice of what students do in class?
What sort of things? Do you think they notice stuff like who answers
questions and puts their hand up?
Do you answer questions in class?
Probe
What are your teachers like?
What makes a "good teacher"?
What things can teachers do that make it easy for you to learn?
What are the main differences between this year and last year (in the
classroom)?
Now you've been hfre for a while what things do you think are important
about doing well at high school? Is it important to do well? Probe
What do you think teachers think is important about high school?
Thar.ks. Remind about next interview.
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Interview Three
Welcome. Review previous interviews. Discuss what's currently
happening in the school.
Now you've been here for more than a term how do you think you're
going? Has this changed from last time we talked? Probe.
Last time we talked you said that ilie work this year was *..0 \ Is this still
the case? Has it changed? In what ways?
What is your response to this?
If you iliink about what happens on ilie classroom how similar is it to
what happened in Year 7?
Discuss each subject referring to student's responses from previous
interview relating to dis/likes, difficulty, interest, homework.
Completion of Strategy Response Form
When you are working on a task such as a math problem and you get
stuck or you don't know what to do next, what do you do?
Think about times when you are working on something, it may be a math
problem or an assignment where you don't know what to do next. Read
these statements and choose the one that describes what you are most
likely to do.
' on
Now look at this maths problem. What would you do if you got stuck
it? Again choose one from each pair that describes what you'd do.

Would it be any different if it was a subject oth~r than maths?
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Strategy Use Response Form
YEAR:

NAME:
If I get stuck on a piece or work or problem I:

ask my teacher or a friend for help

give up and go on to the
next one

think about how I solved other similar
problems, try some more and go back

give up and go on to the
next one

ask my teacher or a friend for help

think about how I solved
other similar problems, try
some more and go back

Problem
A person goes to a well with a 5 litre bucket and a 3 litre jar, but wants to get
7 litres of water. How can they get 7 litres by us!ng only the 5 litre and 3 litre
containers and no other measuring device?

If I got stuck on this problem I would:

ask my teacher or a friend for help

give up ,md go on to the
next one

think about how I solved other similar
next problems, try some more and go back

give up and go on to the
one

ask my teacher vr a friend for help

think about how I solved
other similar problems, try
some more and go back
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Last time we met you had just handed in an assignment for*****. You
said you thought you'd get an*. What mark did you get? What was your
response to this? Why do you think you got that mark?
Completion of Attributions Response Form
Think of time when you received a better mark than you expected for
some work that you did.
What sort of work was it?
What mark did you think you'd. get? What did you actually get?
Now I want you to select from each of these pairs of reasons the one that
you think was the most important in explaining why you got that mark.
Now I want you to think of time when you received a lower mark than
you expected for some work that you did.
What sort of work was it?
What mark did you think you'd get?
What did you actually get?
Now I want you to select the reason from each of these pairs that you
·
think was the most important reason why you got that mark.

.::,-v ,_,
·1:>
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Attributions Response Form
YEAR:

NAME:

Choose the statement that gives the best reason why you got a better mark
than you thought you would.
Because I'm smart at that subject

I was lucky /teacher liked
what I did

It was an easy assignment

Because I'm smart at that
subject

I tried really hard on that piece of work

Because I'm smart at that
subject

I was lucky/teacher liked what 1 did

It was an easy assignment

It was an easy assignment

I tried really hard on that
piece of work

I tried really hard on that piece of work

I W.'.lS lucky/teacher liked
what I did
·

Choose the statement that gives the best reason why you didn't do as well
as you expected.
Because I'm smart at that subject

I was lucky /teacher liked
what I did

It was an easy assignment

Because I'm smart at that
subject

I tried really hard on that piece of work

Because I'm smart at that
subject

I was lucky /teacher liked what I did

It was an easy assignment

It was an e.asy nssignment

I tried really hard on that
piece of work

I tried really hard on that piece of work

I was lucky/teacher liked
what I did
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Do you do much work that is marked by your teacher? How does this
compare to last year? When you get yom work back does the teacher give
you much feedback on how you went? Why you got the mark you did?
Do you think that you have a good idea of what you have to do in order to
get a particular mark, say, an A?
How do you feel when you get a good mark?
Do you tell your friends? How do you;: friends feel about getting good
marks? Do they think it's important to do well? What sort of marks
mean that you're doing we!!?
Do you think some teachers mark harder than others? Are teachers fair in
the way they mark and treat students?
Do you think that some teachers have "favourites"?
Over the last year we've talked quite a bit about high school and how you
thought you'd go, what it would be like and sc on. Now that you've been
here for a while are there any things that you wish someone had told you
before you came?
What are your impressions of high school nt this stage?
What do you think of high school?
Thankyou very much for helping me with my research.
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APPENDIXH

Year 8 Teacher Interview Scedules
Inhuduce self, explain research and format of interview. Request
pennission to tape interview. General biographical information relating
to teaching experiences etc.

I'd like to talk to you first about particular students whom you teach.
For each student:
What are your impressions of this student? What can you tell me about
them in terms of:
classroom behaviour?
academic ability?
academic performance?
the way they relate to other students in the class and their social
adjustment?

Do you think that •••·•• is settling in to high school? Probe

Complete academic performance rating form. Probe for reasons for
selection of rating, comparison to others, criteria.

Do you think that the transition from prim.iry to secondary school is
.rarticularly significant in children's school lives?
'

What criteria would you use to judge the success of transition?

Do you believe that certain types of students have difficulty with
transition?
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What sort of things do you believe play an important role in the success or
otherwise of transition?

Do you believe that this school's approach to transition and the
orientation program are effective in facilitating students' move to high
school? Probe.
Is there anything else that you believe constitutes approf)!iate action?

How effectively do you believe students are prepared for high school?
What do you see to be the role of Year 8?

What do you know about primary school?
Teaching practices, assessment, curriculum?

What do you believe are the most important things that facilitate
students' learning?

What do students need tu be able to do in order to be successful at high
school?
What does this school value about school performance?
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Year 8 Student Academic Performance Self-Rating Forms
'

Name:
Please mark the point on the line that best describes how you think this
student is doing in comparison to others in the class at the.moment.
In mathematics {Teacher
1

10

1------------·---------- ··-----------------------1
Great

Struggling

In English {Teacher

W

1

l---------------------------------------------1
Great

Struggling

How well does this student get on with others in the class?
{Teacher
)
1
I

Awful

·~\~.
.:r
I( · \

li

11,,
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10
I

Great

Year 8 Teacher Interview Responses
All Year 8 teachers described the success of transition as relating primarily
to academic performance. Social adjustment was also mentioned by four
teachers.
Teachers had little knowledge of primary school instructional practices,
referring to their own experiences as student teachers in primary schools,
or visits to the primary school as parents on which to base their decisions.
Their attention WHLl focused on the secondary curriculum and most (n""
15) stated that there was little need to know what students had been taught
in primary school. The reasons they gave to support this point of view
included teaching subjects in which the curriculum was K - 10 and hence
would be related or teaching subject which were not taught in the primary
school (e.g. industrial arts). Six teachers reported that their subject areas
(English and mathematics) administered school developed tests to Year 7
students and that this provided them with information about the types of
things that these students could do.
Teachers' views of the role of Year 8 varied. Some saw Year 8 as a year of
consolidation before moving students on to more difficult or sophisticated
work while others viewed it in the same way as any other year of
schooling.
"It's better for us to go over the work again, lo make sure it's taught
properly."
"It think it's important to let them settle before you give them new work.
It's also good lo find out what they can and can't do."

"We really focus on easing the transition by devoting the first unit to
revision of concepts from the primary syllabus. I think it's good
consolidation."
"If you wanted me to say what should be done at primary school to
prepare {students) for high school I'd say just leave it up to us {secondary
teachers)."

Secondary teachers reported that their main leaching strategies related to
teacher explanation or demonstration followed by student individual
work on related tasks. All expressed frustration at the unit curriculum
structure and the need to achieve set objectives. Most reported that the
marking loads associated with unit curriculum and secondary teaching in
general were heavy and that this influenced their teaching approach and
organisational procedures.
"The unit curriculum puts so many demands on us to ensure that we get
through the objectives that you can't spend too long on any one topic.
There's too much lo get through. You don't have the opportunity to go
back over work that's been covered."
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"We really focus on easing the transition by devoting the first unit to
revision of concepts from the primary syllabus. I think it's good
consolidation".
''We haven't got time to go over what we've done before. That plus the
fact that I have so much marking to do means that there isn't much point
in putting lots of feedback on kids' work."
"Our marking loads are so heavy that I haven't got time to put lots of
information on kid's work. Anyway they're only interested in the mark
they get.""
"If they don't get penalised for handing work in late then it becomes a
habit. I can't let them get away with it. They just need to be more
organised.''
"The amount of marking we have to do means that I can't give extensions
- I'd never keep my marking load under control."
"Unit curriculum means assess, assess, assess."
Those teachers who taught in subjects which were timetabled weekly
acknowledged the difficulty in getting to know students and two found it
very difficult to complete ratings of students' performance.
"I only see these kids once a week for one semester. I'm lucky if I've
learned half the class's names by the end of it. Don't know much about
any of t~em, (except the ones who really make an impact for whatever
reason.)
Teachers saw the ability to work independently, set personal goc1.ls and
maintain motivation as the important skills for students to be successful
at secondary school. Academic performance was viewed as critical for
students' future success.
" To be able to succeed at high school kids need to be able to be motivated
and to get on with work on their own."
''At the moment it's reaJly import,mt for aJI kids to do we]J at school. All
employers are interested in is a TEE score even if it's irrelevant."
Responses relating to how well prepared studenl:s were when they entered
secondary school varied. Teachers who taught t'nose subjects which had
not been studied at primary school believed that :'Is long as students
possessed the ability to work independently then t~ey had the potential to
be successful. However, other teachers suggested th;,t they believed that in
some subjects students entered secondary school with an inadequate
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knowledge or skills base. Others believed that while students came with
adequate academic knowledge and skills this was not "rigorous" enough
and that students placed too great an emphasis on non-academic aspects of
work such as presentation.
"Kids come from primary school and they think that doing a good
assignment means drawing a pretty cover sheet and decorating each page.
What's that got to do with [my subject]?"
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APPENDIX I
Year 8 Classroom Observations
Classroom observations were more difficult to arrange in Year 8.
Students changed teachers and rooms and classes for each subject and
there were few instances where more than one case study student was in
the same class. For this reason each target student was observed twice in
mathematics and English classes and where convenient four additional
classroom observations were conducted with randomly selected case study
students. Again the focus of the observations was teacher~student
interactions and the nature of instructional tasks.

Secondary Classes
An obvious difference between the secondary school and the primary
schools in the study was the larger size of the senior high school grounds
and the range of specialist facilities such as gymnasium, performing arts
theatre and swimming pool. There was great variation from one part of
the school to the next in the physical envirnnment of the secondary
classrooms. The school was built following a traditional design around a
central quadrangle and there were no open areas for instruction. There
were purpose built areas for curriculum areas such Business Education,
Computing, Science, Home Economics, Industrial Arts, Art, Physical
Education, Dance and Theatre. Those subjects which did not require
specialisl facilities were taught in conventional classrooms and while
there was some effmt to concentrate subject areas in particular rooms
there were no specially designated areas.

Students changed classrooms

and teachers regularly each day often moving long distances around the
school from one class to another.
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The secondary school had a pastoral care system based on a house
system incorporating year level coordinators, and all students were
assigned to "contact" or form classes related to the house system. These
contact groups were designed vertically so that they contained students
from all year levels. There were only two instances where target students
were in a mmmon contact group and in both of theses cases the students
had not come from the same primary school class so they did not k~uw
each other.
In addition to the differences in the physical classroom environment
there was much variation between individual teachers and teaching
approaches used in particular subject disciplines. Despite these individual
differences the general approach observed was the same in all classes.
Classes were teacher dominated, most of the teaching was expository with
small amounts of whole class work, much individual student seatwork
and little group or cooperative work. There was less evidence of reward
structures in the secondary classes but there were structures operating
through the house system within the school. The school issued merit and
award certificates for academic performance and had a whole school
mechanism for further rewarding academic perform.ince.
Generally, classes operated in the same way regardless of teacher or
subject area. Exceptions to this occurred in science where the teacher
performed an experiment at the front of the class and students observed
then recorded relevant details. This type of lesson was teacher-centred and
students worked individually on recording observations. Occasionally
student::; performed experiments themselves after observing the teacher
perform the experiment either in a prt:vious lesson or at the beginning of
the lesson. Experiments were conducted in small groups and there was a
high level of student student interaction and off task behaviop,r.
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In other subjects the most common form of instruction followed this
pattern: the teach•2r spent the opening ten minutes explaining or
demonstrating the topic for the lesson then students worked individually
on worksheets, from their text, or the blackboard. In some cases teachers
circulated, supervising students as they were engaged in seat work but
frequently they remained at the front of the room.

Teacher-student

interactions were minimal and less frequent than had been observed in
primary classrooms. Teacher student interactions were predominantly
related to behaviour management interactions and there was minimal
student initiated interaction.

Case Study Classroom Observations

Neoma
Classroom observations in multiple settings identified that Neoma's
classroom behaviour was consistent across different settings. She was seen
to be essentially task oriented, a willing participant in any whole class
discussion or recitation type activities. In some circumstances she was
observed to talk to peers but this appeared to be task related and initiated
by the other students. She was never observed lo be reprimanded by her
teachers. When called upon, she c1nswered teachers' questions correctly
and was observed to volunteer to respond to teacher questions. She
appeared to listen to the teachers' instructions and to begin work on the
task immediately.

She demonstrated outward signs of interest and

enthnsiasm in the class and was observed to actively seek assistance from
the teacher where required.
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Rabe rt

Robert was observed to select a seat towards the back of the classroom
in all subjects. Where the same group of students were in the class he was
observed to seat himself as part of a group. While he caused no major
disruptions, his involvement and participation in the class were minimal.
He did not begin tasks immediately but did not attract the teacher's
attention for not doing so. He was not observed to volunteer answers to
teacher questions and his engagement in assigned seat work tasks was
sporadic and he was frequently observed to do little formal work.

Michelle

Michelle's behaviour was observed to be consistent across different
classroom settings. In those situations where students were allowed to
choose their seats she chose a seat on the outside edges of the class and was
not observed to choose to sit near rmy particular students. She initiated no
interactions with the teachers, did not volunteer to answer any questions
and was never selected to answer teacher questions. Her engagement in
tasks was sporadic, she gazed around the room, fiddled with her books and
pens but did not disturb others. She did not appear to be cognitively
engaged in th1: instruction taking place.

Janene

Janene was observed to seat herself at the back of the room as often as
possible. In several classes she seated herself with the same group of girls
(whenever they were in the same class they sat together). She frequently
arrived late to class acompanied by a group of girls. They were not often
sanctioned for this but the teachers made comments which acknowledged
their late arrival.
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She was never observed to raise her hand in response to teacher
questions and did not initiate any student-teacher interactions. On those
occasions where the teacher was observed to initiate an interaction with
Janene it was related to reminding her about on-task behaviour or to
reprimand her "group" for lack of task application. She was observed to
complete minimal work in class appearing to be off task, writing notes to
friends, chatting or not paying attention.

Felicity
Felicity's behaviour was consistent across multiple classroom
settings. She was observed to work quietly .and appec1red to be on-task at
all times. She rarely spoke to other students and was not observed to
initiate student-teacher interactions. She was not observed to volunteer
answers to teacher questions and the teacher seldom directed questions to
her. Overall she engaged in little interaction with any member of the
class.

She did not appear to consistently scat herself near particular

students and she selected a seat towards the sict(? of the room. Felicity
appeared to avoid attracting attention to herself and was a quiet and
inoffensive student.

Andrew

Antdrew's behaviour was observed to be consistent in a variety of
class settings in secondary school.

He did not appear to seat himself

regularly with the same group of students but always attempted to sit at
the bark of the room. When this was not possible he ~at on the edge of the
room as close to the back as possible. He frequently arrived late and often
did not have all necessary materials. He was sometimes sanctioned by the
teacher for this but in other situations m.inaged to borrow materials from
other students or avoid attracting the teacher's attention.
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He was not

observed to volunteer to answer teacher questions and frequently did not
appear to be attending to teacher talk. His engagement on tasks was
sporadic and he appeared to be off task more often than on task. Andrew
presented an outward appearance of being a reluctant student.

Summary
There were important differences observed between primary and
secondary classroom environments. Some of these have been
doct1.mented in previous research dealing with transition and include
such surfar::c factors as number of teachers, changing classrooms and
moving around the school. In relation to students' perceptions of the
academic environment differences in instruction, task and assessment
would seem to be particularly salient. Previous reference has been made
to the need for students to understand the cognitive map of assessment
and instruction. In high school students encounter a number of new
subjects and even familiar subjects take on a different appcar.ince (e.g. the
subject English takes on a new guise).
Instruction w.is more individualised with students performing a
great deal of independent scat work. Not only were students taught by a
larger number of teachers, and spent less time with each teacher, but there
were fewer opportunities provided for teacher-student, student-teacher,
and student~student interactions.
Students encountered a different assessment system, different
nomenclature and criteria for the assignment of grades. In many cases
students were not aware of the meaning of grades or the criteria for
assessment. Students had been "streamed" into pathways but were often
unaware of the pathway or its significance.

·417-

The classrooms themselves differed. Secondary classrooms generally
lacked displays of student work or decoration of any type. In a few
specialist rooms there were subject related posters but on the whole
secondary classrooms were typified by bare walls and there was no sense of
class ownership of rooms. For students changing classes meant not only
changing teachers, but changing peers so the opportunity to develop
relationships with peers was also restricted. The frequent changes of class
also restricted the opportunities for student:, to build a reliable cognitive
map of their relative academic standing.

!_I ,_,
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APPENDIX J
YEAR 8 QUESTIONNAIRE

QUESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire requires you to answer some questions about your
experiences at High School.
You do not need to put your name on the questionnaire, so your answers
will be anonymous.
Please answer as honestly and accurately as you can. Answer all the
questions.
For most questions there are boxes next to the questions. Please tick (3) the
box or boxes that best describe your answers. For some questions you are
asked to write in your answer.
Thank you for helping me by filling in this questionnaire.

Denise Kirkpatrick

.419.
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Office Use Only

,,

1, Sex

(1)

Male

1

Female~

2

EE

2. Date of Birth.
Day,

Month

3. Which primary school did you go to last year?

4. Did you like primary school!

5. Do you like high school?

''(2)

(3) ::

(4)

Ye,

1

No

'

Ye,

(Sf-

·,·,

·: (6)

.-_,;.;

'
6. Did you think you would ·like high school?

7, Is this the high school you wanted to go to?

Ye.

I

No

2

Yes

1

No

'

~l,"

"

(8)

8. U not, which one did you want to go to?
-.,_, -_

-------------------------~------·--------·

....-;.->

9: What do you want to do when you leave school?,,\ .-

------------------------------ ·----.

10. Do_ you want to slay on to Year 12 at high
school?

y.,
No

-420·
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11, Do yolll' parents want you to stay on to Year
12 at high school

Yes

No

[i;J
~

1
(12)
2

•

12. Before you came to high school had any of
the following people talked to you about
high school? (Tick those who had.)

GiJ
GJ
GiJ

Year 7 Teacher
Other Primary Teachers
Primary School Principal

~

Primary School Deputy

0

High School Teacher

~
~

Parent
Older brothers and sisters

Other (describe)

(13)

1

(14)

1

(15)

1

(16)

1

(17}

1

(18)",

1

0
D

Older friends

1

- '(19)
(20)

"

1

(21)

1

(22)

··~

--..;:..r

c
13. Had you visited the high school before you
started school this year?_

y.,

~

GJ
1-·1~

No

14. Did you have any concerns about starting

Yes

high school?

No
Describe: Timetable, find log way around

teachers

-------------

-------------------------------

.\.._,.

~

(}J
,..,

2

1

(23)

2
(24) -

,,

•'

\,:
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15. How long has it taken you to get used to high
school7 (Tick only one.)

El

Aday

1

~
~
~

A few days
·A Week
Two weeks

2

3

El
El

A month
I'm not used to high school yet

16. If you are still not used to high school how
much longer do you think it will take?

A semester

,:·

A year

17. Did you get 'iost going from one dassroom to

6

Of those who
said no

1

D

1

. ,,:

'

No

[i;J
[.,]

Yes

~

1

No

GJ

2

Yes

i26),,

1

[ii]

another?

18. Is the work at high school h~rder than th,:>
work at primary school?

1

..

.·, (27)_:
"c1•

2

.-~-}-

..

{-.,
.,,.

(2s)\,.

,.,_

.i,
,',.

'

-<.,
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5

GJ

Arerm

;-,,

_;(25)_
4

'

,,

ii

}

Office Use Only
19. Which of these things were you worried
about before you crune to high school?

Being bullied/picked on by older students

GJ

The amount of homework

c;:J

Gettlllg lost going from one class to another

EJ

Making new friends
Having a number of teachers
Following a timetabfo

Difficulty of work
Not knowing other students

More dilncult tests

~
~
~
~
~
~

,, G?J

Stricter teachers
Any'thing else (describe)

----------------------------------

~

1

(29)

'

,\., ._,,(30)

3

(31)

4

(3,2)

5

(33)

6

(34}

7

(35)

8

(36)

9

(37)

10

(38)

.11

(39)'"

',

,\
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20, Which of these things concern you now about
high school?

Being bullied/ picked on by o!der students

1

(42)

The amount of homework

2

'.'(43>'

Getting lost going from one class to another

3

(44) .-

Making new friends

4

(45)

Having a number of teachers

5

_{46)

Following a timetable

6

(47)

Difficulty of work

7

(48)

Not knowing other students

8

(49)

More difficult tests

9

(50)

Getting good grades

10

(51)

More difficult work

11

(52)

12

(53)

D

Anything else {describe)

,,

'
21. Do you !!;ink you had been told enough about
high school before coming here?

Yes

1

No

2

22. If no, what else would you have liked to ha\'e be~n told?

(54)

,(SS)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " - - - - - - ·------ ,1----

---------- ------ -----'

._

--,·-.::,-:

., _\.'.-

,_- __,_, ___

''·.

,'" .

._

. .. --------------:.
·-

.\..

\, ,-
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Mathematics
'.)

Name

Class

School _ _ _ _~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - INSTRUCTJONS
Do not begin until !nstructed to do so

Show ALL your working and answers in the booklet
lfyou have trouble with a que;tion, leave it ~nd comeback lo it l~ler

When you have finished, check your work cam fully
No calculators may be used

C>Ml"""7 ,, Edm,,n. w.. temA.,t<,I~ ,m
Copplght o "" p•n ol •h~ p,bi""'" m•r b, ""al lo ,
l~ri .. ,l If'""' ,,..,..m,t1<,l 01 <tproJrnd '" '"1 W•)',

lncll>dlog phococopy, i'"°'"&''P!,, ""~"le ot oil',or ...,.,a,

w11h,,.,,i., P"" '>'""""' U>d '''""" i''"""~'°"'loh,

Mlobl ry of Sd m!oo. Wo,t«A A"'~'"'·

M5E-M75---92

Cramp Aqua

EQUIPMENT

To complete this task you will need:
pen or pencil and eraser
ruler
compass
20 cm of string
forty cubes with 2 cm edges
''Note: a calculator should not be used.

I

Getting ready for camp

You are going on a camp.
You look at this calendar to plan for the camp.

GfPit.Mg~ie_
5MIWIFS

,.s
,;
"
"' 21 22 24" "'
I 2 34
8 9 JO II

b 7

15 14 IS lb 1118

27 ,,,

{a)

(b}

"' 30

Your birthday is on 16 September. What day of the week will this be?

You leave for camp a fortnight after your birthday.
What date will this be?

"

2

"

<"
,,;,

a

It is time to leave for camp.

I 12

This is your clock.

:.'

\
1

6

:,
5

What is the time shown on your clock?

a

Weights

At the bus stop two of your friends, Jeff and Jill, weigh themselves on a
weighing machine. Jeff has a mass of 45.15 kilograms and Jill a mass·
of35.90 kilograms.
How much more is Jeffs mass than Jill's?

I,

"

II

Bus route
. At the Bellwood bus Stop, you see this map of the bus route:

I

I

I

CampAqua bus StOP, ~

'
8

~

i

/

7

• Lake
J Lake
bu~ stop

'

'

~

~keview
bus stop

I<.

77

"

CJ

3

N

/

2

/
.,

,-Bellwood bus stop
0
. 0
2345678

9

10

,;

II

kilomwes

(a)_.._In what direction is Camp Aqua bus stop from Bel!woo_d btls stop? .
,,
.
···-

(b)

4

On the map mark with an X'lhe position ofa place which is
8 kilometres east and 4 kilometres north of Bellwood bus stop.

,,·,

(c)

Work out the actual distance by road between the bus stop at Bellwood
and the bus stop at Camp Aqua. (You ca~ use the string· provided.)
_ _ _ _ _ _ ,kilometers

(d)

(e)

· How could you estimate the area of J Lake?

Estimate·the area of J Lake, - - - - - ~ - - - - - ~ - -

II

At the camp entrance

You arrive at Camp Aqua.

WELCOME TO
CAMP AQUA
lt

List the letters on the sign which have more than one line of symmetry. :

Camp duties

When people arrive they are put on a camp duties roster.
Here is a roster for 6 boys:

duty
breakfast
wnsh-uclca11
bathroom
lonch
wash-un
prepare
-.i c~
dinner
wash-up

MON

TUES

THUR'

\VEO

TIAN

DOUG

JEFF

CHRIS

TIAN

DOUG

EVAN

CHRIS

TIAN

CARLO

EVAN

JEFF

CARLO

. .

,,

FRI

(a) What duty does Tian do on ,yednesday?

Work out the pattern in this roster.

(b) Fill the missing spaces for Wednesday, Thursday and Friday._

6

'

.
.

I

Your cabin
Here is a drawing you made of your cabin.

. ,,_,,

(a)

On the drawing the length of the window is:

Here is a drawing of the roof.

'{,

·;
Name the shape._ ·

(b)

·,,.
\'

(c) -- How milny faces does this shape have?

---'~-·c·\aces"

(d)

-~---vertices

'How many vertices does this shape have?

7

I

Here is a plan of the cahin:

BUNK.

BUNK

BUNK
SOc,n

,

DOOR

,,

(a)

I

50,m

/

How Jong is the shorter side of the real cabin?
_____ ,metres

(b)

What is the area of the real rug (without fringe)?
Show units in your answer.

(c)

How many more bunks could be stored on the floor of the cabin?
On the plan, outline and shade where you would put them.
The number of bunks is:

8

You look carefully at the rug on the floor.

yellow

{d)

What shape is the rug without the fringe?

{e)

Divide the blue section of the rug into quarters.
Show your answer below.

I

Pies
The coo~1has made some apple pies. All the pies are the same size.

You help' cut them up.

t

(a)

Shade

of this apple pie.

(b)

Which is greater, 25% ofa pie or+ ofa pie?

II

Biscuits
Free biscuits are available. 12 biscuits are left in a box and 12 children

are in a queue to get one each. There are 6 biscuits with red icing, 3
biscuits with blue icing and 3 biscuits with yellow icing.

(a)

You pick the first biscuit. What are the chances that you choose a
biscuit with red icing?

(b)

10

The first two biscuits chosen have blue icing. Your fri(md is next to
pick up a biscuit. What are the chances that your fiiend will choose a
biscuit with blue icing on it?

'""

''

Ill

Kayak orienteering

In the afternoon some children go kayaking.
Kate is in a kayak at the green marker.
Carlo is calling out instructions to Kate.
(a)

Follow Carlo's instructions, and mark on the chart below the course
taken by Kate.
Start at the circle.

Paddle 50 m North, then
paddle 50 111 East, then
paddle 30 m South, then

paddle 50 m West.

N

+

~

-

I
I

/GR!'!"

I

T11e side of each square is 10 m long.

II

12

(b)

Joe paddles 120 metres in one minute.
At this rate, how far would he paddle in 6 minutes?
_ _ _ _ _ metres

(c)

Each kayak weighs 15.5 kg.
How much would 20 kayaks weigh altogether?

_ _ _ _ _ _ kg

Bike rides

Two people hire out bikes.

gAR'fS 81K~S
$;2. pel 300\in ®

$':t Pol :;i helmi \0

\1)

If you want n half-hour ride and you must also hire a helmet, how
much would it cost from Bart's Bikes?

(b)

Complete this table:
Cost of hiring a bike

Bnn's

Bikes
Cl~ire's
Cycles

30

60

90

120

(min)

(min)

(min)

(min)

S4

56

150
(min)

$2.50

11

Rarting
,:;.-·-

After lunch you go to the river with some friends to bui!d the raft
shovin in the sketch.

Sketch a diagram of the rnft as seen exactly side on from where the
arrow is.

14

•., ;.;

II

Observing animals

The camp has some animals. This is a plan of the floor of a cage.

4m

I
Sm

What is the area of the floor of the cage?

15

m

Fish pond

In a fish pond there are 78 fish in an area this size:

\\

The whole pond is this large:

How could you estimate the total number of fish in the pond?

16

-,, _-----~Temperature

The weather report says that it will be a hot day tomorrow.
Your friend says, 'That means thal the temperature will be over 60°C.'

(a)

Is she giving a reasonable estimate of the temperature on a hot day?

(b)

Mark on this thennometer what you believe is a reasonable estimate of
the temperature on a hot day.

0

•c

.'"

'" "
""
"

..
""
"•

~,o

-

)

17

m

River cruise

At Camp Aqua you can take a river cruise.
The cost of tickets is shown on this sign .

.

AOUJ.76 : _ _ _ _ _ _ $19.·50

CH/I.OREN:

fAMIJ.1£.e;

$ 7,5()
2. !J:fu/lG) I ohi!d _

$7.e,

:Z fl{(u/ls , 2 c/11/dren _$ :33

.* f,S foreadt addihona! diild.
{a)

You buy the entrance tickets for you and 11 friends wi1h S 120.00 .

You pay children's prices. How much money do you have left?

(b)

A family of two adults and four chilc\ren wants to take the crni!ie.
How much money will they save if they buy tickets in the cheapest
way rather than in the most expensive way?

\'

18

II

Book

On the cruise you look at a book.
You see this graph:

AVERAGE HEICiHTS OF BOYS AND GIRLS

(a)

What is the height difference between avcrngc 18 year old boys and
average 18 year old girls?

(b)

At which age(s) do boys and girls have the same average height?

{c)

Describe what happens to the average heights of the girls and the boys

after the age of 14.

19

Dining Room
You return to camp.
You watch two workmen fitting some tables into a storage
area without stacking the tables on top of each other.
The workmen show }'ou this sketch.
There are 5 large tables and 2 small tables to fit into the area.
wnl\

<m

""
<m

large
table

''"

:Im

storag~ area

l,--·___ ,,,,, ___
(.

''

~ihow how they could fit the tables into the storage area.
Outline and shade the tables on this g1id.

20

Storage

To earn some pocket money you work in the storage area of the camp.
11
You see large boxes packed with small boxes of food. The caretaker
tells you that each large box comes packed with either type A box Cs or
type B boxes. The sizes of the boxes are as follows:

so,ri=rl ,,,,a
~Scm
2S cm

!00cm

SO cm

~=:;;;;;;;;:::=;;"{/
k
100 cm
Large box

(Nore: Use the blocks to help you answer the questions.)

(a)

How many type A boxes fit into a large box?

(b)

How many type B boxes will fit into a different box whose edges are
half those of the large box'?

2

APPENDIXL
Summary of Students' Performance on MSE Tests
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APPENDIXM

Standardised Scores for Mathematics at Year 8

Measummf!nt
Year 7

Student

NC
FR
TQ

SR
RC
JN
MF
LH
TI

DE

HJ
KT
JC
MI

or

OD
MD

FN
AD
WD
NI
EL
LN
OT

.998
2.260
-1.524
.998
-.263
.368
-.263
.368
-.263
-2.155
-.893
.998
-.263
.368
-.263
.998
-.893
.368
-.893
-1.524
.368
-.263
.368
.998

Year 8
.993
.302
-.043
-.389
1.339
-.043
-.734
-.043
-.043
-3.153
-.734
.302
-.043
-.734
.003
.302

--.369
-.389
.993
-1.425
.302
.9"93
1.6SS
-.043

Number
Year 7

Year 8
.865
1.236
-.989
.494
-.618
.494
-.989
.494
.124
-1.730
-1.359
1.607
-.989
-.247
-.989
1.236
1.607
.124
.494
-.618
1.236
-1.359
-.247
.124

.216
1.255
-1.341
.735
.476
.216
-.303
-.043
-.043
-1.082
-.822
1.774
1.514
.216
.216
-1.082
1.514
.995
-1.082
-.303
-1.341
-1.601
-.822
.735

""

.'}
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